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Summary

An assessment of a proposed configuration of a

High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) was conducted in

the fall of 1995 at the Langley Research Center. This

configuration, known as the Industry Reference-H

(Ref-H) configuration, was designed by the Boeing

Commercial Airplane Group as part of their work in

the High-Speed Research Program. The configuration

includes a conventional tail, a cranked-arrow wing,

four mixed-flow turbofan engines, and capacity for

approximately 300 passengers. This aircraft was 311 ft

long with a 130-ft wingspan and a maximum takeoff

gross weight of 649 914 lb. The assessment was to

evaluate and quantify operational aspects of the con-

figuration from a pilot's perspective, with the primary

goal to identify potential deficiencies. Results from

this study may be applied to enhance future HSCT

configurations.

This assessment was aimed at evaluating the

Ref-H configuration at many points of the aircraft

envelope to determine the suitability of the vehicle to

accomplish tasks along typical mission profiles as well

as in emergency or envelope-limit conditions. Pilot-
provided Cooper-Harper ratings and comments consti-

tuted the primary vehicle evaluation metric. Incidents

of nacelle, tail, or wingtip ground strikes during take-

off and landing; repeated occurrence of control satura-

tion or rate limiting during a particular task; or

unfavorable propulsive influences on the flight charac-
teristics of the vehicle were of particular interest. The

assessment was performed by using the Langley

Visual Motion Simulator and incorporated the release

of the simulation database known as Ref-H Cycle 2B.

The model of the control system was based on

industry-provided control laws for the longitudinal
and lateral directional axes as well as control surface

allocation and mixing logic. The simulation model

used in the Ref-H assessment test used control systems

that featured flight-path rate command, flight-path

hold, and airspeed hold in the longitudinal control

laws and a roll rate command, sideslip command, and

bank angle hold in the lateral-directional control laws.
The control surface models used in the assessment

included the effect of hinge moments upon actuator

rate and position authority.

During the evaluation, several deficiencies in the

vehicle configuration were uncovered in addition to
control law deficiencies. Vehicle deficiencies include

limited roll and yaw control power; this leads to a ten-

dency for pilot-induced oscillations during lateral

maneuvering and susceptibility of the modeled engine

inlets to unstart during typical certification maneuvers.

An inlet unstart occurs when a disturbance to the flight
condition causes the normal shock wave, usually con-

tained inside the inlet throat, to be ejected from the
inlet to form an exterior shock wave. This shock wave

leads to large reaction forces on the airframe because

of a sudden loss of mass flow through the engine and a

corresponding loss of thrust, a rise in drag, and
changes in the underwing pressure distribution. Con-

trol law deficiencies included a coupling between

thrust changes and pitch acceleration, a tendency for

vertical flight-path excursions ("ballooning") during

landing flap extension, high-angle-of-attack recovery

problems, and minor lateral-directional control tuning
requirements.

Tasks that were especially difficult and may

present opportunities for further study include the

35-knot crosswind landing and recovery from turning

stalls. An inability to meet emergency descent cabin

pressure altitude guidelines was demonstrated. The

difficulty in landing the aircraft without substantial

control augmentation was also demonstrated, and the

degradation of flying qualities associated with an auto-
throttle failure was documented.

Other results of the assessment included a demon-

stration of a decrease in runway environment noise if a

programmed lapse rate takeoff maneuver is employed

in which throttles and flaps are automatically reconfig-

ured by a control mechanism and the demonstration of

a flight-path, flight-envelope display. Several dynamic

minimum engine-out airspeed limits were demon-
strated as well. Several simulation hardware and soft-

ware deficiencies were uncovered during the course of
the assessment.



Introduction

An assessment of a proposed configuration of a

High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) was conducted in

the fall of 1995 at the Langley Research Center

(LaRC). This configuration, known as the Industry

Reference-H (Ref-H) configuration, includes a con-

ventioual tail, a cranked-arrow wing, four mixed-flow

turbofan engines, and capacity for approximately 300

passengers. This aircraft was 311 ft long with a 130-ft

wingspan and a maximum takeoff gross weight of

6949141b. See reference 1 for a comprehensive

description of the Ref-H configuration. The purpose of

the assessment was to evaluate and quantify opera-

tional aspects of the configuration from a pilot's per-

spective with the primary goal to identify potential

configuration deficiencies rather than to critique a par-

ticular control, display, or guidance concept.

This study was aimed at evaluating the Ref-H con-

figuration at many points of the aircraft envelope to

determine the suitability of the vehicle to accomplish

typical mission profile tasks as well as emergency or

envelope-limit tasks. The assessment maneuver set

was performed by five pilots who evaluated 52 differ-

ent tasks. The maneuvers chosen for piloted evalua-

tion included demanding maneuvers, such as

emergency descents, engine failure scenarios and
stalls, as well as routine maneuvers such as takeoffs,

climbs, turns, descents, and approaches and landings.

Pilot-provided Cooper-Harper ratings (CHRs) and

comments constituted the primary vehicle evaluation
metric. Five additional demonstration maneuvers

included in the assessment task list required only pilot

comments. A limited batch analysis of the Ref-H

configuration was also conducted to provide comple-

mentary information to support piloted real-time simu-
lation work.

Although the flight dynamics of the simulated

vehicle were inextricably linked with aspects of the

control system, the evaluation pilots were urged, to the

best of their ability, to look beyond the immaturity of

the flight control laws and to identify deficiencies

associated with the vehicle aerodynamics, control sur-

faces, and landing gear configuration. For this reason,

incidents of nacelle, tail, or wingtip ground strikes

during takeoff and landing; repeated occurrence of

control saturation or rate limiting during a particular

task; or unfavorable propulsive influences on the flight

characteristics of the vehicle were of primary interest.
An assessment of takeoff noise characteristics of the

Ref-H configuration was also conducted.

The assessment was performed by using the third

major release of the simulation database (known as

Ref-H Cycle 2B). This simulation model included

detailed models of the Ref-H aerodynamics, mass and

inertia, landing gear, control system elements, and

propulsion systems. The aerodynamics model

included the steady-state effects of airframe bending

under flight loads (quasi-static aeroelastic effects).

The propulsion model featured an engine inlet model
that included inlet unstart calculations as well as

engine response dynamics due to throttle and inlet
start/unstart transients.

The model of the control system was based on

industry-provided control laws for the longitudinal

and lateral directional axes, as well as control surface

allocation and mixing logic. The simulation model for

the Ref-H assessment test used control systems that

featured flight-path-rate command/flight path and air-

speed hold (_t/V ) in the longitudinal axis, and a roll-

rate/sideslip command and bank angle hold law in the

lateral directional axes (p/_3). The control surface
models used in the assessment include the effect of

hinge moments on actuator rate and position authority.

A qualitative rating metric was formulated that

attempted to provide a consistent measure of prepared-

ness, based on pilot ratings of the current simulation,

as compared with what would be expected from a

transport aircraft with acceptable flying qualities. The

calculation of the CHR deficiency yielded a metric

value of 23.0 percent for this assessment; 100 percent

represented adequate flying qualities for all tasks

evaluated and 5 percent represented an abysmal evalu-

ation. To facilitate a better understanding of this met-

ric the following examples are offered:

1. If all tasks were rated 3 CHR points (equivalent
to a full CHR level) too poor, then the metrical

score would be 5.0 percent. This instance would

be an example of all tasks that required Level I

flying qualities but received Level II or III marks

during the evaluation.

2. If all tasks were evaluated to be 1 CHR point too

poor, the metrical score would be 36.8 percent.

This instance would be an example of tasks that



.

required Level I flying qualities but received

CHRs of 4.5 (Level II).

If ha/f the tasks were determined to be 1 CHR

point too poor, the metrical score would be

60.7 percent. This instance would be half the

tasks required Level I flying qualities but
received CHRs of 4.5.

Simulated Aircraft Model

Cycle 2B Model Origins

This Ref-H assessment was based on the Cycle 2B
version of the aircraft mathematical model. This

model was documented by the Boeing Commercial

Airplane Group in July 1995 as the third release in a

series of increasingly detailed mathematical models of
the Ref-H design in reference 2. Cycle 2B included

models for aerodynamics, inertia, engines, landing

gear, and flight control surface actuation systems.

These models included quasi-static elastic flexible

aerodynamic effects, actuator hinge moments, and an

engine inlet model that modeled the supersonic inlet
unstart phenomenon.

The aerodynamic model was based on a combina-

tion of wind tunnel and computational fluid dynamics

studies of the Ref-H design; these ranged from low

subsonic to Mach 2.4 supersonic wind tunnel studies.

In addition, finite-element structural models were

evaluated for strength, rigidity, and flutter dynamic

predictions; information from these computations was

used to predict the effect of steady flight loads upon

aerodynamic stability derivatives.

General Vehicle Specifications

The design vehicle is approximately 311 ft long

with a wingspan of approximately 130 ft with a maxi-

mum gross takeoff weight of 649 914 lb and a maxi-

mum zero fuel weight of 350 000 lb. The fuselage has

a maximum diameter of approximately 12 ft and is

intended to carry approximately 300 passengers in

three seating classes.

Operational Concerns

The need to operate within the existing airspace

system mandates that the HSCT mix with subsonic

traffic in the terminal environment and operate at sub-

sonic speeds. These conditions require the design

vehicle to fly most approaches on the "backside" of

the drag curve, that is, in the flight regime where an

increase in power is required to trim for a decrease in

speed. This unconventional throttle activity could

require extensive retraining of flight crews to success-

fully accomplish; however, this undesirable backside

characteristic can be alleviated by using a fairly high

bandwidth autothrottle system. During these tests,

landings were performed with and without autothrot-

tles. In addition, a "deadstick" landing with all engines

out was performed; this approach was flown at a

higher airspeed on the "frontside" of the drag curve.

Noise concerns have led to the examination and

design of automatic flap deployment schedules on

takeoff and landing maneuvers. Also, a programmed

lapse rate (PLR) takeoff procedure was devised to

schedule the autothrottle system during takeoff. These

aspects of the Ref-H design were explored in these
tests.

A fuel-optimal climb profile that included loft and

pushover maneuvers was designed to provide maxi-

mum range. This profile was examined during this

assessment for operational feasibility.

An operational HSCT will probably include some

type of electronic vision system to avoid having to use

a mechanical nose-droop system for takeoffs and land-

ings, and flight-envelope protection (e.g., angle of

attack and acceleration limits) will also probably be

built into the flight control system. Neither of these

systems were examined in this assessment, however.

The geometry of the Ref-H configuration was mod-
eled in the simulation so that an accurate assessment

of tail strike, nacelle strike, and wingtip strike could be

made during takeoff and landing operations.

Aerodynamics

The Ref-H configuration design has a cranked-

arrow planform, a conventional aft tail, and four

underslung engines. A three-view drawing and

a three-quarter rear view are presented in figure 1. The

control devices include a software-geared horizontal

stabilizer and elevator, a three-segment rudder on a

fixed vertical fin, eight wing trailing-edge flaps/

flaperons, four leading-edge flaps, a "vortex fence"

device, and four "spoiler-slot deflectors."



Modifications to Low-Speed Aerodynamic

Database

This section provides details of modifications to

the Cycle 2B aerodynamic database. The unmodified

aerodynamic database, as documented in reference 2,

was modified just prior to commencement of the

piloted evaluations supporting this assessment. All

simulated research flights were performed with these

aerodynamic modifications installed.

As a result of performing initial batch analysis

using the Ref-H Cycle 2B aerodynamic database, a

significant discrepancy between existing data obtained

in the Langley 30- by 60-Foot Tunnel (test 71) and the

Ref-H Cycle 2B aerodynamic database was found.

This discrepancy involved the low-speed lateral-

directional stability derivatives, C! and Cn_ , as mod-
eled in the Ref-H Cycle 2B release. _

The data used for the evaluation of the Cycle 2B

database were obtained from test 71, which used a

4.6-percent sting-mounted Ref-H model tested at a
Reynolds number of approximately 1.94 × 106. Sting

effects were quantified through the use of a "dummy"

sting, used during the error analysis portion of the

wind runnel experiment, to specifically determine the

exact effect the sting mounting system would have on

the resulting data. Wind runnel blockage and wall
effects were considered to be of no significant magni-

tude due to the large test section of the runnel com-

pared with the size of the model. As a result of the

sting error analysis and lack of wall effects, the data

from test 71 are believed to be of high quality.

Accurate modeling of CI_ and Cn_ is essential to

obtain accurate handling qualities (HQ) ratings from a

piloted simulation. Figures 2 and 3 present Cl_ and

Cn_ as a function of angle of attack for data from

test 71, Cycle 2B, and Cycle 2B modified databases.

From these figures the differences between the test 71

data and unmodified Cycle 2B data are apparent. The

lack of agreement in Cl_ was caused through improper

modeling of the effects of leading-edge flap deflec-

tion. Unmodified Cycle 2B aerodynamics did not

include the effect of leading-edge flap deflection on

the lateral-directional stability derivatives. Also evi-

dent in figures 2 and 3 is a general lack of agreement

involving Cn_ at angles of attack greater than 10 °.

Because a large portion of this assessment involved

maneuvers with the leading-edge flaps deflected com-

bined with the vehicle frequently maneuvering at high

angles of attack, an effort was made to resolve these

problems to improve the quality of this assessment.

This information was used to develop the modifica-

tions to the Cycle 2B aerodynamic database. The

resulting modification was subsequently installed,
evaluated, and verified in the Ref-H simulation.

A distinct improvement in the agreement between

the test 71 data and modified Cycle 2B data is appar-

ent in figures 2 and 3. The aerodynamic modification

of the Cycle 2B data produced values of both and
CI_

Cn_ that were much closer to values predicted from

the test 71. The derivative Cn_ for zero flap deflection

is very accurately reproduced by the Cycle 2B data, as

shown in figure 2, although some differences were

still evident for . These data are presented to pro-
CI_

vide information regarding the basic airframe charac-
teristics since none of the assessment maneuvers

involved subsonic operation with leading- and

trailing-edge flaps undeflected. The flap-deflected

case, as shown in figure 3, is representative of the

takeoff powered approach flight condition, which is

the vehicle configuration for all takeoff, stall, and

landing maneuvers. Accurate modeling of the aerody-

namic properties is a high priority. As can be seen in

figure 3, the unmodified data would have been unac-

ceptable, with values of Cl_ off by a factor of 3 at

angles of attack around 10°. Although substantial dif-

ferences still exist for Cn_ , the aerodynamic modifica-

tion improved the aerodynamic simulation and good

agreement exists at a larger range of angle of attack.

Overall, the selection of the modified Cycle 2B

aerodynamic database greatly enhanced the value of

this study.

Control Laws

The simulation model used in this assessment

employed custom-designed control laws that featured

flight-path-rate command/flight path and airspeed



hold(jr/V) in the longitudinalaxis,anda roll-rate/
sideslipcommandandbankangleholdlaw in thelat-
eraldirectionalaxes(p/_). Thesecontrollawswere
developedbytheBoeingCommercialAirplaneGroup
andMcDonnellDouglasAircraftCorporation,respec-
tively,andwereimplementedin theLangleysimula-
tion model.Thesecontrol laws were designedto
provide(1) stabilizationandcontrolauthorityover
severalflight regimesand(2) rudimentaryautoflap-
autothrottlecapabilitysufficientto performthevari-
oustasksin thesetests.Becausethesecontrollawsdid
notnecessarilyreflectthefinalcontrollawselectedfor
apotentialproductionHSCTaircraft,thepilotswere
remindedthatevaluationof thesecontrollawswasnot
themainfocusof theassessment.Thecontrollaws
usedin thepilotedassessmentaredescribedin appen-
dixA andalsoin references3through5.

Control Surface Function Allocation

The method of utilizing the available control sur-

faces for various flight control functions is described

in detail in appendix A. The four leading-edge flaps

were deployed symmetrically as camber-changing

devices; of the eight trailing-edge flaps, half were used

as symmetric flaps and half as flaperons to provide

both roll and camber-changing effects. The outboard

trailing-edge flaps were set to a deflection of 0 ° at

higher speeds to prevent roll reversal. The elevator

and stabilizer segments were used as pitch control

devices, and commands to the elevator and stabilizer

were geared 2:1. The rudder was separated into three

segments, with the upper segment set to a deflection of

0 ° at higher speeds to prevent flutter in an actual air-

raft. (Following this assessment, an error was found in

this implementation: the lower rudder segment instead

of the upper segment was locked out at higher speeds.

This error is thought to have insignificant effects on

the results presented, however.)

Propulsion

The Ref-H design included two mixed flow turbo-

fan engines under each wing that would be capable of

producing approximately 53 200 lb of thrust at a mass
flow rate of 780 lb/sec each at sea level static condi-

tions. Each engine was equipped with a downstream

mixer nozzle with a 50-percent aspiration ratio. The

axisymmetric inlet included a translating center-body

spike to adjust the location of the shock wave at cruis-

ing speeds.

An important part of this propulsion model was

the engine inlet model. During supersonic flight,
shock waves ahead of the inlet lower the Mach of the

flow as it approaches the inlet. For free-stream Mach

below 1.5, the shock structure ahead of the inlet keeps

the flow entering the inlet subsonic. During flight

above Mach 1.5, the mixed compression inlet admits

supersonic flow to the inlet, which is further deceler-

ated by a system of shocks that terminate with a nor-
mal shock at the inlet throat. If this normal shock wave

is ejected from the inlet due to a disturbance either

upstream or downstream of the inlet, the mass flow

through the inlet (now completely subsonic) is greatly

reduced and the inlet is unstarted. An engine with an
unstarted inlet suffers a dramatic reduction in thrust;

this causes large reaction forces and moments on the
aircraft.

The engine model included in this simulation

allowed for varying levels of detail on engine and inlet

operations. At the highest complexity level (engine

complexity level 5), the engine inlet model reacted to

flight conditions that could cause an inlet unstart. In

general, the inlet model was sensitive to changes in

free-stream sideslip angle or angle of attack that might

cause the outboard engine inlets to unstart at cruise

conditions. The assessment explored the impact of this

sensitivity; one task was designed to simulate a "rip-

ple" unstart effect in which an inboard engine failure

causes the neighboring outboard engine to unstart.

Several engine failures in subsonic flight were also
evaluated.

The outboard engines were located 31.2 ft from
the centerline of the aircraft and were canted inward

2.4 ° and downward 3.25 ° relative to the centefline.

The inboard engines were located 17.4 ft from the cen-
terline and were canted inward 1.0 ° and downward

5.7 ° .

Engine Failure Modification

One minor error in the engine simulation section

of the Cycle 2B data was identified during engine-out

batch analysis. This error involved the amount of

thrust generated by the failed engine, where a

relatively small amount of positive thrust was

observed for the failed engine. An investigation into



this anomalyrevealedthat the failed enginethrust
resultswerebasedondatathat assumedtheengine
wasoperatingin a normalmannerat themassflow
rateofthefailedengine.Becausethrustwasafunction
of massflow rateandotherparametersandtherewas
still substantialmassflow rateexistingfor a failed
engine,aresultingpositivethrustwasgenerated.

A simplisticenginefailuremodelwasdeveloped
andincorporatedinto thesimulationto producemore
realisticamountsof thrustin theeventof anengine
failure.Table1 givesthe enginethrustfor a given
Machandaltitude.Thesevaluesof thrustweresimilar
to thevaluesof ramdragfor flight-idlethrustlevels
specifiedin reference2. At thepointthat anengine
failurewasinitiated,thethrustfromthefailedengine
wouldblendlinearlyto thethrustin table1.

Landing Gear

The landing gear modeled in the Cycle 2B simula-

tion consisted of a nose gear and three sets of main

gears located at fuselage station 2220.2 and arranged

in left, center, and right sets of tires abreast of each

other. The main gears were located approximately

156 ft behind the cockpit and had a 17.7-ft stance. The

nose gear was located approximately 55 ft behind the

cockpit. Maximum turning angle of the nose gear was
___15° .

In response to new pitch/roll clearance informa-

tion received subsequent to the release of the Cycle 2B

model, the landing gear stance was determined too

narrow and strut lengths incorrect. To better match
this new information, the simulated locations of the

right and left main gear struts were moved outward
from +106 in. to +130 in. on either side of the vehicle

centerline (Y-axis). The value of 106 in. used in

Cycles 1 and 2B reflects the center of the strut itself,

whereas 130 in. corresponds to the center of the out-

board tires. The waterline (Z-axis) of the fully

extended main gear was moved from 10.0 in. to

19.6 in. to make the main gear 9.6 in. shorter. The

waterline of the fully extended nose gear was moved

upwards from 15.0 in. to 23.0 in. to make it 8 in.

shorter. Strut travel remained unchanged at 24 in. for

both. This modified geometry more accurately

reflected aircraft behavior when touching down with a

nonzero bank angle.

The original Cycle 2B landing gear provided nose

wheel brakes. This configuration was believed to be

unrealistic; therefore, the brakes for the nose gear
were disabled. Brakes remained enabled on all three

main gears.

As a result of some initial testing and evaluation

of the Ref-H simulation during crosswind ground han-

dling maneuvers, the amount of skid angle needed to

track the runway centerline became an issue. Pilot

comments indicated that the large amount of skid

angle (as much as 6 ° in a 35-knot crosswind with air-

craft speeds above 100 knots) was unrealistic. This

unrealistic artifact could cause problems maintaining

the aircraft within the runway bounds during cross-

wind evaluations. A modification to the cornering-

force model, obtained from the Structural Dynamics

Branch (SDB) at LaRC, was based on extensive work

performed on the model of the Space Shuttle main

gear tire. This model included data from a candidate

50 × 2 - 20 HSCT tire tested at the Langley Aircraft

Landing Dynamics Facility.

The SDB cornering-force model differed signifi-

cantly from the model contained in the Ref-H

Cycles 1, 2A, and 2B models. The Ref-H Cycle 2B

model employed a tire side-force coefficient that was a

function of aircraft speed and cornering angle, but the
SDB model used a tire side-force coefficient that was

a function of normal load and cornering angle. Basi-

cally the SDB model was speed insensitive, and the

Ref-H Cycle 2B model was speed sensitive. Also, the

Ref-H Cycle 2B model assumed that the total side

force generated by the tire was linear in normal load at

a given speed, whereas the SDB model provided a
variable side-force coefficient based on normal force.

Data for the two models are given in figure 4

where side-force coefficient is plotted against tire skid

angle for various combinations of speed and tire load.

For the Ref-H configured for the maximum takeoff

gross weight (GW = 649914 lb), a nominal tire load

factor R per tire is approximately 0.7 for the main cen-

terline gear and 0.5 for the outboard main gears. Nom-

inal load factor is the actual load on the tire divided by
the rated load of the tire, which is 57000 lb. As can be

seen from figure 4, similar results were obtained from

the two different models at speeds below 50 knots.

This agreement rapidly deteriorates as speed increases.

Typical tire skid angles encountered during this



assessmemwereabout2°forthe35-knotabortedtake-
off maneuver.Fromfigure4 for aconditionrequiring
askidangleof2° for theSDBmodelat 150knotsand
themaximumtire loadfactorsfor takeoffweightmass
case(M13),theRef-HCycle2B modelwouldhave
requiredaskidangleof approximately5.0°. Basedon
commemsfromtheLaRCprojectpilot,theratelimit
forthenose-gearsteeringactuatorwasincreasedfrom
45deg/secto 60deg/sec.

Terrain Contact Model

Tests were added to check for terrain comact with

the following aircraft points: outboard engine nacelles,

wingtips, and tail skid. A simulation run would be ter-

minated if any of these fuselage poims comacted the

ground. The coordinates for these poims were taken

from an unpublished Boeing documem and are given
in table 2.

Center of Gravity and Loading Envelope

The Ref-H design had an operating empty weight

of 279080 lb and a maximum taxi weight of

650000 lb. Final cruise weight was modeled as

384862 lb and maximum takeoff weight was

649 914 lb, which corresponded to a wing loading of
54.2 and 91.5 lb/ft 2 for landing and takeoff, respec-

tively. The center-of-gravity (cg) design envelope var-

ied from as far forward as 48.1 percent to as far aft as

56.6 percent mean aerodynamic chord (_) and was a

function of aircraft weight for all tasks except the cg
shift task 6040. Various tasks were flown at these

extremes, as well as intermediate values of weight and

cg appropriate for the task. All mass cases used in this

study for simulation initial condition definition are

given in table 3.

Test Description

Visual Scene and Head-Up Display

A computer-generated imagery (CGI) system rep-

resenting runway 26L at the Denver Imernational Air-

port provided the out-the-window scene on monitors

to the pilot's front and left side windows via a mirror-

beam-splitter arrangement. Boxes representing the

desired and adequate touchdown performance bounds

for the landing task were included on the CGI image.

The head-up display (HUD) symbology was also

mixed with the CGI image on the from window. Addi-

tional information concerning the test facility and

equipment is given in appendix B.

Test Protocol

Five test pilots participated in the assessmem. A

package describing the experimem setup with flight

cards that defined each evaluation task was supplied to
the pilots prior to their participation. Biographies sum-

marizing the pilots' backgrounds are presemed in

appendix C along with transcriptions of commems the

pilots made while they were rating the various assess-
ment tasks.

Each pilot flew the simulation in sessions lasting

no more than 2 hr and was accompanied by an investi-

gator who conducted the test session, recorded pilot

ratings and comments, and performed duties of the

pilot not flying (PNF). Each pilot was limited to no

more than two sessions per day, with at least a 2-hr
break between sessions. No more than 10 sessions

were flown by any pilot.

A briefing was held prior to each of the major

blocks of tasks (see section "Test Organization") that

described the major aim of that block, the procedures

to follow, and the function and arrangemem of dis-

plays unique to that block. Each task was specifically

defined by a maneuver flight card which described the

pilot procedures and the desired and adequate task per-

formance criteria. Prior to evaluating each new task,

the pilot studied the flight card for that task, and the

investigator briefed him on the procedure for the task

and answered any questions the pilot had. Appendix D

presents copies of the flight cards that include maneu-

ver segment definitions, initial conditions, and perfor-
mance criteria for each of the tasks.

The simulation operator emered the task ID; this

reset the simulation to specific initial conditions,
weather conditions, cockpit display arrangement and

format, and armed operators touch-panel triggers (if

required) to fail or unstart engines or simulated fuel

transfer pumps, et cetera, depending on the task.

After the run, one or more displays in the cockpit

provided a series of numerical scores for various per-

formance standards for each evaluation segment of the



particulartask.Thedisplayincludedaclassificationof
thenumericalscorefor eachstandardas"desired,"
"adequate,"or "inadequate,"accordingto theperfor-
mancestandardsspelledoutoneachflight card.For
example,the landing cards had two segments:
approach(above400ft) andprecisionlanding(below
400ft). Thescorecarddisplayin thecockpitcouldbe
cycledbetweenthetwosegments,andit listedtheper-
formancescorevaluesandcategoriesfor eachseg-
ment.This informationwasvisible to thepilot and
wasreviewedwith thepilot by theinvestigatorafter
eachrun.

Duringthecourseof maneuverevaluations,the
pilot wasallowedto performthemaneuverasmany
timesasnecessaryto be ableto provideCHRsand
pilotcommentsthatwouldthoroughlycharacterizethe
maneuver.No distinction was made between
"practice"or "data" runs.Evaluatingmaneuversin
thisfashionpermittedanylearningcurveeffectto be
analyzed.Thefinal run or runscouldbeconsidered
datarunsif desiredbecausetheseweretherunsthe
pilotusedto develophisquantitativescore.Duringthe
runs,pertinentcommentsbythepilot werewrittenon
theflightcardbytheinvestigator.

Whenthepilotwassatisfiedthatnoimprovement
couldbemadeinhisperformanceof thetask,hewas
askedto providea numericalratingusingtheCHR
scale(fig. 5) andjustificationfor therating.Usually
therewereseveralratings,dependingon the number

of evaluation segments in the task, and separate rat-

ings were obtained for the longitudinal axis and the

lateral directional axes. The verbal justifications and

ratings were recorded on a microcassette recorder.
These comments were transcribed and are found in

appendix C.

1. An electronic run log was maintained to track pilot,

task, run number, date, time, and pilot ratings.

. A videocassette recorded the combined forward

field-of-view CGI and HUD symbology. In addi-

tion, a video mix of the forward image, a closeup of

the pilot's left hand on the sidestick, an over-the-

shoulder image including the throttle quadrant, and

the head-down primary flight display were recorded

on videocassette. All video recordings included the

hot mike audio from the cockpit. These recordings

provided the ability to rapidly review maneuvers

and produced valuable material for presentations.

. The pilots used a hand-held microcassette recorder

to dictate their comments and justification for each

rating; this recorder was the primary pilot comment

collection method. Recordings generated with this

system were later transcribed into a text file. (See

appendix C.) An audiotape cassette and video-

cassette recordings of the hot mike audio from the

cockpit were used as the backup system to the
hand-held microcassette.

. Digital time history data of 238 simulation parame-

ters, recorded at 20 Hz, were generated and stored

on a mass storage system for all 803 runs. These

data were used to determine quantitative results of

pilot and aircraft performance. In addition to time

history data, a summary log was automatically gen-

erated and stored for each data run. Summary log

data files contained parameters such as initial con-

ditions, mn length, and the maximum, minimum,

and root-mean-square value of selected parameters.

Takeoff Tasks

Test Organization

The test was organized into eight blocks, which

roughly translated into 5 days (10 sessions) of simula-

tor sessions for each pilot. Table 4 shows the organiza-

tion of the tasks performed in this test.

Data Collection Procedures

The following types of data were collected for
each task:

Introduction to Maneuvers for Takeoff Tasks

The takeoff assessment block of maneuvers evalu-

ated a series of normal and emergency operational

states. Two different noise abatement procedures were

considered, as well as rejected takeoffs due to engine

failure and a takeoff maneuver with one engine out

(OEO). Additionally, a maneuver designed to deter-

mine the minimum control speed on the ground Vmcg

was included. Execution of these maneuvers served to

evaluate the Ref-H configuration in this portion of the

low-speed operating envelope.



As previouslystated,two differentnoiseabate-
menttakeoffprocedureswereusedin thisassessment.
Oneprocedure,referredto as "the acousticprofile
takeoffprocedure"(task2010),isconsideredto bethe
procedurethatanHSCTwoulduseif it wereinservice
today.Theprocedureadherestoall safetyof flightand
noiseabatementregulationscurrentlyestablishedfor
subsonictransports.The otherprocedureevaluated
wasreferredtoas"theacousticprogrammedlapserate
takeoffprocedure"(task2030)andfeaturedautomatic
managementof thrustand symmetricleading-and
trailing-edgeflaps.Operationof the vehiclein this
mannerhasbeenidentifiedin references6 through9

as a way to drastically reduce jet noise suppression

requirements.

The PLR procedure embodies several operations

not permitted by current FAA regulations such as

automatic thrust and symmetric changes in leading-

and trailing-edge flaps below 400 ft, along with the

ability to accelerate to and operate at 250 knots

(approximately V2 + 49 knots). Piloted simulation

results to date indicate general acceptance by the pilots

of the PLR procedure with no obvious safety of flight

problems. One safety of flight aspect of the PLR pro-

cedure was that thrust levels were designed to satisfy

second segment takeoff climb gradient requirements

in the event of an engine failure during reduced thrust

operation. The PLR procedure decreases the reliance

of this class of vehicle on jet noise suppressors and

was included in the tasks because it may be a viable

noise abatement procedure at the time an HSCT vehi-
cle enters service.

Engine failure emergency maneuvers included

rejected takeoffs (RTOs), OEO continued takeoffs,

and the Vmcg demonstration maneuver. All RTO
maneuvers (tasks 1050 to 1052) simulated an engine

failure just prior to reaching V1. A crosswind compo-

nent was incorporated with the RTO maneuvers to

determine whether the Ref-H configuration had

enough control authority from combined nose-gear

and rudder steering to handle this type of emergency
maneuver. The takeoff maneuver with OEO

(task 7035) simulated a takeoff with an engine failure

occurring just after the aircraft had passed the decision

speed V 1. The last takeoff maneuver was the Vmcg
demonstration maneuver, which was included to deter-

mine the minimum controllable speed on the ground

with an engine failure. In this maneuver, no cornering

forces were assumed available from the nose gear.

This maneuver is required to demonstrate that the air-

craft is controllable with an engine failed during the

rotation segment for the liftoff maneuver. To examine

the worst possible scenario, the lightest takeoff

weight, which was the final cruise mass case (MFC),

was used for this maneuver. The Vmcg must occur
below the specified rotation speed Vr for that aircraft

weight. The first pilot to perform the test sequence

evaluated a series of engine failure speeds until the

pilot was just able to keep the aircraft deviation from

the runway centerline within the desired limits. The

desired performance was +30-ft lateral distance from

the runway centerline. Once Vmcg was determined, all
the other pilots were asked to evaluate the maneuver at

only that engine failure speed. See table 4 for a com-

plete listing of the takeoff tasks.

Pilot ratings were obtained for all takeoff maneu-

vers except the Vmcg (task 7030), which was a demon-
stration maneuver. Takeoff maneuvers were broken

into segments to provide a more accurate and detailed

pilot assessment of the maneuvers. Definitions of the

takeoff maneuver segments are contained in the flight

cards in appendix D.

HUD Guidance and Pilot Performance Metrics

Various HUD elements were displayed to the pilot

to facilitate the HQ ratings task. Rotation guidance

included information regarding rotation rate and

rotation acceleration, as well as target pitch attitude.

Incorporation of this system was intended to

standardize the rotation task and provide adherence to

consistent, specified, performance parameters such as

steady-state pitch rate and pitch accelerations. The

desired rotation guidance profile began at rotation
speed Vr, and used a pitch acceleration of 1.5 deg/sec 2,

a steady-state pitch rate of 3.0 deg/sec, and a decelera-
tion of 2.5 deg/sec 2. Desired bounds for pilot control

are in the flight cards (appendix D). Definitions of the

rotation guidance elements and performance bounds

are shown in figure 6.

Velocity-vector guidance was provided for the air-
borne sections of the takeoff maneuvers. Once air-

borne, an automatic HUD reconfiguration occurred.

The reconfiguration removed some elements visible

during the rotation task, such as the tail scrape bar,

target pitch attitude indicator, pitch rate error brackets,



andreducedthe sizeof thepitch attitudereference
marker.The automaticHUD reconfigurationalso
added a velocity-vectorguidancemarker. The
velocity-vectorguidancemarkerpresentedlongitudi-
nalandlateralguidanceinformationtothepilotduring
the airbornephasesof the takeoffmaneuver.The
pilots'taskwasto placethecommandedvelocityvec-
torontopof thevelocity-vectorguidancesymbol.The
airbornetakeoffHUD guidanceelementsandpilot
performanceboundsareshownin figure7.

For the acousticprofile takeoffmaneuver(task
2010),thevelocity-vectorguidancesymbolprovided
informationto accelerateto andmaintainthedesired
climb speed Vc. The lower limit of travel was a

3-percent climb gradient, which came into play mostly
during the OEO takeoff (task 7035). For the acoustic

PLR takeoff (task 2030), the velocity-vector guidance

indicator was constrained to remain on the 4-percent

climb gradient, which simplified the longitudinal por-

tion of the takeoff significantly. Lateral guidance was

a combination of lateral distance from the runway cen-
terline, track angle, bank angle, and roll rate. The lat-

eral velocity-vector guidance symbol commanded the

pilot to adjust the velocity vector to follow the

extended runway centerline; this was the same for all

takeoff maneuvers. Details regarding the generation of

the velocity-vector guidance symbol motions can be
found in appendix E.

Determination of Takeoff Speeds

As part of the development of the takeoff maneu-

ver block, a series of analyses was conducted to deter-

mine the appropriate takeoff reference speeds. The

aircraft was configured with all leading-edge flaps at

30 ° and all trailing-edge flaps at 10° with the maxi-

mum takeoff weight mass case (M13). It was

determined that V 1 = 166 knots combined with

Vr= 174 knots produced a balanced field length of

9389 ft. Figure 8 presents results for the OEO takeoff

(task 7035) and the RTO maneuvers at 0-knot cross-

wind (task 1050) to illustrate the merit of the selection

of V1 and Vr. The data presented in figure 8 are for

runs that produced results closest to the statistical

mean for these maneuvers. Altitude and airspeed are

presented as a function of distance from brake release.

Engine failure location and cg obstacle height are also

indicated in the figure. As can be seen, the distance

required to accelerate to V b experience an engine fail-

ure, and bring the aircraft to a stop was 8831 ft. The

distance required to accelerate the aircraft to V1, expe-

rience an engine failure, and continue the takeoff to

the obstacle height was 9389 ft. The difference

between the total distance required for the RTO

maneuver (task 1050) and the distance needed to

climb to the obstacle height of the takeoff maneuver

with OEO (task 7035) was approximately equal to that

traveled at the V 1 decision speed for 2 sec; this is part

of the FAA certification requirements.

Table 5 presents results of a statistical analysis of

all takeoff maneuvers performed by the five research

pilots. The mean and standard deviation of Xlo, Vlo,

0max, Xobs, and //35 are presented and the number of

samples are indicated for the acoustic profile, acoustic

programmed lapse rate, and OEO takeoff maneuvers.

Maximum pitch attitude was 11.61 ° for fully extended

main landing gears and 10.22 ° for fully compressed

main landing gears with zero bank angle. Minimum

unstick speed Vmu was calculated to be 182 knots for

fully extended main landing gear. FAA regulations

require that lift-off speeds for all engines operating be

1.1 × Vmu = 200 knots and 1.05 × Vmu = 191 knots for

the OEO case. From table 5, the requirements on min-

imum liftoff speed are close to being satisfied. An

increase of Vr or decrease of target pitch rate or target

pitch attitude may be required. It should also be noted

that pilots would frequently need to arrest the rotation

rate during the OEO takeoff maneuvers to capture the

designated liftoff pitch attitude, which is different

from conventional takeoffs that employ a smooth,

continuous pitch rotation to capture climb attitudes.

The speed V2 is defined from the //35 of the OEO

takeoff (task 7035) and is 201 knots. In table 5, the

liftoff speeds for the OEO takeoff (task 7035) were
lower than for the other two tasks. This difference

results because the pilots were able to achieve a higher

pitch attitude before liftoff because of the lower level
of acceleration of the OEO takeoff task and shows that

pilots often did not have sufficient time to rotate the

aircraft to the pitch attitude of 10.5 ° for the normal

operating maneuvers before becoming airborne. Note

that the distance required to clear the 35-ft obstacle for

task 7035 defines the takeoff field length of 9389 ft,

which would permit this aircraft to operate from many

major airports.

The FAA safety flight regulations require a four-

engine aircraft to be able to maintain a 3-percent climb
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gradientwithanenginefailed.Todeterminetheappli-
cationof thisrequirementto theRef-Hconfiguration,
astatictrimanalysiswasperformed.Figure9presents
thethrustrequiredtomaintaineithera3-percentclimb
gradientwith oneenginefailedor a 4-percentclimb
gradientwith all enginesoperatingasa functionof
indicatedairspeed.Dataarepresentedfor theacoustic
PLRtakeoff(task2030),whichusedanautomaticflap
system.Dataarealsopresentedfor theacousticprofile
andOEOtakeoffs(tasks2010and7035),whichused
fixed leading-and trailing-edgeflaps.This figure
showsthattheminimumspeedat whichtheaircraft
canmaintaina 3-percentclimbgradientwitha failed
engineis approximately184knotsfor automaticflaps
and 182 knotsfor the fixed flaps.Becausethese
speedsarebelow V2, as determined from the OEO

takeoff evaluation, V2 remained at 201 knots. Also

shown in figure 9 is the first cutback thrust level of

75 percent for the acoustic PLR takeoff (task 2030).

One requirement imposed on the acoustic PLR takeoff

procedure (task 2030) was that the thrust level never

be allowed to go below the OEO 3-percent climb gra-

dient thrust until the altitude was greater than 400 ft.

This requirement is an interpretation of the FAA

safety of flight regulations pertaining to all aircraft and

is applied here in an effort to demonstrate the relative

flight safety of this maneuver. Also shown in figure 9

is the thrust required to maintain a 4-percent climb

gradient with all engines operating (AEO) for both

flap scenarios. One obvious detail shown in figure 9 is

that the optimized automatic flap schedule requires

more thrust than the flap setting of LEF = 30 °,
TEF = 10°. This situation is incorrect and needs to be

resolved.

The data shown in figure 9 are required to deter-

mine the amount of thrust cutback for the acoustic pro-

file takeoff procedure (task 2010) and also as a check

of the thrust that should be automatically selected dur-

ing the transition to the speed-hold segment of the

acoustic PLR takeoff maneuver (task 2030). The cut-

back thrust level used for acoustic profile takeoff (task

2010) was based on the thrust required to maintain a

4-percent climb gradient plus a 3-percent increase in
thrust to account for turbulence effects. For a climb

speed Vc of 219 knots, the cutback thrust from figure 9

is 52 percent. As a result of incorrectly using the auto-

matic flap deflections to determine the thrust required

for the fixed flaps, the thrust level for task 2010 was

55 percent. The amount of error resulted in roughly a

4.5-percent secondary climb gradient instead of a

4.0-percent climb gradient. Another error discovered

after the assessment had begun was that V2 should

have been the V35 for OEO takeoff (task 7035) instead

of the V35 for AEO (task 2010). Using the correct V2

would have produced Vc = 201 + 10 = 211 knots,

which would have required approximately 55 percent

thrust to maintain a 4-percent climb gradient. Figure 9

also illustrates the benefit of operating at a higher

speed, as is shown by almost a 10-percent decrease in

thrust required for flight at 250 knots as compared

with flight at 219 knots. This level of thrust reduction

significantly reduces the amount of source noise pro-

duced and offsets the increase in ground observer

noise because of the lower trajectory.

Overall, the effect of using automatic flap trim

data to determine the appropriate cutback thrust level

for the acoustic profile takeoff (task 2010) tended to

cancel the effect of the error in Vc in the noise calcula-

tions. Sideline noise levels are not significantly
affected by thrust reductions performed at the altitude

used for the acoustic profile takeoff (ref. 7). Centerline

noise is also not expected to change significantly
because the difference between the corrected acoustic

profile takeoff procedure and what was actually flown

would be a slightly shallower and slower post-cutback
climb at approximately the same thrust setting.

Because aircraft source noise largely depends on

throttle setting and the change in trajectory would be

small, centerline noise would not be expected to

change significantly.

Noise Requirements

A portion of this assessment was to evaluate the

ability of the aircraft to meet takeoff noise restrictions

expected to be in place in the furore. This evaluation

was accomplished through the application of the Air-

craft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) developed

by LaRC (ref. 10). Trajectory data from the real-time

piloted simulation were combined with the acoustic

engine data that formed the input to ANOPP. ANOPP,

in turn, can generate noise predictions for any user-

specified microphone location. The source noise

model used accounted for jet mixing noise only. No

corrections, such as jet shielding, airframe reflective

noise, were applied to the data. Although 15 dB of jet

noise suppression was assumed in the thrust simula-

tion model, noise results are presented for the unsup-

pressed mixed flow turbofan (MFTF) engine. The
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figureofmeritemployedfor thenoiseevaluationfacet
of this assessmentwas the jet noise suppression
requiredto satisfyspecifiednoiseregulations.One
takeoffnoisemetricwassidelinenoise(SLN),defined
asthemaximumlevelof noise(ineffectiveperceived
noiselevelin decibels(EPNdB))alongalineparallel
toanddisplaced1476ft to thesideoftherunwaycen-
teflineextendingfromthepointadjacentto wherethe
aircraftbecomesairborne.The othertakeoffnoise
metricwascenterlinenoise(CLN),thenoiseatafixed
point along the extendedrunway centeflineand
locatedat 21325ft frombrakereleaseandmeasured
inEPNdB.

Currently,permissiblelevelsof aircraftnoiseare
dictatedby FederalAviation Regulations(FAR)
Part36,Stage3 (ref. 11).TheEnvironmentalImpact
Elementof the High-SpeedResearchProgramhas
provideda recommendationfor noise certification
basedonthehistoricaltrendof increasinglyrestrictive
noiseregulations.Thegoalof the anticipatednoise
metricwas to developa rationalestimationof the
noiseregulationsthat may be prevalentwhenan
HSCTaircraftappliesfor certificationin the future.
Theestimationusesthelevelsof noisegeneratedby
currentmodernsubsonictransports,such as the
Boeing747-400,asaguideline.In fact,theanticipated
noiserequirementemploysthenoisegeneratedbythe
Boeing747-400for CLNandapproachnoiseto deter-
minevaluesfor thesetwometrics.

Therecommendednoiserequirementspecifiesa
reductionof sidelinenoiseby 1EPNdB,of centerline
noiseby5EPNdB,andofapproachnoiseby 1EPNdB
with respectto existingFAR Part36, Stage3 noise
regulations.Figure10presentsthelayoutof thenoise
measurementsystem.Thepermissiblenoiseis afunc-
tionof aircraftweight.Basedonthemaximumtakeoff
weight (M13, GW=649914 lb), takeoff noise
levelsfor the anticipatednoise requirementare
CLN = 99.1 EPNdB and SLN = 100.7 EPNdB. The

approach noise limit is 102.2 EPNdB, based on final

cruise weight (MFC, GW = 384862 lb).

Results of Takeoff Maneuvers

Acoustic Profile Takeoff (Task 2010)

The acoustic profile takeoff maneuver was

designed to replicate, as closely as possible, current

noise abatement takeoff procedures. As such, the

leading- and trailing-edge flaps remained in a fixed

position and no engine thrust cutbacks were performed

below 400 ft. Reference airspeeds were calculated

based on Ref-H Cycle 1 and Cycle 2B data as previ-

ously outlined. A manual thrust cutback was per-
formed at an altitude of 700 ft, where net thrust was

reduced to 55 percent of maximum by the PNF. The

rate of thrust reduction was adjusted so that the pilot

was not required to command low g (i.e., Nz < 0.7)

during the cutback pushover.

Generally task 2010 was not difficult to perform;

however, some aspects of the maneuver were evalu-

ated as less than desired. One aspect that received

some negative comments was the pitch rotation guid-

ance. Pilots were not accustomed to following

guidance during the rotation phase of the takeoff

maneuver. They also indicated that the system could

be improved through changes in display format and

logic to make it acceptable.

Overall, pilots frequently had difficulty staying

within desired limits and even exceeded adequate

bounds as shown in figure 11. Analysis of the data

indicates that this difficulty was probably caused by a
combination of control law and aircraft limitations. As

shown in figure 11, almost full elevator deflection was
used between 1 to 2 sec after rotation initialization;

this indicates the aircraft was operating near its maxi-

mum capabilities, possibly causing some control

response anomalies. The control law was not origi-

nally designed to support on-ground aircraft opera-

tions. It was modified to provide adequate

functionality for this assessment project and should be

reevaluated prior to any other applications of this con-

trol law. Additionally, the vortex fence, which was

used to provide added nose-up pitching moment, was

not functioning properly for the takeoff maneuvers of

this assessment project.

Liftoff pitch attitude, defined as the maximum

pitch attitude attained for landing gear altitudes less

than 1 ft, was usually in the desired range and was less

than +0.5 ° from the specified target. Once airborne,

pilots generally had little difficulty following the

velocity-vector guidance that provided information to

accelerate to and maintain the desired climb speed and

also track the extended runway centerline. Problems

were encountered, however, during the single manual
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thrustcutback.Oneprobleminvolvedtherapidpush-
overthatwasrequiredto follow thevelocity-vector
guidancetomaintainconstantairspeed.Thebacksided
natureof theRef-Hconfigurationat theclimbspeed
exacerbatedflight-pathcorrectionsrequiredto main-
tainconstantairspeed.Duringthismaneuversegment,
thrustwasrequiredto bereducedgraduallysothatthe
pilotdidnotcausearapidpitchoverwhilemaintaining
airspeed;thisresultedin anormalaccelerationexcur-
sion.Generallynormalaccelerationwaskeptabove
0.7g,whichshouldavoidanysignificantpotentialpas-
sengerdiscomfortproblems.Anotherminorproblem
encounteredwassomevelocity-vectorguidancejump-
inessbecauseof turbulenceeventhoughtheguidance
lawemployedcomplementary-filteredairspeed.

Noisecalculationswereperformedfor all evalua-
tionsof theacousticprofiletakeoff(task2010).Gen-
erally, pilots were able to performthe maneuver
reasonablywell duringthefirst attempt.Subsequent
maneuverevaluationswereonly usedto developa
familiaritywith the maneuver,whichenhancedthe
CHRandcomments.As aresult,all maneuverevalua-
tionswereusedto producetakeoffnoiseresults.Tra-
jectoryinformationfrom thepilotedsimulationruns
wasusedasinputto ANOPP,whichproducedesti-
matesof thegroundnoise.

Figure12presentsSLNplottedagainstCLN and
illustratestheamountof noisesuppressionrequiredto
meetthe anticipatednoiserestrictions.The shaded
areasrepresenttheamountof effectivenoisesuppres-
sionrequiredfortheRef-Hconfigurationtosatisfythe
anticipatednoiserestrictionand usesan optimistic
estimatefor approachnoise.Fromfigure 12,a large
amountof noisesuppressionwouldbe requiredto
meettheanticipatednoiseregulationsif thestandard
acoustictakeoff(task2010)wasflown.Alsonotethat
the noise suppressionwas being driven by SLN
requirementsnotCLNrequirements.Thesuppression
requiredfor task2010wouldbeapproximately20dB.
Currently,theCycle2Bdatabaseonlyassumes15dB
andproducesa situationwheretheaircraftwouldnot
be ableto meetthe anticipatednoiserequirement.
Alsotheresultingnoisewasnotsignificantlyaffected
bywhichpilot wasperformingthemaneuverasdem-
onstratedby thestandarddeviationof approximately
0.25EPNdBfor bothSLNandCLN.Meanvaluesof
SLNandCLN, to thenearestEPNdB,were123and
106,respectively.

Pilotratingsaregivenin figure13for thetakeoff
maneuvers.For the averageacousticprofile takeoff
maneuver(task2010),theratingswereamid to high
LevelI (i.e.,CHR< 3.5) for all segments.Theseg-
mentreceivingtheworstratingwastherotationseg-
mentfor thelongitudinalcase,wherethreeof thefive
pilotsratedit 4, whichreflectedsomedifficultyper-
formingtherotationfor liftoff. Anothersegmentthat
receivedsomelevelII ratingswastheclimbsegment
for thelongitudinalcase,wheretwoof thefivepilots
ratedit 4 becauseof increasedpilot workloadduring
thethrustcutbackportionof themaneuver.

Acoustic Programmed Lapse Rate Takeoff

(Task 2030)

The acoustic PLR takeoff procedure (task 2030),

incorporating automatic changes of leading- and

trailing-edge flaps and thrust, greatly reduced the

noise produced by the aircraft during takeoff. It was

included as a result of the potentially significant

reductions in noise suppression required and the

possibility that a similar maneuver could potentially

be employed for HSCT operations. The maneuver was

designed to take advantage of possible changes in

FAA regulations regarding automated systems and

procedures that may be available to an HSCT aircraft
when it enters service. Similar acoustic PLR takeoff

procedures have been previously evaluated, using

other HSCT piloted simulations, and have been ini-

tially determined to be a viable takeoff operation.

The significant features of the PLR procedure are

1. Automatic control of thrust and symmetric

leading- and trailing-edge flaps

. Low-altitude (<50 ft) initial thrust reduction,

which maintains thrust above the 3-percent

climb gradient level for OEO

. Low initial climb gradient which produces an
accelerating climb that reaches an advanta-

geous aerodynamic performance speed

(Vc = V2 + 49 = 250 knots) prior to passing

over the centerline microphone position

. A secondary thrust cutback to maintain best

aerodynamic performance speed prior to

passing over the CLN microphone position
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All thesefeaturesof the PLR procedurewill, of
course,needto beacceptedby theFAA beforethis
procedurecanbeemployed.However,indicationsto
dateareencouraging.No significantpilot concerns
regardingthe PLR procedurehavebeenobserved;
mostpilotsactuallypreferredthePLRprocedureover
theacousticprofile takeoffprocedure.Resultsfrom
thetwoproceduresarepresentedin figure14,which
showsthrust,leading-andtrailing-edgeflap deflec-
tions,altitude,andairspeedasa functionof distance
frombrakerelease.

Guidanceandtasksfor theacousticPLRtakeoff
maneuver(task2030)wereverysimilartotheacoustic
profiletakeoffmaneuver(task2010).Onedifference
was the operationof the velocity-vectorguidance
symbol.Operationwas constrainedto the desired
climb gradient,whichfor the acousticPLR takeoff
maneuver(task2030)wasalways4percent,insteadof
providingairspeedguidanceinformation.This con-
straintsimplifiedtheairbornelongitudinaltaskbypro-
viding a constantdesiredclimb angle. Another
differencebetweenthe two takeoffmaneuverswas
thatleading-andtrailing-edgeflapswereautomati-
callyadjustedin theacousticPLRtakeoff;thiswasan
attemptto produceoptimumaerodynamicperfor-
mance.The automaticflap schedulewasbasedon
Machandaltitude.

Figures12and 15showthat a largeamountof
noisesuppressionwill berequiredto meettheantici-
patednoiseregulationsif theacousticprofiletakeoff
(task2010)is flown.Oneofthemeritsof thePLRpro-
cedure(task2030)wasits effectivenessin reducing
SLNbyusingthelow-altitudethrustcutback.Because
ahigherclimbspeedwasusedforthePLRprocedure,
a lower thrustwasrequiredto maintaina 4-percent
climbgradientasshownin figure14.Thelowerthrust
resultedina limitedincreaseof CLNdespitethemuch
lowerCLNmicrophonecrossingaltitudeof thePLR
procedure.Fromfigure15,therequiredjet noisesup-
pressionis still determinedby SLNeventhoughSLN
wasreducedapproximately8EPNdBasaresultofthe
PLRprocedure.

Pilotratingsfor task2030aregivenin figure13.
TheacousticPLRtakeoff(task2030)receivedidenti-
calratingsastheacousticprofile takeoff(task2010)
for the takeoff roll segment,which is expected
becauseno differencesbetweenthesemaneuversare
encounteredin thissegment.Onedifferenceof pilot

ratingsobservedfor thetwo takeoffmaneuverswas
thelongitudinalportionofrotationsegment.Pilotsfelt
thattherotationsegmentwaseasierto performasa
resultof nothavingto rapidlyincreasepitchattitude
immediatelyafterliftoff to followthevelocity-vector
guidanceto capturethe climb speed.Althoughthe
rotationsegmentendedat liftoff, pilotstendedto rate
thissegmentof task2030betterthanthe sameseg-
mentof task2010asa resultof increasedworkload
immediatelyafterliftoff. Futureapplicationsof this
maneuvermayextendtherotationevaluationsegment
to theobstacleheight.Lateralratingsfor therotation
segmentwere again identical for both takeoff
maneuvers.

Longitudinalratingsfor the climboutsegment
wereslightlybetterfortask2030(asshownin fig. 13)
by two of the pilotsgiving a ratingfor 2030of 3
insteadof 4. Pilot commentsfrequentlyindicated
maneuver2030waspreferableto 2010becauseno
largepitchtransientscausedby largechangesof com-
mandedflight-pathangleoccurredand followinga
constantflight pathwaseasygiventhe _t/V control
law.LateralCHRsfor theclimbsegmentwereslightly
worseforthePLRmaneuver.

Pilot commentssupportingthesmall increasein
CHR rating for the PLR maneuverindicatedthat,
becausethelongitudinaltaskwasmucheasierfor the
PLRtakeoff,thepilotswereableto focusmoreatten-
tiononthelateraltaskandobserveda slighttendency
to S-turnacrosstherunwaycenterlineif theguidance
wasfollowedtooclosely.Thistendencywasaminor
problemwith thetakeoffguidancelawandshouldbe
improved.ForthePLRtask,noproblemswereidenti-
fiedregardingtheautomatictakeoffflaptransitionthat
wasinitiatedat 35ft. Theseautomaticflaptransitions
arestill asignificantcertificationissue,however.

Rejected Takeoff Maneuvers With 0-, 15, and

35-Knot Crosswinds (Tasks 1050, 1051, and 1052)

The RTO maneuvers were performed with an

engine failure occurring at a speed that would require

the pilot to abort the takeoff. The engine failure speed

was specified to be slightly lower than the decision

speed V1 (166 knots). Pilots were aware however, at

the beginning of the run, of the pending engine failure.
In addition, the level of crosswind was varied to deter-

mine its effect on the combined pilot and aircraft
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performance.The task of the pilots for the RTO
maneuverswasto acceleratetheaircrafttotheengine
failurepointthenapplymaximumbrakingtobringthe
aircraftto a completestop.Desiredlateralperfor-
mancewastokeeptheaircraftcgwithin+10 ft of the

runway centerline with adequate performance being

+27 ft. The only significant guidance available to the

pilot was the velocity vector, which was used to track

the runway centerline. Crosswinds used were 0, 15,

and 35 knots perpendicular to the runway. The engine

that failed was always the right outboard (upwind)

engine, which exacerbated the tendency of the aircraft
to weathervane into the crosswind.

Figure 16 presents indicated airspeed, distance

from runway centerline, rudder deflection, and nose-

gear steering angle as a function of distance from

brake release for representative RTO maneuvers for

each of the crosswinds. One observation regarding this
maneuver was that the effect of increased crosswind

caused the aircraft to accelerate more slowly and

decelerate more quickly as a result of constantly oper-

ating at large sideslip and skid angles. Accelerating

and stopping distances were decreased approximately
300 ft due to the 35-knot crosswind. Another observa-

tion was that pilots had little trouble maintaining the
aircraft within the desired boundaries of +10 ft from

runway centerline. Maximum rudder deflection was

only approximately 20 ° for the 35-knot crosswind, and

maximum nose-gear steering angles were on the order

of 5° . Overall, the aircraft exhibited ample control

authority and performance to execute this maneuver

within desired boundaries for crosswinds up to
35 knots.

The CHRs for the RTO maneuvers (tasks 1050,

1051, and 1052) are given in figure 13. The effect of

crosswind increased the difficulty of the maneuver

somewhat but not enough to increase the CHRs by a

full unit. CHRs for this maneuver were generally 3 to

4, with one pilot assigning the maneuver 1. The aver-

age CHR rating was 2.8 indicating Level I perfor-

mance. Pilots generally needed multiple runs to

become proficient in the simulated task and produce

desired results, although no pilot needed more than

three attempts to complete any one maneuver. Results

also indicate that if the pilot had not been briefed to

expect an engine failure, larger errors and subse-

quently worse CHRs may have resulted. Overall the

aircraft was able to be brought to a complete stop in
about 8200 ft for the zero crosswind scenario. The air-

craft had adequate nose-gear steering and rudder

authority to compensate for the weathervaning and

engine out, as shown in figure 16. Some pilots also

used differential braking to help steer the aircraft at

higher speeds. Pilot comments also indicated that the

nose-gear steering had too much authority at higher

speeds and the gearing should be reduced. This prob-

lem could easily be rectified through incorporation of

speed sensitive nosewheel steering gains to soften the

response of the aircraft to rudder inputs at elevated

speeds, as currently used on large aircraft.

One-Engine-Out Takeoff(Task 7035)

The OEO takeoff maneuver (task 7035) was

designed to evaluate the ability of the aircraft to con-

tinue a takeoff after an outboard engine failed. The

engine failure occurred immediately after the aircraft

reached the decision speed, V1; therefore, the pilot was

required to continue the takeoff. The HUD guidance

was the same as for the acoustic profile takeoff

maneuver, which commanded the pilot to capture and

maintain the desired climb airspeed (Vc = 219 knots)

after liftoff. For this maneuver the pilot had the addi-

tional task of centering the sideslip indicator with rud-

der pedal inputs.

Some differences in the guidance law were

observable by the pilots during this maneuver as com-

pared with the acoustic profile takeoff. One difference

involved the lower limit of the velocity-vector climb

guidance. The lower limit was set to a 3-percent climb

gradient and prevented the guidance law from com-

manding too low a climb gradient while attempting to

accelerate to and maintain airspeed. During normal

operations, the aircraft had sufficient excess power to

accelerate at a climb gradient above 3 percent; this

resulted in the longitudinal guidance being based

solely on airspeed. However, immediately after liftoff

when the aircraft was operating at a low speed with an

engine failed, the available acceleration was less than

that commanded by the velocity-vector guidance law;

this resulted in short periods of time when the pilot

would be commanded to follow the 3-percent climb

gradient. Once sufficient aerodynamic performance

was achieved at higher airspeeds, the velocity-vector

guidance law reverted to airspeed guidance. Another

difference in the HUD guidance involved the control

of sideslip angle through the use of rudder pedal inputs

combined with information from the sideslip
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indicator.Obviously,duringnormaltakeoff opera-
tions,controllingsideslipanglewasnot necessary
becauseit wasalwaysatornearzero.DuringtheOEO
takeofftask,however,thepilothadto activelycontrol
sideslip angle. The sideslip indicator presented
complementary-filteredsideslipangle.

Pilotshad little difficuky performingthe OEO
takeoffmaneuverupto thepointof rotationinitializa-
tion. Oncerotationwasbegunand the nosewheel
lifted from the runway,pilots had somedifficuky
keepingtheaircraftwithindesiredbounds,asshown
in figure 17.This figurepresentsindicatedairspeed,
lateraldistancefromrunwaycenterline,rudderdeflec-
tion,andrudderpedalinputsasafimctionof distance
frombrakereleasefor thefivepilots.Thedatain fig-
ure17stopatliftoff for eachoftheexamples.Thisfig-
ureshowsthat oncethe aircraftbegantherotation
maneuver,significantlateralerrorwasbuilt up; this
mayhavebeencausedby the lack of visualcues
regardingrunwaycenterlineoncerotationwasiniti-
ated.Alsomaximumrudderdeflectionwasnotused.
Anotherproblemencounteredwassomeelevatorand
stabilizerrate limiting, as shownin figure11.This
problemwasmorepronouncedfor the OEOtakeoff
maneuver(task7035)becausepilotsweredistracted
bythelateraltaskandcouldnotfocusonmaintaining
aspecifiedrotationrateprofile.

Onceairbornetheaircraftexhibitedamplecontrol
authorityto handlethe asymmetricthrustsituation.
Onebenefitof thecloselypackedengines,typicalof
HSCTconfigurations,wasthattheamountof yawing
momentproduceddueto afailedenginewasrelatively
small.Figure18providesinformationregardingthe
deflectionof therudderanddifferentialaileron,alti-
tude,andairspeedfor theentireOEOtakeoffmaneu-
ver.Fromfigure 18therudderdeflectionrequiredis
seentobeonlyabout10°to 15° immediatelyafterlift-
off anddecreasesto a steady-statevalueof approxi-
mately8° oncethe aircraftreachesclimb speedfor
fourofthefivepilots.Differentialailerondeflectionis
alsosmallcomparedwiththemaximumamountavail-
able.Overall,theRef-Haircrafthadadequatecontrol
authoritytoperformtheOEOtakeoffmaneuver.

Onepilot (pilot B) flew themaneuverwith the
sideslipdisplayindicatorontheHUDbeingdrivenby
lateralaccelerationatthecg,whichwasdoneacciden-
tally duringtheearlystagesof thepilotedresearch
evaluations.This typeof displayis generallywhatis

usedincurrentaircraftandreplicatesthefunctionality
of theturncoordinator,whichisjustaball inacurved
glasstube.Lateralaccelerationsdisplacetheballfrom
thecenterof the instrument;thisrequiresthepilot to
"kick theball" (i.e.,left ball movementrequiresthe
pilottopushtheleftrudderpedal)tomaintaincoordi-
natedflight. Basedon preliminaryevaluations,the
sideslipindicatordrivelogicwasmodifiedtousecom-
plementaryfilteredsideslipangle,whichis aparame-
ter used by the directionalcontrol law. For the
maneuverevaluationswherelateralaccelerationatthe
cgwasselectedto drivethesideslipindicator,thepilot
commandedrudderto zerooutthelateralacceleration.
As a result, the aircraft maintaineda significant
amountof sideslip(shownin fig. 19)becausetheair-
craftreachedatrim pointat thehighsideslipangles.
Figure18showstheeffectof increasedsideslipangle
onaircraftperformance,wheretheclimbrateachieved
bypilotB wasmuchlowerthantheotherfourpilots.

Pilot commentsregardingthe OEO takeoff
maneuveridentifiedthatit wasalittlemoredifficultto
performthanthenormaloperationtakeoffmaneuvers
(tasks2010and2030).Seefigure13fortheCHRsfor
all takeoffmaneuversandtheappropriateflight card
(appendixD) for acompletedefinitionof themaneu-
versegmentsandpilot performancecriteria.Thefirst
segmentof thetask,centerlinetracking,wasratedan
averagelateralCHRof 3.8with threeofthefivepilots
deliveringLevel II ratings.This levelcouldbefrom
the oversensitivenosewheelsteeringlaw combined
with the enginefailure andcouldbe reducedwith
speedsensitivesteeringaswasmentionedfor theRTO
tasks.Duringthe secondsegment,takeoffrotation,
pilotscommentedonthelackof externalvisualcues
orguidancetomaintaintheaircraftwithinthedesired
boundaries,eventhoughtheaircrafthadenoughcon-
trolauthority,asshownin figure17.Asaresult,pilots
ratedthelateralportionoftherotationsegmentaCHR
of 4.2with four of thefive pilotsratingit Level II.
Improvementsin guidanceand/orothervisualcues
couldreducethisrating.

Thelongitudinalportionof therotationsegment
wasalsoratedslightlyworsethanthesamesegment
for tasks2010and2030.Pilot commentsreflected
problemsregardingtheincreasedworkloadintroduced
by the lateral task resultingfrom the asymmetric
thrust,andtheyratedthissegmentanaveragelongitu-
dinalCHRof3.6.Pilotcommentsfortheairborneseg-
mentof thismaneuverindicatedthatthelongitudinal
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portionwasnot muchdifferentthantask2010and
actuallypointedout thatit wasslightlyeasierto per-
formthantask2010;however,thosecommentswere
notreflectedin theCI-IR ratings. Average longitudinal

CI-IR ratings for airborne segments of tasks 2010 and

7035 were all approximately the same. Pilots rated the

lateral portion of the task an average CI-IR of 3.8, with

three of the five pilots providing Level II ratings.

Comments regarding this portion of the maneuver

indicated that it was not too difficult to perform once

the proper amount of rudder pedal bias was deter-
mined. Overall, the maneuver was rated a low

Level II, which was acceptable given the fact that this

is an emergency maneuver. Additional pilot comments

regarding the HUD and guidance logic suggested that

the guidance law could be improved, although no spe-

cific options were offered.

The effect of the different drive logic for the side-

slip indicator, as experienced by pilot B, may have

increased his CI-IR for the lateral-directional portion of

the third segment (climb) because maintaining flight at

significant sideslip angles is somewhat more difficult.

However, the CI-IR delivered by pilot B for the lateral-

directional portion of the climb segment was only one

unit higher than pilots A and C.

Minimum Control Speed on Ground (Task 7030)

Task 7030 was designed and executed to deter-

mine the minimum controllable rotation airspeed on

the ground in the event of an engine failure. Nose-gear

cornering forces were zeroed out for this maneuver
and the MFC was selected. This maneuver was

intended to verify that the speed Vmcg was below the
rotation speed for the lowest possible takeoff weight.

The first pilot to complete task 7030 was asked to per-

form the maneuver for a series of engine failure speeds

and maintain the aircraft to within +30 ft of runway

centerline. Once the minimum engine failure speed

that produced the maximum permissible lateral excur-

sion was identified, that speed was defined as Vmcg.
Four other pilots successfully demonstrated the

maneuver with the engine failure occurring at Vmcg,
which was determined to be 127 knots. Figure 20 pre-

sents percent net thrust from engine 4, rudder deflec-

tion, aircraft heading and track angle, and lateral

distance from runway centerline as a fimction of time

for a representative demonstration of task 7030. From

figure 20, the pilot-control law combination required

less than 1 sec to develop full rudder deflection to

counter the asymmetric thrust caused by the engine

failure. Once the engine failed, aircraft heading error

increased until the airspeed reached approximately
150 knots, where sufficient rudder control was avail-

able to counter the asymmetric thrust condition and

arrest the increase of aircraft heading error. The maxi-
mum lateral excursion occurred, however, when the

track angle of the aircraft was realigned with the ran-

way centerline, which lagged behind the aircraft head-

ing due to landing gear skidding. The rotation speed
for the takeoff maneuver was 174 knots, which was
determined for the aircraft with the maximum takeoff

weight (M13) mass case. A speed of 127 knots corre-

lates well with an expected rotation speed for the MFC
of 128 knots.

Approach and Landing Tasks

Approach and Landing Task Definition

The approach and landing tasks included in the

piloted assessment were divided into two blocks. The

first block included approach and landing tasks with

the aircraft in the nominal configuration. The second
block included tasks with various failures. Table 4

gives the complete set of approach and landing tasks.

The aircraft was configured in the MFC for all

approach and landing tasks, with the weight set at

384 862 lb and the cg located at 53.2 percent _. The

tasks were generally divided into two segments, each

of which was assigned a separate CHR for

longitudinal control and for lateral control. The first

segment consisted of an Instrument Landing System

(ILS) approach tracking task, as illustrated in

figure 21. This segment typically began with the vehi-

cle trimmed at an equivalent airspeed of 200 knots in

level flight at an altitude of 1500 ft. The pilot per-

formed a 30 ° localizer capture followed by an airspeed

reduction to the final approach speed of 157 knots.

Autothrottles were engaged in most cases; therefore,

the airspeed change was performed automatically. The

pilot continued to track the ILS approach path, per-

forming a 3 ° glide-slope capture at a distance of

approximately 5 nmi from the runway. Segment 1
continued until the aircraft reached an altitude of

400 ft, at which point, segment 2 of the task ensued.

Desired and adequate performance specifications for

the ILS tracking task are defined in figure 21. The
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tasksincludedlight or moderateturbulenceasindi-
catedontheflightcardsin appendixD.

Thesecondsegmentof theapproachandlanding
consistedof theflareandtouchdowntask.Thisseg-
mentwasinitiatedattheterminationof theILS track-
ingtask(altitudeof 400ft ) asshownin figure21.The
final approachsegmentof the landingtasksincluded
anautomaticreconfigurationof leading-andtrailing-
edgeflapsthatwasinitiatedat 390ft, wasrampedin
overaperiodof 18sec,andfinishedatanaltitudeof
approximately150ft. Theimpetusfor thisautomatic
flap reconfigurationis the trade-offbetweennoise
constraintsandthedesireto reducetheaircraftpitch
attitudeduringfinal approachandtouchdown.The
autoflapprotocolusedin this assessmentinvolved
configuringthe aircraft for a low-speed-low-noise
approachto analtitudeof 390ft, at whichpointthe
vehiclepassesacriticalnoise-measuringstation.Flaps
and leading-edgedeviceswere then automatically
commandedto ahigh-lift-low-pitchattitudesettingof
LEF 10° andTEF30° for thefinal flareandtouch-
down; therefore,the potentialfor tail strike was
reducedandanimprovedrunwayviewinganglewas
provided.Thetime historiespresentedin figure 22
show that this flap reconfigurationreducesthe
approachattitudeby about5°. However,the flap
reconfigurationalsorequiresa throttle increaseof
approximately12 percentto maintainthe nominal
approachspeedof 157knots;thisillustratesthecon-
trastbetweenthelow-noise(low thrust)flapsettings
andthelow-pitchattitudeflapsetting.

The pilot continuedto track the glide slope
throughtheautomaticflapreconfiguration,whichwas
completedat a gearaltitudeof 150ft. At agearalti-
tudeof 100ft, thepilot disarmedtheautothrottles.At a
gearaltitudeof approximately55ft, thepilot initiated
aflareandmanuallyretardedthethrottles,attempting
to achievemaingearcontactwith therunwayat the
targettouchdownlocationwithinthedesiredsinkrate
tolerances.Desiredandadequateperformancespecifi-
cationsfor sink rateandtouchdowndispersionare
shownin figure21.Thetaskcriteriausedto define
desiredandadequatetouchdownperformancediffered
slightlyfromthoseusedin a previousRef-Hcontrol
lawdown-selectsimulationstudyperformedatAmes
ResearchCenterin thefall of 1995.Thedesiredand
adequatesinkratecriteriaweresetat 3 and6 ft/sec,
respectively,asindicatedontheflight cardsshownin
appendixD. Thesenumbersaremorestringentthan

the4- and7-ft/sectouchdownperformancespecifica-
tionsthatwereusedin theearlierRef-Hsimulation;
thisfactorshouldbenotedwhencomparinghandling
quality ratingsbetweenthe two experiments.After
maingearcontact,thepilot derotatedthevehicleto
placethenosegearontheground.Thesimulationwas
terminatedshortlyafternose-gearcontact.

Head-up Display for Landing Tasks

A diagram of the HUD that was used for the

approach and landing tasks is shown in figure 23. The
basic visual scene and HUD used for these tasks were

the same as those described in the section "Test

Description" except for the following:

1. Gear altitude shown to right of commanded

flight-path indicator with airspeed shown to left

and distance measuring equipment indication

shown directly beneath the commanded flight-

path indicator

2. Dashed flight-path offset indicator shown in

figure 23 appeared on display only when actual

flight path at cg differed fromcommanded flight

path by more than 0.5 ° for altitudes greater than
100 ft and 0.25 ° for altitudes less than 100 ft

3. Primary guidance supplied for approach and

landing consisted of ILS glide slope and local-

izer symbology presented on HUD as shown in

figure 23

4. Flight-path guidance symbol, having form of

magenta circle, also presented on HUD during

only one task, nominal approach and landing

with flight director (task 4025); operation of

this guidance symbol described in appendix E;

as in many tasks in this study, flight-path guid-

ance was not presented in most tasks to prevent

pilots from focusing on assessment of guidance

symbology rather than potential configuration
deficiencies

5. Additional symbol that appeared on HUD dur-

ing final segment of landing tasks was tail-

strike indicator bar shown in figure 23; this

symbol took form of red and white "barber

pole," which appeared on HUD to indicate pitch
attitude at which tail strike would occur as func-

tion of aircraft altitude; during go-around tasks,

this symbol gave pilots positive indication of

maximum pitch attitude they could command at
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their current altitude without incurring a tail
strike

Flare alert cue was presented on HUD which

appeared at gear height of 100 ft; this symbol

took the form of two segmented horizontal bars

located below commanded flight-path indicator

as shown in figure 23; the flare cue moved ver-

tically on HUD until it contacted commanded

flight-path indicator at a gear height of 55 ft,

then the pilots followed the upward motion of

flare cue with flight-path command to a final

flight-path angle of-0.2 ° in the ideal case (fur-

ther detail regarding operation of flare alert cue

is in appendix E)

Summary of Handling Qualities Ratings for

Approach and Landing Tasks

Figure 24 presents the CHRs assigned by the five

pilots to each approach and landing task. The tasks

that included an ILS approach tracking segment were

given Level I ratings generally for both longitudinal
and lateral directional axes, with several low Level II

ratings (CHRs of 4). The exceptions were the manual-

throttle approaches, where several CHRs of 5 were

given to the ILS approach task, and the unaugmented

approaches, where the CHRs ranged from 5 to 7 for

control of the unaugmented aircraft in the ILS

approach.

The flare, touchdown, and derotation segment of

the tasks was given predominantly Level II ratings for

the longitudinal control, with the most notable excep-

tions being the lateral offset tasks and the crosswind

landing tasks. These tasks and their ratings will be dis-

cussed in greater detail later. Generally, the most prob-
lematic tasks were those that stressed lateral-

directional control, which may be due in part to the

immaturity of the lateral-directional control law that

was used in this assessment. However, it is also possi-

ble that the difficulties encountered during these tasks

were due to inadequate lateral-directional control

authority in the final approach configuration.

Nominal Configuration

The tasks described in this section were conducted

with the aircraft in the nominal configuration. The

results of the task performances that are shown may

not represent the best possible touchdown perfor-

mance that is achievable for this aircraft due to imma-

turity of the control laws. Rather, the performance

results are more appropriate for relative comparisons
between tasks or even between different simulations.

The results are significant in that they (1) provide an

outside bound on the performance that should be

achievable with this control response type, (2) reveal

whether major configuration issues such as tail or

nacelle strike were encountered during the landings,

and (3) reveal potential control authority deficiencies

for a particular task.

Nominal Approach and Landing (Task 4020)

Segment 1 of task 4020 covered the approach at
altitudes from 1500 ft to 400 ft and included ILS local-

izer and glide-slope captures, as noted on the flight

card in appendix D. The task was initiated at an alti-

tude of 1500 ft on a heading for a localizer intercept of

30 ° . All pilots were able to achieve desired perfor-

mance during the ILS approach with levels of effort

that were considered to be moderate or lower. No sig-

nificant aircraft control deficiencies were revealed by

this segment of the task, although pilot D did remark

that he would prefer tighter turn coordination from the

lateral-directional control law. The CHRs assigned by

the pilots for this segment of the task are shown in

figure 24.

Segment 2 of the task involved the flare, touch-

down, and derotation maneuvers and covered the por-

tion of the landing from 400 ft to touchdown. The

predominantly Level II longitudinal ratings reflect

some minor difficulties in using the control law to per-

form extremely precise spot landings. Another con-

tributing factor was the stringency of the performance
criteria for the touchdown sink rate task. Performance

results in terms of touchdown locations and sink rates

for this task are shown in figure 25. The figure shows

that adequate performance or better was achieved in
most runs. More than half the runs, however, did not

achieve desired performance in terms of the touch-

down location, and very few of the runs actually
achieved both desired touchdown location and sink

rate.

Nominal Approach and Landing With Flight

Director (Task 4025)

Task 4025 was very similar to the nominal

approach and landing task with the addition of a
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pursuitflight directorthat operatedas describedin
appendixE.Pilotcommentsindicatedthattheaddition
of this flight directorto the nominalapproachand
landingtaskactuallycausedtheworkloadfor segment
1to increaseslightlybyprovidingahigherbandwidth
pursuittaskthantherawILS approach.TheCHRsin
figure24for segment1ofthistaskshowthatalthough
pilot A improvedhis longitudinalratingby 1 point,
pilotsB andD degradedtheirlongitudinalratingsby
1point.

TheCHRsfor theflare,touchdown,andderota-
tionsegmentof thistaskarealsoshownin figure24.
Theyarequitesimilarto theCHRsof segment2from
theprevioustask(task4020).Figure25showsthatthe
typicaltouchdownperformanceresultsdid not differ
dramaticallyfromthoseobservedfortheprevioustask
withouttheflightdirector.

Precision Landing (Task 4050)

Task 4050 was initiated at an altitude of 400 ft and

essentially duplicated segment 2 of the nominal

approach and landing (task 4020). This duplication

allowed the pilots to concentrate on rating the final

segment of the landing and provided a check for

changes in the ratings due to possible learning effects.

No major changes in the longitudinal ratings are
apparent between segment 2 of task 4020 and this

task, but two pilots did change their lateral-directional

ratings from 3 to 4. This change may reflect what

one pilot described as a minor but annoying tendency

for aggressive longitudinal corrections to inadvert-

ently disturb the lateral directional axes during the
final segment of the landing. Figure 25 shows the

touchdown performance results for this task and those

of the previous two tasks. The dispersions of the

performance results for all three tasks appear quite
similar.

Use of Automatic Flap Reconfiguration During

Final Segment of Landing Tasks

The time histories presented in figure 22 showed

that the automatic flap reconfiguration reduced the

approach attitude by about 5° and required a throttle

increase of approximately 12 percent to maintain the

nominal approach speed of 157 knots. The _t/V con-

trol law automatically reduced pitch attitude in

response to the automatic flap reconfiguration to

maintain the flight path commanded by the pilot. The

concern was that this automatic reduction in pitch atti-

tude at such a low altitude might be disconcerting to

the pilots. A review of the transcribed pilot comments

(appendix C) for the nominal approach and landings

(tasks 4020 and 4050) illustrates that pilot response to

the automatic flap reconfiguration as implemented in

this investigation was mixed, and at least one pilot was

strongly opposed to this practice. Those negative com-

ments regarding the use of the automatic flap reconfig-

uration were directed at the flight-path ballooning that

resulted from the reconfiguration. This ballooning is a

deficiency of the control law and not of the automatic

reconfiguration itself. A simple open-loop correction

to the control law could prevent this flight-path bal-

looning during the automatic reconfiguration. The

acceptability of the automatic flap reconfiguration

should not, therefore, be judged based on the artifact

of the flight-path ballooning that was experienced in

the Langley Visual Motion Simulation (VMS). The

acceptability of this procedure is more appropriately

assessed based on factors such as the pitch-down it

produces and the throttle adjustment it requires. Pilots

also expressed great concern regarding the safety

issues associated with the automatic flap reconfigura-

tion, such as the potential for asymmetric automatic

flap deployment due to a failure.

Landing From Lateral Offset With Moderate

Turbulence (Task 4062)

The lateral offset landings were among the most

challenging tasks included in the approach and landing

portions of the test matrix. As flight card 4062 from

appendix D indicates, the task was initiated at an alti-
tude of 400 ft with a lateral offset of 300 ft from the

centerline of the runway. At an altitude of 225 ft, the

test conductor called "Correct," and the pilot executed

a lateral correction to acquire the runway extended

centerline. The bank angle tolerance for desired per-

formance specified that bank angle should be 5 ° or

less by the time the vehicle passed through 50 ft, and

the pilots found it necessary to aggressively execute

the maneuver to achieve this objective. Several times

sufficient bank angles were experienced at altitudes

low enough to terminate the mn by incurring a wingtip

strike. Figure 26 shows the maximum bank angle that

was experienced below an altitude of 50 ft for each

ran. About 35 percent of the runs violated the opera-
tional limit of 5 ° .
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The CHRs for this task, shown in figure 24, reveal

a broader disparity among pilots than most tasks, indi-

cating inconsistent pilot performance as various prob-

lems were experienced in the execution of this rather

taxing maneuver. The longitudinal CHR of 8 that was

given by pilot A was due to what the pilot expressed as

spillover of large lateral sidestick inputs into longitu-
dinal stick deflections.

Pilot D gave CHRs of 7 to the longitudinal and
lateral-directional control laws for this maneuver. This

rating was due to the general dissatisfaction of the

pilot with the turn coordination of this control law, a

deficiency which became most pronounced during the

aggressive lateral correction that was required to
execute this maneuver. The version of the lateral-

directional architecture used in this experiment did not
include lateral-directional command cross feeds that

could provide better turn coordination.

The touchdown performance results for task 4062

are shown in figure 27. Touchdown dispersions and

sink rates demonstrate a wider lateral spread when

compared with the nominal approach and landing

tasks of figure 25, and more instances of short touch-

downs were observed. Figure 28 shows representative

time histories for the landing from lateral offset,

task 4062, for each pilot. The pilots initiated the cor-

rection with a bank to the left of approximately 15 ° at

a rate of about 10 deg/sec. This maneuver typically

caused rate limiting for the trailing-edge flaperon

devices. (Control allocation for the Ref-H configura-

tion called for trailing-edge surfaces 1, 3, 6, and 8 to

operate as flaperons, whereas surfaces 2, 4, 5, and 7

operated as flaps only.) The lateral correction was then

arrested with a bank to the right of between 10 ° and

15° . The pilots then slowly leveled the wings as they

lined up with the center of the runway. It was during

this protracted rollout that the operational bank angle

constraint was violated in about 35 percent of the runs,

as shown in figure 26. The time histories in figure 28

show that the flaperon devices were frequently rate

limited during this maneuver. The reconfiguration of

the automatic flaps at an altitude of 390 ft reduces the

differential roll authority of the flaperons because the

trailing-edge devices are at their maximum downward

deflection after the reconfiguration is complete. This

reduction means that roll inputs can only be generated

by raising the flaperons on one wing. The frequent

occurrence of actuator rate limiting during the lateral

offset maneuver suggests that, after the automatic flap

reconfiguration, flaperon authority may be insufficient

for the pilots to confidently perform this aggressive

lateral correction. A possible solution might be to

reallocate trailing-edge surfaces 2 and 7, currently des-

ignated as flaps only, to the role of flaperons. This

solution would necessitate equipping these surfaces

with higher bandwidth actuators, and associated

weight penalties would probably incur. Occasional

instances of rudder position and rate saturation were

also noted during the lateral offset tasks.

A CHR of 10 was given by pilot B to the lateral-

directional control for this task. This pilot experienced

two pronounced instances of pilot-induced oscillations

(PIOs) in roll during this maneuver--an event that was

not encountered during any of the other approach and

landing tasks. The time histories of these runs shown

in figure 29 reveal extensive rate limiting of the lateral

control surfaces during the PIOs. The time histories of

bank angle demonstrate that the pilot was performing

the maneuver more aggressively during the runs in
which PIO was encountered. The time histories illus-

trate that after the automatic flap reconfiguration,

inadequate roll authority is present to perform such an

aggressive lateral maneuver with this flaperon control
surface allocation.

Landing From Lateral Offset in Category L Visibility

Conditions With Moderate Turbulence (Task 4066)

Task 4066 was essentially the same as the previ-

ous task (4062) with the exception of the Category I

visibility conditions, which were simulated using the

CGI to produce a breakout of 200 ft with visibility of

0.5 nmi. However, somewhat improved CHRs were

assigned to this task by pilots A and B. (See fig. 24.)

Flight card 4066 shows that the correction maneuver
for this task was initiated when the test conductor

called "runway in sight." Although technically the

ceiling used in the CGI visual breakout effect was set

at 200 ft, definite visual indications of the runway

were actually visible at a gear altitude of about 225 ft.

The call that initiated the maneuver actually occurred

at a higher altitude than the call for task 4062. The ear-

lier initiation permitted the maneuver to be performed

with less aggressiveness and, when combined with the

learning aspect of having performed task 4062 earlier,
resulted in fewer difficulties with the maneuver.

Touchdown performance results for this task are
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shown in figure 27, and the maximum bank angle that

was experienced below an altitude of 50 ft is shown in

figure 26. Both figures show that the performance

results for task 4066 appear similar to results from the

previous task.

Landing From Vertical Offset With Moderate

Turbulence (Task 4072)

The correction for the vertical offset landings was

again initiated at an altitude of 225 ft when the test

conductor called "Correct." The ILS glide-slope indi-

cator reflected an offset of 500 ft from the aim point

down the runway, as indicated on the flight card

shown in appendix D. The maneuver itself was much

more benign than the lateral correction, although the

pilots tended to land long as a result of the offset. The

longitudinal CHRs (shown in fig. 24) were generally

Level II. This rating was indicative of the difficulty

involved in performing the correction, based entirely

on visual cues, with sufficient precision to achieve the

desired touchdown performance criteria.

Landing From Vertical Offset in Category I Visibility

Conditions With Moderate Turbulence (Task 4076)

The addition of fog did not affect the pilot ratings
for task 4076. As with task 4066, the correction was

actually initiated at a slightly higher altitude than in

the previous task. The CHRs for this task are in

figure 24.

Go-Around (Task 4080)

The 100-ft go-around task required the pilot to

disengage the autothrottle lever, press the takeoff go-

around (TOGA) button on the throttle lever, and

advance the throttles to the maximum setting while

pitching to a target climbout attitude of 17°. Each pilot
commented on the mechanical deficiencies associated

with the physical elements of this throttle arrange-

ment. Despite these mechanical deficiencies, the per-

formance of the go-around maneuver generally met

the desired task criteria. The pilots were able to

quickly achieve a positive rate of climb and could cap-

ture the target climbout attitude with acceptable preci-

sion. A minor tendency to overshoot or oscillate about

the target climbout attitude was noted and would seem

to be a natural consequence of conducting an attitude-

oriented climbout task with a flight-path oriented con-

trol response type. Future versions of the go-around

tasks should probably specify performance criteria

based on a target climb gradient rather than a target

attitude for use with the 7/V control law. The longitu-

dinal CHR of 7 assigned by pilot D was based on dis-

satisfaction with the mechanical operation of the

autothrottle disengage lever, the TOGA switch, and
the mechanical deficiencies of the throttle levers,

rather than an aircraft performance or control issue.

All CHRs for task 4080 are given in figure 24.

Elevator rate limits were sometimes encountered

at the initiation of the 100-ft go-around maneuver, but

comments of the pilots indicate they felt that control

was not in jeopardy at any point during the task. Fig-

ure 30 shows the minimum gear altitudes and maxi-

mum elevator deflections that were experienced for

each of the runs. Elevator position limits were encoun-

tered on approximately 25 percent of the 100-ft

go-arounds.

Go-Around With Minimum Altitude Loss

(Task 4085)

As flight card 4085, shown in appendix D, indi-

cates, the go-around maneuver for this task was initi-
ated at an altitude of 30 ft; this makes the maneuver

more aggressive than the 100-ft go-around. Figure 30

shows that control surface position limits were experi-

enced at the initiation of the go-around maneuver in

about 35 percent of the runs for task 4085 but only

briefly. Pilot comments demonstrate a feeling of posi-

tive control throughout the execution of this maneu-

ver. The momentary saturation of elevator during

initiation of the go-around maneuver is typical of a

surface that is appropriately sized for the go-around

task. Some minor tendency to overshoot or oscillate

about the target climbout attitude was noted as for the

previous task. The longitudinal CHR of 7 given by

pilot D again was based on dissatisfaction with the

operation of the TOGA switch and the mechanical
deficiencies of the throttle levers rather than an aircraft

performance or control issue. The CHRs for task 4085

are shown in figure 24.

Figure 31 shows typical time histories from the

30-ft go-around task for each pilot. A minimum gear

height of between 10 and 15 ft was typical. Of the five

runs shown, it is apparent that pilot B was the

most aggressive, incurring elevator rate limits and
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momentary saturation. A pitch "bobble" was also

apparent as pilot B attempted to arrest his aggressive

pitch-up at the target climbout attitude of 17°. By

immediately advancing the throttle levers to the maxi-

mum setting at the start of the maneuver, the pilots

were able to quickly arrest their descent and establish

a positive rate of climb. Although the engine model

time constant at the approach condition is approxi-

mately 1 sec, rate limits in the model caused the time

histories of the thrust response to this rapid, large-

amplitude throttle advance to resemble a lag with a

time constant of approximately 4 sec. The pilots found

the speed of the propulsive response to be generally

acceptable. In no instance was a tail strike incurred. A

key factor in avoiding a tail strike was the use of the

tail strike indicator bar on the HUD, as shown in fig-

ure 23. Although the target pitch attitude for the go-
around was 17°, the tail strike bar on the HUD enabled

the pilot to adjust the aggressiveness with which he

achieved this attitude; thereby, tail strike was avoided.

Figure 32 shows tail height and gear height time histo-

ries from the five representative runs that were pre-

sented in figure 31. For most runs, the minimum gear

height was actually lower than the minimum tail

height. A discrete change in gear height is apparent in

several of the time histories; this corresponds to land-

ing gear retraction called for by the pilot during the
abort.

Approach and Landing With 15-Knot Crosswind

(Task 4090)

Pilots found the crosswind landing tasks, in which

a constant crosswind component was present, to be

highly challenging. The first of these involved a

15-knot crosswind (task 4090). As the CHRs (fig. 24)

illustrate, the first segment of this task, which included

localizer tracking and glide-slope capture, received

Level I or low Level II ratings for both longitudinal
and lateral-directional control. Pilot comments include

positive remarks generally about the controllability of

the aircraft during this crabbed portion of the

approach, but all pilots noted some dissatisfaction

with the HUD in this task. The crabbed approach

caused the velocity-vector symbol on the HUD to be

positioned at a great distance from the ILS glide-slope

and localizer indicators; this produced an exception-

ally wide scan pattern for the pilots to cover. The

inclusion of a flight director would have diminished

this display problem.

The second segment of task 4090 included the
flare, touchdown, and derotation maneuvers. The

pilots were directed to decrab the aircraft for the

touchdown during this segment; this maneuver proved

to be somewhat problematic. Marginally adequate per-
formance was achieved with concerted effort, and

pilot comments indicate difficulty in controlling
touchdown sink rates in the decrabbed condition. The

CHRs for this segment indicate varying degrees of

frustration with the touchdown and were generally

Level II. It is not certain at this point whether the diffi-

culty with the decrab maneuver was due to deficien-

cies in the control laws or crosswind aerodynamic

characteristics of the aircraft in the landing configura-

tion. Touchdown performance results for this task are

shown in figures 33(a) and (b). High touchdown sink

rates are apparent for many of the runs. Figures 33(c)

and (d) show the aircraft heading alignment with the

runway at touchdown. Most of the 15-knot crosswind

landings exceeded the desired alignment tolerance of

2 ° but were within the 4 ° adequate tolerance.

Approach and Landing With 35-Knot Crosswind

(Task 4095)

The first segment of the 35-knot crosswind

approach and landing task (task 4095) was quite simi-

lar to the 15-knot task and received comparable CHRs.

(See fig. 24.) The greater crosswind caused the visual

distance on the HUD between the crabbed velocity-

vector symbol and the glide-slope and localizer indica-

tors to be even greater.

The longitudinal and lateral-directional CHRs for

the flare, touchdown, and derotation segment of this

task reflect the extreme difficulty associated with per-

forming the decrab maneuver in the 35-knot cross-

wind. Touchdown performance was usually outside

the adequate tolerances, and sink rates were often

excessive, as shown in figures 33(a) and (b). Fig-

ures 33(c) and (d) show that most of the 35-knot cross-

wind landings exceeded the adequate tolerance for the

aircraft heading alignment with the runway at touch-

down, which would tend to produce high lateral gear

loads. Wingtip and nacelle strikes were a concern dur-

ing the decrab, but figures 33(c) and (d) show that

most landings did not exceed the aircraft geometry

strike envelope at touchdown, although several did

violate the operational bank angle limit of 5°. Lateral

gear load design tolerances and whether the gear

arrangement includes the use of steerable trucks may
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also impact the amount of decrab which must be per-

formed prior to touchdown.

Figure 34 shows representative time histories for

the final portion of the 35-knot crosswind landings for

each pilot. Relatively large amplitude flaperon com-

mands and some flaperon rate limiting are apparent

during the decrab maneuver. Rudder deflections

appear to be moderate through the decrab to the point

of main gear contact. The angle of sideslip for the

decrabbed configuration in the 35-knot crosswind is

approximately 14° . The time histories of sideslip angle

indicate that some pilots preferred to partially decrab

the aircraft prior to the flare while others performed a

more rapid decrab maneuver during the final moments

of flight. Pilot comments were highly negative regard-

ing control of the decrab in the 35-knot case. The poor

pilot ratings highlight the need to develop a reliable

procedure for crosswind landings.

Landing in Category Ilia Visibility Conditions

(Task 4100)

Task 4100 was unrealistic in that it was performed

without the use of a flight director in Category IIIa

visibility conditions. The HUD provided localizer and

glide-slope information, but below altitudes of about

150 ft, scaling of the ILS caused the task to be essen-

tially open loop. The pilots were comfortable perform-

ing the segment 1 ILS approach portion of the task

without a flight director. The CHRs for segment 2

reflect the general dissatisfaction of the pilots with

performing the final flare and touchdown without a

flight director, although a vertical flare cue was still

provided for this portion of the task. (See fig. 24.)

With the visual breakout set at 50 ft, the runway

remained out of sight from the cockpit almost all the

way to main gear touchdown.

Failure Configurations

control authority. The task was identical to the nomi-

nal approach and landing (task 4020) in all other

respects. Admittedly, the zero-deflection stabilizer

jam is not the worst case in terms of identifying con-

trol authority limits. Pilots noted only a minor impact

on inner-loop control resulting from the surface jam.

The reduced pitch control authority appeared to make

the pitch attitude response to flight-path angle com-

mand changes slightly more oscillatory. Pilots tended

to comment that they observed somewhat greater

overshoot and bobble in pitch attitude in response to

stick pulses.

Dynamic Vmcl_2 (Task 7050)

For task 7050 the vehicle was trimmed on the

nominal approach path at an altitude of 1000 ft with

the inboard starboard engine (number 3) failed. A

minimum approach airspeed of 140 knots was identi-

fied by the first pilot by successive reduction in dem-

onstrated recovery speed. This speed was used in

subsequent evaluations of this task by the other pilots.

Shortly after initiation of the run, the outboard star-

board engine (number 4) was failed. The pilot then

disengaged autothrottles and recovered to the original

approach speed and glide slope. The throttles were not

advanced to maximum once engine 4 failed but rather

were manually adjusted to recapture the nominal

approach path and target airspeed of 140 knots. The

task was terminated after recovery to the nominal

approach path. Transients due to the failure of the out-

board engine were minor and controllable, and the

recovery was generally benign. The CHRs assigned by

the pilots for this task averaged 3 (fig. 24), reflecting

the repeatability and confidence with which they were

able to perform this recovery. Typical time histories

from runs performed by each pilot are shown in

figure 35. Large rudder deflections were typically

observed during the recoveries, and the maximum roll

angle was usually 6° or less.

Tasks 4110, 7050, and 7095 were conducted with

the aircraft or the aircraft flight control system in off-

nominal configurations. The CHRs for these tasks are

included in figure 24.

Approach and Landing With Jammed Control

(Task 4110)

The stabilizer was jammed at zero deflection for

task 4110, leaving only the elevator to provide pitch

Manual Throttle Landing (Task 7095)

No difficulties were encountered with manual

control of airspeed in this backside approach condition

(task 7095), and the relatively low workload on the

longitudinal stick associated with the jr/V control law

appears to leave the pilot ample time to focus on air-

speed control. The nominal approach speed was

increased by 5 knots, from 157 to 162, for the manual
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throttletasks.Nopitchbobblesresultedfromtheman-
ualthrottleadjustmentsthatweremadetoregulateair-
speed.Mostpilotcommentsweredirectedatthehigh
breakoutforcesandpoorergonomicsof thephysical
throttleleversthemselves,a deficiencythatwaspar-
tially overcomeby reducingthe numberof throttle
leversto two for all manualthrottletasks,including
theunaugmentedlandingtasks7110and7100.The
CHRsassignedby thepilotsrangedfrom LevelI to
mid Level II (fig. 24); this reflectedthe increased
workloadontheapproachdueto manualthrottleoper-
ationcombinedwiththepoorergonomicsof thethrot-
tlearrangement.Figure36showstimehistoriesoftwo
typicalmanualthrottleapproachesandanautothrottle
approach.Thethrottletracesillustratethat frequent
adjustmentswererequiredto maintaintheapproach
airspeed.Forthrottleinputsofthesizeusedtoproduce
thethrustchangesshownin figure36,thepropulsive
responseresemblesa first-orderlag witha timecon-
stantofapproximately1sec.(Thisis incontrasttothe
4-secresponseto largerthrottleinputsobserveddur-
ing the go-aroundtasks.The slowerresponsewas
imposedbyratelimitsincludedin theenginemodel.)

Batch Assessment of Ref-H Backside Characteristics

The pilot should perceive the speed instability

associated with a backside configuration only when

the approach is performed with autothrottles deacti-

vated. The piloted Ref-H assessment contained several

tasks that required the pilot to control throttles manu-

ally during the approach, particularly task 7095 (man-

ual throttle landing). A batch assessment of the

backside characteristics of the Cycle 2B configuration

was performed to augment the results of these manual

throttle approach tasks. Figure 37 shows thrust-

required curves for the Ref-H Cycle 2B configuration

at two different flap settings that were produced using
a batch version of the simulation. The aircraft was

trimmed on a glide slope of-3 ° with landing gear

down, vortex fences retracted, and a weight of

384862 lb. The impact that flap setting has on the

backside transition airspeed, indicated by V(L/D)max , is

apparent in the figure. The approach flap schedule for

the leading- and trailing-edge devices used in the

piloted assessment corresponds most closely to the
trim curve for LEF 40°/TEF 8°. Therefore the back-

side transition airspeed for the aircraft in this configu-

ration is approximately 200 knots. Because the slopes

of the curves differ at the nominal approach speed of

157 knots, dy/dV may be significantly influenced by

the flap setting chosen for landing approach. In fact,

for the LEF 40°/TEF 8 ° setting, dy/dV was calculated

to be 0.103 deg/knot, whereas for the LEF 30°/

TEF 20 ° setting, dy/dV was calculated to be as low as

0.060 deg/knot.

Because the automatic flap schedule used in the

piloted Ref-H assessment was dependent on airspeed

and dy/dV appeared to vary with flap setting, the auto-

matic flap schedule could possibly produce an effec-

tive dy/dV that differed significantly from the bare
airframe dy/dV. Figure 38, produced to investigate this

possibility, shows thrust-required curves for the
LEF31.0°/TEF 6.8 ° and LEF 41.3°/TEF 11.9 ° set-

tings with landing gear down on a glide slope of-3 °

and vortex fences retracted. The automatic flap sched-

ules shown in appendix A call for these leading- and
trailing-edge settings to be used for Mach of 0.28 and

0.22, while linearly interpolating for intermediate

Mach as airspeed varies during the approach. The

approach is actually conducted at Mach of approxi-

mately 0.24 and an airspeed of 157 knots. Because the

two thrust-required curves shown in figure 38 are so
similar at the approach speed of 157knots, the

effective dy/dV produced by varying the flap settings

between these two conditions (due to minor airspeed

excursions during the approach) clearly will not differ

significantly from that produced by a constant

approach flap setting. Therefore the addition of a
velocity-dependent automatic flap schedule does not

significantly alter the effective dy/dV, which at the

approach airspeed based on these trim curves is about

0.080 deg/knot. This value indicates that the Ref-H

Cycle 2B configuration should exhibit Level II flying

qualities during a manual throttle approach according
to reference 12.

Unaugmented Landing With Longitudinal SCAS

Inoperative (Task 7110)

For task 7110, the pitch stability and control aug-

mentation system (SCAS) was replaced with a direct
link from the stick commands to the control actuators,
whereas the lateral-directional SCAS remained active.

Throttles were controlled manually. Pilots noted very

high workload associated with longitudinal control of

the unaugmented, mildly unstable airplane. Despite

the high workload in the longitudinal axis, very little
contamination of the lateral axis was noted. The lateral

control law appeared to reject disturbances resulting

from the constant longitudinal deviations to the point
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that the pilots were essentially able to attain good

localizer captures and desirable lateral performance

while devoting little conscious effort to the lateral-

directional task. The pilots were able to control the

bare airframe sufficiently to achieve marginally ade-

quate longitudinal task performance. The longitudinal

CHRs ranged from 5 to 7 for both segments of this

task. (See fig. 24.)

Unaugmented Landing (Task 7100)

For task 7100, both the longitudinal and lateral-

directional SCASs were eliminated; thus the pilot was
left in control of the bare airframe. Throttles were con-

trolled manually. This task was definitely the most

taxing in terms of demands on the attention of the

pilot. Landing the fully unaugmented aircraft appeared

to be at the threshold of the control capabilities of the

test pilots. In several instances, momentary lapses of

attention resulted in significant and potentially cata-

strophic deviations from the desired vehicle attitude

and trajectory. The ratings reflect very high workloads

throughout the approach in the longitudinal and lateral

directional axes. Level III ratings were awarded to this

task by several pilots. (See fig. 24.)

Time histories of the longitudinal stick activity for

the augmented nominal approach and landing

(task 4020) and unaugmented landing (task 7100) are

shown in figure 39 for pilot E. The plots show traces

from 600 ft to touchdown, although the tasks were

actually initiated at 1500 ft and included the localizer

and glide-slope captures. A dramatic increase in stick

activity is apparent, as expected, for the unaugmented

landings. Elevator activity exhibiting a similar trend is

also shown in the figure.

All-Engines-Out Landing (Task 7090)

The scenario for task 7090 was somewhat con-

trived, but it afforded an opportunity to assess control-

lability of the vehicle with all engines inoperative. As

flight card 7090 in appendix D indicates, the task was

initiated with all engines inoperative at a condition

from which it was known that the aircraft could easily

reach the desired landing box on the runway. The task

procedure and the initial altitude of 3000 ft, airspeed

of 200 knots, and distance of 5 nmi from the runway

threshold were established based on preevaluation

runs with the project checkout pilot. The pilots'

impressions of the attitude and flight-path control

were positive, subject to the limitations of the validity

of the model fidelity regarding the impact of the inop-

erative engines on the aircraft flight dynamics and

control laws. (See fig. 24 for CHRs.) No loss of sur-

face actuation capacity due to total engine failure was

simulated. Trajectory management and energy man-

agement would be a significant problem; this issue

was not addressed by the task.

Up-and-Away Tasks

Velocity-Altitude Display

Some of the up-and-away tasks made use of a spe-

cialized cockpit display developed for this study.

Figure 40 shows a schematic of this display, known as

the velocity-altitude display (VHD). Depicted on the

display is the present position of the vehicle in the air-

craft velocity-altitude envelope, the actual trajectory

since liftoff, the desired trajectory (if applicable), a

projected trajectory based upon current flight-path

angle, velocity, longitudinal acceleration, and load

factor (predicted 40 sec ahead). (A photograph of an

actual display is shown in fig. B5.)

This display was initially developed to support the

profile climb task, but it was discovered to be useful
for the descent (profile and emergency) tasks as well.

It was also used as an "envelope indicator" for other

up-and-away tasks.

Recovery From Limit Flight Envelope Tasks

All commercial transport aircraft are required to

demonstrate that a specific margin exists between nor-

mal operation speeds and stall speeds. Generally, min-

imum approach speed is dictated by the stall speed.

Because cranked-arrow wing configurations such as
the Ref-H do not stall in a conventional manner, a

series of demonstration maneuvers at minimum speed

and maximum angle of attack was formulated to verify

that controlled flight exists at the minimum speeds

required for certification purposes. All recovery from

limit flight (RFLF) tasks involved the pilot's maneu-

vering the aircraft to a low-speed, high-angle-of-attack

situation, then attempting to recover to wings-level

flight at the recovered angle of attack. This task was

required to verify the capability of the aircraft to safely

operate at these conditions.
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Recovery Initiation Criterion

Initial attempts to define a recovery initiation air-

speed were abandoned in favor of using the angle of

attack as the recovery initiation criterion. The HUD

airspeed indicator, located next to the commanded

velocity vector, was unreadable at the high-angle-of-

attack conditions experienced during these maneuvers.

Also, the minimum airspeed originally specified for

recovery initiation (180 knots) was higher than

approach reference airspeed gre f. For these reasons,

recovery initiation was based upon reaching a maxi-

mum angle of attack that was readily observable on
the HUD.

All stall maneuvers were performed with fixed

thrust levers, and the pilot was required to attempt to

maintain a deceleration rate of 3 knots/sec (approxi-

mately 5.8 ft/sec 2 at 10000 ft) until recovery was

called for by the PNF. Cockpit motion was not used

for these runs because of the large levels of aircraft

maneuvering encountered. Figure 41 shows angle of

attack, rate of change in airspeed, and bank angle for a

representative turning stall maneuver. See table 6 for
the various scenarios and aircraft conditions used for

the stall maneuver set.

Determination of Maximum Angle of Attack

Determination of the maximum demonstration

angle of attack was based on preliminary evaluation

runs of the nonturning stall maneuvers (tasks 5010 and

5020) in conjunction with a calculation of (Vmin)de m

for approach. The stall at idle power maneuver

(task 5010) was initially performed with the pilot

decelerating to 110 knots before initializing the recov-

ery. The stall at maximum takeoff power (task 5020)

required the pilot to decelerate to 156 knots before ini-

tializing the recovery. From these runs, the angle of

attack achieved when the aircraft reached the recovery

airspeed was found to be approximately 21 ° for both

tasks. The calculation of (gmin)de m was based on an

approach speed goal of 160 knots and a maximum

landing weight of 402 000 lb and produced a value of

(Vmin)de m of 123 knots at an angle of attack of approx-

imately 20 °. Therefore the maximum demonstration

angle of attack of 21 ° was determined to be satisfac-

tory. The maximum demonstration angle of attack of

21 ° would also permit a takeoff (gmin)de m as low as

187 knots for the 649 914 lb maximum takeoff gross

weight mass case (M13). The assumed recovered

angle of attack was based on an initial stability analy-
sis of the vehicle, which indicated that directional sta-

bility would exist at angles of attack below 13 ° .

Therefore, the recovered angle of attack was set
to 13° .

Batch Simulation Analysis of Longitudinal Nose-

Down Control Authority

A batch analysis of the ability of the Ref-H con-

figuration to maneuver at and recover from high

angles of attack was conducted as part of this assess-

ment. During this portion of the study, both longitudi-

nal and lateral-directional stability and control

properties were evaluated. The longitudinal analysis

focused on the ability of the aircraft to generate suffi-

cient nose-down pitch accelerations and pitch rates,

whereas the lateral-directional analysis focused on

both stability and control issues.

Figure 42 presents information regarding the abil-

ity of the aircraft to generate nose-down pitch acceler-

ations to recover from a high-angle-of-attack situation.

Pitch acceleration and indicated airspeed are plotted as
a function of angle of attack. Data are presented for

assumed level flight with quasi-static aeroelastic

(QSAE) aerodynamics, automatic flaps based on
Mach, minimum thrust, and the final cruise mass case

(MFC). Mach was determined from the angle of attack
at an altitude of 10000 ft. The aircraft was trimmed in

pitch. Nose-down pitch rate authority was then calcu-

lated by applying full nose-down control; that is,

5 h = 15° and 5e = 30 °. One set of data was calculated
with the assumption that the pilot kept the thrust at

minimum during the recovery and the other with the

assumption that full thrust was commanded and devel-
oped at the instant of recovery. Modeling thrust effects

in this manner simulates a situation where the pilot has

allowed the aircraft to get to a low airspeed situation

while maintaining minimum thrust, followed by

commanding and developing full thrust before initiat-

ing the pitch recovery; this is considered a worst case
scenario.

The required pitch acceleration of-4 deg/sec 2, as

described in reference 13, is included in figure 42 to

illustrate the point at which the aircraft satisfies this

requirement. From this figure, the scenario with mini-

mum thrust, which closely represents the conditions
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experienced for turning and nontuming stall maneu-

vers (tasks 5010 and 5040), can be seen to satisfy the

pitch acceleration requirement up to an angle of attack

of approximately 20 ° . This value corresponds approxi-

mately to an airspeed of 123 knots, which marginally

meets the minimum speed required. If full thrust was

being produced at the moment of pitch recovery ini-

tialization, then the nose-down pitch acceleration

capability of the Ref-H configuration would be

reduced significantly. The aircraft can meet the pitch
acceleration criterion of-4 deg/sec 2 up to an angle of

attack of 18°, which corresponds to a speed of
130 knots. Therefore, the aircraft does not meet the

nose-down pitch acceleration criterion under all possi-

ble scenarios, and a strong case could be made to limit

the maximum angle of attack to 18 °. The engine pack-

age had an average effective moment arm of approxi-

mately 8 ft, which could be reduced to zero with a

thrust axis change of 10°. Because it would take a

finite amount of time for the engines to develop full

thrust, the vehicle would respond more like the mini-

mum thrust case initially. The Ref-H configuration

demonstrated marginal nose-down pitch control for
maneuvers which were flown with constant minimum

thrust and the MFC based on batch analysis. A similar

analysis performed with the maximum takeoff M13

and maximum thrust required pitch acceleration up to

angles of attack higher than 27 ° .

Batch Simulation Analysis of High-Angle-of-Attack

Lateral-Directional Stability and Control

During the course of pilot evaluations, pilots fre-

quently had trouble recovering from the mining stall

maneuvers. A lateral-directional stability analysis was

conducted to determine whether any aerodynamic

problems associated with the Ref-H configuration

were responsible for the problems encountered during

recovery from high-angle-of-attack turning flight. Fig-

ure 43 shows body axis directional stability Cn_ and

body axis lateral stability CI_ as functions of angle of

attack. As for the data from figure 42, data are pre-

sented with QSAE aerodynamics, automatic flaps

based on Mach, and the MFC being used. Mach was

determined from the pitch-trimmed angle of attack at

an altitude of 10000 ft. From figure 43 it can be seen

that the Ref-H loses directional stability for angles of

attack above 14° . However lateral stability remains

stable up to an angle of attack of approximately 22 ° .

The differences between the angles of attack where the

stability derivatives become unstable pose a question

about which one to base the maximum angle-of-attack
limit.

Figure 44 presents two commonly used stability

and control parameters that quantify the high-angle-

of-attack capabilities of an aircraft: the dynamic direc-

( / andthe lateraltional stability parameter Cn_ dyn

control divergence parameter (LCDP). These parame-
ters are defined in references 14 and 15.

Both parameters involve combinations of Cn_ and

Cl_ along with the mass properties of the vehicle to

provide a more comprehensive analysis of the stability

and control characteristics than independent analysis

of Cn_ and CI . As for the data from figures 42

and 43, data in figure 44 are presented using QSAE

aerodynamics, automatic flaps based on Mach, and the

MFC. Mach was determined from the pitch-trimmed

angle of attack for an altitude of 10000 ft.

The parameter (Cn_)dy n represents the unaug-

mented stability of the vehicle and its ability to main-

tain constant flight. Changes in (Cn[_/dy n indicate

aircraft instability above an angle of attack of 21 ° .

This instability implies that flight above an angle of

attack of 21 ° would be difficult and require a stability

augmentation system. The LCDP parameter quantifies

the closed-loop lateral control characteristics of the

vehicle. It defines the aircraft response to lateral con-

trol inputs. A negative LCDP indicates that the nose of

the aircraft would move in an opposite direction than

intended by the pilot due to sideslip buildup. A posi-
tive LCDP indicates that the aircraft would roll in the

intended direction. This analysis was performed with

and without aileron-to-rudder interconnect (ARI). As

seen from figure 44, the incorporation of an ARI

increased the usable angle-of-attack range up to

approximately 19°, which was a 5.5 ° increase from the
case without ARI. The directional control law used for

this assessment attempted to control complementary-

filtered sideslip angle; therefore, specifically assigning
a value of effective ARI was difficult. However,
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lateralmaneuveringin theregionwherethe LCDP,
with ARI, waseithermarginallystableor unstable
resultedin undesirableflying qualitiesandfrequent
aircraftdeparturesfromcontrolledflight.

Results for Stall Maneuvers

An analysis of pilot performance was performed

in which the maximum sideslip angle and maximum

angle of attack were determined for all symmetric

thrust stall maneuvers attempted. These data are pre-

sented in figure 45 and illustrate the widely ranging

performance experienced for this set of maneuvers. At

angles of attack of 30 °, the assumption was that the
vehicle had reached an unrecoverable condition and

was beyond the point of meaningful aerodynamic

data. As seen in figure 45, only small amounts of side-

slip developed for most of the nonturning stall maneu-

vers (tasks 5010 and 5020). Figure 45 also shows that

a wide scatter of maximum angles of attack occurs

through the course of the maneuver evaluations. The

variation in maximum angle of attack was largely due

to inconsistencies in the rate of deceleration during the

maneuver entry phase. The increased amount of side-

slip developed for the turning stall maneuvers was

caused by the lateral maneuvering required during the

recovery segment of the maneuver, which taxed the

independent directional control law beyond its

capabilities.

Controlling the rate of airspeed decay was compli-

cated by the jr/V control law, the back-sided aerody-

namic characteristics of the aircraft in this flight

regime, and a lack of substantial rate of airspeed decay

information available to the pilots. The jr/V control

law hampered the maneuver entry through its attempts

to maintain a constant flight-path angle as airspeed

was decreased by increasing pitch attitude. A charac-

teristic of the Ref-H configuration, for takeoff speeds

less than approximately 250 knots and approach

speeds less than 200 knots, was that more thrust was

required to fly slower as a result of rapidly increasing

drag. This characteristic leads to an unstable situation

where the rate of speed decrease continues to grow as

the pilot approaches the maximum demonstration

angle of attack. If the pilot did not monitor the rate of

airspeed decay, a rapid loss of airspeed developed; this

resulted in a higher than desired maximum angle of
attack.

Sideslip excursions were much more prevalent for

the turning stall maneuvers (tasks 5040 and 5050),

which required the pilot to level the wings of the air-

craft as part of the recovery process. Figure 45 shows

that the amount of sideslip developed varied for a

given maximum angle of attack. The variance of side-

slip angle was determined to be dependent on how

aggressively the pilot leveled the wings of the aircraft.

A discussion of variations of maximum sideslip angle

for the turning stall maneuvers is given later.

As stated previously, the rate of airspeed decay

had a significant effect on the maximum angle of

attack during a piloted simulation stall maneuver. Fig-

ure 46 shows the effect of stall entry speed on maxi-

mum angle of attack as a fimction of time for two

attempts of the stall at idle power (task 5010). In one

attempt (951205 run 028), the pilot developed a much

higher rate of airspeed decay; this resulted in the air-

craft attaining a higher than desired maximum angle of

attack and eventually departing from controlled flight.

Figure 46 shows the rate of airspeed decay reached

almost 15 ft/sec 2 (approximately 8 knots/sec) at the

time the pilot attempted to recover. In the other

attempt (951205 run 030), the same pilot maintained

the lower rate of airspeed decay as angle of attack was

increased to 21 ° and performed a nominal recovery to

below an angle of attack of 13°.

Several control law anomalies were experienced

during the execution of the stall maneuvers. One

longitudinal control law problem, already stated, was

its adverse effect on the rate of airspeed decay. How-

ever, control law anomalies affected the recovery por-

tion of both maneuver attempts, as shown by a

subsequent uncommanded increase of angle of attack

when the pilot releases the nose-down stick input. This

anomaly is shown at approximately 62 sec and 76 sec

for run 028 and run 030 in figure 46 and is character-

ized by a rapid movement of the elevator from the full

nose-down position to the full nose-up position at or

near its rate limit when the pilot relaxes his nose-down

command. Overall, pilots needed to monitor angle of

attack during recovery to ensure complete recovery.

Demonstration of Nose-Down Control Authority and

Evaluation of Required Pitch Acceleration Criterion

Previous batch analysis of the nose-down control

authority simulated ideal stall conditions when the

aircraft was trimmed in straight and level flight. As a
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resultof thebatchanalysis,theRef-Hconfiguration
wasdeterminedto be barelycapableof generating
acceptablelevelsofpitchaccelerationatthemaximum
demonstratedangleof attack.However,duringthe
courseof pilotedevaluations,thenose-downcontrol
performanceindicatedby thebatchanalysiswasnot
beingrealized.Variationsof certainkey variables
wereobservedthatweretheresultofthepilotingpro-
ceduresspecifiedfor thestallmaneuvers.

Key variablesthat affect the maximumpitch
accelerationat a givenangleof attack,suchasair-
speed,pitchrate,currentpitchacceleration,andrateof
changeof angleofattack,wereundergoingsignificant
variationsfromthevaluesassumedforthebatchanal-
ysis.As aresult,thedatain figure42presentoptimis-
tic vehicleperformance.Resultsfromactualreal-time
pilotedevaluationswereusuallyfar belowthe pre-
dictedperformancein figure42.

Figure47presentsdatafor arepresentativerunfor
stall at idle powermaneuver(task5010).Fromthis
figure, the maximumamountof pitch acceleration
generatedduringtherecoverywasachievedwhenthe
elevatorandhorizontaltail reachedtheirpositionlim-
its, which is indicatedby the verticalline labeled
"Recovery"in thefigure.Thelow amountof pitch
accelerationwascausedby a combinationof factors.
At the point of recovery,a slightlyhigherangleof
attack,approximately22°, wasreached,airspeedwas
almost10knotsbelowthe lg trim speedasshownin
figure 48, and the pitch rate was approximately
-1 deg/sec; these conditions had an adverse impact on

the amount of pitch acceleration available. From fig-
ure 42, a decrease of 1.0 deg/sec 2 in pitch acceleration

was due to the increased angle of attack. The airspeed
decrease of 10 knots in real-time data reduced

dynamic pressure and pitch acceleration by an addi-

tional 15 percent. Analysis of the effect of pitch rate

on pitch acceleration indicates that pitch acceleration
was decreased approximately 0.1 deg/sec 2 for each

1 deg/sec of pitch rate. The combination of the angle

of attack, airspeed, and pitch rate produced a predicted
pitch acceleration of approximately -2.4 deg/sec 2,

which is demonstrated by the data in figure 47.

During the course of this study, turning stall

maneuvers produced varying results. Some pilots had

no difficulty performing the turning stall maneuvers,

whereas other pilots had great difficulty performing

the same maneuver. An attempt was made to deter-

mine the differences and reasons behind the discrepan-

cies. The batch analysis of the LCDP parameter

indicated a problem would exist for lateral maneuver-

ing flight above an angle of attack of 19 ° . This was

substantiated through a review and analysis of the

real-time piloted data. Figure 49(a) presents angle of

attack, pilot stick inputs (both longitudinal and lat-

eral), and bank angle as functions of time for two

attempts of task 5050. One of the attempts resulted in

a complete departure of the vehicle (951129 run 027);

the other, a normal recovery (951201 run 097).

Figure 49(b) presents the additional information for

sideslip angle and rudder deflection along with angle

of attack for the same conditions as figure 49(a).

From these figures, even though the pilot-initiated

recovery at an angle of attack of only 18 ° for the

951129 run 027, a large PIO developed. Examining

the pilot stick inputs shows that for the 951129

mn 027 data an aggressive lateral input to level the

wings was issued by the pilot, simultaneously with a
nose-down command, at around 51 sec into the

maneuver. This input immediately caused sideslip to

build up rapidly even though the rudder was moving at

its rate limit to oppose the sideslip buildup, as shown

in figure 49(b). The pilot initially was able to reduce

angle of attack, but the lateral PIO that developed
caused him to become distracted and not continue to

force the nose down. Eventually, at time equal to

about 65 sec, the stick was released completely; a lon-

gitudinal departure of the vehicle resulted. Con-

versely, in the maneuver attempt that resulted in a

nominal recovery, 951201 mn 097, the pilot issued a

larger nose-down pitch command initially, followed

by a delayed and much smaller lateral control input, as

shown in figure 49(a). As can also be seen in

figure 49(a), the pilot was able to smoothly reduce

bank angle and level the wings. Figure 49(b) shows

that for the nominal recovery ran, sideslip angle was

limited to approximately 5 ° with only 10° to 12° of

rudder deflection. Overall, the effect of the recovery

method significantly changed the resulting time his-

tory data and directly influenced the pilot ratings.

Cooper-Harper Ratings for Non turning Stall
Maneuvers

The resulting CHR ratings for the stall maneuvers

are given in figure 50. The nonmrning stall maneuvers
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(tasks5010and5020)receivedhighLevelI andlow
tomidLevelII flyingqualityratingsfor thelongitudi-
nalportionsof thetask.Someof thelongitudinalrat-
ingswereinfluencedby thejr/V controllaw.Pilots
commentedthat the longitudinalcontrollaw intro-
ducedproblemsregardingthe control of airspeed
decayduringstallmaneuverentriesandalsoproduced
uncommandednose-upelevatordeflectionsduring
maneuverrecoveries.Thesetraitsareconsideredtobe
highlyundesirableforthisclassofmaneuvers.

As pointedout in the discussionof figures42
and47,theeffectivepitchaccelerationexperiencedby
thepilotsduringthestallrecoveriesrangedfrom-2.0
to -3.0 deg/sec2dueto nonidealrecoveryconditions.
Onlytwo pilotscommentedthattheaircrafthadany
nose-downcontrol power deficienciesfor the
nonmaximumthrust stall maneuvers(tasks5010,
5040,and5050).Themaximumthruststallmaneuver,
task5020,wasperformedwith themaximumtakeoff
masscaseM13andhadamplecontrolpoweravail-
able.Thetwopilotswhodidmentionnose-downcon-
trol power as an issue only indicated minor
deficienciesexisted,whichcouldindicatethatapitch
accelerationcapabilityof -4.0 deg/sec2maynot be
requiredfor thisclassof aircraft.Thepitchaccelera-
tion requirementof -4.0 deg/sec2 was determined
fromanextensivepilotedanalysisusingfighter-type
aircraft.All stallmaneuverswereperformedwith the
cockpitmotionbaseinactivebecauseofproblemswith
itsusefor theselarge-amplitude,high-ratemaneuvers.
Lateralratingsfor thenonturningRFLFmaneuvers
weregenerallyLevelI, withonepilotratingthelateral
portion of the maximum-thruststall maneuver
(task5020)a CHRof 4. Theseratingsreflectthefact
thatfewlateraldifficultieswereencounteredperform-
ingthesemaneuvers.

Cooper-Harper Ratings for Turning Stall Maneuvers

The CHRs for the turning RFLF maneuvers were

considerably higher than for the nonturning with CHR

ratings well into the Level II range and Level III flying

quality ranges. (See fig. 50.) Pilots frequently had dif-

ficulty controlling the vehicle during recovery from

turning flight at high angles of attack. These difficul-

ties correlated well with the stability and control anal-

ysis performed by using LCDPs. Individual pilot

recovery techniques employed during the recoveries

of the turning stall maneuvers had a large effect on the

resulting aircraft response. Limited lateral control

inputs were required for flight at angles of attack
above 19° .

Engine-Out Stall (Task 7070)

Task 7070 represented a straight-ahead stall with

asymmetric power (number 4 engine at idle thrust).

Despite a design goal for the lateral-directional control

law to maintain low sideslip angle, four of the five

pilots observed a PIO or departure from controlled
flight during the recovery pushover on at least one ran;

this led to high Level II ratings in the lateral

directional axes. (See fig. 50.) A time history of a typ-

ical mn is shown in figure 51; a PIO is evident from

the pilot's lateral input in figure 51(a) as well as the

oscillation appearing in figure 51(b) in the trailing-
edge devices around 80 sec into the ran.

Engine-Out Turning Stall (Task 7080)

Task 7080 was a repeat of task 7070 with a 30 °

bank toward the dead engine (right bank angle). As in

previous maneuvers involving recovery from limit

angle of attack, these recoveries were begun at an

angle of attack of 21 °. Some pilots were more success-

ful at recovering from this stall by being careful not to

make inputs in the lateral axis until airspeed was

increasing; others had more difficulty. Some sensitiv-

ity to deceleration rates was noted. High Level II rat-

ings were assigned for the lateral directional axes.

(See fig. 50.) Figure 52 shows an example of this

maneuver in which the aircraft departs from controlled

flight, as evidenced by the angle-of-attack trace

exceeding 100 ° in figure 52(c). Figure 53 gives an

example time history for this maneuver in which the

aircraft is successfully recovered from the stall. Com-

paring figure 52(a) with figure 53(a), a major differ-

ence can be seen in pilot technique between departure

and successful recovery providing nose-down pitch

input prior to rolling the wings level.

Diving Pullout (Task 5060)

Task 5060, a simulated certification maneuver,

highlighted some difficulties with power changes in

cruise conditions coupling into the pitch axis of the
control law, as well as the need to reconsider this dem-

onstration maneuver for supersonic aircraft. From

level flight at Mach 2.4, a pushover to a 7.5 ° dive was
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initiatedat normalaccelerationlevelsof approxi-
mately0.5g,andthisflightpathwasmaintaineduntil
Mach2.5wasreached.At thatpointthepilot wasto
bringthethrottlesto idle andsimultaneouslyattempt
topull theaircraftoutof thediveatanormalaccelera-
tionlevelof 1.5g.Figures54and55showanexample
of thismaneuver.

Problemareaswereuncoveredin performingthis
maneuver:theengineinletswouldunstartduringthe
pushover;acouplingbetweenlargethrottleinputsand
longitudinalaccelerationexisted,leadingtoverylarge
normalaccelerationexcursions,which is a problem
with thegammacontrolresponsetypein performing
thismaneuver.

Performingthe initial pushoveris not difficult,
accordingto thepilots,althoughtheyall mentioned
theneedfor accelerationonset(rate)information.The
changeinangleofattackattheinletfaceoftheengine
associatedwith the 0.5gpushover,however,would
unstartthe inlets,renderingtheremainderof thetask
meaningless.Thistaskwasthereforeperformedwith
the logic associatedwith simulatinganunstartdis-
abledso that the engineinlets would artificially
remainstarted(normalshockremainingin theinlet)
forthecompletemaneuver.

Whenthe targetMachwas reached,the pilot
wouldretardthethrottlesrapidly(athrottle"chop").
Thethrottlechopinevitablyresultedin an uncom-
mandedpitchdownof theaircraft,whichappearsto
havebeencausedin partby thecontrollaw design.
Thedesignof the jr/V controllaw includeda direct
signalpathfromlongitudinalaccelerationtotheeleva-
tor,whichcausedalargedegreeof thrust-to-pitchcou-
plingto beapparentatthisMach.As shownin figure
54(a),the elevatoris deflectedtrailing edgedown
(positive)in responseto thethrottlechopwithouta
changein thepilotstickposition.

A pullup wasusually initiatedsimukaneously
withthethrottlechop;however,theonly(immediate)
effectof pullingaft on thecontrolstickwasto drive
thecommandedflight-pathmarker(displayedon the
HUD)upwards.Thiseffectoccurredwhilethevehicle
waspitchingdownandactualflightpathwasdecreas-
ingin responsetothethrottlechop,leadingtowhatthe
pilotstermeda"split"betweenactualandcommanded
flightpath.Thissplitwasveryconfusingto thepilot
whenexperiencedfor the first time. Figure 55(a)
showsonepulloutmaneuverin which the stick is

pulled aft at the sametime as the throttlechop;
figure55(b)showsa significantdifferencebetween
commandedflightpathandactualflightpathstarting
atabout40secintothemaneuver.

After the transientpitchdownfrom the throttle
chop,the controllaw wouldthenattemptto correct
whatwasnowalargeflight-patherrorbypitchingup
rapidly,anda largepositiveaccelerationlevelwould
be observedin most runs (exceptwhenthe pilot
avoidedcommandinga large"split" betweencom-
mandedand actualflight path, as shownin both
figs.54(b)and55(b)).Thisresponsecould,in some
runs,exceedthepositivestructurallimit ofthevehicle.
Only by carefullymodulatingthe controlstick and
allowingonly a smalldisparitybetweenactualand
commandedflight pathcouldlargepositivenormal
accelerationsbe avoided.Thiscarefulmodulationis
expectedtobeunrealisticto performin anoperational
vehicle;however,withpracticethepilotswereableto
attainadequateperformancein the longitudinalaxis
(maximumloadfactorof+0.5gfortarget),leadingtoa
midLevelII rating(twopilotsgaveit aLevelIII rat-
ing).All pilotsfoundonlyminorproblemsin thelat-
eraldirectionalaxes,givingconsistentLevelI ratings
to this task.The CHRsfor this task are foundin
figure50.

OperationsAfter Failure and Upset Recovery

Ripple Unstart (Task 7060)

Task 7060 simulated an inboard engine failure

coupled with inlet unstarts on the inboard and neigh-

boring outboard engines at cruise conditions. The pilot

was asked to damp resulting aircraft dynamics and

restore the aircraft to an appropriate flight condition.

These tests were performed with motion cueing dis-

abled because of large amplitude accelerations that

were not reproducible by the motion cueing system.

Sample time histories of this maneuver are found in

figures 56 and 57. In these maneuvers, engine 3 was

failed and the inlets of engines 3 and 4 were artificially

unstarted and then the inlet of engine 4 was allowed to
restart.

During the course of the evaluations, this failure-

ripple-unstart combination inevitably resuked in sym-

pathetic unstarts of all engines, probably because of

excursions in angles of attack and sideslip at the inlet
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face(asMachincreases,theacceptableconeanglefor
localflow ateachinletnarrows).Alsotheappropriate
pilot responsewasto (1) dampresultingyawingand
pitchingmotions,(2)maintainaltitude,(3)bring all
fourthrottleleversto idle,(4)waitfor Machto decay
belowMach2.2, (5) graduallybringup the"good"
inboardenginethrottlelevers,and(6) bringup the
outboardenginethrottlelevers.At thispoint,thetask
wasterminated,andthepilotwasaskedtoevaluatethe
maneuveraccordingtotheevaluationcriteria.

toolight;thiscommentwasmadein manyofthehigh-
speedtasks.Severalpilotscommentedthattherudder
pedalforcesweretoohigh.PilotD said the workload

was probably CHR 5, but the criteria-based

performance (due in part to the longitudinal control

law anomaly and the inability to control sideslip

adequately with rudder) led him to rate both axes
Level III.

Inadvertent Speed Increase (Task 6050)

If the throttles were brought up too quickly

(before inlet flow conditions allowed a restart), a

vibratory response in engine thrust was experienced

(as shown in the gross thrust trace of engine 2 in

fig. 56(c)). Flight conditions above Mach 2.2 appear to

make it difficult to restart the inlets of the operational

engines in this configuration.

Several pilots commented on the unpredictability

of sideslip control through rudder pedals, and some

evidence of this appears in the maneuver, as shown in

figure 56. At 35 sec, a sharp increase in sideslip angle

(fig. 56(e)), bank and heading angles (fig. 56(f)), and

lateral acceleration (fig. 56(g)) appeared but was not

caused by pilot or control system inputs (figs. 56(a)

and (b)); this uncommanded motion remains

unexplained.

Another simulation anomaly is apparent during

this maneuver. The engine model gives an increase in

thrust in the remaining good engines when the inlets

first unstart (see the gross thrust signal traces in

fig. 56(c) at 5 sec and similarly in fig. 57(c) at 7 to

10 sec); this increase in thrust is believed to be caused

by an error in the engine model.

The pitch-down and low acceleration spike at

engine unstart, evident at 5 sec in figures 56(f) and (g)

and at 10 sec in figures 57(f) and (g) is due to an

anomaly in the longitudinal control system described

in the section "Diving Pullout (Task 5060)"; this large

acceleration excursion led pilot C to give the longitu-
dinal task a Level III rating of 7, and pilot D rated the

longitudinal task an 8. (See fig. 50.)

Pilot comments and ratings indicated this task to

be a Level II to III. One pilot noted that some better

annunciation of which engine had failed would be

useful and commented that the stick force per g was

Task 6050 simulated a certification maneuver that

began at cruise conditions and involved pushing the

nose over at a specified normal acceleration level,

counting 5 sec, and then initiating a 1.5g pullout. This

task was performed without motion cues and with the

engine inlet unstart feature disabled because inlet

unstarts were experienced consistently during the

pushover maneuver during pretest checks. A typical

time history of this maneuver is found in figure 58.

The only difficulty most pilots indicated in per-

forming this task was judging normal acceleration
rates of increase and decrease because of the inade-

quate cues provided by the numerical acceleration dis-

play on the HUD. The single numeric performance

standard of not exceeding M d led to the CHR of 1 by
pilot B. Pilot D declined to rate this task but stated

"doesn't appear difficult to perform." This task

appears to be Level I, but the task definition needs

improvement with some additional performance stan-

dards beyond maximum Mach. An analog readout ofg
could also improve the ability of a pilot to perform the

task with precision. Some pilots mentioned that the

stick force per g needs to be increased, and complaints

about the HUD format were also made (too large a

scan pattern to take in sideslip, g, and flight-path

angle). (See fig. 50 for CHRs for this task.)

Two-Axis Upset (Task 6060)

Task 6060 was similar to task 6050. This task sim-

ulated another certification maneuver in which the air-

craft is placed in an unusual attitude (nose-down 6 °

and bank angle of 15°) at cruise Mach and altitude

conditions from which a 1.5g recovery is made. This

task was performed without motion cues and with the

engine inlet unstart feature disabled because inlet

unstarts were experienced consistently during the

pushover maneuver during pretest checks. A typical

time history of this maneuver is found in figure 59.
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Fairly consistentLevel II pilot ratings were
assignedthistaskbymostpilots.Theycomplainedof
thelackofananalogreadoutforg and realistic motion

cues to judge the rates of pushover and pullup, and

stick forces were mentioned again as being too light.

The CHRs for task 6060 are found in figure 50.

Directional Control With One Engine Inoperative
(Task 7010)

Task 7010 was to evaluate the controllability of

the configuration at low speed in high sideslip condi-
tions by requiring the pilot to make wings-level (flat)

turns with a heading change of 15° in less than 20 sec

while maintaining airspeed and altitude. These maneu-

vers were performed without motion cues because of

limitations of the motion platform. Typical time histo-

ries are found in figures 60 and 61.

This task was flown in the "backside" flight

regime, which complicated the longitudinal task, lead-

ing to Level II pilot ratings. Two pilots indicated that

the high friction level of the manual throttle quadrant

had an effect on their longitudinal ratings. (The fric-

tion level of the quadrant used in this study was not

adjustable.) Figure 60(c) shows airspeed variations by

one pilot as much as 20 knots around the desired target

equivalent airspeed of 167 knots; figure 61(c) shows

that another pilot was able to hold the airspeed within
+8 knots of the desired 167 KEAS.

On several runs lateral control was lost. Figure 60

is an example of a departure during this maneuver.

Figure 61 is an example of a successful maneuver. The

task was given Level III ratings by three pilots who

experienced departures and Level II ratings by those

that did not; these ratings indicate a flying qualities

"cliff' in the lateral axis. Figure 50 contains the rat-

ings for task 7010.

Lateral Control With One Engine Inoperative

(Task 7020)

Task 7020 was flown with the same initial condi-

tion as task 7010, except that the heading changes

were affected by coordinated turns. For consistency,

this task was performed with the motion base off. A

typical time history is found in figure 62.

borderline Level I to II ratings in both sets of CHRs.

(See fig. 50.) Again the throttle friction was cited as

detracting from potentially better ratings longitudi-

nally. Two pilots indicated problems with the roll

response at this flight condition, which one character-

ized as "abrupt" and the other as "having too much

residual roll" and "roll rate not snubbing quickly

enough."

Minimum Control Speed in Air (Task 7040)

Task 7040 was a demonstration of minimum con-

trol speed in air in the climb configuration. The task

was set up by having the pilot perform a maximum

performance takeoff at a low weight condition, fol-

lowed by an aggressive climb to decelerate to the tar-

get demonstration airspeed of 120 knots. At this

airspeed, the right outboard engine was failed and the

pilot would attempt to maintain control of the aircraft

while lowering the nose to increase airspeed to

140knots. A maximum heading and bank angle

deviation was specified. Motion cues were not pro-

vided for this task because of motion platform perfor-

mance limitations. A typical time history is given in

figure 63.

Several pilots commented on the inappropriate-

ness of trying to control pitch attitude (during the

deceleration) with a flight-path control law; this com-

bination affected the longitudinal ratings to an

unknown degree. One pilot (pilot A) demonstrated a

PIO could be entered if sideslip (displayed on the

HUD) was controlled tightly but could be avoided if

sideslip angle was ignored. Pilot A experienced sev-

eral PIOs and assigned this task a Level III rating; the

other pilots tended to assign Level I to II ratings. (See

fig. 50.) Overall this task may be considered Level II.

A speed Vmca of 120 knots was demonstrated.

Center-of-Gravity Shift at High Speed (Task 6040)

Task 6040 consisted of a demonstration of the

robustness of the control law to variations in longitudi-

nal cg at cruise conditions; this simulated a runaway

fuel transfer pump. The cg was moved (mathemati-

cally) forward at a constant rate until the vehicle

became uncontrollable; then the task was repeated

while the cg was shifted aft at a constant rate.

This task, which consisted of making heading

changes with coordinated turns, was considered much

easier than task 7010; this opinion is reflected in the

Forward centers of gravity ahead of 0 percent

were imposed until nose-up-elevator-stabilizer

authority was exceeded. Aft centers of gravity
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between73and75percentledto anabruptlongitudi-
nalinstabilitythatexceededthestructurallimits ofthe
airframe.Betweenthesetwoextremes,veryfew dif-
ferenceswereapparentin theresponseof thevehicle
in all axesexceptfor agradualdecayin airspeeddue
toincreasedtrimdrag.Whenthesimulationwasflown
hands-off,the j,/V controllawwasself-trimmingand
maintainedflightpathaslongasit hadadequatecon-
trolauthority.

No CHRswerecollectedfor thisdemonstration.
Thistaskwasmnwith theenginecomplexityflagset
to4 to avoidinletunstartsthatwereexperienceddur-
ingcheckoutruns.

Trajectory Management

Profile Climb (Task 3030)

Task 3030 represented an attempt to follow a

flight path to cruise conditions immediately after take-

off in a fuel-optimal fashion. The task was performed
with motion cues on and with inlet unstarts enabled.

The desired trajectory was precomputed and displayed

on the VHD along with actual and forecast trajectory

and present position. In addition, the flight director

symbol was presented on the HUD and displayed a

recommended flight path to intercept and track the

desired trajectory. (No directional steering information

was presented, however.) The optimal trajectory

required a subsonic acceleration to intercept and fol-

low the Vmo boundary, a small loft and transonic push-

over to supersonic conditions, followed by flight along

the Vmo/Mmo boundary after accelerating beyond
Mach 1.0.

The longitudinal task was to follow the projected

optimal trajectory by using the VHD and the flight

director. Pilots did not find this task difficult to per-

form, with the exception of what appeared to be too

much breakout in the longitudinal axis of the stick.

One pilot noted that it was difficult to make small cor-

rections in vertical flight-path angle due to the extent

of the longitudinal breakout.

The lateral-directional task was to maintain run-

way heading within 2 ° (desired) and bank angle within

5 ° (desired). The flight director provided no lateral

steering information (commanded heading equaled

current heading). With no bank angle, the velocity-

vector guidance and flight-path marker were coinci-

dent (if on the optimal trajectory). When the vehicle
was banked, however, a difference arose between

actual heading and actual horizontal flight-path angle

proportional to angle of attack, and thus the pilot felt

obligated to increase bank angle towards the correct

"track" angle. This unintentional miscue led to several

violations of the desired heading angle criteria. In

addition, several pilots commented on a "jerky"

motion cue when making small bank angle inputs; the

source of this discrepancy remains unresolved.

Originally this task was scheduled to require

approximately 40 min from takeoff to reaching initial

cruise at Mach 2.4; however, checkout sessions

showed that the simulated aircraft lacked enough
excess thrust to be able to reach cruise conditions.

This discrepancy appears to have been caused by a

problem with the engine model. As a result, this par-

ticular task in most attempts was ended after about

27 min, at approximately Mach 1.4. One attempt was

made to get through the engine problem by diving

beyond Vmo without success.

Figure 64(a) shows samples of the longitudinal

trajectories flown, with an expanded view about the
envelope at Mach 1 and altitude of 30000 ft in

figure 64(b). As can be seen in these diagrams, the

pilots were able to follow the precomputed trajectory

fairly easily up until the thrust level decayed at

Mach 1.4. (The attempts to dive through the barrier at

Mach 1.4 are displayed as well as nominal runs.) In
figures 65 and 66, the subsonic performance of the

real-time nonlinear simulation was higher than

forecast by the optimal trajectory generator, as evi-

denced by the transonic pushover occurring approxi-

mately 100 sec earlier than precomputed.

The difficulty in accelerating beyond Mach 1.4 in

this task was investigated, and a problem in the thrust

calculation of the engine model was uncovered.

Figure 67 shows the results of a Mach sweep at con-

stant altitude and angle of attack of 4 ° for both the

"simple" (i.e., always started) and "complex" (i.e.,

unstarts enabled) inlet model options; a large thrust

deficiency appears between Mach 1.4 and 1.5 for the

complex inlet (unstarts enabled). The thrust deficiency

is believed to be the cause of the inability to accelerate

and climb beyond Mach 1.4. This anomaly did not

affect any of the other tasks, however.
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Upuntilthisthrustdeficiencyoccurred,following
theprecomputedclimb profileusingthe VHD and
HUDguidanceelementswasnotdifficult (asidefrom
thedirectionalsteeringmiscuementionedpreviously).
Theguidancealgorithmsfor this task aregivenin
appendixE.

Withonlyasmallamountof variability,thepilots
ratedthis taskborderlineLevelI to II in longitudinal
axisandLevelII in the lateraldirectionalaxes.(See
fig. 50.)

Emergency Descent (Task 5070)

The final trajectory management task (task 5070)

was to perform an emergency descent procedure, initi-
ated from final cruise conditions, after the introduction

of a simulated cabin breach and loss of pressure

through a fixed-diameter exit. A simple isentropic
flow nozzle was modeled with a throat area of 1 ft2

and with the assumptions: cabin volume was
30000 ft 3, initial cabin pressure altitude was 8000 ft,

and cabin environmental control system could replen-

ish one quarter of the cabin air each minute at all con-

ditions. The goal was to meet the proposed Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) values of maximum
cabin altitude to remain below 40000 ft and for the

cabin altitude to exceed 25000 ft for no more than

2 min (ref. 16). The calculations for cabin pressure

dynamics are found in appendix F.

The emergency descent procedure followed by all

pilots was to roll the airplane to maximum bank (lim-

ited to 35 ° by the control law) into a spiral dive at Vmo

while simultaneously bringing all throttles to idle.

The VHD was used to monitor the approach to,

intercept of, and tracking of Vmo as a function of alti-

tude. One pilot suggested that normal acceleration

limits be depicted about the predicted flight-path sym-

bol. Several pilots noted that the predicted flight-path

symbol was too active. This activity was due to turbu-

lence affecting the prediction, which used unfiltered

normal acceleration and airspeed to predict the trajec-

tory 40 sec ahead of present location on the VHD.

Table 7 gives values of Vmo and Vd for the Ref-H con-

figuration that were design requirements at the time of

this study.

Descents in which the inlets were intentionally

unstarted for the entire descent were attempted, and a

few runs were made in which the landing gear was

extended to simulate activating a drag-producing

device. Figure 68 shows the maneuver that provided

the quickest descent, which included extension of the

landing gear and a spiralling descent. Figure 69 shows

the same trajectory relative to the airspeed-altitude

envelope of the vehicle. In this run, the cabin altitude

exceeded 25000 ft for 139 sec. (See fig. 68(f).) The

aerodynamics related to extending the landing gear in

supersonic flight were not correctly modeled in the

Cycle 2B release of the simulation. Landing gear drag

coefficient was a function of angle of attack alone. At

Vmo of 475 KEAS, landing gear extension added an

additional drag force on the order of 40 000 lb to the

basic vehicle aerodynamics. This additional drag force

corresponded to an increase in drag coefficient
of 0.0074.

In every attempt the cabin altitude ceiling of
40 000 ft was avoided; however, the second constraint

of remaining above the cabin altitude of 25 000 ft for

less than 2 min was not met on any attempt with any

technique that remained within the flight envelope of

the aircraft (for the assumed cabin rupture dynamics

outlined in appendix F). Allowing a steeper bank

angle during an emergency descent might prove a par-

tial solution or adding additional drag through

increased flap deflections.

From a control standpoint, this maneuver was con-

sidered Level I by all but pilot A, who had difficulty

judging the intercept to limits of Vmo. Figure 50 con-
tains the CHRs for task 5070.

Profile Descent (Task 3050)

Task 3050 simulated the execution of a descent to

the terminal environment from final cruise conditions.

A typical time history is shown in figure 70, and a plot

of the trajectory relative to the aircraft flight envelope

is shown in figure 71. All pilots commented on the

usefulness of the VHD presentation. Pilot B noted that

pitch attitude remained between 4 ° and 7° below the

horizon during the entire descent. Pilot C noticed a

difficulty in making small changes to flight path

because of large breakout forces, and pilot D missed

having guidance information on the HUD. Pilot E

noted a moderate workload to stay on path. This task
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wasrunwiththeengineinletunstartmodeldisabledto
avoid inlet unstartsthat were experiencedduring
checkoutruns.TheCHRsfor task3050arefoundin
figure50.

Climb, Cruise, and Descent

Transition to Level Flight (Task 3020)

Task 3020 represented a leveling off at subsonic

speeds with a typical time history found in figure 72.
Pilot A found the stick forces to be too low and had

difficulty meeting the criteria for g. Pilot C encoun-

tered some undesirable throttle to pitch coupling.

Pilot D had difficulty with airspeed control because of

an error in implementation of the display of airspeed

error on the HUD: the acceleration diamond registered

nonzero acceleration while climbing at constant Mach.

Overall the pilots rated this maneuver Level II longitu-

dinally and Level I in the lateral directional axes. (See

fig. 50.)

Transition to Supersonic Cruise (Task 3022)

In task 3022, the pilots were asked to level off

from a climb at supersonic cruise conditions.

Figure 73 shows a typical time history for this maneu-
ver. Pilot A found the stick forces to be too low and

workload to keep heading within specified bounds to

be moderate. Pilot D noted the discrepancy on the
acceleration diamond on the HUD. Pilot E did not

evaluate this task. This task was mn with the engine
inlet unstart model disabled to avoid inlet unstarts that

were experienced during checkout runs. CHRs for this

task are in figure 50.

Level Flight Transition to Climb (Task 3040)

Task 3040 called for the initiation of a climb of

1500 ft/min from low subsonic cruise conditions of

10 000 ft and 250 KEAS while maintaining airspeed in

the climb. A typical time history is found in figure 74.

Pilot B found that precise control of rate of climb

required moderate effort. Pilot C noted the absence of

tick marks at 1500 ft/min on the vertical speed meter.

Pilot D did not evaluate this task. See figure 50 for
CHRs.

Transition to Supersonic Descent (Task 3060)

Task 3060 required the pilots to initiate descent

rates of 1000, 2000, and 4000 ft/min from super-

sonic cruise conditions. A sample time history of a

4000-ft/min trial is found in figure 75. Pilot E

described the stick as very sensitive: +200 ft/min

resulted from putting a "breath of air" on the stick.
Pilot D did not evaluate this task. This task was run

with the engine inlet unstart model disabled to avoid

inlet unstarts that were experienced during checkout

runs. CHRs are found in figure 50.

Transition to Transonic Descent (Task 3062)

Task 3062 duplicated task 3060 except that the

descents were initiated from high subsonic

(Mach 0.95) conditions. Pilot E noted a strong cou-

pling between throttle and pitch attitude; this is proba-

bly related to the control law anomaly described in the

diving pullout task (task 5060). Pilot D did not

evaluate this task. A sample time history in which the

pilot stabilized at descent rates of 1000, 2000, and

4000 ft/min in sequence is shown in figure 76. The

CHRs are given in figure 50.

Airspeed Change in Subsonic Climb (Task 3070)

Task 3070 called for a change in airspeed from

250 to 350 KEAS while maintaining a climb of

1500 ft/min, starting at 10000 ft. Pilot A noted a high

workload associated with maintaining vertical speed

but rated it Level I regardless. Pilot E noted as much

as 1.5 ° split between commanded and actual flight

path due to throttle activity. Pilot D did not evaluate

this task. A sample time history is found in figure 77,

and CHRs are given in figure 50.

Transonic Deceleration (Task 3074)

Task 3074 called for a deceleration from

Mach 0.99 to Mach 0.9 and an acceleration back to

Mach 0.99, while in level flight at 41000 ft. Pilots A

and E complained about the coupling between throttle

activity and flight-path motion. Pilot D did not evalu-

ate this task. A sample time history is found in

figure 78, and CHRs are in figure 50.

Airspeed Change in Low Altitude Cruise (Task 3076)

Task 3076 was a change in airspeed from 350 to

250 KEAS and an acceleration back again to
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350KEASwhilein level flightat 35000ft. PilotsA
and E againmentionedthe couplingof throttle
motionsto flight path,which is believedto be the
sameanomalyreportedin the diving pullout task
(task5060).PilotC notedthat"chasingaltitudewas
moredemanding"in awardingthisa CHRof 4 longi-
tudinally.(Seefig. 50.)PilotD did notevaluatethis
task.A sampletimehistoryis foundin figure79.

Heading Change in Transonic Climb (Task 3080)

Task 3080 was to make heading changes of 30 °

using bank angles of 15 ° and 35 ° at high subsonic

climb conditions, while maintaining a climb of

2000 ft/min and Mach 0.92. Pilot A noted high stick

roll forces and unusual cockpit motion cues. Pilot C
noted the absence of roll index ticks at 35 ° on the

HUD and primary flight display. Pilot E noted exces-

sive workload in the roll axis. (See fig. 50 for ratings.)

A sample time history is shown in figure 80. As shown

in figures 80(c) and (d), maintaining Mach and climb

rate during the steeper turns of 35 ° was not possible

even with full throttle (fig. 80(a)).

subsonic flight condition, however. A typical time his-

tory from pilot E is shown in figure 82, and the CHRs

are given in figure 50.

Heading Change in Terminal Control Area (TCA)

Descent (Task 3088)

The final heading change evaluation in task 3088

called for a heading change of 90° using bank angles

of 15 ° and 35 °, during a 1000 ft/min descent at

250 KEAS starting at 10000 ft. Pilot A complained of

large forces required (using his right arm) to make

throttle changes compared with light stick forces (left

arm) and noted that he was using the wrong arms for

fine and coarse control (pilot A was right-handed).

Pilot E noted the throttle to flight-path coupling was a

nuisance and did not like the imprecision of bank

angle hold. Pilot D did not evaluate this task. A typical

time history for a maneuver with bank angle of 35 ° is

found in figure 83. The CHRs are given in figure 50.

Miscellaneous Task

Heading Change in Supersonic Cruise (Task 3084)

Task 3084 called for heading changes of 20 ° using

bank angles of 15° and 35 ° at final cruise conditions.

Pilot A found the use of the heading readout mislead-

ing because of angle-of-attack difference (at nontrivial

bank angles) and tended to roll out early. Pilot C noted

a high breakout in the lateral axis of the control stick.

Pilot E rated this task a CHR of 4 because of sideslip

excitation during rollout of 35 °. All pilots noted insuf-

ficient power to maintain Mach and altitude in a bank

turn of 35 ° , as shown in figure 81. This task was run

with the engine inlet unstart model disabled to avoid

inlet unstarts that were experienced during checkout

runs. (See fig. 50 for CHRs.)

Heading Change in Low-Altitude Cruise (Task 3086)

The heading change of 60 ° with a bank angle of

30 ° in task 3086 was performed at 15000 ft and

350 KEAS. Pilot C indicated a jabbing technique was

required on the side-stick inceptor. Pilot D missed

having a velocity-vector guidance marker on the HUD

and noted a tendency for roll rate to "coast" and damp

poorly; this led to a small PIO tendency. Pilot E noted
the control law did not want to hold the desired bank

angle. Maintaining airspeed was not a problem at this

Configuration Change in Straight Flight With

Moderate Turbulence (Task 4012)

Task 4012 called for a level deceleration at 1500 ft

from 250 to 157 KEAS while extending the landing

gear, and then retraction of the gear and acceleration

back to 250 KEAS. The design of the control laws
should have made this a hands-free task because the

jr/V control law provided both flight-path command

and airspeed control (through the autothrottles). How-

ever, most pilots (except for B) stayed in the control

loop, noted some wandering of flight path and altitude

during the maneuver, and chose to enter the pitch loop.
Pilot C commented on an "annoying pitch bobble" in

response to autothrottle activity. Pilot E said it took a

"great deal of effort" to maintain altitude within the

desired range of +50 ft. Pilot D did not evaluate this

task. Pilot B remained out of the loop and awarded this

maneuver the only perfect rating (CHR of 1) of his
evaluation. A typical time history from pilot E can be

found in figure 84, and the ratings are found in

figure 50.

Quantitative Metric

As an element of the High-Speed Research

Program, this assessment was required to provide a
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quantitative"score"ormetricof therelativereadiness
of theaircraftconfigurationfor production.Thismet-
ric wouldallowsubsequentassessmentsto trackthe
progressin the maturityof designof the vehicle.
Becausetheassessmentwasbaseduponpreliminary
data,thisscoreshouldnotbeconsideredto reflectthe
preparednessof a realvehicle;however,a consistent
measureof preparedness,baseduponpilot ratings,of
thecurrentsimulationisuseful.

Togeneratesuchametric,eachtaskwasassigned
atargetflying qualitieslevel,thatis, CHRLevelI or
LevelII, basedupontheanticipatedfrequencyof that
taskbeingperformed.Normaloperationaltaskswere
considered"common"andrequiredto haveLevel I
(i.e.,CHR < 3.5) flying qualities; other tasks were

judged to be "infrequent" or "emergency," requiring

Level II (CHR < 6.5) average handling qualities for

the worst average segment CHR. The worst (numeri-

cally largest) pilot rating for any segment of each task

was then selected. A CHR "deficiency" or difference

between the worst CHR awarded by any pilot and the

desired level boundary was calculated for any task that

did not meet its required flying qualities level. These

rating deficiencies were summed and divided by the

number of tasks to obtain an average CHR deficiency
of 1.47.

To calculate a relative score, a formulation was

used that would generate a value between 0 and

100 percent, where 0 equates to some very bad (large)

average CHR deficiency and 100 percent corresponds

to all tasks having adequate pilot ratings. This formu-

lation was obtained by using the exponential function

of the negated average CHR deficiency, which yields

a metric value of 23 percent for this assessment. The

equation is given as follows with v representing

taking the maximum selection:

For each task,

= v [ v )]CHRmax Pilots Segments (CHR

CHR
l'eq

3.5
=

6.5

taskoccun'ence is common)

(task occmTence is infrequent or emergency)

r

= _ 0
CHRde f LCHRma x CHRre q

(CHRma x < CHRreq)

(CHRma x > CHRreq)

For the overall study,

exr_( _ CHRde_

Metric = __[Tasks
\ n tasks

To better understand the significance of this met-

ric, some hypothetical results may be considered. If in

a given study, the CHR deficiency for every task hap-
pened to be a full CHR level (3 CHR points), the

metrical score would be 5 percent. If instead the CHR

deficiency was only 1 CHR point for each task, the

score would improve to 36.8 percent. If only ha/f the

tasks were 1 CHR rating point below the target level,

this same formulation would yield a numerical score
of 60.7 percent.

Appendix G gives the complete list of 51 tasks for

which CHRs were obtained, as well as the classifica-

tion of each task, the target flying qualities level, the

maximum (worst) average CHR and appropriate

assessed flying qualities level, and the rating defi-

ciency in CHR units.

Summary of Results

The maneuver set developed for this study was

considered to be a useful and comprehensive set of
maneuvers that provided assessments over a broad

range of operating and certification conditions. Only
minor modifications to the maneuver set are envi-

sioned to support future high-speed research (HSR)

assessment efforts. Appendix H contains a list of les-

sons learned from this study that may assist in the
design of future experiments of this nature.

Takeoff Tasks

Minor handling quality and performance deficien-

cies of the Ref-H configuration were observed for the
takeoff maneuvers. These deficiencies involved incon-

sistent rotation performance and resulted from a com-
bination of the modified jt/V control law and

marginal longitudinal control power. The version of

the _t/V control law used for the Ref-H assessment

was not initially designed with takeoff rotations in

mind. It was modified to perform adequately during

real-time simulation evaluation runs. A larger elevator
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and/orhorizontaltail couldalleviatetheminorprob-
lemsassociatedwith takeoffrotationsaswell aswith
properfunctioningof the vortexfence.Thevortex
fencewasnotactiveduringtakeoffoperationsbecause
of an uncheckedsimulationimplementationerror.
Furthersimulationrunsmadewith thevortexfence
operatingcorrectlydecreaseddeflectionsof horizontal
tail andelevatorapproximately10to 20percent.As a
resultofthevehicletail strikelimit,minimumunstick
speedVmu determined the minimum rotation speed

with leading- and trailing-edge flaps set to 30 ° and

10°, respectively. However, the Ref-H vehicle was

still capable of operating from a 10 000-ft long run-

way. If the requirement for a shorter runway emerged,

improvements, such as different flap settings, gear

lengths, could be made to the Ref-H vehicle to shorten

the takeoff field length.

The longitudinal jt/V and lateral-directional p/[3

control systems worked adequately for the Ref-H

assessment project. Some interpretation of results and

detailed analysis of the real-time data were required to

assess the unaugmented Ref-H configuration. Poten-

tial improvements to both the longitudinal and lateral-

directional control systems were identified as a result

of this study.

Regarding noise abatement procedures, the

advanced PLR takeoff procedure would be required to

meet the anticipated noise regulations. No handling

quality problems were encountered performing either

the standard or PLR acoustic procedures. Pilot com-

ments generally indicated that the PLR procedure

posed no serious handling quality problems and could

be a viable takeoff procedure. Noise resuks indicated

that the standard acoustic takeoff procedure will

require significant noise suppression to decrease side-

line noise to acceptable levels. Sideline noise also

determined the amount of noise suppression required

(13 dB, EPNdB) for the PLR procedure.

Approach and Landing Tasks

The automatic flap protocol used in this assess-

ment involved configuring the aircraft for a low-

speed, low-noise approach to an altitude of 390 ft, at

which point the vehicle passes a critical noise-

measuring station. Flaps and leading-edge devices

were then automatically commanded to a high-lift,

low-pitch attitude setting for the final flare and touch-

down; thereby tail strike concerns are reduced and an

improved runway viewing angle is provided. Pilot

comments and CHRs generally reflected acceptance of

the automatic flap reconfiguration from a flying quali-

ties perspective, although this acceptance was not

unanimous. Several pilots also expressed concern

regarding the safety issues associated with the auto-

matic flap reconfiguration.

The most difficuk landing tasks were those that
stressed the lateral-directional control of the vehicle,

particularly the lateral offsets and crosswind landings.

Frequent instances of flaperon rate limiting were

observed during these tasks after the automatic flap

reconfiguration. After the automatic flap reconfigura-

tion, remaining roll authority may be inadequate to

reliably perform an aggressive maneuver such as the

lateral offset landing task. A potential solution would

be to allocate trailing-edge surfaces 2 and 7 as flaper-

ons. A well-developed PIO was encountered in two

instances during the 300-ft lateral offset landing tasks.

Whether this PIO tendency is an artifact of the
immature version of the lateral-directioual control law

or is indicative of inadequate roll authority after the

automatic flap reconfiguration is unclear. This uncer-

tainty suggests that future simulations of flying quali-

ties and flight tests should closely examine aggressive
lateral-directional tasks such as the lateral offset

landing.

Difficulties were encountered during the final

decrab maneuver in the crosswind landings, particu-

larly in the 35-knot case, which highlight the need to

examine crosswind landing procedures, control issues,

and aerodynamic characteristics in greater detail.

Touchdown performance for the 35-knot crosswind

was usually outside adequate tolerances and sink rates
were often excessive.

Those tasks designed to stress control authority

(go-arounds, dynamic Vmcl_2, and landing with

jammed control) were awarded relatively good CHRs,

although occasional control surface rate limits were

encountered. Pilot comments for the 30-ft go-around

were positive regarding their ability to control the

pitch-up and to rapidly arrest their descent.

Pilot comments indicate that the tasks conducted

in degraded modes were challenging and seemed to be

separated into two groups. The first group, including
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thelandingwithjammedcontrol,manualthrottleland-
ing,andall-engines-outlanding,receivedborderline
LevelI to II ratings.Nomajorcontrolproblemswere
revealed,althougha higherworkloadwasnotedfor
thesetasks.Themanualthrottleapproacheson the
backsideof thethrust-requiredcurveresultedin low
LevelII CHRsanddidnotseemtoposeamajorprob-
lemforthisconfiguration.

Thesecondgroupof landingsin degradedmodes
includedthe inner-loopaugmentationfailuresand
receivedborderlineLevel II to III ratings.Severe
increasesin pilot workloadwerenoted--tothepoint
thatmomentarylapsesof attentioncouldhavepoten-
tially disastrousresults. This workload increase
suggeststhatthedynamicsof thebareairframewereat
thethresholdof thecontrolcapabilityofthetestpilots
andconfirmsthesuppositionthatdegradationto the
bareairframedynamicsis not an acceptablefailure
condition.

Up-and-Away Tasks

Several tasks demonstrated the inappropriateness

of a jr/V control law response type in which the pilot

controls flight path instead of elevator position. In par-

ticular, the stall series (recovery from limit flight) as

well as the minimum control speed in air task caused

concern that the pilot had a high workload to control

angle of attack through second-guessing the _t/V con-

trol law. This concern highlights the need for an angle-

of-attack override or protection such that the control
law reverts to more conventional control when near an

angle-of-attack limit.

The target maximum demonstration angle of

attack selected for the Ref-H assessment project was

21 ° and was based on preliminary evaluations of the

stall flight tasks along with a minimum required dem-

onstration speed (Vmin)de m calculation. Control law

anomalies combined with less-than-adequate pilot

guidance frequently produced maximum angles of

attack higher than 21 °. Pilots could generally perform

the maneuvers; however, some aircraft departures

were experienced, especially for the turning stall tasks.

Subsequent analysis of the real-time piloted data com-

bined with a detailed evaluation of stability and

control parameters suggests that the upper angle-of-
attack limit for the Ref-H, as it is modeled in

Cycle 2B, be set at 18° to 19°. This conclusion is

based on lateral-directional and longitudinal stability
and control limitations.

The nose-down pitch acceleration capability of the

Ref-H vehicle during the recovery portion of
tasks 5010, 5040, and 5050 of the stall maneuvers was

marginal based on batch analysis compared with a
requirement for pitch acceleration of-4.0 deg/sec 2.

Piloted evaluations produced nose-down pitch acceler-

ations significantly below batch analysis predictions

because of nonideal recovery conditions. Pilots fre-

quently experienced nose-down pitch accelerations

that were only approximately 65 percent of the speci-

fied requirements. Pilot comments, however, did not

indicate that the lack of effective nose-down pitch

acceleration was a large concern and generally

expressed comfort with the demonstrated perfor-

mance, which indicates that the nose-down pitch
acceleration criterion of-4.0 deg/sec 2 may be too high
for this class of vehicle.

Of the tasks included in the up-and-away evalua-

tion, perhaps the most important finding is the inabil-

ity to match the performance targets for the emergency

descent in spite of significant effort to allow the vehi-

cle to descend quickly. Some means of providing

additional drag and/or cabin repressurization will be

required to meet the goal of allowing the cabin altitude

to exceed a pressure altitude of 25 000 ft for no more

than 2 min following a hull breach at early cruise con-

ditions. This condition is especially difficult to meet

because the aircraft is relatively heavy, causing maxi-

mum operating speed Vmo to be reached at a shallower

angle of descent.

Another area of concern is the apparent sensitivity

of the engine inlets to moderate maneuvering. At

cruise conditions, inlet unstarts were experienced for

normal acceleration pushovers of 0.7g or higher as

well as in response to an engine failure. Because of

thrust-to-pitch coupling with this configuration,

restarts of engine inlets were not possible until lower

Mach was attained where the sensitivity of the inlet is
lower.

The design of the jt/V control law included a

direct signal path from longitudinal acceleration to the

elevator, which caused a large degree of thrust-to-

pitch coupling to be apparent at higher speeds. This

coupling was highlighted in the diving pullout task, in
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whichtheaircraftpitchesdownin reactionto areduc-
tionin throttlewhilethepilot iscommandingnose-up
pitch;this led to a largediscrepancybetweencom-
mandedflightpathandactualflightpath.Thiserroris
eventuallyremovedby thecontrollaw in a dramatic
way;thisledtounacceptablenormalaccelerations.

ThelateralcontrolaxisexperiencedseveralPIOs
andafewdeparturesduringengine-outstallrecovery,
engine-outdirectionalcontroldemonstration,andmin-
imumcontrolspeedin air demonstration.Theseprob-
lemsarebelievedtobecausedby stabilityandcontrol
deficienciesof theRef-Hconfigurationathighangles
of attack.In addition,theinabilityofthecontrollawto
dampsmallroll ratesandholdbankangleswasnoted.

An inabilityto continuetheinitial climbto cruise
conditionswascausedbyanerrorin theenginemodel.

Stick loadingneedsto be increasedat higher
Machsostickforceperg remains relatively constant;
stick breakout forces need to be decreased to allow for

precision maneuvering at cruise conditions.

Minor discrepancies in symbology include the lat-

eral steering miscue in the profile climb task, the air-

speed acceleration display discrepancy noted on

several tasks, and the excessive throttle friction.

The use of a velocity-altitude envelope display

facilitated the optimal climb and the profile and emer-

gency descent tasks by providing flight-path predic-

tion information. This prediction needs to be refined

by adding filtering to remove noise and by adding
information about normal acceleration limits.

Determination of Airspeeds

Demonstrations of minimum controllable air-

speeds following an engine failure were performed for

three scenarios: runway takeoff Vmcg, climb Vmca, and
landing with one engine out Vmcl_2. In addition, sev-

eral reference airspeeds were either calculated or ref-

erenced in the course of this investigation; table 8

contains the various airspeeds associated with this

study.

Noted Deficiencies

The deficiencies, by task area uncovered in the

course of this investigation, are as follows:

Takeoff deficiencies:

• Takeoff rotation

Marginal longitudinal control authority

Takeoff speed is tail-strike limited (Vr needs

to be increased to 180 knots)

Approach and landing deficiencies:

• Automatic flap reconfiguration on final

approach

Poses safety concerns

Pilot acceptance not unanimous

Resulted in vertical flight-path excursion

("ballooning")

Requires manual thrust compensation when
autothrottles are inactive

• Roll control power

Inadequate with leading-edge flap at 0 ° and

trailing-edge flap at 30°; suggests allocation

of trailing-edge devices 2 and 7 as flaperons

• Crosswind landing

Control of decrab is difficult; appropriate

decrab technique not determined

• Unaugmented airframe dynamics

Unacceptable failure condition

At threshold of control capability of pilots

Up-and-away deficiencies:

• Emergency descent

Insufficient drag devices to descend fast

enough from cruise conditions without

exceeding maximum operating speed Vmo
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• Throttle-to-pitchcoupling

Abruptthrottlemotionleadsto excessive
normalforces

• Lateral-directionalcontrol

. Rotation speed Vr should be increased to approx-

imately 180 knots to alleviate tail strike problems

with the leading- and trailing-edge flaps in the

current takeoff positions (i.e., leading-edge flap

at 30 ° , trailing-edge flap at 10°). This change

will affect the takeoff field length, however.

Loss of control during wings-level heading

changes with one engine out

• Longitudinal control

Low-speed tasks show difficulties of con-

trolling airspeed or angle of attack with jr/V
control law

• Operation at required maximum angle of attack

(i.e., 20 °)

Lateral control becomes difficuk if not

impossible above angle of attack of 19 °
(LCDP analysis)

Nose-down pitch authority insufficient

based on current specifications (i.e., pitch
acceleration of-4 deg/sec 2) above angle of
attack of 19°

Conclusions

Takeoff Tasks

1. Only minor handling quality and performance

deficiencies of the Reference-H configuration
were observed for the takeoff maneuvers. These

deficiencies involved takeoff rotation perfor-
mance and resulted from a combination of the

control law, marginal longitudinal control power,
and tail strike limits.

2. The takeoff field length of the Reference-H con-
figuration was determined to be approximately

9400 ft for the takeoff mass case (M13). Reduc-

tions of takeoff field length could be accom-

plished through the incorporation of different

leading- and trailing-edge flap settings or length-

ening the main landing-gear struts, if required.

3. Pilots did not generally like the rotation guidance

employed for this study. Improvements are con-

sidered mandatory.

.

.

.

.

General pilot acceptance based on handling qual-

ity criteria of automatic thrust and flap deflection

changes, as employed by the acoustic

programmed lapse rate takeoff (task 2030), was

obtained. Safety concerns regarding this maneu-

ver were not addressed explicitly.

Noise results indicate the level of suppression

required to meet future noise regulations can be

reduced by approximately 7 dB through the

incorporation of the acoustic programmed lapse

rate takeoffprofile maneuver (task 2030) as com-

pared with the standard acoustic takeoff maneu-

ver (task 2010).

Emergency takeoff maneuvers, such as rejected

takeoffs (tasks 1050, 1051, and 1052) and one-

engine-out takeoff (task 7035), were rated as bor-

derline Level I to II Cooper-Harper rating. This

rating is considered to be acceptable because

these maneuvers simulate emergency conditions

and only occur infrequently.

Minimum control speed on the ground gmcg was

determined to be 127 knots.

Approach and Landing Tasks

. Use of automatic flap reconfiguration on short

final approach resulted in a decrease in pitch atti-

tude of approximately 6° and a concurrent

increase in trim thrust of 12 percent. Pilot accep-

tance of the automatic flap reconfiguration at

390 ft above ground level as implemented in this

investigation was not unanimous, and at least one

pilot was strongly opposed to this practice. This

procedure poses safety issues associated with

reconfiguring so close to the ground.

. The automatic reconfiguration frequently pro-

duced a positive vertical flight-path excursion as
the aircraft descended below 390 ft, the altitude

at which reconfiguration was initiated. This def-

ciency could be corrected by providing an auto-

matic attitude compensation for the flap change.
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3. Themostdifficultlandingtaskswerethelateral
offsetsandcrosswindlandings,which empha-
sizedthelateral-directionalcontrolof thevehi-
cle.Pilotcontrolof thefinaldecrabmaneuverin
the35-knotcrosswindlandingswasparticularly
difficult.

4. Duringthe lateraloffsetsandcrosswindland-
ings,frequentinstancesof flaperonratelimiting
wereobservedaftertheautomaticflapreconfigu-
ration; this indicatedroll controlpowerdefi-
ciencyin thefinalapproachconfiguration.Allo-
catingtrailing-edgesurfaces2and7asflaperons
insteadof flapswouldprovideadditionalroll
controlauthorityduringthisphaseof flight.

5. The Reference-Hconfigurationfalls in the
LevelII categoryaccordingto theexistingMili-
tary Specification(AFFDL-TR-69-72)criteria
for backsidelandingoperations.The manual
throttleapproachesonthebacksideofthethrust-
requiredcurvereceivedborderlineLevelI to II
Cooper-Harperratingsanddidnotposeamajor
problemfor this configuration.However,pilots
mustbepreparedtoadvancethethrottlestocom-
pensatefor the automaticflap reconfiguration
wheninmanualthrottlecontrol.

6. Pilot commentsand performancefor the go-
aroundof 30ft reflectapositiveabilityto control
thepitch-upandto rapidlyarrestthedescent.In
no instanceswasa tail strike incurred.Other
tasks designedto stress control authority
(dynamic two-engines-outminimum control
speedVmcl_2 on landing and approach and land-

ing with jammed control) received borderline

Level I to II ratings. Occasional instances of con-

trol surface rate limits were observed during

these tasks, but no activity which consistently

indicated a control power deficiency was

apparent.

7. The dynamics of the unaugmented aircraft are at

the threshold of the test pilots' control capability.

Landing tasks which involved flight control

augmentation failures received borderline

Level II to III ratings. Severe increases in pilot

workload were noted, to the point that momen-

tary lapses of attention could have potentially

disastrous results. Degradation to the unaug-

mented airframe dynamics is not an acceptable
failure.

8. The minimum control airspeed with two engines

out (Vmcl_2) was determined to be 140 knots.

Up-and-Away Tasks

1. The maximum required angle of attack, based on

desired approach speed at which stabilized flight

must be maintained, was determined to be 20 ° .

2. Based on batch analysis, the desired recovery

pitch-down acceleration of-4.0 deg/sec 2 is

achievable only up to an angle of attack of 19°.

3. Pilot comments did not generally support the

prediction based on analysis that pitch accelera-

tion was inadequate for stall recoveries. This lack

of support implies that the pitch acceleration cri-
teflon of -4.0 deg/sec 2 is too high for transport
aircraft.

4. The augmented Reference-H configuration

becomes unstable at an angle of attack of 19 °,

based on an analysis of the lateral control diver-

gence parameter. This instability indicates that

lateral maneuvering flight above this angle of

attack may not be possible.

5. The ripple unstart task demonstrated that an inlet

unstart on an outboard engine would generate

sufficient sideslip angle and angle-of-attack vari-

ations that the other engine inlets would unstart

as well. In addition, manual attempts to perform
inlet restarts were not successful above

Mach 2.2.

6. Automatic compensation for engine inlet unstart
is needed.

7. A loss of control was experienced in wings-level,

uncoordinated turns with one engine out; this

indicated a problem with the lateral-directional
control law.

8. Throttle-to-pitch coupling was very high in

cruise flight, which indicated a problem with the

longitudinal control law.

9. Low-speed angle of attack and airspeed control
is difficult.

10. Additional drag-generating devices are needed to

assist in performing an emergency descent from

cruise conditions to meet FAA guidelines for this
maneuver.

11. Minimum control speed in air was determined to
be 120 knots.
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Table 1. Modified Thrust for Engine Out

Thrust, lb, at altitude of--
Mach

0 ft 2000 ft 4000 ft

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

0
-1429.9
-3011.8
-4901.1
-6878.9

0
-1329.5
-2800.3
-4556.9
-6396.0

0
-1234.9
-2601.0
-4232.6
-5940.7

Table 2. Body Coordinates Used To Determine Ground Strikes

Point x, in. y, in. z, in.

Outboard nacelle

Wingtip

Tail skid

2710.5

2654.4

3435.7

±374.4

±777.9

0

130.0

162.6

269.5

Mass case

Maximum takeoff weight,
M13

Initial cruise weight, MIC

Final cruise weight, MFC

GW, lb

649914

614864

384862

Table 3. Reference-H Mass Cases

_x, slug__ 2 iyy, slug__ 2 _z, slug__ 2 _z, slug__ 2 cg,
percent_

4552820

4782250

3185260

51814400

50271800

43953900

55762300

54465000

46653700

448324

361635

155467

48.1

52.5

53.2
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Table 4. Assessed Tasks

Task I Task name

Takeoff

2010

2030

1050

1051

1052

7035

7030

Acoustic profile takeoff

Acoustic PLR takeoff

Rejected takeoff with 0-knot crosswind

Rejected takeoff with 15-knot crosswind

Rej ected takeoff with 35-knot crosswind

One-engine-out takeoff

Minimum control speed on ground

Nominal approach, landing, go-around

4020

4025

4050

4062

4066

4072

4076

4080

4085

Nominal approach and landing

Nominal approach and landing with flight
director

Precision landing

Landing from lateral offset with moderate
turbulence

Landing from lateral offset in visibility

conditions with Category I, moderate
turbulence

Landing from vertical offset with moderate
turbulence

Landing from vertical offset in visibility

conditions with Category I, moderate
turbulence

Go-around

Go-around with minimum altitude loss

Approach and landing with weather and failures

4090

4095

4100

4110

7050

7095

7110

7100

7090

Approach and landing with 15-knot crosswind

Approach and landing with 35-knot crosswind

Landing in Category IIIa visibility conditions

Approach and landing with jammed control

Dynamic Vmcl_2

Manual throttle landing

Unaugmented landing with longitudinal SCAS

inoperative

Unaugmented landing

All-engines-out landing

Task

3030

5070

3050

5020

5010

5040

5050

7070

7080

5060

7060

6050

6060

7010

7020

7040

6040

3020

3022

3040

3060

3062

3070

3074

3076

3080

3084

3086

3088

4012

I Task name

Trajectory management

Profile climb

Emergency descent
Profile descent

Recovery from limited flight envelope

Stall with maximum takeoff power

Stall with idle power

Turning stall with idle power

Turning stall with thrust for level flight

Engine-out stall

Engine-out turning stall

Diving pullout

Operations after failure, upsets

Ripple unstart

Inadvertent speed increase

Two-axis upset

Directional control with one engine inoperative

Lateral control with one engine inoperative

Minimum control speed in air

Center-of-gravity shift at high speed

Climb, cruise, descent

Transition to level flight

Transition to supersonic cruise

Level flight transition to climb

Transition to supersonic descent

Transition to transonic descent

Airspeed change in subsonic climb
Transonic deceleration

Airspeed change in low altitude cruise

Heading change in transonic climb

Heading change in supersonic cruise

Heading change in low-altitude cruise

Heading change in TCA descent

Miscellaneous tasks

I Configuration change in straight flight withmoderate turbulence
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Table 5. Takeoff Performance Data

Paramemr

Xlo , ft ..........

Vlo, knots ......

Omax, deg ......

Xobs, ft .........

//35, knots .....

Acoustic profile
takeoff

(task 2010)

14 samples

Acoustic

programmed lapse
rate takeoff

(task 2030)

11 samples

One-engine-out
takeoff

(task 7035)

13 samples

Mean

6486 143

198 2.2

10.2 0.36

7942 413

209 5.0

Mean G Mean

6880

199

10.0

9077

213

68

1.0

0.24

1089

6.6

6794

190

10.6

9389

201

(y

246

2.7

0.53

560

3.5

Table 6. Recovery From Limited Flight Task Scenarios

Task Mass case Thrust Type of entry

5010

5020

5040

5050

Final cruise weight, MFC

Maximum takeoff weight, M 13

Final cruise weight, MFC

Final cruise weight, MFC

Idle

Full thrust

Idle

Thrust for level flight

Nontuming

Nontuming

Turning

Turning
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Table7.DesignMaximumOperatingandDivingSpeeds
forReference-HConfiguration

Altitude,ft Vmo, KEAS Vd, KEAS

0

25500

29300

40200

47000

52839

53000

54000

55000

55244

56000

57000

58000

59000

60000

61000

62 000

63 000

64 000

65000

350

350

350

427

475

475

475

475

475

475

466

455

445

434

424

414

404

395

385

376

420

420

452

545

545

545

543

530

518

515

505

493

482

470

459

448

438

428

417

4O8

66000 367

67000 359

68000 350

69000 342

70000 334

71000 326

72000 318

73000 311

74000 304

75000 297

76000 290

77000 283

78000 276

79000 270

80000 264

398

389

379

370

362

353

345

337

329

321

314

307

299

293

286
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Table8.ReferenceSpeedsUsedinorDeterminedFromThisAssessment

Speed Definition KEAS
vl

v2

v35

Vapp

Vc
Vd

Vlo

Vman

Vmca

Vmcg

Vmcl-2

(Vmin)dem

Vmo

Vmu

V(L/D )max

Takeoff decision speed

Engine-out safety speed

Speed at 35-ft obstacle height

Approach speed

Commanded climb speed

Maximum diving speed

Liftoff speed

Maneuvering speed

Minimum control speed in air with one engine
out

Minimum control speed on ground with one
engine out

Minimum control speed in landing configuration
with two engines out

Minimum required demonstration speed

Maximum operating speed

Minimum unstick speed in takeoff
configuration

Velocity for maximum lift-to-drag ratio in
approach configuration

Takeoff rotation speed

166

2O9

See table 5

157

Varied per task

See table 7

See table 5

133

120

127

140

123

See table 7

182

See figure 37

174

5O
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(a) Three-view drawing.

Figure 1. Reference-H configuration.
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O 30 × 60 (Test 71)

---[2}-- Cycle 2B

---_---- Cycle 2B modified

.003 ................................................ ,-............... ,-............... r................................................

0 " ! " u"_-x_ _ " ! ! Stable i

i i i i'_.._ i iUnstablei

..............._..............._........................................_.:.__ ........
1

I I I I I I I I

-.003

-.006

.003 ................................................................................................................................

.002 .................................................................................................................................
1
1

.ool ...............t...............!...............!................_...............}........;-_-_..............._...............,:
i i i ! ! rTl_,"" ! !Unstable !

' ,,_ ', i -_--°_,, _ i _tablel

_oo_. i i i i i i _ i
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Angle of attack, deg

Figure 2. Cn_ and Clf _ as fimction of angle of attack with all control surfaces at 0 °. Cycle 2B data obtained with aircraft out-

of-ground effect; Mach = 0.30; rigid aerodynamics.
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O 30 × 60 (Test 71)

---D-- Cycle 2B

---_---- Cycle 2B modified

.003 ................................................ ,................ ,.................................................................

0 t t t Stable ',

:: :: i _1"_ i _ :: ::Unstable ::

...............L L...............
....................................................................................xrS-- P............. ! ............... !

I I I I I I

-.003

-.006

.003 ................................................................................................................................

Cl[3

.001

0

-.001

-.002

-.003
-5

.002 .................................................................................................................................

-0:_-........_...............i...............i................,,"...............,,".........:m--_..............._...............,:
D.'I_ :: :: :: :: :: I-'1"" :: ::Unstable ::

L o.+. +table
.............._i_=:-m-:-+_:--_+;"-'"i__"+-,_.-+i...............i...............

i i i / i i

i i i

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Angle of attack, deg

Figure 3. Cnf _ and CI[_ as fimction of angle of attack with leading-edge flaps at 30 ° and trailing-edge flaps at 10°. Cycle 2B

data obtained with aircraft out-of-ground effect; Mach = 0.30; rigid aerodynamics.
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"----0--- Revised side-force model, R = 0.6

------O-- Revised side-force model, R = 0.836

Revised side-force model, R = 1.0

A Revised side-force model, R = 1.4

Revised side-force model, R = 2.0

Original side-force model

E E h,k_._k_ots

. -----_ _peeo,
,, ,_1/I_'-
' /i
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........................................................... ".... ,z........ i .............................................
i/

Z
...... 50
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-.1
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Tire skid angle, deg

Figure 4. Data from original Ref-H Cycles 1, 2A, and 2B cornering model and Structural Dynamics Branch cornering model
(revised).
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Yes

Satisfacto13, without

hnprovement?

Yes

erfonnance attain

with tolerable

Yes

Conn'ollable?

Pilot decisions

Flying qualities
level

Adequacy for
selected task o1"

required operation a

Level I

Improvement

not

requh'ed

Level 1I

Deficiencies

require

in_provement

Level m

Deficiencies

require

hnprovement

Level III+

hnprovement

mandatory

Demald 055pilot
Aircraft in selected task Pilot

• • a
chm'acteristcs 05"requu'ed operation rating

Excellent Pilot compensation not factor for 1
Highly desirable desired performance

Good Pilot compensation not factor for 2
Negligible deficiencies desh'ed performance

Fah_some mildly Minimal pilot compensation required for 3
unpleasant deficiencies desh'ed performance

Minor but annoying Desired performance requires moderate 4
deficiencies pilot compensation

Moderately objectionable Adequate performance requil'es 5
deficiencies considerable pilot compensation

Vmy objectionable but Adequate performance requh'es 6
tolerable deficiencies extensive pilot compensation

Major deficiencies Adequate performance not attainable with

maximum tolerable pilot compensation; 7
controllability not in question

Major deficiencies Considerable pilot compensation required 8
for control

Major deficiencies Intense pilot compensation required to
retain connol 9

Major deficiencies requh'edC°nn'°llOStoperationdm'ingsome pollion of 10

aDefinition of requh'ed operation involves designation of flight segments and/or

subsegments with accompanying conditions.

Figure 5. Cooper-Harper flying qualities rating scale.
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\

\

\

\

\

\

% / % _ m m __ Target pitch attitude marker
_ (Tracking performance:

Desired within _+0.5°,

__ Adequate within -+1'0°)
Pitch rate error brackets

Enlarged reference
pitch indicator

\

\

\

\

\

\

\ Enlarged view of pitch rate error bracket
\ with corresponding bounds

\ f Adequie: _+1.2deg/sec

Desired: _+0.6deg/sec

Figure 6. Pitch rotation HUD guidance used for takeoff maneuvers.
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--N/N/_ _...._ Normal-sized pitch reference marker
10 [-- 110

4.0 percent
5 _ir-------_ _ i_ Velocity-vector guidance marker

(lateral and longitudinal guidance)

_ _ -- 4.0 percent _ Target climb gradient

-_ (PLR maneuver only)
\

\

\

\

5 [........ J5 \

\

\

\

10 l........ ]10 \

\

\

Velocity-vector error
pilot metric botmds:

i-- Desired: +1 marker width
90 percent of time

--Marker width = 0.85 °

-- Adequate: +2 marker
widths 90 percent
of time

(Boxes not visible to pilot)

Figure 7. Pilot performance bounds used during climbout maneuver segments.
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----O-- - - O-- Rejected takeoff-- []-- One-engine-out continued takeoff

50 - _ cg obstacle height _i_13___--ra. _.._._--I3-. -D--CJ _E_-----j-

_oD_o__o_-o--o --0
_-__ -__--:_-o-._.__ _

40 - - ""0.

< 30

20

10 N
4 000

25O

"'O"'O .. J_""O"o =2.0 sec

u_.O. at 166 knots
"O.

b

i i i i ) i
5 000 6 000 7 000 8 000 9 000

Distance from brake release, ft

Acceleration]stop distance
(8831 ft)

V 2 (201 knots)

200

,,-V 1 (166 knots

150

O

100

<

5O

0
10000

Takeoff field length
(9389 fi)

Figure 8. Demonstration of V 1 and Vr speeds. M13; leading-edge flaps at 30°; trailing-edge flaps at 10°.

100

9O

8O

70

6O

Maximum thrust

----(>--3-percent climb gradient with automatic flap schedule (3 engines)

--e--3-percent climb gradient with LEF = 30°/TEF = 10° (3 engines)

4-percent climb gradient with automatic flap schedule (4 engines)

--B-- 4-percent climb gradient with LEF = 30°/TEF = 10° (4 engines)

PLR takeoff (task 2030) first cutback

Thrust cutback for standard acoustic takeoff (task 2010)

trim, IAS = 219 knots

5O

40
180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250

Indicated airspeed, knots

PLR takeoff (task 2030) second cutback

Figure 9. Trim analysis of Ref-H configuration to support rotation speed, climb speed, and level of thrust cutback calculations.
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Centerline point

21325

Direction of takeoff and landing

I
[]

n

-_ Microphone array for
stage 3 noise evaluation

I

I_ Lateral offset, 1476

Microphone array for
sideline noise evaluation

begins adjacent to

liftoff point of aircraft

Brake release (takeoff)

Glide-slope intercept (landing)

6562

Approach point

Figure 10. Layout of noise measurement system based on FAR Part 36 (ref. 11). Dimensions are in feet.
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Figure 11. Typical time histories of pilot performance during takeoff rotation.
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Additional

suppression

125Frequired,dB I 0 Standard acoustic profile takeoff (task 2010)

120

Z
115

O

110

105

100
100 105 110 115 120 125

Centerline noise, EPNdB

Figure 12. Noise results for 12 standard acoustic profile takeoff maneuvers. Noise suppression required to meet stage 3 minus

1, 5, 1 noise levels indicated by shaded boundaries; approach noise assumed at or below 99.2 EPNdB.
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Legend

CHR level Description CHR value

Level I Satisfactory

Longitudinal axis Lateral-directional taxis

Pilot Pilot

Task Flight cardname A i !BI (_ [ [_i !b__; avg cy A I B I (? I D I E avg ¢_

Runway centerline tracking segment

2010 acoustic profile takeoff 1 2 iiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiii3 3 2.60 1.14

2030 Acoustic PLR takeoff 1 2 _ 3 3 2.60 1.14

1050 Rejected t'akeoft_0-knot crosswh_d 1 3 3 3 2.80 1.10
Not rated

1051 Rejected takeoffs15 -knot crosswirld 1 3 3 3 2.80 1.10

1052 Rejected takeoff_35-knot crosswind 1 3 3 3 2.80 1.10

HHH_H_H_HHH HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH::::: :::::::::::::::::::::

Takeoff rotation segment

20 l0 Acoustic profile takeoff' 2 iiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiii3 3.40

2030 Acoustic PLR takeoff' 1 ......3...........3iiiiiiiiii®iiiiiiiiiii3 2.80

_:.:_:::: ii_::....::_ii_ii ii_i_:::_::..::i_::.::_i_iii_:::_ii_i i_ii i_i_i i_i_ii ii iii ii ii iii ii ii ii iii ii ii ii i :::::::::::::::::::::::

Climb segment

2010Acous icpro letakeoff 1 3 iiiii iiiiiiiiii iiiiii3 3.00
HHHHHHHHHHHHHH_

2030 Acoustic PLR takeoff

          i® iNNN iiiN®iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

0.89

1.10

0.55

1.22

1 3 3 !3 3 2.60 0.89

2 3 iiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiii3 3.20 0.84

2 2 3 2 iiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiii]2.60 0.89::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1 2 3 2 _ I....2_.40..... 1.14

iiii_iiiiiiiiiii_iiiii___:_ 3 iiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_iiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiii_l_iiiiiiiii 0.84

1 2 3 2 3 2.20 0.84

2.60 1.14

iiiiiiiiiiiI_ili_iiiiiiiii{).84

Figure 13. Cooper-Harper ratings for takeoff maneuvers.
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Figure 14. Thrust, leading- and trailing-edge flap deflections, altitude, and airspeed as fimction of distance from brake release

for evaluations of standard acoustic and PLR takeoff procedures.
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Additional

suppression

0 Acoustic profile takeoff (task 2010)

[] Acoustic PLR takeoff (task 2030)

120

Z
115

O

._ 110
(D

r/3

105

100
100 105 110 115 120 125

Centerline noise, EPNdB

Figure 15. Noise results for 12 acoustic profile takeoffs (task 2010) and 10 acoustic PLR takeoffs (task 2030). Noise suppres-

sion required to meet stage 3 minus 1, 5, 1 noise levels indicated by shaded boundaries; approach noise assumed at or below
99.2 EPNdB.
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Figure 57. Typical time histories for ripple unstart (task 7060) for Pilot D.
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(a) Pilot controls.

Figure 59. Typical time histories for two-axis gust upset recovery (task 6060).
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Figure 61. Continued.
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Figure 61. Continued.
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Figure 61. Continued.
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Figure 62. Typical time histories for lateral control demonstration with OEO (task 7020).
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Figure 62. Continued.
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Figure 63. Typical time histories for dynamic gmca (task 7040).
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Figure 72. Typical time histories for transition from climb to subsonic cruise maneuver (task 3020).
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Figure 73. Typical time histories for transition from climb to supersonic cruise maneuver (task 3022).
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Figure 76. Typical time histories for transonic level flight transition to descent (task 3062).
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Figure 77. Typical time histories for transonic acceleration maneuver (task 3070).
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Figure 78. Typical time histories of transonic deceleration maneuver (task 3074).
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Figure 83. Typical time histories for heading change in TCA descent maneuver (task 3088).
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Figure 84. Typical time histories for configuration change in moderate turbulence maneuver (task 4012) for Pilot E.
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Appendix A

Description of Control Laws Used in Piloted Reference-H Assessment

Symbols and Abbreviations

CHR

DCPILOT

DELTFD

FADER

HUD

h

ILS

ITGA

Kccgn

Kccvrl

Kei

Kpfwd

Ks

Ksp

Kspd

Ktp

K_

K_fw d

K_

KqbHold

KEAS

KWIND

Cooper-Harper rating

pitch stick input of pilot

time required for FADER signal to make transition between 1 and 0 or 0 and 1

signal that varies between 1 and 0 to provide smooth mode transition

heads up display

altitude

Instrument Landing System

integrator used in Boeing j_/V control law

gain used in flap reconfiguration thrust compensation system

rate limit employed in flap reconfiguration thrust compensation system

gain used in Boeing j,/V control law

gain used in Boeing _t/V control law

gain used in Boeing _t/V control law

gain used in Boeing _t/V control law

gain used in Boeing _t/V control law

gain used in Boeing _t/V control law

gain used in Douglas p/[3 control law

gain used in Douglas p/[3 control law

gain used in Douglas p/[3 control law

gain used in Douglas p/[3 control law

equivalent airspeed in knots

gain used in Boeing _t/V control law
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LEF

LL

(Ny)cg

P

F

rtd

SWCON

SWLI

SWI

SW2

SW3

s

sw alf

sw_ongrnd

sw_pth

sw_spd

s2th

TEF

TOGA

TOSW

t

UL

<.

(VT) im

leading-edge flap

lower level

lateral acceleration at center of gravity

body-axis roll rate

lateral-directional control law descriptor

body axis yaw rate

conversion constant, radians to degrees

time condition must persist to trigger mode switch

switch used to signal vortex fence deployment during landing

switch used in vortex fence command system to signal aircraft liftoff

switch used in vortex fence command system to signal aircraft speed greater than V r

switch used in vortex fence command system to signal pilot has initiated rotation

Laplace parameter

alpha control mode switch used in Boeing _t/V control law

on-ground mode switch used in Boeing _t/V control law

path-priority switch

speed-priority switch

variable used in Boeing _t/V control law

trailing-edge flap

takeoff/go-around mode

time weight was removed from landing gear during takeoffs and applied to landing gear

during landings

time

upper level

takeoff rotation speed

limited true airspeed
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VTFCOM

VTFMCOM

vdthat

(Zcomp

_f

_a, cmd

_fl ..... _f8

(Sjq)cmd

(Sfo)cmd

5r, c

_r,l' _r,2' _r,3

0

0rotation target

0vr

_kcc

Zpfwd

_vdthat

_vt f

commanded deflection of vortex fence

commanded position of vortex fence if SW2 and SW3 are true

filtered acceleration signal

complementary-filtered angle of attack

complementary-filtered sideslip angle

calculated derivative of air-measured sideslip angle

calculated derivative of inertial sideslip angle

commanded deflection of aileron

deflection for trailing-edge devices 1 through 8

commanded deflection of inboard flap

commanded deflection of outboard flap

commanded deflection of rudder

deflection of rudder for segment 1, 2, or 3

pitch angle

target liftoff pitch attitude, deg

aircraft pitch attitude for airspeed equal to Vr, deg

lag time constant used in flap reconfiguration thrust compensation system

lag time constant used in Douglas p/_5 control law

lag time constant applied to filtered acceleration signal

lag time constant applied to vortex-fence deployment

lag time constant used in complementary sideslip filter

roll angle

Longitudinal Control Laws

The longitudinal control laws used in this investigation were basically those described in refer-

ence A1. Several minor modifications to these control laws were implemented as described in the fol-

lowing paragraphs.
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Provisions for Weight-on- Wheels Mode

The modifications made for weight-on-wheels mode are as follows:

1. Modifications to the I TGA path to implement the weight-on-wheels mode are shown in figure A1.

The ITGA was set to zero when the simulation was initialized at the beginning of every takeoff run.

Logic was incorporated to keep the integrator value at zero during takeoff runs before the aircraft was

airborne and also to drive integrator output to zero when the vehicle was operating on the ground after

touchdown. The value of KWIND was set at -2.0. The sw ©ngrnd switch was implemented such that

when there was weight on any of the landing gear units it was true and remained true if momentary

weight was reapplied to any landing gear unit during the takeoff roll. Once the aircraft was airborne

(i.e., no weight on any gear units), sw_©ngrnd was set to false. For landings, sw_©ngrnd remained

false until weight was applied to any landing gear unit. In the event that the aircraft became momen-

tarily airborne during the landing rollout, sw_ongrnd remained true.

2. Modifications to the Ksp path are shown in figure A2. This FADER modification removed the
vdthat feed into the elevator and horizontal tail command when weight was on the wheels.

3. Modifications to the Ksp d path are shown in figure A3. This FADER modification removed the
gamma error feed into the elevator and horizontal tail command when weight was on the wheels.

The FADER control system block element was defined as a linear ramp where the output from this

element was 0 when weight was on any of the aircraft landing gear units (t = T©SW) and was 1.0 when

time greater than the time required to completely fade (t = T©SW + DELTFD), as shown in figure A4.

The parameter T©SW was defined as the time weight was removed from the landing gear system. When

time was between these two points, a linear interpolation was provided between 0 and 1.0. In addition,

once the condition for T©SW had been met, the function of the FADER was not affected if weight was

momentarily placed back on the landing gear units. When in landing mode, similar logic was used to

ramp the output from the FADER block to zero once weight was initially indicated on any of the landing

gear units. The value of DELTFD was set at 1.5 sec.

A new sw ©ngrnd condition must persist for SWCON seconds before switch transition occurs
(SWC©N is defined as length of time switch condition must exist for switching to occur). The value of
SWCON was set at 0.5 sec.

Low-Pass Filter on vdt hat Signal

A filter was added to the vdthat signal path where it feeds into the stabilizer command to reduce

the bandwidth of the signal coming from the outer-loop guidance function to the inner-loop stability

augmentation. The time constant in this filter, Zvdthat, was scheduled with Mach as indicated in

figure A5.

Thrust Compensation During Final Approach Configuration Change

The reconfiguration of leading- and trailing-edge flaps that occurred below 400 ft on the approach

resulted in a significant change in trim drag and thus throttle setting. The increase in required power

level angle was on the order of 10 percent of full throttle. Speed loss during typical approaches as a

result of this reconfiguration was found to be approximately 5 knots. To minimize the speed loss associ-

ated with the approach configuration change, a function was added to provide an open-loop thrust com-

pensation. To accomplish this, the vortex fence command was passed through a differentiating washout
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filter to generate a low-pass-filtered, vortex-fence-command-rate signal, as illustrated in figure A6. This

new signal is limited to +5 deg/sec, then scaled by an appropriate gain to generate a signal which was
added to the throttle rate command.

Provision for TOGA Mode

A takeoff/go-around (TOGA) button was provided on the throttle quadrant which would change the

leading- and trailing-edge devices to the nominal autoflap schedule from the final high-lift landing con-

figuration. Activation of the TOGA button also reset the reference airspeed for the autothrottle and the

HUD symbology to 200 KEAS, as well as removing glide-slope and localizer ILS symbology from the
HUD.

Intended Vortex Fence Actuation for Takeoff

During takeoff, the vortex fence was deployed to aid in the initiation of the rotation maneuver. Fig-

ure A7 shows the signal flow diagram used to control deployment of the vortex fence device. The vor-

tex fence was always operated in automatic mode. As a result, its operation was transparent to the pilot.

During takeoff maneuvers, the vortex fence was locked in its fully retracted position until the pilot initi-

ated rotation for liftoff. If the pilot attempted to rotate before Vr, the vortex fence would not deploy until

the aircraft speed reached Vr. Once the vortex fence deployed, it was commanded to follow a deflection
schedule inversely proportional to the pitch attitude of the vehicle. The deflection schedule commanded

100 percent vortex fence deflection (90 °) when the aircraft was in the prerotation pitch attitude and

0 percent (0 °) when the aircraft reached the target rotation pitch attitude (10.5°). If the vortex fence was

still open once the vehicle left the ground, the vortex fence was commanded to close at its rate limit. The

block diagram and logic in figure A7 describe the details of its intended operation for takeoff
maneuvers.

Actual Takeoff Vortex Fence Operation

As a result of an incorrect implementation of the vortex fence logic, the takeoff mode operation of

the vortex fence was inadvertently and severely affected. Basically, an incorrect mode logic statement
produced an error which rendered the vortex fence almost useless during takeoff rotations. The actual

operation of the vortex fence was very similar to the intended operation except during the deployment

phase of the vortex fence when the aircraft was on the ground during rotation initiation. Instead of

deploying at the surface actuator deflection rate of 90 deg/sec, the rate of deflection of the vortex fence

was only 5 deg/sec. The result of this error was that the vortex fence could only deflect to approximately

20 ° before being commanded to start retracting based on the aircraft pitch attitude closure with the tar-
get pitch attitude. Once the aircraft became airborne, the higher rate limit was reinstated; this resulted in

the vortex fence retracting normally. The fact that the vortex fence was not operating properly went

unnoticed because of its relatively small impact on aircraft handling qualities and performance. It is

believed that the CHRs would not have been significantly affected if the vortex fence had operated as

planned during takeoff.

Vortex Fence Actuation for Landing

To aid in the reduction of the touchdown attitude, the vortex fence was deployed when the vehicle

was reconfigured for landing at 390 ft. Figure A8 shows the block diagram used to generate the vortex

fence command for landing. During landing maneuvers the vortex fence remained in its fully retracted

position until the automatic flap reconfiguration began. It was then commanded to its full deflection

(90 °) over the same length of time (18 sec) as used for the leading- and trailing-edge flap
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reconfiguration. If the pilot selected the TOGA switch, the vortex fence retracted over a period of

20 sec, which was a slightly different time period than used for the automatic flap reconfiguration.

Lateral-Directional Control Laws

The lateral-directional control laws used in this investigation were basically those described in ref-

erence A2. Several modifications described in the following paragraphs were made to these control laws

based on an unpublished lateral-directional control document entitled, "Candidate Lateral-Directional
Control Laws."

Provisions for Weight-on- Wheels Mode

Weight-on-wheels modifications to the Douglas roll control laws are shown in figure A9. The con-

stant, KWIND, was defined the same way KWIND was defined and used with the Boeing _t/V control
law modification. The value of this constant was -2.0 sec.

Weight-on-wheels modifications to the Douglas directional control laws are shown in figure A10.

The modifications to the Douglas directional control law involved implementing the FADER function to

remove [3cf from the control system and also replace hi with body axis yaw rate when changing

between airborne and on-ground phases of flight. These modifications also assisted takeoff maneuvers
which required [3cfand _I instead of body axis yaw rate. The operation of the FADER control system

block element is the same as that defined earlier in figure A4.

Other Modifications to Douglas Directional Control Laws

The constant "c_ in the sideslip complementary, filter in the Douglas lateral-directional control law
was set to 3.0 (originally it was set to 0.005). The [31 for the complementary filter in the Douglas p/_3

control law was computed by using the following equation:

hi = 57.3_T-_---[(Ny)cg + cos 0 sin 0]-r cos 0¢comp +p sin 0¢comp (A1)
,, VT)li m

The [_ feedback signal in the Douglas lateral-directional control law was replaced with the hi quantity

calculated by using equation (A1).

Control Mixer and Control Allocation

This section describes the control allocation strategy used in this study. Elements described are the

operations of the horizontal tail, elevator, leading- and trailing-edge flaps, rudder, and vortex fence. The

logic used was similar to that previously outlined in references A3 and A4. No provisions were made

for spoiler slot deflectors (S SDs) or speed brakes for this version of the Reference-H simulation.

Horizontal Tail

Segments and Actuators. The elevator had two segments (left and right); each segment is assumed to

have three actuators. The stabilizer has one segment and is assumed to have four actuators.

Command Signals. Although the horizontal stabilizer and elevators were defined as being actuated

independently, the elevators were electronically slaved to the horizontal stabilizer in a 2:1 ratio. The ele-

vator and stabilizer control deflection signals were fed to each unit in the appropriate ratio.
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Surface Jam. Although the stabilizer could be designed to "never" jam, a surface jam was simulated

during this study. During these simulated flights, the stabilizer was locked in the zero position. Pitch

control during these runs was generated by using only elevator deflections.

Leading- and Trailing-Edge Flaps

Segment Definition. Flap segments are defined in the following table:

Flaps Inboard Outboard

Leading edge 2 and 3 1 and 4

Trailing edge 3, 4, 5, and 6 1, 2, 7, and 8

Trailing-edge flap segments 1, 3, 6, and 8 were used as flaperons and driven by high-rate actuators. Seg-

ments 2, 4, 5, and 7 were only flaps and assumed low-rate actuators.

Flap Schedules. Symmetric deflection schedules for leading- and trailing-edge flaps were defined as

functions of Mach, aircraft weight, and angle of attack in figures A11 and A12, respectively. The mini-

mum symmetric automatic flap deflections followed the minimum leading- and trailing-edge flap

schedule (table A1) based on angle of attack shown in figure A12. Tabulated data for figures A11 and

A12 can be found in table A2 for trailing-edge flaps and in table A3 for leading-edge flaps.

Flap Transitions. Flap transition logic for the takeoff mode was designed such that the transition from

the initial flap setting (LEF = 30°/TEF = 10°) to the automatic flap schedule would initiate once the air-

craft landing gear height reached 35 ft. Commanded transition would occur over an 18-sec interval.

During landing approaches, the transition to the touchdown flap setting (LEF = 0°/TEF = 30 °) would

initiate at 390 ft. A linear ramp based on time was used to define the flap deflections during transition.

The time used for the transition was 18 sec, which permitted the automatic flap system to complete the

flap reconfiguration by the time the aircraft descended to approximately 130 ft when following a stan-

dard ILS approach. This time also provided the smoothest transition possible given that the flap recon-

figuration could not commence until the aircraft was sufficiently past the approach noise measurement

microphone location, 6562 ft from the runway threshold, and must be completed before touchdown

flare initiation. During landing abort/go around, the transition from touchdown flap deflections to the

automatic flap schedule occurred over 18 sec once the TOGA switch was selected by the pilot. The

block diagram of the automatic command generation system for leading- and trailing-edge flaps is

shown in figure A13.

Flaperon Control Mixers

The Boeing mixer architecture used for the piloted assessment is described in figure A14. It

involved a simple summation of aileron and flap commands for trailing-edge flap segments 1, 3, 6,

and 8, which acted as flaperons. Segments 2, 4, 5, and 7 functioned as flaps only. The outboard and

inboard flap commands ((Sjb)cmd and (Sjq)cmd) are from the automatic flap schedules presented in refer-
ence A3 and also table A2 and figures A11 and A12. Deflections are positive with trailing edge down.
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Control Surface Lockouts

The control surface lockout strategy for trailing-edge segments 1, 2, 7, and 8 is shown in

figure A15. The lockout signal toggles between 0 and 1 as illustrated in figure A15. This signal multi-

plies the aileron command to trailing-edge surfaces 1 and 8. The lockout signal also multiplies the com-

mand to the upper rudder segment, 5r, 1' as shown in figure A16.
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Table A1. Minimum Trailing-Edge and Leading-Edge Flap Schedule

o_,deg Minimum trailing-edge Minimum leading-edge
flap deflection, deg flap deflection, deg

15.0
18.0
19.0
21.0
22.0
23.0

0
10.00

20.00

30.00

0

15.00

37.00
50.00
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Table A2. Outboard and Inboard Trailing-Edge Flap Schedule

Mach Outboard trailing-edge Inboard trailing-edge
flap deflection, deg flap deflection, deg

Gross weight, 400 000 lb

0.22
0.28
0.44
0.54
0.60
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.05

1.19
6.80
3.50
3.55

3.70
1.00
0

11.90
6.80
3.50

1.50
0

Gross weight, 700 000 lb

0.33
0.39
0.54
0.60
0.80
0.90
1.00
1.05

8.40
6.00
3.70

3.70
1.00
0

8.40
6.00
3.70
2.70

0
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Table A3. Outboard and Inboard Leading-Edge Flap Schedule

Mach Outboard leading-edge Inboard leading-edge
flap deflection, deg flap deflection, deg

Gross weight, 400 000 lb

0.22
0.28
0.40
0.44
0.50
0.54
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.05
1.15
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.10

41.30
31.00
15.50
10.30
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.00

9.80
10.30
13.30
16.50
15.50
13.70

8.70
2.50
0

41.30
31.00
15.50
10.20

6.00

0

Gross weight, 700 000 lb

0.33
0.40
0.50
0.54
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.95
1.00
1.05
1.10
1.15
1.20
1.40
1.60
1.80
2.10

35.60
27.30
17.10
13.00
11.80
10.50
10.20
10.00

9.80
10.30
13.30
16.50
15.50
13.70

8.70
5.20
2.50
0

35.60
27.30

13.00
0
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Figure A1. Modification to ITGA path for weight-on-wheels mode.

Original control system element

+ ,X

Modified control system element
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Figure A2. Modification to Ksp path for weight-on-wheels mode.
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Figure A4. Operation of FADER takeoff element.
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Figure A5. Low-pass filter and time-constant schedule applied to vdthat signal For Mach < 0.3, "_vdthat ---- 10 sec;

for 0.3 < Mach < 0.9, linear interpolation; for Mach > 0.9, %dta_t = 2 sec.
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Figure A6. Thrust compensation for
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automatic flap reconfiguration. Kccg n = 0.0005; "_kcc = 0.5 sec;
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Figure A7. Deployment of vortex fence to aid in takeoff rotation. A00 = 0rotation target - 0vr; switch 1 initialized to

true and set to false when landing gear altitude > 0.50 ft; switch 2 set to true when complementary-filtered

airspeed > Vr; switch 3 set to true and remained true when DCPILOT > zero after aircraft had reached Vr.

9O VTFCOM

Figure A8. Deployment of vortex fence for landing, xvt f = 10 sec; switch S WL 1 initialized to false and set to

true when aircraft landing gear altitude is 400 ft.
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Figure Ag. Modifications to Douglas roll control laws for weight-on-wheels mode.
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Figure A10. Modifications to Douglas yaw control laws for weight-on-wheels mode.
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Figure A11. Symmetric leading- and trailing-edge flap deflection as fimction of Mach number. Data from

tables A1 and A2.
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Trailing-edge devices:

Rate
limit

Tree

False
Table A1

Mach _ ___Weight j

ImeJpolation
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limit

Tree

False

SWI: Kh < 35 ft and Mode = Takeoff, SW:i = Tree

SW2: Ifh < 394 ft and Mode = Landing S_2 = Tree

0-1

{ t Table A1

--------------1_ Referenceflap command
(to mixer)

Position
lh_fit

DTE3, DTE6, DTEd, DTE5 (Sfi)emd:

use inboa rd trailing edge schedules for
table A1

E 07 DTE1, DTE8, DTE2 DTE7 (_¢b)cmd:
use outboard trailing edge schedules for
table A1

PHot TOGA switch:

If TOGA switch has been depressed, then Mode = Takeoff;

else, Mode = Mode(n 1)
Notrfn_ly, mode is set at task initialization.

Leading-edge devices:

/_ql Rate

limit

Tree

False T
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WeJ ght

[nte_polation

0-1

Table A2

Leading edge
device

command

Posi6on (to actuators)

limit

DLEl and DLEA: use outboard leading

edge schedules for taMe A2

DLE2 and DLE3: Use inboard leading

edge schedules for table A2

SWI: If h < 35 fl and Mode = Takeoff, SW I = Tree

SW2: [f h < 394 f{ and Mode = Landing, SW2 = Tree
(Set Aswma x = 0.3/sec)

Figure A13. Automatic command generation system for leading- and trailing-edge devices.
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Figure A14. Diagram of Boeing control mixer used in piloted reference-H assessment.
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Appendix B

Simulator Facility Description

Cockpit Layout

The Reference-H Assessment described in this

report was conducted in the Langley Visual Motion

Simulator (VMS). This generic simulator can be con-

figured to support tests for a wide variety of aircraft.

The left seat was equipped with a sidestick and was

used as a pilot station for this test. In addition to the

sidestick, the pilot had conventional rudder pedals

with toe brakes, a four-lever throttle quadrant with

backdriven autothrottle, a control display unit for

entering speed commands (no mode control panel was

simulated), and gear and flap levers. The fight seat

was occupied by the research engineer who performed

the duties of the pilot not flying and generally operated

the control display unit and gear lever. The flap levers

were not used because the flaps were either com-

manded by the automatic flap control system or

remained fixed when operating in manual flap scenar-

ios. A photograph of the VMS pilot cockpit interior is

shown in figure B 1.

External Scene, HUD, and Cockpit Displays

The VMS was configured with four wide-angle

collimated displays for out-the-window views (front

and left side windows for the left seat, and front and

right side windows for the right seat). The field of

view of the forward display from the left seat is 21.8 °

vertically (8.3 ° up and 13.5 ° down) and 39.4 ° horizon-

tally (19.7 ° to each side). No aircraft nose structure

was imposed on the display because an elegant solu-

tion to the nose view obstruction was not part of this

study. The out-the-window displays were driven by an

Evans and Sutherland ESIG-3000 image generator
with a database based on data for the Denver Interna-

tional Airport. A raster head-up display (HUD) image

was mixed into the video signal for the forward view.

Six calligraphic monitors, three in front of each

pilot station, were used to present a variety of heads-

down displays to the pilot and research engineer.

These displays were configured on a per-task basis.

Both the HUD and the heads-down displays were

driven by a Terabit Eagle 1000 Calligraphic/Raster

Display System. Photographs of typical display for-

mats are given as figures B2 through B 11.

A trim display (fig. B2) was presented to the pilot

prior to beginning each task. It provided trim informa-

tion to ensure a smooth transition to motion operation.

The display confirmed proper selection of positions

for autothrottle, landing gear, flap position levers,

stick, rudder pedal, steering tiller, brakes, and throttle

lever. Inceptors that were in the proper position were

shown in green or blue; trim mismatches were shown

in red. This display was replaced by one of the opera-

tional displays in operate mode.

A primary flight display, shown in figure B3, was

presented for most of the tasks performed. It provided

information similar to that depicted on the HUD and

was centered about the boresight of the aircraft. A hor-
izontal situation display, shown in figure B4, was pro-

vided to assist the pilot in monitoring aircraft heading.

A velocity-altitude display, shown in figure B5,

was used in profile climb and other tasks to track the

position of the vehicle relative to the flight envelope.

The inset in the upper left is an expanded view about

the present position; the magnification of this inset

varied with Mach number. The velocity-altitude dis-

play is described more completely in the section "Up-

and-Away Tasks" in the body of this report.

An engine-surface display (fig. B6) was presented

for all tasks. It showed percent thrust on each of the

four engines in a round dial format. The current flap

positions for leading- and trailing-edge devices were

displayed in color. A green surface indicated the cor-

responding flap was not operating near a position limit

nor was being commanded to travel faster than it could

(rate limited actuator). A yellow surface indicated the

corresponding actuator was being rate limited. A red

surface indicated the corresponding actuator had
reached a deflection limit. For devices that had no

upwards travel, only the negative (downward)
deflection limit was color-coded in this fashion. Ele-

vator, stabilizer, and rudder positions were depicted as

numerical values (E, S, and R, respectively) to the left

of flap positions.

The HUD consisted of symbology overlaid on

the out-the-window computer-generated image. This

symbology was developed specifically for this test. A
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specificationdocumentof the symbologywas
includedin thepilotbriefingguideandis includedas
appendixI. Moreinformationabouttheoperationand
meaningof varioussymbologiesarecontainedinother
sectionsof thisreport.

FigureB7 depictsthe HUD in takeoffrotation
guidancemode.Thewaterlinemarkerappearsasan
enlargedwhiteW whenthepilot is controllingpitch
attitude.The targetwaterlinemarkerdisplaysas a
dashedmagentaW. Flashingsymbologywasusedto
providea compellingpitch target.Thebracketson
eithersideof thewaterlinemarkerprovidedrotation
guidancewith adequateand desiredboundaries.
Finally,aredandwhitehorizontalbarberpolesymbol
showedacalculatedtail-strikeattitudeasafunctionof
altitude;astheaircraftbeganto climbawayfromthe
runway,thetail-strikebarmovedupthescreen.Actual
flightpathis depictedbya whitecirclewithwinglets
(flight-pathmarker);in all otherHUD modesthe
whitecirclewithwingletsrepresentedthecommanded
flightpath.

FigureB8 depictstheHUDin programmedlapse
rateguidancemode.Inthismode,theHUDprovideda
targetclimbgradient(4 percent).At thisaltitudethe
tail-strikebarhasdisappeared.Visiblein this figure
areboththecommandedflight-pathsymbol(whitecir-
clewithwingletsandverticalfin)andtheactualflight-
pathmarker(redsegmentedcirclewith wingletsand
verticalfin), whichdemonstratedthedisplaybehavior
whenthedifferencebetweenactualandcommanded
flight-pathangleswasgreaterthan0.5° (0.25° in land-
ingmode).

FigureB9 depictstheHUD in landingapproach
guidancemode.In thismode,theHUDdisplayedtra-
ditional,raw instrumentlandingsystemguidanceat
therightside(glideslope)andlowercenter(localizer)
of thedisplay.Notetheaccelerationdiamondonthe
left wingletoftheflight-pathsymbol,whichwasused
to assistthepilot in speedcontrolfor nonautothrottle
landings.Thisdiamondroseabovethewingletto sig-
nify anaccelerationalongtheflightpath(increasein
airspeed)anddescendedbelowthewingletto signifya
deceleration(decreaseinairspeed).

FigureB10depictstheHUDin landingflareguid-
ancemode.In thismode,a flarecue(redhorizontal
linesbelowthecommandedflight-pathsymbol)fol-

lowsapredeterminedflight-pathangleasafunctionof
radaraltitude.A velocityerroris annunciatedby the
whiteverticalbarappearingontheleft wingletof the
commandedflight-pathsymbol;thisbarindicatesthat
theairspeedishigherthandesired.Theappearanceof
the actualflight-pathmarkerunderneaththe com-
mandedflight-pathmarker signifiesa difference
greaterthan0.25° betweenthetwo.

A scorecarddisplay(fig. Bll) appearedafterthe
endof eachrunandwasusedto helpthepilot deter-
minehisperformancefortheran.Thedisplayshowed
the actualvalueof eachperformancestandard,the
desiredand adequateboundaries,and a mnemonic
classification(DESRfordesired,ADEQfor adequate,
INADfor inadequate)for eachperformancestandard.
Additionalscorepageswerepresentedfor eachaddi-
tionalsegmentof thetask.

Control Inceptors and Characteristics

Table B1 gives the measured feel characteristics

for the left-hand sidestick inceptor and for the floor-

mounted rudder pedals. The inceptor is a McFadden

control loader with a 7 5/8 in. stick and generic left

hand grip. None of the buttons on the stick grip were

used in this study. The electrical breakout was the

amount of force that had to be applied to cause a

change from zero to the longitudinal inceptor position,

lateral inceptor position, and rudder pedal position

variables in the simulation model after all signal con-

ditioning and analog-to-digital conversions had been

applied. The throttle quadrant was located between the

pilot seats and provided four throttle levels of generic

design. The measured force characteristics of the

throttle quadrant are given in table B2.

Motion Platform

The VMS cockpit is mated to a synergistic six-

degree-of-freedom motion base that provides motion

cues to the pilot. The motion algorithms use a coordi-

nated adaptive washout scheme for the roll-sway and

pitch-surge axes and nonlinear washout filters for the

heave and yaw axes. The single-degree-of-freedom

performance limits for this system (using a neutral

point of 35.6 in. above the settled position) are given

in table B3. Reference B 1 describes the washout algo-

rithms in greater detail; reference B2 describes the

compensation used in the drive algorithm and provides
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frequency response data (phase lag and amplitude

ratio) for this motion system.

Host Computer

The simulation model was run on a Convex 3840

computer system at 80 Hz for the mathematics model

and 40 Hz for the displays and real-time input/output.

References
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Roland L.; and Martin, Dennis J.: Coordinated Adap-
tive Washout for Motion Simulators. J. Aircr., vol. 12,
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Dennis J.; and Copeland, James L.: Compensation
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Table B1. Measured Characteristics of Cockpit Inceptor

Control inceptor

Longitudinal stick

Lateral stick

Rudder pedals

Travel

+12 °

+12 °

+3.75 in.

Force

breakout,
lb

2.0

1.8

9.0

Signal
breakout, lb

6.2 forward,
2.4 aft

1.8 left,

2.0 fight

9.0

Average gradient

1.33 lb/deg

0.93 lb/deg

53.3 lb/in.

Full deflection

force, lb

15

12

_200

Table B2. Measured Characteristics of Throttle Quadrant

Throttle

lever
Travel,

in.

8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6

Average
friction,

lb

4.1
5.1
6.4
4.0

Table B3. VMS Motion Base Characteristics

Axis Position Velocity Acceleration

+24 in/secSurge

Sway

Heave

Roll

Pitch

Yaw

49 in. forward,
48 in. aft

+48 in.

39 in. up,
30 in. down

+22 °

+30°/-20 °

+32 °

+24 in/sec

+24 in/sec

+15 deg/sec

+15 deg/sec

+15 deg/sec

-+0.6g

_+50 deg/sec 2

•+50 deg/sec 2

•+50 deg/sec 2
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Figure B 1. Visual motion simulator cockpit interior.
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Figure B2. Trim display image.

Figure B3. Primary flight display image.
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Figure B4. Horizontal situation display image.

Figure B5. Velocity-altitude display image.
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Figure B6. Engine-surface display image.

Figure B7. Head-up display symbology showing takeoff rotation guidance.
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FigureB8.Head-updisplaysymbologyshowingprogrammedlapserateguidance.

FigureB9.Head-updisplaysymbologyshowinglandingapproachguidance.
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Figure B 10. Head-up display symbology showing landing flare guidance.

Figure B 11. Scorecard display image.
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Appendix C

Pilot Biographies and Comments

Nomenclature

The abbreviations and notations used in the pilots' comments are defined as follows:

AGL

APC

ATC

Ames

accel

alpha

alpha-dot

beta

CGI

CHR

CMAp

Cat

cg

decel

delta

dir

EAS

FAA

FAR

fam

GA

g

above ground level

aircraft-pilot coupling

Air Traffic Control

NASA Ames Research Center

acceleration

angle of attack

change in angle of attack with respect to time

sideslip angle

computer-generated image

Cooper-Harper rating

pitch acceleration with changes in power

category

center of gravity

deceleration

change or difference

directional

equivalent airspeed

Federal Aviation Administration

federal aviation regulations

familiarization

general aviation

acceleration due to gravity
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gainina

gamma-dot

gamma-dot-V

HQR

HSCT

HUD

H-dot

IC

inop

lat

Mmo

max

min

OEO

PFD

PIO

PLR

phi

phi-dot

RTO

SAS

sat

sec

sim

specs

flight-path angle

change in flight-path angle with respect to time

longitudinal control law

handling qualities rating

High-Speed Civil Transport

head-up display

change in altitude of center of gravity with respect to time

initial condition

inoperative

lateral

maximum operating Mach

maximum

minimum

one engine out

primary flight display

pilot-induced oscillation

programmed lapse rate

roll angle

change in roll angle with respect to time

dynamic pressure

rejected takeoff

stability-augmentation system

satisfactory

second

simulator

specifications
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TAC

TBD

TCA

TOGA

TS

theta

VFR

VHD

VMS

Vmca

Vmcg

Vmcl-2

Vmo

Vr

V1

V2

W

X

X-double-dot

Y

()

[]

thrust asymmetry control

to be determined

terminal control area

takeoff go-around

tail strike symbol on head-up display

pitch attitude

visual flight rules

velocity-altitude display

Vision Motion Simulation

minimum control speed in air with one engine out

minimum control speed on ground with one engine out

minimum control speed in landing configuration with two engines out

maximum operating speed

takeoff rotation speed

takeoff decision speed

engine-out safety speed

waterline symbol on head-up display

location of touchdown point along runway length

longitudinal acceleration

location of touchdown point left or right of runway centerline

another voice

editor's addition

Pilot Biographies

Pilot A

Pilot A had a Bachelor of Science degree from the

University of Washington where he attended a flight

test course. Pilot A served as Engineering Test Pilot
for two General Aviation Manufacturers and accumu-

lated time as a test pilot on 30 different general avia-

tion fixed-wing aircraft, before joining an HSR

program industry partner as a research project pilot.

He is a graduate of a company-run flight test school.

Pilot A holds an Airline Transport Pilot Certificate

with type ratings in 7 transport aircraft, and has over

16000 hr flight time, of which nearly 10000 hr have

been in flight tests. Pilot A is a certified flight
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instructor in both GA and transport aircraft, with

3000 hr of instruction given.

Pilot B

Pilot B was trained as a Naval Aviator and gradu-

ated from the U.S. Naval Test Pilot School, Patuxent

River, Maryland. Pilot B has a Ph.D. in Hypersonic

Flight Dynamics from the University of Southern Cal-

ifornia. He is employed by an HSR program industry

parmer as the chief pilot for the High Speed Civil

Transport and as a project experimental test pilot in a

number of aircraft programs. He holds an Airline

Transport Pilot Certificate and has first pilot time in

over 50 aircraft, including the F-14A and several

transport aircraft.

Pilot C

Pilot C is a graduate of the Air Force Test Pilot

School and holds a Master of Science degree from the

Air Force Institute of Technology. Pilot C was a com-

bat fighter pilot for the U.S. Air Force with 2000 hr

combat experience in A-10, F-4, F-5, and F-100 air-

craft. He is employed by Calspan Corporation and has

extensive experience in variable stability aircraft and

in in-flight simulation studies involving a wide variety

of simulated aircraft, including fighters, bombers, and

transport designs. He has over 1000 hr of flight time

giving demonstration to military test pilot students in

the Variable Stability Learjet owned and operated by

Calspan.

Pilot D

Pilot D served with the U.S. Marine Corps from

1953 to 1962 as a single-engine fighter-bomber pilot.

He has been a research pilot with NASA since 1962
and has accumulated more than 10000 hr in a wide

variety of aircraft, including helicopter, VTOL, STOL,

and light and heavy fixed-wing aircraft. He has an Air-

line Transport Pilot Certificate with type ratings in the

Convair 990 and the Douglas DC-8.

Pilot E

Pilot E was trained as a Naval Aviator and flew

F-8's in both active and reserve duty. Pilot E flew with

a major airline for 4 years in Boeing 727 aircraft

before joining NASA as an Instructor Pilot in the

Shuttle Training Aircraft before becoming a Research

Pilot at a NASA Research Center. As a NASA pilot,

Pilot E has flown a number of research aircraft in addi-

tion to research simulations of other vehicles. Pilot E

holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the Univer-

sity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and a Master in

Aerospace Engineering degree from the University of

Virginia. Pilot E has accumulated over 10000 flying

hours in over 45 different aircraft, including F-8, F-18,

F-16, F-15, F-5, A-4, Boeing 727, Boeing 737, Gulf-
stream II/STA, T-38, OV-10, and LR-28 aircraft and a

number of general aviation aircraft.

Pilot Comments

Task 1050, Rejected Takeoff--O-Knot Crosswind

Pilot A. That's based on what you do. You cannot

control what they do. So those jumps are just a calcu-

lation on how you're doing versus how you should of

done and how you want to go in midcourse
corrections.

The yaw at engine failure was quite minimal--

less than I expected. We are at fairly high speed and

there's no problem staying on centerline and stopping.

I guess the major item of interest is the amount of yaw

that you get from an engine cut at V 1. This is fairly

minor. Almost didn't think we had an engine failure

when he called it. These throttles, the quadrant is quite

wide, a little wider than I'm use to, so I didn't get

number 4 back like I should've. Fortunately, that's the

one that failed, so it didn't make any difference.

Normally, I would continue to take off if an

engine failure occurred after V 1. We called V 1 and
then an engine fail. I had to fight my reaction to con-

tinue. Usually take my hand off the throttles at V 1.
Okay, I think that's all the comments I had. I rate the

ability to stay on centerline as a 1. Really couldn't be
much better.

Pilot B. This is mn number 38 RTO with a number 4

engine failure, and evaluation was ease of tracking

runway centerline, +10 ft desired and 27 ft adequate,

with rudder pedals and brakes and the aircraft accels

and decels. The acceleration is obviously easier than
the deceleration because the deceleration has dissimi-

lar thrust initially. The technique change between the

fam mn and this mn was that I stopped trying to put on

maximum brakes while I was messing with throttles

and just cut the throttles back first and then applied

maximum brakes. You've got enough runway--you
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can do that. And that was the technique. Numbers
reflect a maximum of 6-ft deviation--well within the

desired box. I thought the deceleration workload was

at the moment of deceleration--you're working to

keep this thing under control. So the compensation

was relatively frequent, coordinated rudder and brake

inputs to track the centerline. It's controllable. Ade-

quate performance is attainable. It is satisfactory with-

out improvement. I called the characteristics fair, with

mildly unpleasant deficiencies and relatively high

workload and compensation. However the compensa-

tion can be characterized as close. If it was any worse
than this, it would be a 4. It's a borderline 3. It's a 3
but it's a low 3. That's it.

Pilot C. Runs 8 and 9, and the pilot is C, the task is

1050. The runway control--try to abort. [Rejected

takeoff] is about the same as I experienced yesterday.

You get up to about 120 and it's a little sensitive above

that. At the point that the engine fails, if you wait just a

little bit to react, you get a significant excursion, and it

takes quite a bit of pretty rapid rudder activity to get it

back onto the centerline pretty expeditiously. A little

more work there than I would like. If you are able to

jump on it as soon as the engine fails before you retard

the throttles, before the asymmetry, then you can stop

pretty easily right on the centerline. So, is it controlla-

ble? Yes. Is adequate performance obtainable with a

tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory with-

out improvement? I'd say, yes. There are some mildly

unpleasant deficiencies, minimum pilot compensation

required to obtain desired performance. It's a 3. And it

looked like the odds of bringing it back after it got

started was no problem with it.

Pilot D. Okay, Pilot D on December 5th. Back from

lunch and we just completed the rejected takeoff on

task 1050, run 16. Just some comments. It's pretty

easy. There's really not any large directional transient

at the failure. We're failing number 4, so it started me

off to the fight just a little bit. It seems also like the

fight brake might be a little stronger. So I had a ten-

dency to hang to the fight side. Other than that, it's

very easy. There's no large transient at the engine fail-

ure. The pilot rating: obviously controllable. Adequate

performance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? There's a little bit of a tendency to kind

of S-turn or PIO in heading. It's controllable but it's
there. So let's make it a Level II. Let's make it a 4.

Minor but annoying, disturbing deficiencies. Let's
make it a 4.

Pilot E. Okay, this is task 1050, rejected takeoff, no

crosswinds. Basically it's pretty much close to a Vr,

you get an engine failure. Have to maintain directional

control, and a technique I finally decided was the best

technique was to quickly get directional drift under

control, then apply max brakes. If I went directly to

max brakes at the same time as trying to control the
directional drift and I deviate a little bit outside the

10-ft desired boundary, what seemed to work real well

was to quickly maintain your directional control and

then symmetrically, you know, with max braking, and

also I was able to stop sooner with that technique. At

any rate: is aircraft controllable? Yes. Adequate

performance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Yes. And it's definitely coming up 3. There's a lot of

pilot compensation required, but I was able to keep it

within 5 ft of the centerline, which I thought was

pretty good for an engine-failure type scenario.

Task 1051, Rejected Takeoff--15-Kn ot Crosswind

Pilot A. Run 27, that was the last run or the next run.

We had engine cut at just before V1, and I closed the

throttles and applied the brakes and we started drifting

to the right. I had to start metering in left rudder along

with using maximum braking. The geometry of these

rudder pedals with the seat, it's riding a little on the

high side relative to the rudder pedals. It makes it just

a little bit of an awkward angle. Feels like you're

standing up in stirrups trying to stop the airplane,

rather than sitting down. And so it took me just a few

seconds to get modulated back into getting rudder. I

think it was using brakes for directional for a little bit.

But the rudder control certainly is effective, and if you

get on the rudder properly, there's plenty of rudder

control to get it back there in a reasonable fashion; the

mechanics are getting maximum braking applied and

still modulating the rudder pedals to center. There

again, if TAC might help a little bit, but of course

when you bring the thrust back to idle, TAC goes out

the picture. Thrust asymmetry control: I give it a 3

because of the geometry of your brakes. [Changed to a

1 following task 1052, run 28.]

Pilot B. Ok, run 39. Same task as the last time, to eval-

uate tracking and ease of controlling runway

centerline with rudder pedals and brakes during a

number 4 engine failure at V 1.
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This time with a 15-knot crosswind, the workload

was about evenly matched between the accel and the

decel, and in both cases I'm working fairly hard to

maintain the runway centerline, although the numbers

look better too, and that's probably because I'm hav-

ing to work harder anyway. I'm seeing the drift before

the error gets significant and correcting back for it,

whereas with a lower drift rate, I'm probably allowing

a little more error. The overall effect from a pilot

standpoint is that the workload is a bit higher with this

15-knot crosswind. As far as HQR: it is controllable,

adequate performance is attainable. Rather than call-

ing it satisfactory or unsatisfactory, going over to the

right, now I guess the issue is whether it's moderate

compensation or minimal compensation. The issue

here too is [that] I don't think the deficiency requires

improvement. I think you could live with it the way it

is. It's just a relatively high workload. I'm going to

give it the benefit of the doubt and give it an HQR of 3

again. But the compensation is probably more than

minimal. But I'm not sure that you couldn't live with

it the way it is without requiting improvement. That
concludes remarks.

Pilot C. Run 10, which is 15-knot crosswind rejected

takeoff. Single comment is for the no-wind case. With

the exception that at this time you get to see that the

beta indicator is showing that there is a significant

crosswind or significant beta. About the same com-

ments and Cooper-Harper of 3.

Pilot D. Pilot D on the 5th of December. This is task

1051, run 18. The crosswind really wasn't much of a

factor--just a minor factor, if anything. It did excite a
little bit the first time I tried it, I had a little bit of a

PIO in heading there, which is a tendency of the con-

trol system. Also, we used a down elevator in one,

which is not the thing to do, but on the last run, things

worked out real good. And crosswind is really just a

minor factor. I'm going to give it the same pilot rating,
a4.

Pilot E. Task 1051. Rejected takeoff with 15-knot
crosswinds. Maintain about 3.3 ft within centerline.

The crosswind: obviously the aircraft aerodynamically

does have plenty of control to maintain a steady track

down the runway. Stopping distance was a little bit

longer mainly because when I came back with the

thrust, I wanted to quickly null out the directional

problems, and the crosswinds kind of exacerbated the

side directional problem from the asymmetric thrust

briefly before bringing all four engines back. It proba-

bly took me just a split second longer to get that one

controlled. However, the directional control, I thought,

was excellent, considering the crosswind engine fail-

ure. I probably could have been a little more aggres-

sive on the braking and maybe have a little slightly

wider deviation in the centerline. At any rate: I

thought it was a pretty well-behaved maneuver. And

it's controllable, adequate performance was obtain-

able, and it's coming in again as a 3 because there is

quite a bit of pilot compensation required to maintain

your directional track. I would certainly have no prob-

lem getting desired criteria. I would say no problem.

With a lot of work, you can get desired criteria.

Task 1052, Rejected Takeoff--35-Knot Crosswind

Pilot A. Run 28. Let's look at my learning curve here.

8 ft is desired; I got 7.9. It reminds me of my college

days. Completely adequate. I rate that one a 1. Yea, I

think I was coming up on a learning curve, a quick

learning curve. Yea, why don't you just rate them both
al.

Pilot B. Run 40, kind of interesting, very similar
workload to the 15-knot crosswind here at 35 knots.

The performance is a little bit worse. I was at 7.4 ft

max with 10 ft desired, but as far as the workload is

concerned, a very similar task, keeping in mind there's

probably a learning curve here too. So Cooper-Harper

for lateral tracking: it is controllable, adequate perfor-

mance is attainable, and for the same reasons as before

I'm going to say it's satisfactory without improve-

ment. With the caveat that it's probably more than

minimum compensation required for desired perfor-

mance. There's some compensation and workload in

making lateral inputs. They're relatively frequent--on

order of 2 per sec or so--and I can't tell you exactly
how much, but there's coordinated breaks in rudder

input required. What's really helping out quite a bit,

and I commented to Lou on this during the run, is that

the velocity vector has enabled me to steer down the

runway and compensate automatically for the skid

that's required. So the velocity vector is very useful in
this task. I have not noticed that before. That con-

cludes the comments.

Pilot C. Run 11 and item number 1052, the 35-knot

crosswind, rejected takeoff. And again this time the
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task was relatively easy to accomplish with not too

much workload. I do have some caveats to it though.

We are jumping right on this as soon as the engine

fails, and there is very little disturbance before I jump

on the rudder pedals, and over the time I have learned

to be much more aggressive on the rudder pedals, and

whether that would be okay in the real airplane as far

as side forces are concerned might be a different case.

And anyway, in this sort of given simulation, as long

as you jump on it early you can virtually track the cen-

terline without too much difficulty. So again I would

give it the same rating as for the other two rejected

takeoffs, Cooper-Harper of 3. And basically the same
comments.

Pilot D. Pilot D, rejected takeoff, task 1052, run 19.
This is for the 35-knot crosswind. The crosswind was

definitely noticeable, but it's still really not a major

factor. Lots of rudder control and there's no big

transient at the engine failure to go along with the

crosswind. It really doesn't increase the workload sig-

nificantly. I'm going to still give a 4. Maybe a 4 point

something, but let's just leave it at a 4.

Pilot E. Okay, task 1052, 35 knots of crosswinds. A

quick comment for 1051: my stopping distance here is

about 3000 ft, remaining as in the previous 0 cross-

wind. I think what happened is I may have had some

brake on the takeoff roll inadvertently, just the way the

brake pedals are, kind of. I can't imagine that arrange-

ment; I think I may have had some, a little bit, and

they're very sensitive, a little bit of brake pressure,

which made my takeoff roll longer and therefore the

stopping distance longer down the runway. For 1052, I
held it within 5 ft of centerline. Desired is 10 ft, so it

certainly was desired criteria. Airplane had good

directional control. I put a little bit of aileron into the

wind because it seemed like it was trying to lift the

wing up a little bit. Certainly there was plenty of con-

trol power, and the rudders are directional, to maintain

the centerline tracking. And on the roll out, again no

problem for 35 knots. Although I did see a significant

delta between the waterline and the velocity vector, so

we're kind of, according to the simulator, going down

the runway in a little bit of a skid. With 35 knots of

crosswinds, I guess you need to look at the overall

dynamics of that to see how risky that is. To make a

long story short, it certainly had plenty of aerody-

namic control power to maintain centerline and

desired performance. So I will rate: is it controllable,

adequate performance obtainable, satisfactory without

improvement? Yes. It would be a Cooper-Harper of 3.

Task 2010, Acoustic Profile Takeoff

Pilot A. There's no flap changes on this one. Vortex

fence, is that changing?

The Cooper-Harper longitudinal for the climb: I

give it a 1. Laterally: a 2 because of the heading infor-

mation-you're looking head up, strictly, heading

information is kind of missing because you're digitally

on the W, flying W. But I would prefer to have a track

law that maintains track wings level, unless you com-

mand it to do something different.

What do you want--the Cooper-Harpers? Run 25:

it's controllable. Is adequate performance attainable,

tolerable? You're looking at the takeoff roll? Right; on

roll: I give it a 1. There again I didn't pay much atten-

tion to the tail strike value. With that pitch rate guid-

ance, it seems like it's a piece of cake. Although it

seems as though there's more symbology up there than

perhaps needs to be. That certainly gives you a good

cue as to the rate, it might even be helpful in some of

our existing airplanes. The rotation to liftoff and climb

out, establishing a pitch attitude: I give it a 1. Later-

ally: I have no change in my grading there. What did I

give it before, a 2? Yeah. Okay.

I think that typically, at Boeing anyway, settled on

a continuous single rotation for all of our airplanes.

Unless there's some really special circumstance for

this airplane--maybe there are some benefits doing a

two-step rotation--I would prefer just a continuous

rotation to the target attitude, climb attitude, and just

vary the rate according to what the thrust to weight

ratio is or whatever, so you have adequate unintelligi-

ble; that's what I would prefer. So this--stop the

rotate, and then stop, and then accelerate, and rotate

again and stop--is unnecessarily a complex proce-

dure, I think. We were rotating at about 180, I think, in
the Ames exercise. We had 4-ft tail clearance at 180

knots with a normal 3 deg/sec rotation. Move the Vr to

a higher value or rotate slower. At 3 deg/sec sounds

like a reasonable rate, so you probably need to rotate

later. That was no problem: I'll give it a 1.

Pilot B. Run 34, tracking centerline was relatively

easy. Relative infrequent inputs, although the
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turbulence was causing very minor deviations, so ... a

desired +10 ft, I thought, was relatively easy to
achieve and the numbers reflect that. Lateral-

directional Cooper-Harper: it was controllable, ade-

quate performance was attainable, it is satisfactory and

I'm going to give it an HQR of 2. Pilot compensation

not a factor, negligible deficiencies, very minor work-

load in tracking. Okay, so the takeoff rotation: the

problem here is in anticipating the requirement of ini-
tiation of the rotation, and what I've seen us do in the

flare is have an anticipation cue that rises up from the

bottom of the display and kind of gives you a feel for

what is about to happen. Something like that would be

useful. I think that the problem is that you get a little

bit behind in anticipation of that in the beginning.

Near the end of it, it's the same problem in reverse. I

don't think I have quite picked up the flashing cue to
the extent that I can use it like it should be used. So

there is a learning curve there, I'm sure. The control

system is relatively nice. That doesn't appear to be in

the way. It appears to be a display phenomenology

that is causing any problems I'm having. I'm finding

the controls reasonably predictable. It's just integrat-

ing the display and the controls that I'm having prob-

lems with right now. Let's see ... that kind of covers

the problems with rotation. That's why I want a task

where I know where I'm going and what I'm doing

just to isolate any control problems from display prob-

lems, and eventually I'll do that. I'm not capturing air-

speed at all. I'm capturing pitch attitude. That's

relatively easy again, as far as the control system is

concerned. I think the problems are primarily with the

display, but there is no rating on that. For lateral direc-

tional, I find it's relatively pleasant, it is predictable.

It's appropriately sluggish for this class of airplane

and I don't have a problem with fine control--

lateral--at all. Again it's real easy in the performance.

That's it. Continuing on. Commenting on the Cooper-

Harper for longitudinal: it is controllable, adequate

performance is attainable. Since I really didn't get

desired on this, the best I can do is an HQR of 5 and

that's what I'm going to do. Adequate performance

requires ... that's not true. I need somewhere between

4 and 5 because it does not require considerable pilot

compensation for adequate performance. I believe at

least part of the time I was within desired performance

longitudinal, so I'm going to give it an HQR of 4. Lat-

eral directional: it's controllable, adequate perfor-

mance, it is satisfactory. I don't think pilot

compensation was a factor. An HQR of 2. There is

always workload here but it's not a factor, so I'll give

a 2, pretty good. The next segment is the climb phase,

then reconfiguration. I didn't notice any objectionable

transits in response during the thrust changes. It is rel-

atively.., it announces it is going to cut back, and now

I am on a steep part of the learning curve, when I'm

bringing the nose down appropriately. I didn't think

that caused any tremendous problems. It does cause

error during that phase but I didn't think it was outside

the desired box. Did the numbers reflect that? (Yes.)

Again, no problems longitudinally, and as far as lateral

directional, I find it consistent with that during rota-

tion-relatively predictable and crisp. Again, keeping
in mind that all of these are small deviations, small

maneuvers ... I haven't really stressed it yet. Okay, for

longitudinal Cooper-Harper for the climb-transition

phase: it is controllable, adequate performance attain-

able, it is satisfactory. For longitudinal: I'm going to

say an HQR of 3 and that's for the display-control

combination there. It's still... I'm working to keep the

magenta dot centered. So its compensation is required;

I'm going to give an HQR of 3 for longitudinal. Lat-
eral directional: comments are consistent with before,

it's controllable, adequate performance attainable. It is

satisfactory and pilot compensation is not a factor, but

there is some workload involved, so an HQR of 2 on

that. That completes run 34.

Pilot C. Run 6, task 2010; C is the pilot. So the first

part is the takeoff roll part. Well let me give the com-

ments first and then I'll give the rating. The first part

of the takeoff roll is quite easy to track, whatever line

you'd like. It doesn't feel too sensitive up until about

110 or 120 knots or so, and at that point it begins to

transition to be, in my mind, just a little sensitive and

easy to overcontrol your aircraft heading rolling down

the runway. Nevertheless you can still do a pretty ade-

quate job, but you can envision something nicer than

that. And you were going to tell me what you thought

was in the desired range. Yeah, you bet. Sure. Okay, is

it controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance obtain-

able with tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? I would say no and I

would put minor but annoying deficiencies. Desired

improvement requires moderate pilot compensation. I
think a number 4. I think that is about all I can think

about at this point, as far as the takeoff roll is
concerned.
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I have some comments now about the rotation and

the HUD display and things like that. I'd actually need

more rotations to give you real good comments about

a depth, but I can give you some of my frustrations as I

tried to do it. As you approach Vr, there's no indica-

tion yet. You don't have the rotation acceleration cues

on. Then they all of a sudden show up, and if you hap-

pen to be looking at something else, you're already

behind [on] them, so there's no transition. They're

either there or not there and it's easy to get behind to

begin with before you have a clue, and then you try to

follow those and it's relatively difficult from follow-

ing the cues at the end of the waterline. To then pick

up the desired pitch attitude waterline wasn't easy and

natural for me to transition into that, which apparently

causes my overrotations from the max pitch angle

things. Just about the time you're figuring out where

that pitch attitude is, then bingo, it goes away because

now it's liftoff, and you have to change your whole

concentration from one kind of picture to a new kind

of picture, changing to the last vector on the magenta
circle. All of which doesn't seem as natural to me as I

tend to think it might be.

Yep, understand. Yeah. Well from that point my

pilot frustrations are, in trying to do this task as well as

possible, that I first have trouble knowing when I'm

going to do this rotation and follow the bars, and then I

have trouble transitioning from them to the waterline,

and then just about the time that that's getting all set-

tled, then it's time to transition to some other cue.

Other than that, the rotation feels quite nice, no partic-

ular difficulty with it. I'll try to do a Cooper-Harper

for it now. It's controllable, it's adequate performance

obtainable with tolerable pilot workload, yes. I'd give

it satisfactory without improvement. Again, I'm going

to give it a 4, minor but annoying deficiencies; desired

performance requires moderate pilot compensation

and just my frustration in trying to do the task. Yes

and we need to address the lateral directional, I guess.

I don't have any memory of having difficulties

with the roll axis during the rotation part. I do have
some comments about the roll axis in the next

sequence. The major aspect of this was the pitch bal-

ance. Again, the rotation doesn't seem bad at all from

the pilot standpoint--it's just somewhat difficult to

meet the parameters which we've specified for our-

selves to do here on the individual display. Therein

underlies my minor but annoying deficiencies in

trying to do these tasks with those displays. If you sep-

arated, you have a separate block for lateral? So I'd

say it's satisfactory without improvement for the rota-

tion part, yes. And I would think that there are some

mildly unpleasant deficiencies and minimal pilot com-

pensation required for desired performance and negli-

gible deficiencies. They had some feelings of

disharmony between the pitch and the roll axis on the

size of the breakouts and things that made it less than

real smooth and good for me to do the roll task. Right.

My inclination again is that basically the flying of the

airplane feels quite good with the possible exception,

it seems quite easy to cause an abrupt pitch input and/

or roll input that perhaps passengers wouldn't like,

from the way these things are set up right now. The

following of the task direction on the magenta circle--

earlier I expressed my concerns with that a bit. In

order to put the magenta circle inside the velocity vec-

tor requires quite a bit of my concentration--more
concentration than I think I should devote to that task.

If I relax that parameter a bit so that I can look around

and absorb the rest of the things I should be doing as a

pilot, then my tracking performance of that magenta

circles falls off. Nevertheless, my piloting intuition

says that I'm doing a perfectly good, desired job of

flying this airplane the way I should, except that I

should keep that little magenta circle inside the veloc-

ity vector isn't the right kind of tolerance that we

should be doing. So I became more aware of this

phase of the departure, more aware of the disharmo-

nies between pitch and roll, and the idea that it's quite

easy to bump the passengers around a bit, or more than

I think I should, but it's too easy to bump them around

a bit. So now let's turn to the Cooper-Harper rating:

So the pitch axis, is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate

performance obtainable with tolerable workload? Yes.

Is it satisfactory without improvement? For the pitch

axis task as presented to me, I would say that some

minor but annoying deficiencies, again a 4. And my

problem is, I'm having to put more concentration to

keep that little circle where I'm told it's supposed to

be than I would like to have to, although I feel if that

requirement were relaxed, then I would easily give it a

better rating than that, but put it in there a 4. Lateral

directional: Again, it's satisfactory without improve-

ment. I guess at this point I'd still say yes, though

there are some mildly unpleasant deficiencies, mini-

mal pilot compensation required for desired perfor-

mance, a 3, and that's for what I've already discussed.

Too easy to give the passengers a rough ride in roll.
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PilotD. Pilot D, acoustictakeoff, task 2010, it's
run10,andthetaskis fairly easy.Theairplanehan-
dlesverynice.It's mostlylearninghowtoadapttothe
displayissues.Thereareseveraldisplayissues.There
areseveralelementsyouhaveto transitionbetween.
Duringtherotationyouhavethepitchratecues,then
youhavethedesiredpitchattitude,tail strikeyou've
gotto monitor.Thenyouhaveto pickupthegamma
commandfairly rapidly,thenyou haveto monitor
radaraltitudefor gearretraction.It is precognitiveto
learnwhereto lookatwhatparticulartime.Otherthan
that,theairplaneisprettyeasyto fly.Theflightdirec-
tordoeshavea littlebit of a tendencyto causeyouto
overcontrol.Otherthanthat,thetaskis prettygood.
Okay,takeoffrotation:lateralisnotafactorinanyof
these.Okay,PilotD again.Pilotratingsfortask2010,
run10.Wearegoingto ratethe centerlinetracking
first. We'll just give that a single rating. It is
controllable.Adequateperformanceattainable?Yes.
Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?Yes,I thinkit
is-- improvementnotrequired.Thereisalittlebitof a
tendencyto S-turnin heading,just a little bit, soI
wouldsay,fair to lightly unpleasantcharacteristics,
somecompensationrequired.Let'sgiveapilot rating
of 3.Okaylet'smoveontotherotationandwe'll give
that two ratings--latitudinaland longitudinal.The
taskis a little moredifficult here--mostlya display
elementissue.I hadthesameproblemwiththedisplay
atAmes.AsI said,it isatoughtask.Butit iscontrol-
lable.It isadequate.Is it satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment? No. I would say that it does require
improvement,but it is adisplayissue,notanaircraft
performanceissue,andI shouldrateit thatway,but
wecanmakeit intoacomment.Is it okaytoratedis-
playissuesthatway?(Yes)It's gotsomeissuesthat
requireimprovement--notbad--minorbutannoying,
andsothereis somepilot compensationrequiredin
here.And therearetwo things... andit's mostlythe
display.Theactualphysicalrotationof theairplane
seemsquitereasonable.Therearetwo displayissues.
Therearea lot of displayelementsthatneedto be
broughtintothescan,andthethingthatI thinkwould
reallyhelpherethemost,atthistime,is toimprovethe
contrastof thedisplay--thereadabilityofthedisplay.
Solet'sgivea4 for longitudinal.Forlateralwereally
get up to: it's satisfactorywithout improvement.
There'svery little tasklaterally,andthere'snodefi-
cienciestocauseanyproblems.Let'sgiveit a2.Okay
now,movingon to theclimb:It is controllable.It is
adequate.Is it satisfactorywithout improvement?

Give it a 4. Again, I would say it requiressome
improvement.Againmoreofadisplayissuethanany-
thing.Let's makeit a 4, andthedisplayissuethere,
other than, I think, of course, the contrast issue

[which] bothers me a little bit, is that the flight director

command is bouncing around a little bit. Seems like
that could be smoothed down to decrease the work-

load. Let's make it a 4. And laterally, it's almost a

nontask again. Let's make it a 2.

Pilot E. Okay this is Pilot E on the 1st of December,

first run, the acoustic profile takeoff--we did two

runs. I am ready to rate it. I'll give the rating first and

then comments. On the runway centerline tracking,

let's get a Cooper-Harper here: It was controllable.

Adequate performance was obtainable. Satisfactory

without improvement. I would say yes and give it a 3,

though I think it's borderline Level I and Level II,

because at about 150 knots or so it becomes really sen-

sitive in directional control. I was really having to

work hard, and very slight rudder-caused deflections

resulted in that posterior aggressive note; so what I

think we can do is, obviously, maybe change the gains

on the rudder pedals ... you know ... with speed or

speed quotient or something like that. It wouldn't be

quite so sensitive. It appears the sensitivity rudder

pedal stays the same almost when you get higher q,

and you get a lot more sensitive rudder control. It was

really kind of squirrely, I thought. So it's kind of, to

me, a borderline 3 and 4 because of the rudder pedal

sensitivity, but I think that is easy to fix. The next rat-

ing item was the takeoff rotation. After kind of learn-

ing the technique on the first one, I thought I did a

pretty good job on the second one within a tenth of a

degree of target. So that was not too bad and again I

would rate that: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes. I am going to rate that a 3 because it

does take a certain amount of pilot compensation.

You're pretty tightly in the loop to accomplish that.

But obviously with effort you can make it desired cri-

teria. Let's see, climb with configuration changes. For

this one, the score card I think tended to bias itself by

the fact that in the main part right after rotation, when

you established this takeoff attitude, you don't want to

exceed takeoff rotation maneuver; very quickly the

guidance command calls for a fairly aggressive pitch-

up maneuver and it diverges from your actual gamma,

which you set the takeoff attitude you break ground,

but your gamma is very, very shallow and

immediately the guidance command--the fairly
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steep--gammasort of cuts during the cutback,so
you're goingto get the divergenceand you'renot
goingtoimmediatelybeableto trackthat.I chosenot
to be terriblyaggressiveon that;soI thinkprobably
theguidancecommandis abit aggressive.I thinkmy
divergencefromthe guidancecommandandwhatI
actuallydid is whatshowedonthescorecardasless
than90percentof thedesiredrange.ButI thoughtthat
theclimb,the configuration,changes.I thoughtmy
performancemet desiredcriteria--if you throwout
thatpart initially whereI hadto convergeoncom-
mand.Sowiththatinmind,it wascontrollable.[Ade-
quateresults]wereobtainable.Satisfactorywithout
improvement?Yes,I will ratethata3.Also,my own
commentis thattheguidancecommandwasalittlebit
jumpy.It kindofjumpsaroundalittlebit,whichmade
for alittlebit of anannoyingtaskwhenyouaretrying
tokind oftry to convergeonthisguidancecommand.
It probablyneedsto befilteredsomewhatso it's not
quitesojumpingaround.Yeah.It justkindof bounces
around.Yeah.Right.Sothat is somethingI think I
wouldwant.Obviously,if this is thedesign,I would
wanttohavethatbetter.AndalsoI thinkI wouldhave
a moreor lessaggressiveinitial commandfor your
attitude.Theotherthingis, onthecutback,thepush-
overI thinkis tooaggressivefrompassengerpointof
view.It's just strictlya minorcomment.Obviously,
aerodynamicallyyou canaccomplishthemaneuver,
butit is abit aggressivein thepitchover.

Task 2030, Acoustic Programmed Lapse Rate

Tal_off

Pilot A. For this PLR takeoff program lapse rate run

number 11. It's very easy to track the centerline; how-
ever, I notice in the initial conditions we start out left
of the centerline. I don't know if this is from the

pilot's eye. Do you have a different view than I do?

Same view: centerline. Looks like we're slightly left

of centerline so you have to correct over to it. I don't

know how far that is. But in any event, rotation is nor-

mal. As soon as you reach the target rotation rate, very
shortly after that you're 5 ft positive rate, gear up, and

then it becomes a very simple task of letting the flight-

path vector come up to about 4 ° and capture that, and

it' s just an extremely easy, simple, and straightforward

maneuver. If that gives a low noise level, that'd be

great.

I don't see any problem; I've been noticing that

the airspeed and altitude digits next to the flight-path

vector symbol are difficult to read. They need some

kind of background contrast, or make the digits bigger

or something--the same size as the digits up there in

the upper left comer for ground speed, Mach, and g.

I would say, one for unintelligible. What is it I'm

looking at here on pitch control? My impression was

that it was perfectly satisfactory. I don't see how it

could get much better. I'd give pitch a 1, 1 for lateral,

good lateral guidance. I'm not sure what I'm looking

at here either. Ninety-six percent, I'd say that. I'd give

it a 1, no problem. No problem at all. That looks like a

real viable procedure to me. You go from one rotation

to a stable attitude and everything is stable-no large

pitch attitudes. Looks great.

Pilot B. Run number 36. Easy tracking runway once

we got the turbulence down. It was very much like

before-very minor corrections required. Relatively

desirable, no major problems, +4 ft with desired being

10, so nothing reflected. As far as Cooper-Harper: it

was controllable. Adequate performance without

improvements and pilot compensation not a factor.

Negligible deficiencies. HQR of 1.5 this time. Real

easy. I think there is a steep learning curve here, obvi-

ously. For takeoff rotation, as far as problems with

rotation, no problems. Very minor control inputs, I'm

certainly not stressing the control authority at least

from the standpoint of stick deflection. The pitch atti-

tude was easy to establish; major problem was captur-

ing pitch attitude. I wasn't capturing the climb

airspeed, and tail strike did not occur. No major prob-

lems again. I think there is a learning curve involved

here. When I got the pitch, I hesitated [at] the 10 1/2 °

point, so it's becoming easier to see what's going on

as far as the display. And lateral directional: once

again as always, not a major problem, very minor

inputs to correct. Okay, for longitudinal Cooper-

Harper: it's controllable, adequate performance attain-

able. Satisfactory without improvement? Yeah, there

is no doubt in my mind at this point. I now see what's

going on at about 11°. That hesitation is fair enough.

I'm going to say I got desired performance. I'm going

to give an HQR of 3. Minimum pilot compensation

required for desired performance. For lateral direc-

tional: it's controllable, adequate performance attain-

able, Sat without improvement, HQR of 2. Pilot

compensation not a factor, negligible deficiencies, and

the deficiencies, if you can call them that, are just

very, very slight pitch pointing problems. Nothing
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significant. Okay for climb and configuration changes:

no objectionable transits in the aircraft response. If

anything, it's easier than the previous task because the

thrust changes are considerably smoother than they

were before. So I'm not noticing the tendency to have

to chase the magenta velocity vector or magenta dia-

mond. So it's real easy to control, I thought easier than

before. Longitudinal: it's controllable, adequate and

satisfactory without improvement, give it a 2.5 on lon-

gitudinal. Very, very minor compensation required,

somewhere between none and minimal. Relatively

pleasant. Major problems again are these small inputs.

Lateral directional: controllable, adequate and satis-

factory, and pilot compensation again not a factor. An

HQR of 2. Lateral directional axis: (We need integer

ratings if possible.) Okay, round all those 0.5's up.

Pilot C. Run 9, task 2030, C is the pilot. The first task

is the runway centerline tracking and my comments

are that this is a very nice-feeling acceleration. The

passengers would certainly like the feel of this during

the acceleration. It gives the pilot lots of confidence in

its ability to keep it fight on the centerline until we get

again to about a hundred knots. And then it's quite

easy to have a low-frequency oscillation from side to

side, which is not as nice as it could be in the steering

there as far as the centerline. Go through the Cooper-

Harper rating: is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate per-

formance obtainable with tolerable pilot workload? I'd

say, yes. Is it satisfactory without improvement? I'd

still find that I'd answer no to that --minor but annoy-

ing deficiencies, and that's the low frequency oscilla-

tion I get down the runway above 120 knots. Desired

performance requires moderate pilot compensation

and a little bit of apprehension feeling while that is

going on. It's a Cooper-Harper 4 in my mind.

Yeah, at least the thing that's driving this annoy-

ing thing is the different thing on the runway than in

the rotation. Okay, go into rotation now? It says inade-

quate, but I just don't agree with that thought. From

what you asked me to do and the way the airplane

behaves when I do that, and pulling up to that cue, it

certainly looks like desired performance from my

viewpoint. Sure. Okay, either I'm getting [it], my

learning curve is improving. I think it's still significant

through these first six runs I've done. So it's the rota-

tion coming up to the rack, and the pitch attitude is

getting more comfortable. However, I still have the

quandary--the large change in pitch reference from

doing pitch job and trying to track that particular thing

down to the flight-path marker seems a little strange.

So the rotation part is okay.

The lateral directional axis: I don't notice any-

thing really much to comment on there. It's about the

same as it was before, during the rotation. If anything,
the rotation feels more comfortable in this mode than

it does in the previous mode. Yeah, and when the
transition to 4 ° seemed more normal than the

transition to the little magenta circle from before. So

anyway, it seemed a little nicer in the rotation, I think,

in the pitch axis than before, and the roll axis is about

the same. So, Cooper-Harper rating scale: it's ade-

quate. Performance obtainable with tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I'm going to say yes. There's some mildly

unpleasant deficiencies. I'd give it a Cooper-Harper of

3, which reflects my slightly improved feeling of con-

fidence and that there's less concern during the rota-

tion. Yeah, it'll be the same thing for lateral

directional, Cooper-Harper 3.

(So this is the climb portion, and it looked like you

tracked that right on.)

As far as I'm concerned, it was desired, with the

exception when I tried to do the task as you state and

keep the little circle under the line, I began to have the

problem with the lateral direction--the tendency to

chase around it. And I would call that tendency to

chase back and forth desired. In the climb-up phase, I

thought the airplane felt better from a handling quali-

ties standpoint than from a ride quality standpoint and

the passengers ... Also, the one noticeable point there

is the pushover: there's not near as much high-up con-

trol and activity required to push over as its throttles

are reduced, and I'm sure that the passengers would

appreciate the ride much better. The only difficulty I

have is shortly after liftoff, it seems as if the clearance

from the ground happens less positively, and you have

a sinking feeling for a while, but it's hard for me at

this point to describe it. Better than that, there's a

slight sinking feeling, and then that shortly goes away

and I feel confident in the airplane at that point. So

then I'll try to give it a Cooper-Harper rating. I'm

going to say, is adequate performance obtainable with

tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory with-

out improvement? For the pitch axis I'm going to say,

yes [but] there's some mildly unpleasant deficiencies,
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Cooper-Harper of 3. Basically, it's improved over the

previous one because of just a better ride quality and

less pilot workload in dealing with pitch axis. And for

the lateral directional, it's still satisfactory. I'm going

to say it's not satisfactory without improvement

because this time the pitch axis wasn't near as much of

a problem, and I began to see characteristics in the roll

axis that I would describe as minor but annoying defi-

ciencies. Desired performance required moderate pilot

compensation and it's a Cooper-Harper of 4, and

that's the wandering back and forth trying to chase the

little magenta circle. My normal pilot tendencies, in

processes like PIO and anomalies, I have to compen-
sate for in order to kill it.

Pilot D. Pilot D, task 2030, run 13. It's just a minor

variation on the task we had previously, which was the

acoustic takeoff. Learning curve was pretty ... was

actually an easier task because the climb rotation is not

nearly as severe. There's no ... essentially, once you

set the climb gradient, it remains the same throughout

the task so it really is a pretty easy task. Much easier

than the acoustic takeoff. Going off the air here for a
second.

Okay. This is the pilot ratings for run 13, which
was task 2030, the PLR takeoff. The centerline track-

ing is identical to the previous task, 2010. We'll give it

the same pilot rating of 3. The rotation ... we're a cou-

ple tenths of a degree off and essentially the same task

as the previous task. Let's go ahead and make that a 4

and a 2. The thing that's really different is the climb

profile. Continuing with the climb rating: it's defi-

nitely an easier task than the ... the climb task is easier

for 2030 than for 2010 just because the profile is so

much less aggressive. Is it controllable? Is it adequate?

Is it satisfactory without improvement? Yeah, there's

a little bit of a ... yeah, it's pretty darn good. Let's

make it, improvement not required; let's make it a fair,

some mildly unpleasant deficiencies, again I think

mostly just display readability issues. The airplane is

really quite easy to control. Let's make that a 3 and a 2

for the [longitudinal]. Lateral of course is the same.

Let's make lateral a 3 here. I was noticing that I was

working laterally this time because there was so little

to do longitudinally. There is a little bit of S-turning

back and forth on lateral. Yes, again, the airplane is

really pretty good for the straight-ahead task like that.

Not giving lateral a universal rating yet, but at least for

this task the lateral is quite adequate.

Pilot E. Okay, this is task 2030, the acoustic PLR

takeoff. A lot of my comments will be [the same and] I

will not repeat from the prior cutback takeoff. The

single-line tracking basically is the same as the previ-

ous task. Rather than spend the time going through it, I

am going to rate that the same as the Cooper-Harper of

3, again, with the comment that it gets to be a little

sensitive to the higher speeds just prior to rotation.

Takeoff rotation, the climb gradient capture: again, I

don't see any difference between this task and the

prior task, and the rating remains the same--most gen-

erally it's a 3. Lateral directional: I think I am going to

stick with my 4 because nothing really changed as far

as my opinion that right prior to rotation [it] is a little

bit sensitive, and I feel like I am on a knife edge

almost. The climb with configuration changes longitu-

dinally: again, the same, it's much more benign task

because the gamma changes are very, very mild com-

pared to the prior ones. However, I am afraid that,

Cooper- Harper-wise, it still takes pilot compensation,

so it's difficuk to ... pilot compensation does remain a

factor, so that is going to be a 3. Lateral directional

will also be a 3 for the same reason. My overall

impression though, is this is a much easier task than

the prior task even though the ratings are identical.

There is still pilot compensation required, but it's a

much lower level than the previous maneuver, and the

more shallow gamma you have to obtain [makes] a

much lower workload than the 15 percent or whatever

you have to get on a prior maneuver. So overall ratings
between this one and the first takeoff are the same, but

this is an easier maneuver to accomplish, and within

the individual ratings I would say this would have a

higher ... like the first takeoff was borderline 3/4 for

lateral-directional control for centerline tracking. And

this is in that case probably also similar, for this one

certainly tends to be more towards the 2. Cooper-

Harper 2 for the climb with configuration changes,

rather than a 3, although compensation was required.

Task 3020, Transition to Level Flight

Pilot A. Okay, this is run number 32, task 3020, tran-

sition to level flight, A the pilot. Cooper-Harper longi-

tudinal rating: is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate

performance attainable with tolerable pilot workload?

Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Gee, depend-

ing on what your standards are, I'm going to say no.

The deficiencies require ... it's Level II ... the deficien-

cies require improvement. I'm going to call it, well,
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it's between a 4 and a 5. Are you guys doing interme-

diate (ratings)? I'll call it a 4. The reason for the

improvement is, it's awfully easy to inadvertently get

g levels that are unacceptable for airline operation. If

you got somebody up and walking around in the cabin,

you don't want to inadvertently go to 0g on a push-
over. There's no deterrents here in the forces in the

stick displacement to that sort of maneuver. The forces

are quite light, and so it might be okay for a fighter,

but it's not--I don't think--appropriate for a transport

airplane. You have to be very careful of that. It looks

like it takes about 500 ft of lead time. You need just a

little over 10 percent--probably 15 percent--of your
rate of climb in terms of lead on level off, and that is

the main concern for improvement, is the forces in

terms of changing flight path. There needs to be some

kind ofg sensing and feedback into the pilot's control;

stick force for g needs to be considered. Okay, so lat-

eral directional: I give it a 0, is it controllable? Yes.

Adequate performance? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? Yes. I'm going to rate it a 2 because I
think the workload could be even lower with a track

hold feature for level flight. This is basically a level

flight operation. Also I think that you could improve

the speed hold capability with manual throttles if there

were a flight-director-like device that would tell you

where you need to put the accel/decel caret to get a

nice transition back to level or back to the speed you

want, and that flight director cue guiding you for the
accel/decel should take into account the effect on

pitch, so there's no rapid ... so you don't inadvertently,

rapidly jerk the throttles back. So if you were flying a

program decel to capture a speed, that your move-

ments are not creating problems with flight controls.

Pilot B. It is 11:30, the pilot is B, this is run 31, task

3020, transition to level flight. The task being to tran-

sition to level flight from a climb to flight level 270 is
what I chose at 0.95 Mach _+0.001 Mach. Five knots is

really not applicable here ... 2 ° heading, 2 ° bank angle,

and one 100-ft maximum overshoot. Desired perfor-

mance easily obtainable, both longitude and lateral

directional. The only comment being the forces are a

little bit light for this class of airplane. I think I have
made that comment before, but other than that it is

entirely doable. Longitudinal HQR: it's controllable,

adequate, and sat, minimal pilot compensation

required. Let's say, pilot compensation not a factor on

this one. This is pretty easy. HQR is 2. Lateral direc-

tional: controllable, adequate, sat. And once again,

pilot compensation not largely a factor, HQR of 2. End
of comments.

Pilot C. Okay, [tape] B, December 1, 1995, Ref-H

assessment test, C is the pilot. Okay, this is run num-

ber 64, task 3020. It's a transition to level flight, and

we are to evaluate the ability to maintain airspeed dur-

ing change in climb rate. Evaluate coupling between

airspeed and flight path. Well, what I found was, if

you try to do it rather quickly, you can start with about

a 200 ft/min or a 200-fl lead, then you have to move

pretty promptly and bring the throttles back pretty

abruptly, and at that point you see an unusual pitch-

down, followed by a pitch-up as a throttle transient is

[coming in]. You can actually get quite good perfor-

mance out of it, although I think the ride quality

through that would be objectionable. However, a more

typical kind of lead point of, oh, 500 to 700 ft makes

the program a little more manageable from passenger

standpoint and also probably a little easier, although it

takes perhaps a little more workload to do it in a more

gradual sense. But you can keep what I consider to be

desired airspeed and desired level-off altitude, then do

it pretty well, so here comes the Cooper-Harper rating:

controllable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Is it

satisfactory without improvement? I'll say no and give

it minor but annoying deficiencies. Desired perfor-

mance requires moderate pilot compensation; that is,

you have to avoid the abrupt power reductions because

of the interaction with the pitch axis. And so that's

kind of minor, but it typically can be avoided, so it's a

minor but annoying problem. Cooper-Harper 4. And

that's (lateral?) No. Did you want a rating there? If

you want a rating, it's going to be satisfactory without

improvement, Cooper-Harper 3, I would say.

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 13 again, task 3020,

run 19. It's a pretty easy task. At this Mach number

you don't have to be too concerned about the gamma

dot rate, but there's a couple of display problems here

I'm going to down rate it on longitudinally. Number

one, X-double-dot has too much lag, the X-double-dot
chevron makes it hard for it to set, and then the other

problem is, there's no analog [in] either altitude or

altitude error. Some sort of follow-me symbol with

your reference altitude set on would be very helpful
here. And I had seen that used on the Ames VMS. So

longitudinally: I'm going to give it a 5, moderately

objectionable deficiencies, even though we did get

desired performance. Lateral: it's kind of a nontask,
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and I'm not even sure we had any criteria. Yeah, and

we had some desired. So let's give the lateral for this
task a 2.

Pilot E. [Pilot E did not rate this task.]

Task 3022, Transition to Supersonic Cruise

problems in setting the longitudinal axis. A little bit

more than 0.95. Again, nothing major. Okay, longitu-

dinal HQR: it's controllable, adequate, sat, and mini-

mum pilot compensation required for desired

performance, HQR of 3. Lateral directional: you can

essentially ignore, it's controllable, adequate, and sat.

Pilot compensation not a factor; HQR of 2. End of
comments.

Pilot A. Okay, this is a level off at 51000 ft condition

in supersonic cruise, 3020 is the condition, and the run

number is 33. I'm sorry, 3022 is the condition. And

longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes.

Adequate performance with tolerable pilot workload?

Yes. Is it satisfactory without improvement? This task

didn't require very large attitude changes and so I

would say yes in this case. I think that we will give it a

3, because of primarily the displays that are available.

The head-down seems to be as good perhaps as the

head-up in this case or in ... rate information is a little

more obvious, rate of climb, altitude deviations,

perhaps displayed a little better. The force to get a sub-

stantial change in vertical speed is quite small, and it

would take some tuning required to get the kind of fine

tuning that you would like to have on altitude hold.

Maybe even altitude capture type of a mode might be

appropriate here. The thrust requirements were very

small, and essentially, full thrust is required at this alti-
tude so that the level-off test--the actual scenario--is

not necessarily completely realistic because of the lack

of thrust on the engines. The lateral-directional

Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate

performance attainable with a tolerable pilot work-

load? Satisfactory without improvement? I found it ...

I would say it could ... I'm going to say, no. I think it's

a 4, and there's some minor deficiencies, mostly the

requirement to maintain bank angle is, if there's any; it

takes a long time to change heading at a small bank

angle, and the maneuvering at this altitude has to be

kept very shallow. I think that once again a track hold

would be quite helpful when you get the wings level

so that [you can control] minor divergences of

heading.

Pilot B. Task 3022, transition to supersonic cruise.

Basically the same thing we just did, only in a super-
sonic climate, 2.3 Mach instead 0.95 Mach. The task is

to keep the overshoot within 200 ft deviation of the

Mach, within a hundredth for desired in all of these, by

the way. Deviation heading of 2 °, deviation of bank

angle within 2 ° . All of this was doable. Very minor

Pilot C. This is run 65 on 1 December, C is the pilot

and 3022 is the task number. Adequate performance is

obtainable and it's satisfactory without improvement.

It's fair and some mildly unpleasant deficiencies. Min-

imal pilot compensation required for desired perfor-

mance. Cooper-Harper 3. That's kind of a milestone.

That's the first pitch task. There may have been

another snuck in there, but not very many, and lateral

again is no factor. I will give it a Cooper-Harper of 3.

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 13, task 3022, this is

supposed to be a Mach 2.3. Actually, not a Mach 2.3,

actually a 475-knot level out at 51000 ft. The engines

just don't seem to have enough thrust reserve to really

make it a reasonable task. Well, we end up playing

energy--more of an energy management task than a

level-out task. You can level out any time you want

very easily. And there's a little bit of a display prob-
lem. It seems like the X-double-dot is not referenced

to the EAS as the task required. In any case---longitu-

dinal: I'm not sure what to give it; we got there ... let's

give it a 5. And the lateral is a nontask; let's give it a 2;
there's no bad characteristics associated with the lat-

eral. Let's give it a 5 and a 2.

Pilot E. Okay, 3020, transition to level flight, run
number 36. Not a difficult task. I tried to wait till about

less than 200 ft prior to the altitude to start the recov-

ery. I made what I considered to be a fairly aggressive

recovery, considering this to be a passenger-carrying

airplane. I was able to meet all of the desired criteria

using the acceleration diamond. I was able to adjust

the power properly and kept everything fight where it

should be. I didn't see anything unusual, no coupling,

no tendency to overshoot or PIO; so for longitudinal

task: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory?

Yes, a 3 because definitely it takes some compensa-

tion to know when to make the attempt to put in a

proper control input to smoothly capture the level

flight gamma. Lateral directional: I didn't notice

anything untoward; the heading and bank stayed right
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together. Controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes, 2. I don't recall having done any-

thing to have made the lateral axis work better.

Task 3030, Profile Climb

Pilot A. Okay. The takeoff was normal. I could main-

tain the heading. On the takeoff roll, the symbology

sort of obscures the end of the runway a little bit. You

try to point the airplane down the runway, but the final

endpoint that you are aiming at is a little bit obscured

by the symbology; that is a little distracting to me. The

rotation forces seemed normal, feedback was good

and that was not a problem. When the pitch attitude is

extremely high initially after takeoff, it's a little diffi-

cult to scan down and pick up the heading. If you have

vector--a flight director that kept you on track--that

would be helpful. The comments I think I gave as I

went along, I initially tried to track the magenta circle,

but it looks like it was taking me in the wrong direc-

tion, so I reverted to this altitude and airspeed profile

and the trend vector that it has and tried to capture the

speed profile. The trend vector on that particular dis-

play becomes less valuable as you climb. And it would

be good to have on the flight velocity vector a speed

deviation from the desired speed, and you would need

to see what the desired speed is being indexed to [and]

some way of showing what speed that is trying to take

you to.

Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Is ade-

quate performance attainable with tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? Well, I would say ... depends on whether you

want to work some minor difficulties ... I would say

yes. Mildly unpleasant deficiencies, improvement not

required--well actually, I think I would say that it

probably needs some improvement in terms of the dis-

plays and information given to the pilot. There's no

problem physically. Flying profile--everything's hap-

pening so slow, that you just need to provide some

information to the pilot so that that's easily done. Most

likely this will be done on an autopilot, all automated.

Give it a [CHR] 4; minor annoying deficiencies are

primarily in the displays and cues for the pilot in terms

of holding airspeed. Some of these displays are help-

ful, but I think they need to be improved.

Lat dir: I would give it a 4, because of the constant

need to have to adjust the wings level and track head-

ing. I would just as soon have a constant track or con-

stant heading when the wings are level for a period of
time.

Centerline tracking seemed to be adequate and

conventional and nothing abnormal about that at all. I

did notice when you hold the brakes and apply power,

the pitch attitude didn't seem to change any, which it

normally would by pressing the nose strut a 1/2 ° or 1°,

or something like that, and there wasn't much rebound

when you release the brakes. Usually the nose will

spring up when you release the brakes. Holding cen-

terline was no problem. Rotating, I would prefer a

fixed bug on here. I don't know if you have bugs on

your head-down display for V1, Vr, V2, or not. It

seems like they should have those bugs on there.

Frankly, I can read the airspeed tape head-down a hell

of a lot better than head-up. The airspeed readings,

runway background, sky background, their speeds

flashing by quickly are sort of difficult to read digi-

tally. It's easier to see if something's happening down

here on this vertical tape, or on analog round dial

airspeed and so just having marks. I think on a

[Boeing 777] we have a V 1 oral call out, which is

automated call out. The other pilot calls V r. That

works pretty good.

Establishing the initial pitch attitude with the

magenta-boresight that flashes, that was up so briefly

that it just seemed like you were pitching up, you

ought to be able to see where it is you're going, where

it is that box is taking you, and I don't recall seeing the

tail strike. Right now that tail strike is up about 15° . Is

that correct? It sure looks like a 15 at first glance, I see

it's a TS. I think I got it enough to where I can read it.

The guidance cue for flight-path vector seems to be a

little jumpy. But, some kind of analog--the rolling

digits for the cueing for the 800 ft--is a little bit lack-

ing on a standard digital altimeter. You'd have a bug

probably set for your cutback altitude. You'd have an

analog--clear and distinct indication of when you

were coming up on cutback--because that's fairly

important. That's a little bit missing in the head-up

display. I guess that's all, unless you have some spe-

cific questions that I didn't answer.

Runway centerline tracking is a 1. I don't think

you can improve on that. I didn't see any problem with

that, and the rotation, I'd give it a 1. Actually, why

don't you make that a 2, because of the means that you

are using for initiation of rotation. Of course you're
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calling it out, but it's a little hard to read those num-

bers, but the physical rotation itself is not a problem.

When you pitch up to the 10 ° or beyond the 10 °

pitch-up, you lose the heading scale completely, so

you have no idea what your heading is. Did I give you

a Cooper-Harper for the lateral directional? Make it a

2, because you lose your analog horizon: of course

you've got the heading information heads down.

Pilot B. Okay comments for run 79, task 3030, profile

climb. The task was to fly the profile. Bank angle con-

trol and deviation heading were what was being

looked at. Now, there were some deviations in heading

during the run, but I am not going to penalize the sys-
tem for that because when I wanted to maintain head-

ing I could, and bank angle control similarly--when I

wanted to maintain it I could. So really, no flying qual-

ity problems longitudinally or lateral directionally. I

would suggest that maybe this task ought to have

another task to maintain the climb profile within a

half-circle diameter to task the longitudinal axis a little

bit more, because right now there's no task associated

with the longitudinal axis. And also there's a problem

in performance in that we could not get above about

39000 ft at about 1.4 Mach. Okay, longitudinal HQR:

it is controllable, adequate, and satisfactory, and pilot

compensation largely not a factor for desired perfor-

mance, HQR of 2. Lateral directional: controllable,

adequate, and satisfactory, and again, pilot compensa-

tion not largely a factor for desired performance, HQR
2. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. C is the pilot, morning session, side A. Good

morning.This is run number 5, and it's task number

3030, and it's 1 December, and C is the pilot. The

climb profile task is quite easy from the capture of the

meatball after takeoff. So the overall pitch task is quite

easy to do with just following the meatball, and that

keeps you very well on the profile. Trying to use the

little predictor on the profile display is significantly

more difficult and takes your attention away from out-

side other tasks, so it's really not an acceptable way to

go, I think. The finesse in the handling qualities in the

pitch axis we talked about before. When the meatball

moves out a little bit, there's a tendency for you to

want to move the nose either up and down in the

proper direction and that causes you to ride in the

breakout. You feel like you are pushing, pushing,

pushing, just gently, a pound or so, and then you try to

move just a little bit more, and then the command

marker just jumps down. I programmed them out. Not

a real smooth and precise way to fly the airplane. It

makes it so that the passengers--I don't think--would

like the ride as you do that, because it moves in steps.

You can't get a nice fluid motion with it. For the first

part of the climb from takeoff, I hardly touched the
stick and roll at all, because the breakout and control

law just keeps a heading locked on, which is not very

realistic, I assume. When you try to fly, it is pretty

easy to select about a quarter of a degree of bank angle

to bring the heading back very slowly, so I think that

the heading control is quite nice. Yeah. When you try

to do a fluid kind of maneuver, where you do a pitch

and a roll maneuver to bring the heading and pitch

back to where you want to go, that occurs in little,

jerky steps. The motion base gives you kind of a jerky

ride. Which, if that is real, I don't think the passengers

would like very much. Okay, is it controllable? Yes. Is

adequate performance obtainable with a tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I am going to say no, because I am thinking

about the part of this task of the smoothness and the

preciseness with which I can maneuver the airplane

and give the passengers a good ride. And for that, I do

not think that it's desired performance yet. I think it's

just adequate performance--requires considerable

pilot compensation to try and make that ride as smooth

as possible for the passengers. BUt the mechanics of

the task and doing it actually are not as bad as what I

feel about that ride quality part of this thing. In other

words, we can get desired on the heading and bank

angle tasks quite easily. Yeah, not for what this air-

plane is supposed to do, I think. So that's why I feel

like that part of it is not adequate at this point or it's

not desired, it's adequate. It requires me considerable

work to do that job and be as smooth as I can, so that

gives it a 5. (Longitudinal or lateral directional?)
Both--because I find that same kind of characteristic

in both axes, and that is when I was trying to show you

that fluid motion there and feeling the jerks in the air-

plane is where I go from there. That's about all I have

to say.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 7, we just did the profile

climb, just did one, 3030, it was run 55. And after the

takeoff, once you get on the profile, it's just a very

easy task longitudinally. Laterally, it's a little confus-

ing. It just kind of goes wherever it wants to. Let's rate

it longitudinally after we get established on the profile

not the climb, because we already rated climb and, you
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know,it's afairly complexmaneuver.Thisis a very
simpleandeasymaneuver.Let's give it a 3. Some
mildlyunpleasantdeficiencies.A little hardto make
realsmallinputsonthestick.It's just someroomfor
improvement.Reallyprettygood--3.Laterally:I'm
notsurehowto ratethatwith theflightdirector.Butif
youtakethetaskasmaintainingheading,thenthere's
definitelydownto a "needsfixing." Let'sgiveit a 5.
Soa3anda5.

Pilot E. Run number 18, 3030, the profile climb. A

fairly easy task, all in all. I mean, you got to constantly

pay attention because the flight director is ever so

slightly varying many times, so you can't just totally

ignore the task. Even though Bruce had warned me

many times not to be following the flight director in

the lateral axis, a couple of times I did. For some rea-

son, even though I think I had some input on where the

heading digital readout was displayed, I seem to con-

tinually miss it. And once I recognized it was there,

then it was easy to maintain heading within, easily, a

degree. IfI had been really tightly in the loop, it would

have been no deviation. So basically the task is cer-

tainly doable. It is with this control law, it is not diffi-

cult at all. I guess there's no real comments.

Obviously, we know the profile climb has some errors

in it, but as far as following the profile, it's not diffi-

cult at all, given the guidance. Following the guidance

circle, you don't even need the display. The display is

kind of interesting because it can let you fine-tune the

guidance, so the display actually is a little bit more of

a vernier type of tool than the actual guidance circle.

The guidance circle is very easy to follow. So, see

evaluation basis, I'm supposed to check the handling

qualities of profile climb. Okay, lateral directional is

really not an issue. Basically, if you don't get sucked

into following the guidance circle, it's not an issue at

all. In longitudinal it's also very, very easy. So,

controllable for longitudinal: controllable? Yes.

Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes. And this is going to

be a 3, because pilot compensation is continually

required, though it's not a difficult task, which forces

it to be a 3, in my opinion. For lateral directional:

controllable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes. Also, a 3. It does take minimum

compensation to maintain the wings level. There is for

either.., whatever reasons ... there is a certain coupling

or a certain tendency to occasionally ... you set up a

slight bank angle and it's probably more of a control

law, control side stick, controller harmony issue, not

necessarily, although it could be aerodynamic. It could

be that we have a slight, maybe ever so slight, speed or

spiral divergence problem or whatever, which so far

we have not had a task that would bring out. So that's
it, a 3 and 3.

Task 3040, Level Flight Transition to Climb

Pilot A. These are the comments on 3040, level flight

transition to climb, last run number is 35.

Longitudinal ... wait a minute, we don't even give

Cooper-Harpers on this one, do we? Is that right?

Okay, longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Satis-
factory without improvement? Yes. And improvement

not required. This particular, I think I would give it a 1

on this one, pitchwise. It's very, very easy. The only
difference that I would make is ... the comment I

would make ... is that for a flight-path response air-

plane, the flight-path angles would be perhaps more
appropriate than actual rates of climb. And so, there-

fore, some kind of target on the target rate vertical

path, that you can go to for the pitch attitude or the

flight-path marker, would be helpful. It would make it

even easier. And so let's see, let's go to Cooper-

Harper, lateral: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate per-
formance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Yes. Actually it's quite easy. Let's give it a 1 on this

one because it's really not a problem at all.

Pilot B. Okay, comments, run 46, task 3040, level

flight transition to climb. Started at 10000 ft,

1500 ft/min, +50 ft is what it says. I am going to

assume that is a short-term goal. I don't think in the

long term you really need to control it that closely.

Bank angle, 2 ° max for desired deviation heading, to

2 ° max desired, deviation airspeed 10 ° max desired.

Airspeed control wasn't largely a problem. I am work-

ing on the pitch rate to couple pitch rate and thrust in

the climb, and in the long term, +200 to +300 ft/min is

doable. Anything closer to that and you're probably

going to exceed it at some point. Let's see, from the

longitudinal axis control standpoint though: I feel that

it is controllable, adequate, and I am going to say that

desired performance requires moderate pilot compen-

sation on this one. You are really working longitudi-

nally, HQR of 4. Lateral directional: not a problem,

it's controllable, adequate, and sat, and pilot compen-

sation is largely not a factor here in this level of task--

straight and level task--HQR of 2. So the HQRs are 4
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longitudinally and 2 lateral directional. That ends the
comments.

Pilot C. Task 3040, Pilot C on the first of December.

And it's adequate. Performance obtainable? Yes. Is

satisfactory without improvement? I would say, just

taking into consideration all of the cruise time I've had

at high altitude, I think it was perfectly acceptable,

fair, and some mildly unpleasant deficiencies. Mini-

mal pilot compensation required for desired perfor-

mance. Cooper-Harper 3 in both axes.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Okay, task 3040, mn number 40, level flight

transition climb. Not a big issue. What we did, first

mn we did, we just set up some gauges to figure out

about what gamma it would take, and even on that I

pretty much was very quickly able to stabilize at

1500 ft plus or minus about a hundred, maybe a maxi-
mum of 200. But with the indications on the ... I was

using the tape because the vertical speed sitting height
I have, it's difficult for me to see the 1 to 2000 ft/min

range masked by the actual frontage piece of the
instrument. So I can't see where the needle is ... so I

had to use the PFD and that is almost a logarithmic

scale, and so you have to kind of estimate where

1500 ft/min is, and your estimates are only good
+100 ft. Nevertheless, and as we note, the acceleration

diamond is not calibrated properly. But even with all

those incredible obstacles, the task was simple enough

where I was able to stabilize roughly 1500 ft. Air-

speed: I was given +10 knots, and I don't think I ever

got plus or minus more than about 3 knots. Well

within desired there. Bank was not a problem, and

heading stayed right on pretty much, I thought. So lon-

gitudinal: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Sat-

isfactory? Yes. I'll give it a 3. Lateral directional:

controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes,

a 3 also. The biggest problems here are the limitations

on the display to complete the task. Very smooth han-

dling qualities, no tendency for overshoots or PIO, and

the airspeed control was a little bit easier than I

thought it was going to be with the diamond, once you

calibrated it to give you the proper information.

Task 3050, Profile Descent

Pilot A. This is profile descent, 3050 is the condition,

run number 37 is the last run number. Longitudinal

Cooper-Harper rating: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate performance attainable with tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Yes, and I think I would give it a 2 with some ... well,

let me think about it. Following the speed profile is ...

actually it's somewhere between a 2 or 3 because of

the ... I'll give it a 2 because we did have guidance. It's

fairly, reasonably good guidance to maintain the Mach

and airspeed schedule on the descent ... trend vector

information as far as airspeed and altitude were con-

cerned once you were stabilized on it. My initial throt-

tle closing and pitch changing was concentrating on

primarily just getting a target attitude established and

getting throttles closed without exceeding a g force.

And so when that was accomplished, then I had not

taken into account.., during the phase of the descent ...

I did not take into account the speed profile. Rather I

was going towards a target attitude, or target gamma,

getting the throttles closed in a manner that did not

create a g upset. So ifI included the airspeed schedule,

I could change my rates so that, as I reached the target

gamma, and as I brought the throttles to idle, I would

still be on the Vmo curve. It was a little bit below that,

but I think that incorporating that information into

your scan, having a barber pole on the airplane, so that

you knew when you exceeded the limit, exactly how

far you were from the limit. Actually, you do have a

barber pole here, don't you? You have one right here.
Oh. So it doesn't reflect the true limits. That would be

helpful, if you had an analog indication of airspeed,

and indication of the limit, and indication of when you

were over it and how much margin you have to it. And

at any given time ... like what's most conventional

transports have ... this particular condition could bene-

fit from optimizing displays, and I had a couple of

shots at it, but I still think we have a ways to go to find

the best display. Okay, lateral directional once again:

is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Is

it satisfactory without improvement? Yes, but I think I

would give it a 2. Once again I think it's concentrating

on pitch attitude--attention somewhat drawn away

from the heading--heading loop. So it would be help-
ful to have a track hold in that situation, and so it

requires conscious pilot effort to change heading.

Pilot B. Task 3050, profile descent. The task I chose

was to visually just (draw) a straight line on the trajec-

tory display from 2.4 at 60 at 4000 ft, roughly down to

250 at 10000 ft, and then constantly 250 thereafter. I

am not going to talk about deviation in schedule
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airspeedbecauseI reallydidn't havea firm schedule
downthere.It waskind of visual[guess]on thedis-
play;however,thetask in settingthe pitchattitude
whereI wantedto andcontrollingairspeedin the
descenttothepointthatI wantedto ...it wasactuallya
pitchattitudecontrolandthenjust lookingattheair-
speed.Thatwasfairlyeasy.A littlebit of workingin
thelongitudinalaxis,but thepitchattitudetendedto
stayprettyconstant.It wasbetweenabout4 and7 or
8°, tothebesttomyrecollection,in theentiredescent.
I didn't noticeany majorproblemsin eitheraxis.
Longitudinal:it's controllable,adequate,andsatisfac-
tory, and minimal pilot compensationrequiredfor
desired,HQRof 3. Lateraldirectional:controllable,
adequate,sat, and essentiallyno compensation
required,HQRof 2.Thatendsthecomments.

Pilot C. Task 3050, profile descent, it's first of

December and C is the pilot. Evaluate the handling

qualities of the airplane on descent; check gust sensi-

tivity in descent. Well, let me give it a Cooper-Harper

rating here first, and then we will talk about it: is it

controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance obtainable

with a tolerable workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory with-

out improvement? I will say no. Cooper-Harper 4.

Minor but annoying deficiencies--desired perfor-

mance requires moderate pilot compensation. I like

the profile display here for controlling the airspeed

and akitude on the descent. It all worked very nice. I

guess my biggest--my minor but annoying

deficiencies--still is the difficulty in setting the new

flight path in a nice, smooth, and easy way, without

disturbing the pilots. The actual, all other aspects of

the descent were perfectly acceptable, including head-

ing control and pitch attitude for descent and airspeed

and throttles and so on. So pitch axis: I will give both

longitudinal and lateral-directional Cooper-Harper of

4 [with] minor but annoying deficiencies.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 13th, we just did the pro-
file descent from cruise altitude of 64000 ft and level-

out at 10000, 250 knots, task 3050. It really works out

pretty good. You got 10 min or so there to do it, so it's

not a high workload, although some things could obvi-

ously be improved. The VHD display really gives you

quite a bit of lead in what to do. I think we flew a

fairly quasi-energy efficient profile, yet with fairly

low gamma-dot to keep the passengers happy. I guess

my big desire would be to see a lot more information

integrated into the HUD, at least partially somehow, to

give you some sort of pitch guidance and lead some

airspeed warnings on the HUD, some analog altitudes

you know, errors on the HUD, etc. So I'm going to

give it a 4 just for those deficiencies. The workload

wasn't really that high. Laterally: it's a 2.

Pilot E. Okay, 3050, profile descent, run 41. Because

of the predictor noodle and the airspeed profile,

altitude-airspeed profile, the task is quite fun and

enjoyable and not too terribly difficult. You'll notice

that I slip below 10 000 ft. I misunderstood what Bruce

wanted me to do, and I was just trying to lay the noo-

dle on top of the deceleration line and not really

watching my altitude, but I would have been able to

level off at [10 000] very easily had I been paying

attention. So I won't penalize the airplane or the task

for that. Bank angle ... let's see ... heading just right at

2 ° ... I wasn't really paying attention. I was pretty

much heads down a lot. I probably should have been a

little more heads up, but then I got off about 2 ° and

corrected back without any problem, and I only used

about 2° angle of bank to do that. And deviation of

scheduled airspeed--well I don't know. Do you think

I was within +5 knots? Alrighty, so the task: is it con-

trollable? Yes. Is it adequate? Yes. Is it satisfactory? I

might give it a 4, because I think it just takes moderate

pilot compensation, not minimal. You really have to

be kind of constantly flying it, and so it's a high work-

load task, and I think therefore, I really need to give it

a 4_-not based on the fact that you can't do it, but

based on the fact that it takes a lot of effort as you go

through a very changing condition in airspeed and alti-

tude. Just kind of a complicated high workload task.

Lateral directional: adequate, controllable? Yes.

Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes, a 3. For some rea-

son it tended to drift off in heading about a degree or

two and slight bank angle. I don't know why. I think

as a suggestion for the control law--a control law

comment--certain things track hold, submodes, and

the like, or heading holds, submodes, would obviously

be nice. The technology has been around for 20 years,

so we could certainly just make it work hold ... either

hold a bank angle or hold a track.

Task 3060, Transition to Supersonic Descent

Pilot A. Okay, condition 3050, profile descent, run 5

is the last run. Oh that is not it. Okay, it's 3060, it's

transition to supersonic descent, run 5 is the last run.

Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes.
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Is thereadequateperformanceattainable?Yes.Satis-
factorywithoutimprovement?In thiscase,longitudi-
nally, I hadnoproblemsthat absolutely[werenot]
minorannoyancesdeficiencies[with]moderatepilot,I
wouldn'tcall it moderatepilot compensation,soI'm
goingto give it a ... well, I don't knowwhetherit
wouldbea2 ora3.Theforcesarequitelight,soyou
havetobeverycautiousaboutchangingpitchattitude.
They'resolight thatthere'sa hazardof excessiveg,

inadvertent excessive g is a real possibility. I think I'll

give it a 3 for that reason. And the accel/decel cue is

helpful in holding Mach number. Okay, so I'll give it a

3. Lateral directional was quite good: is it controlla-

ble? Adequate performance. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? Yes, and I'll give it a 2. There's really

no activities required there.

Pilot B. Task 3060, transition to supersonic descent at

1000, 2000, and 4000 ft a minute. It says, max over-

shoot +10 percent. I am going to assume that's rela-

tively short term, +10 percent in the turbulence.

Deviation in the Mach, 0.01 desired. Deviation [in]

heading, 2 ° and bank angle, 2 °. All of that doable with

some workload, and working on longitudinal axis, not

really the lateral directional. So longitudinal: it's con-

trollable, adequate, and I think it is satisfactory with

minimal pilot compensation required, HQR of 3. And

lateral directional: is controllable, adequate, and sat.

Pilot compensation is essentially not a factor in this

straight and level task or straight task with descents, so

HQR of 2 for longitudinally, 2 lateral directionally.
That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. This is run 72, task number 3060, Pilot C,

1 December. And my comments for that are Cooper-

Harper rating of 3 for both pitch and roll. It's very

easy to use the controller to move the command flight-

path marker down the desired amount once you get

your body calibrated. It's easy to remember. You just

move it down a particular amount, adjust the throttles

approximately the right place, and look at the diamond
and move the throttles to set the diamond. That's all

quite easily done.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Run number please, 45, 3060, transition

supersonic descent. I think I'll go on record saying

performance standards are a little bit unrealistic based
on the amount of information we have to use. Also, the

gamma command control law establishing the sink

rate ... I guess this is probably as good a control law as

any, but it's very, very, very sensitive. Just the slight-

est little breath of air on the stick will change the sink

rate by a few speeds, by a couple hundred feet a

minute. So to meet these performance criteria [it's]

very, very, very difficult. The airspeed control, I

thought, was not too difficult to maintain within a hun-
dredth of a Mach all the time and did not seem to have

to worry so much about that. I did make some very,

very, kind of low-frequency power inputs and very

small inputs. They seem to hold it just fine. The accel-

eration diamond, of course, is very helpful in this task.

I'm going to use my pilot's discretion and say that I

think the performance standards were a little bit rigid

for this. And basically, obviously, since you're doing

10 percent, then the task at 4000 ft a minute is quite a
bit easier than the task at 1000 ft a minute, since I'm

allowed for adequate over 400 ft, plus or minus. I can

still make it so I think [there's] a little bit of a problem

with the performance standards. At any rate, it is defi-

nitely a ... if you want to hold it right at plus or minus

zero at a certain foot-per-minute sink rate--it does

take a lot of effort--pilot-in-the-loop. So is it control-

lable longitudinally? Yes. Is adequate performance

attainable? Yes. Is it satisfactory? No. I'm going to

rate it a--trying to split the difference between your

performance standards and my opinions--I'll rate it a

5. Basically that adequate performance-if you want

to try and hold exactly a certain foot-per-minute sink

rate--does require at these speeds, with this control

law, a lot of pilot effort. Lateral directionally: no prob-

lem whatsoever. Controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes, a 2.

Task 3062, Transition to Transonic Descent

Pilot A. Okay, on condition 3062, transition to tran-
sonic descent, run number 08 was the last one.

Cooper-Harper longitudinal was a 2, and the pitch atti-

tude changes were larger, and so the sensitivity

involved in setting vertical speed is slightly less at the

lower speeds, and Cooper-Harper for lateral direc-
tional I'd call a 2.

Pilot B. Task 3062, transition to transonic descent.

Pretty much like before, except 0.95 Mach at 1000,

2000, and 4000 ft/min. Okay, maximum overshoot,

10 percent, I felt that was doable. Deviation,

0.01 Mach, that was doable. Heading and bank angle,
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2°, thatwasdoable.Theonly differencethis timeis
lateraldirectionaxisworkingalittlebit attheselower
altitudesandspeeds.Thegustsarea little bit more
effective,andI amhavingto controlbankinga little
bitmorethoroughly.Longitudinaltaskfelt verysimi-
lar. Okay,longitudinalCooper-Harper:controllable,
adequate,andsatisfactorywithminimalpilotcompen-
sationrequiredfor desiredperformance,HQR 3.
Lateraldirectional:controllable,adequate,and sat.
ThistimeI workeda littlebit in thelateralaxis,soI
amgoingtogiveit anHQRof3aswell.Minimalpilot
compensationrequired,3and3.Endof comments.

PilotC.Task3062,PilotC, 1December.Thisisvery
nearly the sametask as the previousone--same
Cooper-Harperratingof 3. It's a little hardernow
becauseyouhaveto movetheflight-pathcommand
markerfarther,soyoucan'tbequitesopreciseineye-
ballingwhereit needsto gowith thethrottlemove-
ment,andthediamondhelpsyouadjustthepower.
Worksrealniceandmakesthejob quiteeasy.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Run number 49, 3062, transition to transonic

descent. A lot of"trans" in that title. Okay, first thing I

discovered that is interesting is that there is a big cou-

pling between throttle movement, that is, power com-

mand and flight path. The commanded gamma stays

where it should, the theta moves almost linearly with

the throttle position, and your actual gamma, of

course, diverges by up to a degree and a half with what

I consider relatively small power changes. So you can

actually sit there and move the power back and forth,

keep a commanded gamma constant with your hands

off the stick, and watch the theta and actual gamma

just kind of dance around, go up and about the com-

manded gamma. So it certainly ... that's to me a defi-

ciency in the airframe control law system and it makes

the task, obviously harder. However, if you're very

smooth with the power and just gradually, continually,

smoothly pull it off until you get to around the proper

setting. And the technique that seemed to work pretty

well to me was I would push over and I would use the

throttle to keep the diamond on the wingtip. So if I

moved my throttle at a rate that kept the diamond on

the wingtip, I would keep my speed fight where I

wanted to; I would not have this obnoxious power

coupling effects in the pitch axis, and I could pretty

much tangential intercept the 4000 or 2000 ft/min rate

of descent. Again, the performance standards are quite

tight, and if you don't do your power just right.., obvi-

ously for the 5000 ft/min, you don't need to make

much of a power reduction, but for the 2 and 4 you do.

You got to be very careful how you pull your power

off to not excite overshoots that are beyond your con-

trol. Obviously my commanded gamma is where it

should be and I pull some power in. My actual gamma

then diverges pretty quickly from that. There is not

much a pilot can do to keep from overshooting his
commanded or his desired sink rate. So with all that in

mind: is it controllable? Pitch comments, Bruce?

Okay, longitudinally: controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory? I will say no and give it a 5 again.

Although I think this task has been easier than the

supersonic, simply because the slower speeds means

that it takes more of a gamma change to equate or to

give you a ... small gamma changes don't affect you as

much as small gamma changes, that is, small stick

commands, do at the higher speeds. So I'm going to

say this is kind of borderline 4 to 5, but since I didn't

meet desired criteria, I will give it a 5. But it's a better

5 than the previous one, easier task. Lateral direc-

tional: no problem. Controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory? Yes, 2.

Task 3070, Airspeed Change in Subsonic Climb

Pilot A. This is the pilot comments for 3070, run num-

ber 9. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance attainable without

intolerable pilot workload? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? Inherently, holding speed with the

gamma hold law is a higher workload. I would say that

we would have mildly unpleasant deficiencies. I give

it Cooper-Harper of 3. It's just, flight-path hold law

tends to require constant attention when--in this type

of maneuver--changing speed, or changing speed

while you're holding a vertical path or vertical speed,

'cause the gamma is changing as the speed changes.

So I would give it a 3. Cooper-Harper lateral would be
a2.

Pilot B. Task 3070; airspeed change and subsonic
climb, 1500 ft/min; acceleration from 250 to 350;

bank angle, _+2; deviation rate of climb, _+50 ft. Well,

on the short term, that is doable. In heading, _+2 and

overshoot of target airspeed less than a knot, huh,

okay. Yeah, the numbers seem a bit artificial. I guess

what I am trying to do is--actually I didn't overshoot
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it; it wasstabilizedat 350,but I wouldsay+2 knots

desired and +5 knots is adequate on that one. Without

turbulence, yeah, in the short term you can call

50 ft/min desired. That's probably the limit to what I

can see. In bank angle, 10 and 10 is fine. Okay, longi-

tudinal Cooper-Harper: I am working to get the air-

speed but it's nothing inordinate. I feel I can get the

desired performance. It's controllable, adequate, and

sat with minimal pilot compensation required, HQR of

3. Lateral directional: I am working here a little bit, as

well run back and forth. I can't tell you why. It may be

because my longitudinal inputs inadvertently intro-

duce lateral ones, but it's controllable, adequate, and

sat with minimal pilot compensation, HQR of 3. So
it's a 3 and a 3 here. End of comments.

Pilot C. Task 3070, airspeed changes and subsonic

climb. The ability to adjust the airspeed is quite easy. I

used a strategy of just pushing the power all the way

up to accelerate to 350 if possible and take advantage

of the gamma control, holding the attitude near the

climb rate that I wanted. I didn't try to adjust it too

much as it varied around a bit, basically because it's

not normally necessary to have that that accurate. The

lead to stop at 350 knots--350 knots seem to be a little

bit abrupt and I didn't get quite as much lead informa-
tion as I would have liked to have, but other than that,

everything was just fine. I will give it a Cooper-Harper

of 3, which is just mildly unpleasant deficiencies,

which are the small difficulty I had in getting the air-

speed set properly. Cooper-Harper of 3 also for the lat-

eral directional. No part of the task here.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Okay, comments on run number 50. Is that

right? Card 3070, airspeed change and subsonic climb.

Again, the card has a published performance criterion

that is pretty tight, and we have loosened it up to _+200

for desired, 300 for adequate. And again for the speed,

it's hard for me to see because of the way that it's situ-

ated on the instrument panel. I can't really see the

1000- to 2000-ft range very well. I can't tell actually,

if I'm at 1500 or not. I was using that instead of the

tape on the PFD, which also is relatively difficuk

because of the logarithmic scale to tell where exactly
1500 ft is. Then also I noticed twice where I had an

acceleration diamond that was incorrectly telling me

what was going on. At one point when I went to cap-

ture the 250 after the decel 350, I was showing a

decelerating diamond, and I had stabilized, so I

thought I was doing okay, but yet the speed stabilized

at about 253 and then started to increase even though

the diamond showed I had a pretty hefty decel going

on. Subsequently to that I showed an acceleration of
the diamond and in fact deceled 2 knots and then

quickly came back. So a little bit of inconsistency

there between the diamond and the actual perfor-

mance. As far as pitch rate with speed, there are defi-

nitely correlations we know between actual gamma

and throttle position. We notice a delta between com-

manded and actual of about a degree and a half when I

pulled the power back to idle, even though I tried to do

it fairly smoothly. So again--we mentioned those ear-

lier--those are some problems to remember. So as far

as the task, I am going to assume, for the most part of

the time I was hovering around the desired range. Cer-

tainly, bank angle was desired range, heading was

desired range, and airspeed does not really show a

desired range on airspeed that I can see. It is ... so it's

impossible to do so. At any rate, I'm going to pretty

much ignore that performance standard there. But I

will say, when I was kind of playing around with the

acceleration diamond, and experimenting a little bit,

and seeing why it was giving me some rough spots and

erroneous information. But the 350 I captured fairly

closely, and the 250 was within certainly less than

5 knots, and had I been playing with the acceleration

diamond, probably could have done it within 2 knots.

So I think that is probably what I could have done

fairly easily, which I think is pretty darn good for an

airplane this size and everything else going on. Is it

controllable? This is for longitudinal rating: Yes. Is it

adequate? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-
ment? This evaluation basis check for undesirable air-

speed coupling--what are they referring to there,

Bruce? I noticed that. The only coupling is throttle to

throttle position to pitch coupling but no airspeed cou-

pling that I noticed. So I would say, longitudinally: I

will rate this a 4. It's a very difficult rating to give

because I think the correct standards are not really

right for this maneuver and so I don't ... it's just a little

bit difficult to hold the gamma to maintain your con-
stant climb rate. For lateral directional: it's a nonissue.

Controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes,
a2.

Task 3074, Transonic Deceleration

Pilot A. Okay this was a transonic deceleration, 3074,

mn number 11, and once again Cooper-Harper

longitudinal: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate
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performance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

I would say no. I think I'll give it a 4 because of the

need to compensate for thrust changes, accels, and

decels. The actual gamma does not ... the commanded

gamma does not really maintain as you change thrust

settings, and so you have to compensate for this fact

by actually attempting to deviate from level flight in

anticipation of the errors caused by thrust changes. So

that's really kind of minor but annoying deficiency,

more in the displays. Well, actually it's in the control

law itself. And the lateral directional: I would give it a

2. No real problem with lateral directional this phase.

Pilot B. Task 3074, transonic deceleration from 0.99

to 0.90 Mach, level [flight]. The gamma control law ...

apparently when you introduce power in middle flight

of these conditions, you get a little bit of heave that

causes about a 50- to 60-ft descent, so you have to cor-

rect for that. Other than that, the task is essentially a
no-brainer, so the longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is

controllable, adequate, satisfactory, minimal pilot

compensation, HQR of 3. Lateral directional: essen-

tially not a problem. Controllable, adequate, and sat,

pilot compensation not a factor, HQR of 2. End of
comments.

Pilot C. Task 3074. Decel from 0.99 to 0.90 Mach and

reaccelerate again. That task was really quite easy to

do because of the gamma flight-path command. Just

leave that pretty much where you want. The altitude

varied a little more than I thought, even though it

wasn't moving. I guess that's because we were cruis-

ing fight along at a pretty good speed. Small errors

mean a lot. Anyway, the whole process was pretty

easy with the diamond and the rest of the displays, so

it's a Cooper-Harper of 3 again. Mildly unpleasant

deficiencies. (Cooper-Harper of 3?) Correct.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Okay, 3074, transonic deceleration. Comment

here is, the main thing is that I tried, have a gamma

control law ... I'm on the horizon, with zero gamma

commanded, pulled the power back and the com-

manded gamma stays on the horizon, but my actual

gamma falls. It's more of a coupling with the thrust

pulling the throttles back and on adding the throttles. I

didn't do anything until I got about a 100-ft error; then

I put in a slight correction. I had the command at this

point. Actually what happened was, without touching

anything, the actual gamma fell off and then the com-

manded gamma actually seemed to drop a little bit
below it and I had not touched it, so I made a correc-

tion above the horizon, and then I had to recorrect it.

Obviously we are getting some effects from the power

changes that should be taken care of by the control

law. As far as intercepting the Mach, I was looking at

the digital readout on the HUD, and as Bruce points

out, that gets truncated, so I was looking down; I was

within about a thousandth ofa Mach and trying to wait

for it to get to the proper Mach. So not too difficult a

task, especially with the airspeed acceleration symbol.

So longitudinally, again no airspeed coupling, but I'm

not sure exactly what they mean by that. Longitudinal

task ... it certainly ... there is no real ... well I guess if

you stay real tight in the loop it will do that ... you
shouldn't have to ... the control law accounts for it. It

should maintain the thing at zero gamma, but it

doesn't. Is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate perfor-

mance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? No. And I'm going to rate it a 4

because the minor but annoying deficiencies clue error

in that rating block. The minor but annoying deficien-

cies are it will not hold gamma during power reduc-
tions. For lateral directional: it is a nonissue.

Controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? No,

2. (Two).

Task 3076, Airspeed Change in Low Altitude Cruise

Pilot A. This is an evaluation of 3076, mn 12, the air-

speed change at low-altitude cruise, and it's a decel
from 350 to 250, back to 350. Is it controllable? Yes.

Adequate performance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? No. I think I would give this

one a 5 because of the thrust changes requiring com-

pensating anticipatory target gammas that are trying to

compensate for the fact that the airplane cannot, in

fact, hold gamma as you move the thrust up and 1° to

2 ° as you add thrust and accelerate, and that pitch

changes bleed off to about half degree during the final

stages of the acceleration and similarly on the decels;

so when the throttles are moved rapidly, it's very diffi-

cult to moderate when you're capturing a speed. It's

quite difficult to make those compensations and deter-

mine exactly how much compensation is required. For
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that reason I'll give it a 5, I think. And lateral direc-
tional is still a 2.

Pilot B. Task 3076, airspeed change in longitude
cruise to 250 from 350 knots. A little bit of work in

maintaining altitude in longitudinal axis [and] in main-

taining bank angle in lateral directional axis. Not any-

thing untoward. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper:

controllable, adequate, satisfactory, minimal pilot

compensation, HQR of 3. Lateral directional: control-

lable, adequate, and satisfactory, again, minimal

compensation, HQR of 3--3 and 3. That ends the
comments.

Pilot C. Task 3076. I will give you a little different

rating on this one in the pitch axis. The roll will be the

same--Cooper-Harper 3--but the pitch axis, I'll make

it a 4. Minor but annoying deficiencies and that's

because the acceleration is so rapid that the altitude

changes a little more than you would like, and then

when you try to chase after it, it's a little more difficult

than a Cooper-Harper of 3. It's a Cooper-Harper of 4

in my mind. And at one time the display actually made

me move the stick in the wrong direction, trying to fix

it, and I actually made the errors bigger than smaller.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not rate this task.]

Pilot E. Task 3076, airspeed in change, low-altitude

cruise. Run number 52. Okay, very similar comments

as far as the CM problems. Interestingly enough,AP,
this time I left my hands off for the acceleration 250

back to 350. I was pretty much around 15000 +27 ft,

didn't touch the stick at all, and at full power I climbed

about 250 ft. After I got to approaching the thing, I

made an aggressive power reduction. Pulled it back to

the trim setting or close to it. With only about a 6-knot

lead, it quickly lost 250 ft. I don't see how we lost it

that fast because we gradually.., it took a while to gain

the 250 but we went right back to 15030 ft. I was busy

watching the airspeed, and I didn't notice how quickly
we came down, but we came almost back down to the

original altitude. At any rate, similar comments and I

see no real difference in this speed regime and the pre-

vious one and this altitude and the previous one. Com-

ments the same. Longitudinal: controllable? Yes.

Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? No. I will rate it a 4 for

the minor but annoying deficiencies, that is, the lack of

gamma control during power changes. Lateral direc-

tional: same. Controllable, adequate, satisfactory, 2.

Task 3080, Heading Change in Transonic Climb

Pilot A. Okay, heading, this is task 3080, heading

change and transonic climb, last run, number 40.

Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes.

Adequate performance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory

workload, satisfactory without improvement? Yes. I

don't see any problem there. And I think I would give
it a 2 on longitudinal. It's just a simple scan, flight-

path vector, vertical speed. Lateral-directional

Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Satisfactory

performance attainable? Yes. Acceptable without

improvement? I, as far as accomplishing the task,

think it would probably fall into the ... let me just give
it a 3. Some deficiencies that would be ... I don't know

whether the deficiencies ... the cab motion seems to be

a little unusual. I don't know whether that is just unre-

alistic or what. Okay, so in that case, really there's no

problem in getting, rolling in and rolling out on the

headings, and performing the task at all. It's just as
you go along, the motions that you see tend to be a

little disturbing. Let me give this one a 2 in lateral-

directional Cooper-Harper because there's no real

problem with this task. The forces seem a little on the

high side for maximum effort, maximum roll rate. Roll

rates are fairly slow, but they seem to be adequate.

Pilot B. Pilot B, task 3080, heading change and tran-
sonic climb. The task is the 2000-ft rain climb,

0.92 Mach, fight third degree turn at 15° angle of

bank, and left third degree turn, then repeat at 35 °

angle of bank. Tolerance bank angle _+2° is doable for
desired deviation climb _+50. Yeah, when I am

trying ... those are awfully tight tolerances for the long

term, however. Deviation in airspeed _+5knots. That is

doable but the caveat is, at 35° angle of bank, the

power is all the way floored and we are still decelerat-

ing slightly, so it depends on how fast you do it. And

deviation of target heading _+2°. Yep. Desired. Yep,

you can do that. Okay, longitudinal: it's controllable,

adequate, and satisfactory, minimal pilot compensa-

tion, HQR of 3. Lateral directional: it's controllable,

adequate, and sat, and once again minimal compensa-

tion, HQR of 3. It's borderline. If it was any tougher

laterally, I would give it a 4, but I think I am satisfied
with a 3 for this task. End of comments.
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Pilot C. Task number 3080, heading change in tran-
sonic climb. These tasks are a little more difficult

because now you have to do some real flying of the

airplane. The bank angle is relatively easy to set, and

pitch attitude also; when you have to make some

changes in them, they're a little abrupt, and you can

feel an abruptness in the motion also. So, less smooth

than I would like to see for this kind of airplane. Is

adequate performance obtainable with a tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I would say minor but annoying deficiencies

Cooper-Harper 4. Desired performance requires mod-

erate pilot compensation, and that is I have to work to

be smooth. I have to use a little more force to get out

of the breakout than I would like. And once I do get

out, the airplane tends to jump and be a little jerky.

And that's Cooper-Harper of 3 for both lateral direc-

tional and pitch and roll. That's Cooper-Harper of 4 on

both, not 3. (4 and a 4.)

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 13th, just finished task

3080, ended on run 25, a subsonic heading change.

With the head-up display and the control system, it

combines to make a pretty easy task, although there

are some deficiencies. A positive comment: gamma

hold does a good job of holding gamma. It's a little

hard to maintain exactly 2000 ft/min. I think it would

be neat to redefine the task in terms of gamma, so you

wouldn't have to use two displays. Roll system has a

little bit of coast in it after you release the stick. You

have to provide just a little bit of lead to hit your head-

ing. I like to see it snub down just a little bit faster

after, when you take your input out. The HUD heading

and the bank displays are nice. X-double-dot has its

same old lag, but for this particular task only small

throttle inputs are required and it wasn't a real factor.

Let's give it a pilot rating of 4, and the deficiencies are

primarily in the display. There's no H-dot on the HUD

and the lag in the X-double-dot. Laterally: let's give it

a 3. The only real deficiency I saw was I would like to
see it snub down in roll a little faster.

Pilot E. Run 53, task 3080, heading change in tran-

sonic climb. Only comment here was that at full power

at 35 ° angle of bank, it is not enough to maintain air-

speed, and you do decelerate. All told, it was not a bad

maneuver. I basically left the gamma where it was,

and since the speed's constant and the gamma's con-

stant, then my rate of climb stayed constant. So not a

very difficult task. I didn't have too much trouble cap-

turing the bank angle, especially on the 35° ... you just

put the stick all the way over, and it does captures for

you. So that is kind of a nonissue there. At 15°, you
had to take a little bit of lateral effort to maintain it,

and it tended not to hold it. I was finding myself con-

stantly having to kind of sweeten the pot to keep it

right there at 15° . As far as the 15°, the heading cap-

ture was pretty much a nonproblem. At 35 ° it was a lit-

tle bit harder simply because your turn rate is faster

and I tried to be aggressive; it wasn't a smooth cap-

ture. It says right here, "aggressively maneuver," so I
took that to heart, and I tried to wait until the last

moment and aggressively roll out rather than trying

[to] tangentially [to] intercept the heading. So on the
last one I overshot about 1 1/2°--1 ° to 2 °_and then it

went right back to 1°, and any rate, that is within

desired criteria. So, desired all the way around. So lon-

gitudinally-I'm going to ignore that zero overshoot,

because you could undershoot then and ease into it,

and that takes out the spirit of aggressiveness. Okay,

so for longitudinal, it is a pretty simple task there: con-

trollable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes. I

really didn't do anything longitudinally, so I am going
to rate that a 2. Lateral directional: controllable? Yes.

Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? No. A 4, and the reason

being that the 15 ° ... I kind of had to work to keep the

thing on bank. At 15°, I kept having to put little inputs

in there, and this is really borderline 3 to 4. I'm kind of

being a little bit pessimistic here. It could go either

way as far as I am concerned. I'll give a 4 here, but it

is real borderline Level I/Level II. Mainly because it

doesn't have real good bank angle hold performance
in the control law.

Task 3084, Heading Change in Supersonic Cruise

Pilot A. This is condition 3084, run 41, and heading

change and supersonic cruise. Looking at longitudinal

Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate per-

formance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Yes. And in this case I think it did quite well. I guess I

would have to give it a 2. It's no real problem. And

lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: is it controllable?

Yes. Adequate performance attainable with tolerable

pilot workload? Yes. Satisfactory without improve-

ment? I would give it a 3 but I think the heading infor-

mation seems to be ... so I just realized that it ... as far

as using the digital heading information and the bore-

sight for rollout ... that because of the way it's pre-

sented, it tends to give you an early rollout by 2 ° or so
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from a 30 °, 35 ° bank. Track is a better indicator of

rollout; however, if you had any wind, then you could

not really correlate those two. So at your bank angle ...

has to be taken into account what a really steep turn

would do ... might be even more of a factor. So I guess
I would have to rate the lateral directional as a 3; I
think I said for that maneuver.

Pilot B. Task 3084, heading change and supersonic

cruise, task at 2.3 Mach, 63 000 ft, to maneuver in and

out of a 20 ° turn to the fight with 15 ° bank and then to

the left and then repeating with 35 ° angle bank. Task

was _+2° desired in bank angle; that was doable. Plus

or minus 50 ft in rate of climb; that's not appropriate. I
would substitute a deviation in altitude with that redo.

I would say, 50 ft desired and 100 ft adequate on that.

'Cause rate of climb is not one of the things you're

interested in at this point. Yeah, and I feel like desired

was doable here. Deviation airspeed, _+5knots desired,

10 knots adequate. When we had sufficient thrust to

maintain airspeed, that was doable. At 35 ° bank angle,

you don't, so you are decelerating the entire time.

Deviation from heading, _+2°, that's doable. Okay,

Cooper-Harper: it's longitudinal. It's controllable,

adequate, and sat with minimal compensation

required, HQR of 3. Lateral directional: it's controlla-

ble, adequate, and sat, again minimal compensation

required, HQR of 3. And the compensation just con-

sists of watching the bank angle and controlling a little

bit of inertia on the airplane, and longitudinally, just

keeping the velocity vector on the horizon and making

inputs do so. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Task 3084, Pilot C evaluating. I think that

was relatively easy to do in level flight there and not

too hard to maintain the altitude. Is it satisfactory

without improvement? I would say, yes. Unpleasant

deficiencies, minimal pilot compensation required for
desired performance, Cooper-Harper 3. A little bit

jerky, but I think I felt like it was in the mildly

unpleasant arena. Yeah 3, 3--both lat dir and pitch.

very slow it's, if anything, a little bit easier to roll out

on heading. Let' s give it a pilot rating of 3 and 3.

Pilot E. Run 54, 3084, heading change in supersonic

cruise. Okay, that was pretty much hands off in the

pitch axis. I let it stay on level flight and didn't worry

about it. Obviously, longitudinal was not a factor

there. Lateral directional: the only thing I didn't par-

ticularly care for is, in the rapid aggressive rollout

from 35 ° and 15 °, got a little bit of beta. I left my feet
flat on the floor, let the control law take care of it. A

little bit of beta, sustained beta, that took a while to

take care of. Obviously, if we wanted to improve this
control law, we'd have some more cross connection

between the directional and lateral axes and try to take

care of that. But basically not a tough task. Airspeed of

course, I was full power and could not hold airspeed,

especially at 35°; I decelerated to 2.34 Mach from 2.4.

So, longitudinal: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes. I'm going to rate it a 2, almost a 1,
but we did lose a little bit of altitude there, so we

didn't quite hold it, but obviously pilot compensation
was not a factor. For lateral directional: controllable?

Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? No. I'm going to

rate it a 4, and again this also borderline 3 to 4. I could

probably come in with a 3, but I don't like the fact that

you have to constantly work to hold your 15 ° angle of

bank. Thirty degrees you just.., the stick is full over...

it reaches the stop. At 15 it should go over there, and

with neutral stability it should just stay there and not

have to play with it. I had to get back on in the lateral

axis because I started to go to 17° angle of bank. I was

watching it and it was just increasing the roll without

any command from me. So I think it is just a control

law tweak right there or just some kind of aerody-

namic thing; it's just ... no control law is going to

work. At any rate, as far as I can tell we have a good

set and that and the fact that beta is obviously very

apparent during the rollout are two things that keep it

from being a Level I.

Task 3086, Heading Change in Low-Altitude Cruise

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 13, supersonic heading

change, task 3084 and it's pretty much ditto task 3080

except it's a little bit easier. You don't have to ...

there's no throttle task ... you just leave the throttles at
full. And descend the whole Mach number so the

eases that X-double-dot lag a little bit--problem, a lit-

tle bit. I'm not sure why. And since the turn rate is

Pilot A. Okay, this is condition 3086, run number was

42, and the longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controlla-

ble? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? Yes, and I would give it a 2.

And the lateral directional: is controllable. Adequate

performance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

I think I will give that a 2 also. The only thing ... it
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couldbe in ... it couldbea 1if youhadtheabilityto
lockin anattitudeholdtypeof optionsomehow.The
bank angle: the only commenton the lateral
directionalmightbethattherolloutfromtheleft and
therightweresomewhatasymmetrical.It's alittleeas-
iertoroll outfromaleftbankthanit isto roll outfrom
a rightbankbecauseof the forcesinvolvedon the
stick.Butit's quitepleasantactuallyatthishighspeed.

PilotB.Task3086,headingchangeandlow-altitude
cruise,350knots,60° turnto therightandto theleft
usinga 30° angleof bankturn.Let's see,tolerance
wasbankangle,+2 ° desired. That is doable. Deviation

rate of climb: again I would like to substitute +50-ft

altitude change desired and 100 ft required. Deviation

in airspeed, 5 knots: that's easily doable. And target

heading, +2°: that's doable. You are working a little

bit, but all of these are doable. Longitudinal CHR: it's

controllable, adequate, and sat, minimal pilot compen-

sation, HQR of 3. Lateral directional: once again,

controllable, adequate, and sat, minimal pilot compen-

sation, HQR of 3. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Task 3086, Pilot C, heading change and low-

altitude cruise, 30 ° of bank to 60 ° of turn. Going

through the turn there's a little bit of activity on the

stick, and it's mostly kind of little jabs to keep things

going; that makes the airplane a little bit jerky. So it's

going to head me toward the Cooper-Harper of 4 here.

Satisfactory without improvement? Minor but

annoying deficiencies. That's that little roughness in

the ride and not being able to fly with pressure but fly-

ing with little jabs, and then it causes, at least in one

case, kind of a nice little abrupt jerk in the airplane

which the passengers will not appreciate. So both

axes, Cooper-Harper of 4.

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 13. We had a heading

change at 15000 ft, 350 knots, task 3086--pretty

much ditto 3080, the other subsonic one we had. I am

going to change the pilot rating on one just a little bit,

but longitudinally: it's the same. Pilot rating of 4 for

the same reasons--display problems mostly.

Laterally: I am going to increase it to a 4 this time

from the 3 I gave it on 3080 ... primarily because I did

get into ... because of that roll coast. I got into just a

little bit of a PIO. Almost a PIO tendency there. I kind

of set it on 30 ° on the first rollin. Let's give it a 4.

Pilot E. Run number 55, card number 3086, heading

change in low-altitude cruise. The main comment here

is, I'm trying to be as aggressive as I can because [of]

the term "aggressively maneuver." And the motion

cues are not right on that. You shouldn't feel such

huge side forces. We are not seeing really a whole lot

of beta on that and that's just not realistic. Probably

some washout is required in that motion response we

are getting. At any rate, longitudinally, I had to make a

couple of corrections that time to keep us on altitude,

so it didn't quite hold as well as it has on previous

ones. The airspeed control is very good. There was

some question as to whether the diamond was going to

be tuned properly on the wingtip for the acceleration

cues, and I played around with that a little bit, allow-

ing myself to deviate a couple of knots on airspeed,

but it appears the diamond was working properly. Air-

speed? I certainly stayed within 5 knots. Heading? I

stayed within 2 ° and bank angle I stayed within less

than 2 °, so I met all of the desired criteria. Okay, for

the rating--longitudinally: controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes. A 3 this time, because

it did take some minimum compensation to keep the
climb rate zeroed. Lateral directional: controllable?

Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? No. Again a 4, and

the main reason being, it's just not holding the bank

angle. You have to correct it to hold the 30 °, and also I

am going to say this could go 3 to 4 like the two I have

previously rated. So I have chosen to be a little more

critical this time depending on the mood I'm in.

Task 3088, Heading Change in TCA Descent

Pilot A. Heading change in TCA descent, 3088, mn

14 was last run. Cooper-Harper longitudinal: is it con-

trollable? Yes. Adequate performance? It's question-

able. Probably, yes, let's see ... desired deviation from

bank angle, adequate 5, well ... and 75 on the vertical

speed, well, yeah ... 10 knots, yeah, it's somewhat dif-
ficult to ... I would tend to rate that a 6 because of the

combination of thrust, thrust changes, stiff throttles,
and the ... this is the 15° bank and 30, both of them?

Well, let's give it a 5. Yeah, longitudinally and a

lateral directionally, you need to have the ... to hold

the ... let's see, it will hold 35 ° all by itself, so it's not a

big problem. I didn't see some strange motions in the

motion, motion cues, rolling into and out of the banks,

but it was rolling in and out. It's no big problem. I

guess I would have to give it a 2.

Pilot B. Task 3088, heading change in TCA descent,

250 knots, 15° and 35 ° bank angles, 60 ° turns right

and left. Deviation target bank angle, 2 ° desired.

That was doable. We changed the deviation rate of
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climb--desired is 200 ft/min. That is doable.
Adequate,500 ft/min in the gusts.That is doable.
Deviationairspeed,5 knots;thatwasdoablewhenI
wastryingtocontrolit.Deviationfromtargetheading
andtheendof turn,+2 ° desired, 5 ° required. I would

say the 2 ° desired was pretty tough. It took a lot of

work to get the 2° and there is kind of a pendulum

effect for the velocity vector at this airspeed that
makes it a little more difficult than before. At least, I

didn't notice this kind of difficulty before [on] lateral

directional axis. The longitudinal axis was about like

before. So longitudinal: it's controllable, adequate,

and sat, with minimal pilot compensation. I would say

that lateral directional is controllable and adequate but

the desired performance requires moderate pilot com-

pensation. I am going to give that an HQR of 4. So

longitudinal is 3, lateral directional is 4. That ends the
comments.

Pilot C. Task 3088, heading change in TCA descent,
and it's Pilot C. The 15 ° of bank on that turn: the

workload was easy enough. It could be a 3 but there,

coming back on the 35, I had to work hard enough so I

think it is more appropriate to be a Cooper-Harper of 4

[with] minor but annoying deficiencies and moderate

pilot compensation for desired performance.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Okay, 3088 card, run 56, heading change in

TCA descent. Comments: there was obviously motion

fidelity, something odd about it. Bruce brought a com-

ment: previous complaints in previous studies about

the motion in these things in aggressive turns, in that it

may be actually the cockpit is so far ahead of the cen-

ter of gravity that the motion may be all that wrong, I

guess. So that is something we need to study at

another time. It may be something interesting to look

at. That time, it took a little bit more occasional input

longitudinally to keep the thing at the proper climb

rate. As I made power corrections to hold airspeed

during the turn reversals, I got deltas between com-

manded and actual gammas, which also made the lon-

gitudinal task a little bit more difficult. It seemed like

it was more power corrections required on this particu-

lar task at low altitude and the higher banks, especially

at 35 ° , and in order to maintain speed, and that every

time you make power corrections you do get some

longitudinal coupling, which is kind of a nuisance. So,

for this one, longitudinal: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate performance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory with-

out improvement? No. Give it a 4. The main reason

being there were more power adjustments required for

speed control, and each one of those seemed to cause

longitudinal coupling, which is kind of a nuisance.

Lateral directional: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? No. Again I'm being overly picky on lat-

eral directional, but I just think that an airplane should

be able to hold a commanded angle of bank without

wandering, so I think it is a minor but annoying

deficiency.

Task 4012, Configuration Change in Straight

Flight--Moderate Turbulence

Pilot A. Okay, this is 4012 condition, and the run

lot was 15. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it control-

lable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? Yes. I think we'll call it a 3

with mild, minimal pilot compensation required. The

gamma as you change thrusts, even with the autothrot-

tle, tends to let the altitude wander around quite a bit.

The gamma--actual gamma--splits out from the tar-

get gamma a substantial amount of the time. Longitu-

dinal or the lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: I would
call a 2.

Pilot B. Task 4012, configuration changes, straight

flight, moderate turbulence. This is with the autothrot-

tle on straight and level at 250 knots, gear down, slow-

ing to 157, and then gear up and speeding up back to

250. Since we got a gamma control on and since the

autothrottles are on, there's absolutely no pilot input

required whatsoever in either axis, so the HQRs are

going to be real easy. It's controllable, adequate, and

sat longitudinally, and pilot compensation is not a

factor, HQR of 1. Lateral directional: same thing--

controllable, adequate, and sat, and no pilot compen-

sation required at all, HQR of 1. That concludes the
comments.

Pilot C. And it's 4012, configuration change in steady

flight, moderate turbulence. This exercise is all okay

except for one thing. In my mind, it's a little annoying,

and that's when you make a reasonably abrupt power

change of significant size, then the pitch attitude

changes a lot, which I think might bother ... might

have a bad effect on ride qualities some place in the

airplane, either way in the back or up front. [Do] I

think it is satisfactory without improvement? No,

minor but annoying deficiencies, Cooper-Harper 4.
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Youwill haveto usemoderatepilot compensationto
avoidthatproblem.(Latdir?)Youcancallthata3 if
youneedanumberto putin there.(That'sa4 and3.)

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not evaluate this task.]

Pilot E. Run 57, 4012, configuration change in

straight flight. The last card of the Ref-H assessment.

Okay, the first time we did it, I was completely hands

off. [Tape ran out; pilot gave longitudinal 4, lat dir 3.]

Task 4020, Nominal Approach and Landing

Pilot A. Task 4020, and the last run was 14. Longitu-

dinal: I could trace through all of these decision points

but actually, improvement not required. I think I

would give it a 2. I think with a little guidance infor-

mation you could improve on it. There are some negli-

gible deficiencies, but pilot compensation is not a

factor. If you had more flight director type

information ... actually one of the factors was that you

had a split between commanded and actual that tended

to get you off the glide path and then back on ... that's

minor, but noticeable. So lateral-directional Cooper-

Harper for glide slope and tracking: give it a 2. I think

you can improve it in the law with a track hold in the

detent there. The other one is on the landing, Cooper-

Harper for longitudinal during flare: I would give it

a ... how many of those landings were adequate in

terms of sink rate versus desired? (In terms of sink rate

we didn't have any desired landings; they were both

adequate.) Okay. It seemed to me, in the flare ... I

would give it a 3 because of the tendency for it to set-

tle in a little faster than you really wanted. You are

commanding a flare that was starting low, so you had

to initially overflare the airplane and it was hard to

predict the ... and you got into rate limiting on the ele-

vator. It seemed strange for just a normal approach

and landing and flare. Something is wrong there, I

think, getting rate limiting on a normal landing, and

those were rather benign maneuvers we were using

there. So from the pilot's standpoint, the landing just

appeared to be harder than you'd like. Lateral direc-

tional: that was fine; give it a 2. But it seemed to me

that I have ... my seat was a little higher than what you

would have (normally). I was a little hesitant to over-

flare, to carry it beyond the box. I think you need to

have your commands a little tighter in the flare. This

display could be tuned up quite a bit to improve per-

formance by making the symbology a little crisper and

clearer. It initially, on a whole, seemed a little bit

fuzzy on some visuals.

Pilot B. These are comments for run 29, task 4020,

approach and landing task with the 30 ° offset. First

task to rapidly maneuver on the final approach path at

low altitudes. From the standpoint of longitudinal, I

tried both fine corrections and fairly large scale cor-

rections, no tendency for PIO or coupling with the air-

craft. No tendency to get out of phase, no tendency for

inordinate workloads or anything like that. The lateral-

directional precision in terms of back angle capture,

and heading rate, and heading capture if degraded was

only degraded by the motion feel on the cockpit. There

tends to be a fairly large sideways motion associated

with lateral inputs, probably due to the model geome-

try and the distance we were away from the axis of

rotation. I felt, in terms of performance, like I was able

to get desired performance whenever I chose. The

workload was a little bit higher in close, as it got a lit-

tle bit more sensitive to inputs, as you would expect.

But, again, I felt like I was able to get desired perfor-
mance when I tried.

The longitudinal Cooper-Harper: it's controllable,

adequate performance is obtainable. I think it's satis-

factory without improvement. For this part of the

phase of flight I'm going to give an HQR of 2, pilot

compensation not really a factor; it does pretty much

what you want it to do without thinking too much

about the compensation [and] negligible deficiencies.

For the lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: it's

controllable, adequate performance is obtainable. The

issue here is whether it's minimal pilot compensation

or moderate. I'm going to call it minimal and give it an

HQR of 3. And again the only thing that degrades per-

formance a little bit is the motion cues, plus a little bit

of adverse yaw and the rolls; although you'd expect

me to have problems with heading prediction on inter-

cepting and tracking headings, and I didn't have those

kind of problems. I was able to get to the heading

pretty well. For what it's worth in these no-wind con-

ditions, when I'm saying "heading," I really mean

"course." What I haven't tried is referencing the

waterline symbol for heading. That's probably

because it's so far away on this airplane; I've got a

problem with putting heading up there because the

first thing I'm going to reference is the velocity vector

since that's what flying too. And when you tell me to
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roll outon theheading,probablythe first thingI'm
goingto do is roll outoncourseinsteadof heading,
andif there'sabigwindthereI maytakesomecorrec-
tions. So just for reference,I think we've got a
problemprogramwidewith howto quicklygetto a
headingin anairplanewhereyourpitchattitudeis so
farawayfromthevelocityvector.

For the landingphase,handlingqualitiesof the
airplanelanding:no tendencyfor APCs.I didn't
noticeanyPIOtendencyor anymajorbobblingten-
dency.There'saslighttendencytoovercorrectandre-
correctin thepostflarephase,aftertheflarewascom-
plete,[and]whensearchingfor anattitudeto hit just
priortotouchdown,there'sa little tendencyto wonder
andhunt.No tendencyto float,whichwassomewhat
of asurprise.Notendencytobounceaftertouchdown.
Thetendencyhere,for me anyway,is to landhard
unlessI really try. I've reallygot to concentrateon
gettingthegammaup,andwhatI endedupdoingwas
deliberatelyputtinggammaabovethehorizonin the
flarein orderto getthesinkratedownattouchdown.
SomethingI've neverhadto doonanyotherHSCT
simulation--it'salwaysbeenbelowthehorizon,and
thisoneit's above.Thatmaybeduetothelocationof
thelowercalculatingthegamma.

As far asperformancestandards... the landing
zone...I'm workingat that.I neverreallygotabove
adequateonthatdid I? I didn't reallygetin desired;
although,yourtolerancefor desiredis fairly tight on
thisone.Whatis theboxfor adequate?Andwhatis
desired?Yeah,I think in othersimulationsI've been,
we'vedoubledthose,sodesiredwouldbewhereyour
adequateis, andadequateis somethingwell beyond
that.Andthereasonwe'vedonethatisbecauseapilot
isn't reallyin anairplanewhereyourgearis 640ft
behindyouraimpoint.Wedidn'tfeellikethelocation
of theboxwasa goodtargetto controlto.Thepilot
isn'treallytryingtolandin thatbox,thepilot istrying
to doaconsistentflare,andwhatyou'll doispickup
cuesthatallowyoutocheat.LikeI'm deliberatelyput-
ting thevelocityvectorabovethehorizonbecauseI
knowthatif I don't I'll landshortandhard.You'll
pickyouraimpointbasedonyourpreviouslandings,
notbasedonwhatyou'recurrentlydoing.Soit's kind
of toughtocall ...kindof toughtogiveanHQRcrite-
riaasarunwaybox.Weall doit butit's notreallytra-
ditionallyarealHQRcriteriain anairplanethissize
causeyou'renotcontrollingto it. Sofor whatthat's

worth,I guesswhatI'm sayingis thatwhenyouarrive
in theflare,you'vealreadydonebasicallyeverything
you'regoingto doto getin thebox.You'renotgoing
to deliberatelyfloat in orderto land in that box.
You're goingto try to gaugeyourflaresothatyou
arrivein positionto touchdownin thebox,butonce
youarrive,you're not goingto correct.You'rejust
goingto takewhatevercomes.

That'sa separateproblem,but yeah,the box is
alsobiggerthanwhatI've seen.At anyrate,I'll baseit
onwhatyou'vegothereandsayI'm ableto getade-
quateperformancein termsof thebox.Thereis some
pitchcontroldifficultiesin theflare.Maybethat'sa
contributingfactor.

In anycase,longitudinalHQRin theaggregate:
it's controllable;I am ableto get adequateperfor-
mance.I'm goingto callit moderatecompensationfor
pitchcontrolin theflareandgiveit anHQRof4. I'm
kindof givingit thebenefitofthedoubthere.Between
desiredandadequate,I shouldprobablygive it an
HQRof 5, but I don't believethatthesearemoder-
atelyobjectionabledeficiencies,sothis isanarealike
weseesometimeswherethefourthcolumnis in con-
flict withthethirdcolumn,butI'm goingto giveit an
HQRof4becauseI considerthemminorbutannoying
deficiencies.

Forlateraldirectional:it's controllable,adequate
performanceis obtainable.It is satisfactorywithout
improvement.I'm justnotnoticinganyproblemwith
lineupwithoutanycrosswindor majorturbulenceto
speakof. I thinkyou'dcallanydeficienciesthatexist
mildly unpleasantandit's primarilyassociatedwith
the lateralmotionsin low corrections.I'd giveit an
HQRof 3.Thatconcludesthecomments.

PilotC.Fortherecordhere,it's mn57,4020,Cis the
pilot,andit's anormalapproachandlanding.Sofirst
we'll look at the glide-slopeandlocalizerintercept
part.Whenyouareflyingthispart,it ismostsuccess-
ful if youkindof fly it asif it is anautopilotwithcon-
trol stick steering.Onceyou're establishedon the
pitchattitudeyouneedto holdaltitude,youvirtually
don'thaveto touchthestickagainin pitchasyoudo
theintercept;youcanjustuseroll forces,getyour20°
of bank,andthenthepitchattitudestaysjust where
youneedit to maintainlevel flight, approximately.
Theroll controlseemednottoobad,asyoutry to roll
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outon the desiredheadingto stabilizethe localizer;
however,it's notreally,well,predictableasfarashow
toroll outandgettheexactheadingthatyouwant.In
eachcaseI eitherovershotor undershot,andthenI
havetomakeseveralmorecorrectionstotryandtoget
it atthedesiredplace.Andanytimeyouhaveto cou-
plewiththestickandstarttomaneuvertheairplanein
aclosed-loopway,thentheworkloadgoesupsignifi-
cantly,andthejerkingaroundthatyougivethepas-
sengersismoresignificant.Okay,let'sgiveaCooper-
Harperrating:adequateperformanceobtainablewitha
tolerablepilot workload?Yes.Is it satisfactorywith-
out improvement?I will giveit minorbut annoying
deficiencies.Desiredperformancerequiresmoderate
pilot compensation,so it's not satisfactorywithout
improvement.It's Cooper-Harperof4, andmyannoy-
ancewithit is thedifficultyin rollingoutontheproper
headingthatI wouldlike anddifficultyin gettingthe
headingexactlywhereI wantit. OnceI triedto dothat
and...kindof ajerkynatureof flying of theairplane
whenit ...whenyou'retryingto makesmalladjust-
ments.Well,4 1callthat,in bothaxes.It will be4 for
bothaxesandbecausewhenI try andfly it in pitch,
alsothenit hasthatsameannoyancein tryingto aim
theairplanein exactlywhereyouwantit in pitch.It
doesa reasonablygoodjob of controlsticksteering
butit's not likeflying anairplane.Is thenextpartthe
landingsegment?Oh,thatwasthelocalizerintercept
partof it. Thispartispositionallandingpartfrom400
ft ondown.Thefeelingof theairplanegoingthrough
its flap transitionsI thinkarejust okay,youknowto
expectthosechangesandtheyseemquitenormalto
meandnotdisturbing.Asyou'reapproaching,theten-
dencyis to fly theairplanewith littleblipsof inputin
pitchandroll, asopposedto pressures.By puttingin
the little blip you canmovethe flight-pathmarker
command,commandmarker,somesmallamountand
so when you are far out one00 ft out--final
approach,thattechniquestill works.But asyouget
closerandclosertotheground,if youstartandtryand
actuallyfly theairplanetomaneuverfor thelandingas
opposedto tryingandmakeanautopilotarrival,then
thehandlingqualitydeterioratessignificantlybecause
it's moredifficult to, niceandprecisely,controlthe
airplanewith the stick. Is adequateperformance
obtainablewithatolerablepilotworkload?I amgoing
to sayyes.And is it satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment?No. ThenI'll giveit moderatelyobjectionable
deficiencies.Adequateperformancerequiresconsider-
ablepilot compensation,andthecompensationthatI

requirethereis to stayoutof the loopanddoamore
open-loopkind of landingandacceptwhatI get as
opposedtomixingwiththeairplaneandtryingto land
it andflareit. Andthatappliesto bothpitchandroll.
My difficultyis flyingtheairplanein theclosed-loop
manner.The Cooper-Harperrating was5 for both
pitchandroll, andthemoderatelyobjectionabledefi-
cienciesis the difficulty in flying the airplane
smoothlyandpreciselywhenyoutryandactivelyfly a
flightpathto alanding.If you'rejust tryingto docon-
trol sticksteeringin a moreopen-loopfashion,you
perhapshavebetterresultsthanyoudoif youtry to fly
theairplane.

PilotD. PilotD, December5th.We'reup to block2
starting.Wejust completeda nominalapproachand
landing,task4020,andweendedwithmn50.Letme
justmakesomegeneralcommentsfirst,andthenwe'll
get into pilot ratings.Let megive thecontrolcom-
mentsfirst. It feelslike the longitudinal-lateralhar-
monyis off a little bit. Thatis, thatI feel thelateral
stickforcesarea little bit high,in particularlycom-
paredtothepitch,andI thinkI woulddecreasetheroll
stickforcesversusincreasingthelongitudinal.I think
they'replentyhigh already.Theroll ratecommand
attitudeholdhasatendencytocoast;thatis,whenyou
releasethestick,it continuesto coastfor 4° or 5° if
youhaveanykindof appreciableratebuiltup.I think
thisis causingmeaslighttendencytoPIOin roll, per-
hapsthatplusthehighstickforcelaterally.Longitudi-
nally,glide-slopetracking,it's just great.Justa little
tendencyto bobbleon flight pathin theflare.I feel
likeit's hardtomakeasmallinput.I thinkthatwasall.
Okay,let's goupandtalkaboutthedisplay.Display
worksprettynicefor VFR,whereyoucanseetheran-
wayoutsidetohelpyoutellwhatyoushoulddoatthat
flight-pathsymbol.I'd like a depressedpitchline to
helpme.Theflarecueisquitedim,butonceyoulearn
tolookfor it, it's okay.I thinkthat,ingeneral,thedis-
playcontrastisprettylowhere.Andapparentlywe're
displayingthecgflightpathanduntil I wasawareof
that,it wasgivingmeaproblem.I wasunconsciously
tryingto put theflightpathonwhereI perceivedthe
flightpathtobe.Andofcoursethatcausedthevehicle
toessentiallyflare.I thinkonceI realizedwhatwehad
andjust usedit mechanically,it workedout okay.I
definitelyfeelthat'snot goodhumanfactors,butwe
coulddiscussthat off line. Pilot ratings:okay,let's
look at the approach.Longitudinalfirst. It's really
prettydarngoodandeventheperformanceis showing
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that.FortheVFRlandingtaskhere:improvememnot
required,I don't think; let's give it a 3. For the
approachlateral:I wouldlikejust a little bit lighter
stickforces,let'sgiveit a4 [with]minorbutannoying
deficiencies.For landing longitudinal, and that
includesthethrottles:there'ssomethingdefinitethat
needsto bedonewiththesethrottles...shouldhavean
autothrottledisconnectonthethrottlelevers,andthe
forcesin thethrottlesneedto beadjustedquiteabit.
It'sjust toomuchphysicalforce.Actually,you'resit-
ting herealmostleaningimo them,gettingthemto
comeback,whichisaffectingthelongitudinalandlat-
eralcontrolof thestickontheotherside.That'sone
thingthatreallyneedsfixing.Hadalittlebit of aten-
dencyto bobbleonthepitchandontheflarecue,not
too,too bad.Although,we weren'tmakingdesired
performance.Thatputsus imoa 5 onperformance.
AndI thinkprobablythatgoesalongprettygoodwith
thethrottles.It's moderatelyobjectionabledeficien-
cies.It's maybeat leasta 5. Solet's giveit a 5. And
lateraldidn'tseemto haveanybig problem.Oncewe
getthethinglinedup, it kind of holdsitself. It'd be
interestingto seewhatweget in a crosswind.Let's
giveit a3.

PilotE. Okay, 12/7,secondsessionwith Pilot E.
Okay,this is nominalapproachand landing,card
4020,andratingthe glide-slopeandlocalizerinter-
cept.ThelongitudinalCooper-Harperfirst: is it con-
trollable?Yes.Is adequateperformanceobtainable?
Yes.Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?Yes.I'll
rateit a Cooper-Harperof 3. Themildly unpleasant
deficienciesthatI noticed...basically,it seemstobe,
that...for somereasonit didn'tseemtobe ...I didn't
feelastightly in controlof the longitudinalaxisasI
wouldlike andI kindof haveahardtimeputtingmy
fingeron it. I think the...arewehavinganykind of
turbulenceonthisone?Lightturbulence.What'shap-
peningis, I'm seeingthe,andfeeling,theturbulence
in thecab,andI'm seeingthewaterlineor theaircraft
betavary,with thegammabeingconstant,andit ...I
don'tknowfor somereasonit's ...I can'tputmy fin-
geronit but I justdon't feellikeI wasrealtightlyin
controlof thegamma,eventhoughit movedwhereI
placedit. It somethingjust didn't feelquitefight.I'll
have to think about it somemore. The lateral-
directionalCooper-Harper:controllable?Yes.Ade-
quate?Yes.Satisfactorywithoutimprovement?Yes.
Alsoa 3.OnethingI noticedwhenI wasrollinginto
theturnto interceptthe localizer:I felt a sideforcein

thecab,andwhetherornotthat'sanartifacttothefact
thatwe'resofar in fromof thecenterof gravity,I'm
notsure,butthatsomehowseemedoddtome.Andthe
responsivenessin roll axisseemedalittlebit lessthan
whatI wouldlike,butneverthelessit's still LevelI.
Okay,for theprecisionlanding:I did threeof these
andI didn't quiteeverhit exactlyin thetouchdown
box,but I thinkI will in thenextcoupleof landings.
I'm figuringout ...againI haven'tflownthis in sev-
eral weeksand so my technique... I'm havingto
relearnhere,butfor longitudinalCooper-Harper:con-
trollable?Yes.Adequate?Yes. Satisfactorywithout
improvement?No. I'm goingto ratethata4 andI'm
goingto saybasicallyI thinkoverall,asfar asaim
poim,asfar as deviationfrom landing,sink rate,I
think it's reallyborderlineadequate/desired.SoI'm
goingto giveit thebenefitof thedoubtandgowitha
4. ThethingI did not like is theautoflapscomingin
for400ft for 18sec.It reallydoesmakethe...youget
a nice stableglideslopeandthenwhathappens...
whichisexactlywrongfromwhattheFAAwantsyou
to fly onapproach... youhavea stabilizedapproach
going, and then all of a suddenyour approach
becomesveryunstablein the longitudinalaxiswhen
theautoflapscomein. I reallythinkthat'sabadideato
dothat.I knowwehavenoiseconstraimsandall that
requirethat,butthatreallyis ...it makesanunpredict-
ableflight-pathchange,andI wouldseevery,very
rapiddeviationsaboveglideslope,tryingto compen-
sate.Whathappensis,I amputtingina lot of forward
sticktryingto get thegammabackdown.And then
whentheautoflapsquitsequencing,nowall of asud-
denyou'rein apositionwhereyouhaveto recorrect
that,fightasyouapproachtheflare;soinsteadofiniti-
atingtheflarefromastabilizedpositionI amhavingto
initiatetheflarefromanunstableposition.Sothat'sa
4,kindof borderline4 to 5.Butthelateral-directional
Cooper-Harper,however:controllable?Yes. Ade-
quate?Yes.Satisfactory?Yes,a 3. BasicallyI think
my widedispersionswerealmostdirectlyoncemer-
line.Andlocalizercontrolenclosedwasnotafactor.
Commemagainonlongitudinal:oneof thereasonsI
gaveit a4 was,I alsofactoredin thenosederotation,
whichisnotreallyoneof thegradedstandardsbutit is
partofthetask.Sincethenosewheeltouchdownis the
endoftheevaluationandthatreallyisniceenoughfor
thatkindof overall,helpspulluptheratings.
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Task 4025, Approach and Landing With Flight
Director

Pilot A. Longitudinal glide-slope tracking, pilot's

decision, is it controllable? Yes. Adequate

performance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? Yes, I would say it was a 1 (one) for

glide-slope tracking. For lateral-directional Cooper-

Harper, glide-slope tracking and localizer tracking: is

it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Sat-

isfactory without improvement? Yes, but I would have

to give it a 3 because the flight director seemed to

induce a PIO for me, when I tried to hold it precisely.

The net result was a very small order bank angle PIO,

probably 5° or so. I went back and forth, trying to

track that flight director. The landing itself--Cooper-

Harper: I would give it basically the same rating as the

previous one. What did I give it on that? (A 3 on that.)

A 3 for the inability to precisely get control of the sink

rate. For lateral directional for the landing itself: I

would give a 2. It was controllable--well let's give it a

2. The main distinguishing feature of the flight direc-

tor, it seemed to me, was that it was a little overly sen-

sitive in roll axis. I mean, the displacements were such

that it was difficult to keep it pegged. It is possible the

breakout forces being so heavy might cause you to

overshoot slightly. It is just easier to hold the glide

slope because you can look at the flight director cue,

which is right close to the gamma that you are using to

move around with the stick, and so you could concen-

trate on the pitch without having to go back up to the

glide-slope raw data, which is quite, so often, a ways

away from the gamma symbol. So it was just a lot eas-
ier to track.

Pilot B. Run 33, task 4025, approach and landing with

flight director. The first part of it is the ability to rap-

idly maneuver in the final approach path at low aki-

tudes and attain current flight before the middle

marker, which actually doesn't make much sense in

this control law because there's no trim from a pilot's

standpoint. At any rate, I found the longitudinal axis in

the approach pretty easy. Very similar workload to

that without a flight director; I think any increase in

precision was offset by a slight tendency to make very

small overcorrections with flight director movements.

In terms of workload I thought it was, overall, rela-

tively similar to what I saw before.

Lateral directional: there is a mild tendency to go

back and forth in the turbulence and with the flight
director motions. I don't think I noticed it before

because there was no tendency for small frequent cor-
rections like there is now with the turbulence and the

flight director. Again, I think the workload is similar

but the precision isn't a whole lot greater.

From a longitudinal standpoint: it's controllable

and adequate, and I believe it's satisfactory without

improvement at minimal pilot compensation required

for desired performance in the longitudinal axis with

mildly unpleasant deficiencies that I talked about. I'd

give that an HQR of 3.

Lateral directional: it's controllable, adequate, and

satisfactory, and again, minimal pilot compensation

which I talked about, and give it an HQR of 3.

For precision landing: the interesting thing here

from the longitudinal standpoint was difficulty and

precise positioning of the nose just prior to touch-

down. I always felt like I was hunting around for the

correct attitude, and part of the problem is, there's

nothing really on the display that tells me where to put

the nose in that last few seconds prior to touchdown.

The commanded gamma doesn't tell me; the actual

gamma hasn't deviated enough to tell me, although it

lags a little bit. I just feel like I'm hunting for a posi-

tion just prior to touchdown. Also contributing to this
is the fact that I find the radio altitude cluttered a bit,

hard to find quickly, and I'm listening primarily to the
voice for altitude cues so I kind of feel like I'm clue-

less in the last second or two just prior to touchdown.

From the lateral-directional standpoint: I again

noticed a mild tendency to wander left and right with

very small corrections. These are very fine degrees of

wandering--on the order of 1/2 a degree or less, left

and right, but they're there. There's a tendency to float

when I followed the guidance, and that's because the

guidance will take you high during the flap transition

for reasons we don't understand yet. When I didn't

follow the guidance ... when I followed the raw data

and kept the glide slope under control ... there wasn't

really a tendency to float at that point. So that's where

the tendency to float is coming from, I believe.
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Longitudinal HQR: controllable, adequate, and

I'm going to say it's not satisfactory based on moder-

ate pilot compensation of the longitudinal axis. I've

talked about what those corrections are and given an

HQR of 4. I think, however, that this is largely a

display issue and with the right display we could prob-

ably correct that.

Lateral directional axes: it's controllable, ade-

quate, and this time I believe satisfactory, with mildly

unpleasant deficiencies, with a little bit of wandering

in roll, but nothing that requires pushing us to level 2.

So, it's minimal pilot compensation, mildly unpleasant

deficiencies with an HQR of 3. That concludes the
comments.

Pilot C. Okay, this is run 61, item 4025, normal

approach with landing, flight director. First some com-

ments for their glide-slope intercept part of the exer-

cise. That all goes reasonably easy, and you can

handle that in either of two ways. You can be very

active on the stick and control with minute inputs. It

takes quite a bit of activity on the stick and consider-

able workload, but you get very, very precise glide-

slope intercepts that way. But take a different

approach and just try to do an open loop with

tweaking, it ends up with significantly worse perfor-

mance but still well in the desired category, I believe.

Let's get the Cooper-Harper rating: is adequate

performance obtainable with a tolerable workload?

The answer is yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I am going to say no. Minor but annoying

deficiencies--desired performance requires moderate

pilot compensation. And in this case it is the minor but

annoying deficiency in that you have to work too hard

to try and get the precise heading changes that you

would like to get and the attitude control, so that's

both for pitch and roll. If you ... so it's Cooper-Harper

of 4 in both cases, in my mind. Excuse me. Back to the

precision landing phase from 400 ft on in. Again, the

flap maneuver is not very difficuk to deal with. It's as

if it's ballooning and it tends to make you go high on

the flight path, but it's not a bad feeling from watching

this happen through a visual. It does cause some extra

effort to try and make sure you get down a little bit to

get back on the glide slope so that you don't go long.

Again, the technique here for being most precise on

the landing requires, at least for me, to have a very

high bandwidth input to the stick. If I do that, then I

can control the flight-path command marker much

more precisely than I could before. However, every so

often it causes me to ... my rapid inputs cause a rather

large excursion over which I have to recorrect back.

Once in a while it can cause a jerk on the passengers

but it eliminates the side to side poor lineup that you

get if you try and do it in a more open-loop fashion.

It's a high workload, but you can put the vector where

you want, and once more you can feel like you are

controlling the airplane to flight path to where you

would really like to have it. The rotation is a little dif-

ficult to do on the visual, but using that technique I can

get desired performance. However the compensation

level is quite high. So, is adequate performance

obtainable with tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it

satisfactory without improvement? I have to give it a

5. Moderately objectionable deficiencies, adequate

performance requires considerable pilot compensa-

tion. I cannot make the desired performance with

moderate pilot compensation. It takes me more than

that, so I fall under the category of 5. And that's for

both pitch and roll ... my comments are appropriate.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 5th. Just finished the

approach and landing with the flight director.

Task 4025 ended with mn 53. Task is pretty much the

same as without the flight director. Looks like the

flight director actually has a couple little problems.

One is, it allows the path to balloon as much as a dot

and a half as the flaps extend. And the other is that it's

not a very aggressive flight director. I intentionally

had a half-dot offset at 4, 5 600 ft. It never did get us

back within about 20 ft of the centerline with fairly

accurate tracking. But no problems with the airplane,

other than comments applied to the previous task.

Pilot ratings here: the approach, longitudinal, and--

shoot--what do you give it here with that flight direc-

tor that definitely needs fixing? We're definitely still

getting desired performance, and yeah, let's make it a

4. And laterally: I wasn't doing a whole lot this time

because it was a straight end task, so I didn't notice the

high stick forces and everything it had with the local-

izer intercept. Let's ... I still notice the dog-gone ten-

dency to S-turn or PIO on roll ... I'm not sure what it

is. Let's stick with a 4 on that. That definitely does

need fixing or could use some work on anyway. It may

not be fixable. I think though there's a couple things

that could be done. The landing for the longitudinal:

we definitely are into a 5 with the touchdown perfor-
mance and with the autothrottles, etc., etc. So the

question is: adequate, moderately objectionable
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deficiencies,adequateperformancerequiresconsider-
ablepilot compensation.Yep,I thinka 5 still applies
there.It's reallynotadifferenttaskfromtheprevious
one,becausemostlytheflightpathandtheflarecue
areaboutthesameat thatpointanyway.Now I'm ...
aboutthatballooningthatwe'regetting...thatI was
puttinginto theapproach,but it doeshappenbelow
400ft, sotechnicallythatballooningoughtto beon
thelanding,whichseemsa little funny.Okay,later-
ally: nota big problemin theflareandthelanding.
And I don'tevennoticethe S-turnduringtheflare.
Let'sgiveit a3.Sameaslasttime.Now,holdon,hold
on. We hadthat problemwith the flight director.
Yeah,definitelyneedsfixing. Again, it's not an
airplane-relatedproblem,but let's give it a 4 just
becausethat needsfixing. If youcandefinitelyget
yourselfoutof desiredperformance...well it's very
easywiththatflightdirector.Butaslongasyoutrack
it from 1500ft on down,noproblem.But it's defi-
nitelysomethingthatneedsfixing.Giveit apilotrat-
ingof4.

PilotE.Task4025,nominalapproachandlandingof
theflight director.All of my commemsremainthe
sameprettymuch,asfar asontheapproachautoflaps
andthelike andtheothercommems.The...this is a
higherworkloadtaskin thatto fly theflight director,
my...actuallywhatI callahighergaintask..,it forced
meto bemoreprecise.It's makingmegetin theloop
moreoften.On theraw data,I wouldnot detectthe
deviationsasquickastheflightdirectordetectsthem.
And thereforeI wouldmakelower frequencyand
longerterm,smoothercorrectiveinputs.Sothis was
causingmetobealittlemoretightlyin theloopwitha
littlehighergainintasking.However,theperformance
tendsto be a lot better.For longitudinalCooper-

Harper on the glide-slope intercept down to 400 ft:

controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes.

And I'd give this a Cooper-Harper of 3. Certainly pilot

compensation is required, which gives it a 3 not a 2,

even though the criteria were quite good on that--a lit-

tle bit higher workload task. For lateral-directional

Cooper-Harper: not so noticeable in the lateral axis as
far as the workload increase. It's also controllable,

adequate, and satisfactory, for a 3. The precision land-

ing ... we will say up from that we believe there's

some error in what the score card is showing us on
H-dot and what we think H-dot is, but based on

Dave's expert imerpretation of the firmness of the

touchdown, he's thinking, both of them were both

around 2 to 3 ft/sec, which is the desired. And both of

the distances were in the desired. The first landing, I

followed the flight director all the way to touchdown,

and I thought we hit about 4 or 5 ft/sec, but it gives a
0.9. The second one, I kind of followed it and kind of

sweetened the pot a little bit to try and soften the

touchdown. That's why I think I landed just a little

more towards the long end of the box. But, at any rate,

longitudinal: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satis-

factory? Yes, for a 3. And lateral directional: simi-

larly, controllable? Yes. Adequate. Satisfactory. And I

may go ahead and give this a 2, because I really was

not working the lateral axis at all that I can recall in

that task once I got stabilized on the glide slope. With

no wind, it pretty much held the track fairly well.

Task 4050, Precision Landing

Pilot A. Is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance

attainable? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Say yes. The landing flare part of it, a 2 or 3. Follow-

ing the flare guidance, carefully, it is probably a 2.

Most of my landings were without precisely following

flare guidance and I usually ended up landing hard, so

I guess I will have to give it, with all the information

available there, a 2. But I'm a little bit concerned

about the split-outs we are getting between actual ver-

sus commanded. That's common for low airspeeds.

Lateral directional: I'd give it a 2. It's controllable,

adequate performance is attained, satisfactory without

improvement; it seemed to be adequate. The only

thing ... I would like to see a track hold feature or a ...

forces are a little on the high side laterally.

Pilot B. Run 16, task 4050, which is the precision

landing task. There is no separate card here. Evalua-

tion basis is evaluate handling qualities landing and

high gain tasks, no tendency for APCs or to bobble in

pitch or roll. No tendency to flutter bounds. In general,

I didn't notice any pronounced tendency for APCs,

maybe a little bit of tendency to overcorrect, but the

APCs maybe consisted ofhalfa cycle or just one over-

correction in coming back, so no pronounced tendency
for that.

No bobbling in pitch or roll for high gain tasks.

Definitely no tendency to float; there is a tendency for
a firm touchdown and a little bit of control difficulties

in the longitudinal axis. Lateral directional: very

minor difficulties but nothing pronounced.
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I wasableto getdesiredperformancein every-
thingbut landingH-dot.LandingH-dotstill tendedto
befirm.I'm sureI couldimproveon,giventime,butI
don'tthinkthat'stheissuehere.I thinkthereis aten-
dencytolandfirmly.

Okay,longitudinal:it's controllable,adequateper-
formanceis obtainable,andit's notsomuchthatit's
unsatisfactory,it's just that desiredperformance
requiresmoderatepilot compensations.I'm goingto
giveit anHQRof 4,LevelII, andsaythatdeficiencies
requireimprovement.

In the lateraldirectionalaxes:it's controllable;
adequateperformanceis obtainable.It is satisfactory
withoutimprovement,andI'd call it minimalpilot
compensation...a littlebit oftendencyforovercorrec-
tionin thelateralaxis,andthat'sbasicallyin correct-
ingthedriftratefromsideto side.Occasionallyit got
a littlebit of anovercorrectionandovershoot.I give
thatanHQRof 3.Thatendsthecomments.

PilotC.Run64, item4050,precisionlanding.Okay,
commentsfor this arevery similarto theprecision
landing comments.The previousones with the
meatball... not very differentwith or withoutthe
meatballin this final segmentbecauseyouhavethe
runwayreferencesandyoucanjustputtheflight-path
markerwhereyou want,and you don't needthe
meatballto tell you that very much,so it's not a
significantdifferenceinmymind.My samecomments
abouthavingto bea highbandwidthonthestickin
orderto havegoodcontrolof theairplaneandkeepit
goingwhereyouwantit togo.Thathastakenitstoll. I
begintotire fromthatnowandI wishI didn'thaveto
work quitethat hardto do it. However,usingthat
technique,I feel relativelyconfident.It's just a
relativelyhighworkloadandtheCooper-Harperrating
essentiallyis thesameasbefore.It's notsatisfactory
without improvement--moderatelyobjectionable
deficiencies--adequateperformancerequiresconsid-
erablepilotcompensation.Cooper-Harperof 5.[Unin-
telligible],pitchandroll.

PilotD. Pilot D, December 5th. We just completed

task 4050, which is the landing from a short final. We

ended with mn 56. My comments for task 4020 for the

landing phase all apply here, with the exception that I

noticed a lot more roll activity during this phase than I

did when I was all established on the final approach. I

think it just kind of points up that there is a tendency

for me to PIO in roll or roll heading coupling there.

And again I think the factors of the roll coasting, the

high stick forces, are contributing to this. I notice the

controller is awfully heavily damped also. I'd like to

see it just a little more lightly damped. Longitudinally:

just about the same-same comments. Pilot ratings:

I'm stuck with the same there. Let's give it a 5. And

lateral: I'm going to give it a 4 because of the PIO or

the roll activity that I seem to self-induce.

Pilot E. Okay, 4050, precision landing. Then again,

the previous comments apply. The problems with the

autoflaps, of course, you hit right off the bat. It's

almost ... to me it's somewhat unpredictable. I've tried

to make an anticipatory nose down, almost like a pro-

phylactic input of forward stick trying to negate the

ballooning, and I never can seem to hit it just right.

What happens is, when I get to the flare point, I am not

consistently on the same glide-slope position. What

that means is, I'm not getting a consistent flare maneu-

ver. In trying to set a nice, clear attitude to get a nice,

soft landing, I'm tending to float just a little bit, get-

ting a little bit on the longer side of the box. We've

discussed ... not for the benefit of the tape ... but we

are getting some bounces and recording all the param-
eters on the second bounce, and therefore I'm not sure

exactly what our primary impact data are. At any rate,

longitudinal Cooper-Harper: controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes, Cooper-Harper of 3.

Although, I think I may change that. And make that

satisfactory without improvement? No, and give that a

4. The reason being, for whatever reason, I'm just get-

ting into the loop, in this particular task, down to

400 ft. Initially, I am having to compensate for the

autoflaps. Before, on the longer approach, I'm kind of,

pretty much have gotten some time flying the airplane,

imminently familiar with the response characteristics;

I'm not overcontrolling the balloon so much. Also, I

think now I'm tending to more aggressively counteract

that balloon. Whereas before, having not had much

experience, I was more or less along for the ride. So I

think the fact that I know more of what I'm doing

now, as far as this landing task, I'm trying to more

actively fight the balloon. I think I maybe kind of hit

the gate here, which says, requiring moderate pilot

compensation. I think I'm definitely across the line

now from minimal to moderate. So I'm going to do a

4. Lateral directional: controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory? No. I'm also going to give that a 4.

And the reason being, when I'm making this attempt

to control this balloon more aggressively, I'm finding
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myselfcouplingintothelateralaxisandgettingsome
angleofbank.Therefore,kindofhavingtoworkmuch
harderto maintainrunwaycenterline.Soit's some
interestingphenomenahaveresultedfromthiscloser-
in task.

Task 4062, Landing From Lateral Offset--Moderate
Turbulence

Pilot A. Okay, we'll start from the bottom left longitu-

dinal. Let's see ... glide-slope tracking, pilot decisions:

is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance attain-

able? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Yes.

Improvement required--I would say that it's a 1 for

the glide-slope tracking. Okay, lateral directional,

Cooper-Harper, glide-slope track and localizer track-

ing--is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance?

Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Yes, but I

would have to give it a 3 because the flight director

seemed to induce a PIO for me if I'm trying to hold it

precisely. The net result was very small order bank

angle PIO--probably 5 ° or so. Five degree bank back

and forth trying to track that flight director. The

landing itself, longitudinal Cooper-Harper: I would

give it the same, basically, rating as the previous.

What did I do on the previous one, on the longitudinal

for the landing, a 3 because of the inability to precisely
have control of the sink rate. And the lateral direc-

tional, for the landing itself, I would give that a 2. It's

controllable; yeah, I'll just give it a 2. And let's see ...

I think I gave you comments as we went along ... the

main distinguishing feature of the flight director, it

seemed to me, it was a little overly sensitive in roll

axis or something; timing in the displacements were

such that it was difficult to keep it pegged in the mid-

dle. It's possible too, breakout forces being so heavy,

that caused you to overshoot slightly. A little fine ...
this coolie hat on the stick here, I think ... a little bit

for, you know, for half degree, some small track

change. That might be helpful to have fine-maned.

Fine-mane the track and the glide slope, you know,

within a tenth of a degree or some, some value.

Pilot B. Run 22, task 4062, landing from lateral offset
in moderate turbulence. Our task was to evaluate the

handling qualities in a high gain task, the high gain

task being an offset from centerline with a correction
at 225 ft AGL. The evaluation criteria were, no ten-

dency for APCs or bobble in pitch or roll and tendency
to float or bounce after touchdown.

As far as performance ... we'll talk about the PIO

here in a second ... as far as performance in the

absence of PIO, I felt like the longitudinal touchdown

point was fairly difficult to get desired performance

and not so difficult to get adequate performance. Max-

imum bank angle below 50 was tough; that was a

technique-oriented task. In order to do that, you had to

either accept a float or you had to make a very early

aggressive correction to get there. Deviation for land-

ing airspeed didn't seem to be a problem, although I'm

not controlling that. Touchdown sink rate: there's a

tendency to land firm, although this time I didn't seem

to exhibit that as much as before. Runway heading

was not as much a problem.

The longitudinal axis: the problem here is that

you've got a very heavily loaded lateral-directional

task, so you don't have as much time to concentrate on

the longitudinal axis, whereas previously you got

everything suitcased laterally so you have a lot more

time to concentrate. In the longitudinal axis, the

problem wasn't so much that the longitudinal was bad,

it's just you didn't have time to work on it. It is con-

trollable longitudinally; adequate performance is

obtainable. However, I'd say that adequate perfor-

mance requires moderate to considerable ... let's see,

you guys still won't let me give 0.5's. I'm not ready to

say it's considerable; call it moderate still, an HQR of

4, and just note that ifI could I'd give that one a 4.5.

On the lateral directional axis: we actually never

let it go to the point where I lost control. I'd say we'd

have done some damage on the landing. I think I

would have been able to set it down without destroy-

ing the airplane, but I think we would have done some

major damage here. So I'd say ... no I can't do that.

Let's give it an HQR of 10. At some point I lost con-

trol; we didn't keep it long enough to see if I could

have regained it, so I'm going to assume that control

was lost. So we'll give that an HQR of 10. The issue

here [is] when you lose control like that was the task

that you are asking the airplane to do reasonable.

Could you expect that some pilot during some phase

of that mission would do that? And I'd have to say

yes. In trying to get that correction back, you're going

to get pilots who are going to make aggressive correc-

tions to get it back to centerline, and repeatedly in this

task I was able to excite rate limiting and PIO in the

lateral directional--primarily the lateral axis. I'm told

the rudder was oscillating stop to stop. But the effect
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fromthepilot's standpoint--sinceyou'vegot lateral-
directionalcouplingin theflight controlsystem--the
effectisthelateralpilot-inducedoscillation.Thatcon-
cludesthecomments.

PilotC.Okay,for thetape,it's run66,andtheytell
me4062,landingfrom lateraloffsetwith moderate
turbulence.Positionlateral offset landingis what
we're evaluatinghere.ThemotioncuesasI domy
correctionto the runwayseemratherextremecom-
paredto whatI seeout throughthe visual.I don't
know which impressionis right. But they'rerather
uncomfortabledoingthat,andif thefirstclasspassen-
gersarefeelinganythinglikeI do,it wouldnotreally
beaniceridetogothrough.However,it doesn'tseem
tomethatit's fight forthevisualatthispoint.Thetask
is accomplishedwitha moderatelevelof compensa-
tionandtheperformanceisnormallyin thedesiredor
adequaterange.I feel quiteconfidentin doingthe
maneuvers.BythetimeI'm readyto touchdownI'm
still havingalittle bit of transientsfromthingsbeing
rushedalittle in theflareandnotasconfidentin the
touchdownH-dotasI wouldliketo be.Theprecision
of thelandingotherwisewasreasonable.I stillhaveto
usethesamekindof techniquesthatI wasusingear-
lier thatgivesmethefeelingof positivecontrol--in
otherwords,thathighbandwidthinputsto thesystem
evenwhileI'm doingthemaneuver.Soagain,is it sat-
isfactorywithoutimprovement?No.And I still retain
thesameobjectionabledeficiencies,Cooper-Harperof
5. And it's considerablepilot compensationrequired
todothathighbandwidthkindofinputsto getthepre-
cisionI like.Andthoseratingsandcommentsapplyto
bothpitchandroll.

PilotD. PilotD onDecember5th.Wejustcompleted
my first attemptat landingwith offsets.Task4062.
Weendedup with run64withmoderateturbulence.
Themoderateturbulencedoesn'tseemtobearealbig
factor.Thethingthat'sreallybitingmeandgivingme
thehardesttimeis the lateral-directionalcharacteris-
tics,theturncoordination.Justcan'tseemto quiteget
it sortedout.In fact,we evenattemptedto makeit
withoutusingthe rudder.I got intoa limit cycle---
Dutchroll--and hadto let goof thecontrolto let it
dampout.Sothat'sreallymybiggestproblem.That's
lateraldirectionally.LongitudinallyI tendto geta lit-
tlebit lostof wheretheglideslopeis duringthecor-
rection.I think thedepressedpitch line of 3° would
reallyhelpthere,in there,becauseyoucankindofput

it downon therunwayandkeepit on the runway
whereyouwantit whileyou'remakingthecorrection.
I thinkthatwaspartof theproblemI washavinghit-
tingthetouchdownpoint.I thinkthebiggestproblem,
of course,wasthelateral-directionalproblemswere
justoverworkingme.Pilotrating:longitudinally,well,
we'redefinitelyintoa5,justfromourperformance.In
fact,wehaven'talwaysbeenadequatebutwedidhave
someinadequatelongitudinals.We touched[down]
quite shortonetime, didn't we? Yes. Short.Way
short.Soperformancewise,it forcesme into a 7. I
don'tthink it's thatbadlongitudinally.SoI thinkthe
tworeasonsI gave:onethehighworkloadonthelat-
eraldirectionalandthefactthatI don'thavethetime
to be scanningthat glide-slopedeviation, the
depressedpitchline. I tendto get ... don'thavethe
depressedpitchline.It's causingmeto geta little bit
lostwhereI shouldbein respectto glideslope.Let's
give it a 7 basedon performance.Okay, lateral
directional:we never did get an adequatelateral
directionally,I think. We were always adequate
weren'twe.I thinkthat'scorrect.ButI thinkjust from
theaircraftcharacteristicsandtheworkload,thatI'm
goingto give it Level III, majordeficiencies... that
turncoordinationreallyneedstobehelped,tohelpme
anyway.Okay,sothatwill bea7.

PilotE. Okay,this is 4062,landingfrom thelateral
offset,moderateturbulence.Thisisaverydemanding
task and you're forced--in order to satisfy your
Cooper-Harperof nomorethan5° phi below50ft--
youareforcedto makeaveryaggressiveinitial cor-
rection.And thatinitial correctionthenresultsin two
problems.One,glide-slopecontrolandtheotherair-
speedcontrol.WhatI thoughtwasmy bestapproach
of thewholeday,somehowin theaggressivecorrec-
tion,I musthavelostsomeairspeed.And ... 'causeI
thoughtI did my normaltechniqueof pulling the
powerbackandstartingrampingit out graduallyat
100ft, I endedup landingat 129.Excuseme.Inade-
quatefor thatone,butI thoughtthatwasthebestover-
all approach.I'm having to make somepretty
aggressivelongitudinalcorrectionsin the lateralcor-
rection,to try andkeepthatglideslopefrom going
high.If yougohigh,thenit' sverydifficultto landin
thebox.Soit's ... a lot of veryaggressivemaneuvers
arerequiredon this. Prettymuch,on the definitive
finalapproach,I metall of thedesiredcriteria,butthe
workloadis goingto keepit awayfromLevelI. So,
controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?Yes.
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This is for longitudinal.No. I'm goingto give it a
Cooper-Harperof4,mainlybecauseofmoderatepilot
compensation.It's a very high workloadtask and
you're havingto aggressivelyfly the glide slope,
which,inyourcorrectiveturn,it's probablya littlebit,
notexactlytrue,becauseyouareflying a longerdis-
tanceto therunway;plusit's setfor a lateraloffset.
Soyou're almosthavingto visuallyandtry to fly
yourproperapproachpath.Thelateraldirection:con-
trollable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?No.Also
a4. There'sa lot of annoyingsideforcesyoufeelin
thecockpit,whichto memakethetaskharderbecause
it's giving me cuesthat I'm not normallyuseto.
Again,I spenta longtimeonthatbecausethat'sthe
way [wesimulateforces]of gravityorwhat.It does
tendto causea little confusionwhenI'm trying to
makethelateralcorrectiveresponse.
Task 4066, Landing From Lateral Offset--

Category I, Moderate Turbulence

Pilot A. And the last mn was run 35, longitudinal,

Cooper-Harper rating: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate performance? I guess I would have to say yes in

this case. Is it satisfactory without improvement? I

would say that result was satisfactory, so I guess I

would have to say yes and give it a 3, because

although there were some splits in the pitch and phan-

tom versus actual, they generally seemed to get the

task accomplished within reasonable bounds. The very

heavy friction on the throttles affected this particular

task because disengaging autothrottles at a hundred

feet would basically make you hit the performance

landing touchdown point; with the speed proper, you

had to add just a slight amount of thrust after you dis-

engage the autothrottles and then pull it back to idle

for the landing. So any time you move the throttles at

all, especially adding them, pushing them up, bringing

them back, it's very heavy forces and distracts from

your task with the stick--just a side comment. So,

lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: I would say it's

controllable. Adequate performance attainable? Yes.

Is it satisfactory without improvement? I would say

no. As you roll, I'll give it a number 4. There seems to
be some lateral accelerations that seem to come in

with sharp aileron input when you start your roll to the

left. There is a sharp g force, a lateral g that comes in.
It took coordination; in this, lateral law seems to be

not optimum. I'm not sure, at least the forces in the

cockpit don't seem normal. But is there any type of
turn coordination information for this at all?

Pilot B. Run 26, task 4066, landing from lateral offset,
with Cat I weather conditions and moderate turbu-

lence. The task was much the same as before and the

results were similar, and the longitudinal axis: as far as

an HQR rating, it was controllable, adequate perfor-

mance was obtainable. However it's not satisfactory

without some improvement. Desired performance

requires moderate pilot compensation. Keeping in

mind that this is a linked display and flight control sys-

tem task, I'm seeing some anomalies in the display the
more I look at this. There was a run where I recorded a

constant flight director position of slightly above the

horizon while the sink rate continued in the negative

direction, as evidenced by the radio altitude call. So

there's some anomalies between the display and what

we're seeing in the real world display versus the cock-

pit display that needs to be addressed, but the Cooper-

Harper reflects both.

The lateral directional axes: I'm seeing two differ-

ent sets of characteristics: that which I'm seeing in the

absence of any position or rate limiting and that which

I'm seeing in the presence of position and rate limit-

ing. In the absence, the lateral directional is tough, but

it's doable. And I'd call it extensive compensation in

the absence of rate limiting and give it an HQR of 6. I

think that's primarily associated with the task. The

task is an inordinate task; you would not expect to see

anything above Level II flight qualities in a task like

that, because the pilot is going to go around in that sit-

uation if it really occurs. Now in the presence of rate

limiting and almost as soon as it happens, there is a

pronounced tendency for aircraft-pilot coupling and

oscillations. The oscillations don't appear to be

diverging, they appear to be relatively constant. I

haven't experienced them long enough to find out

what would happen if I just relaxed the control in

preparation for a go-around to see if those oscillations

would stop. But, it's almost like you throw an oscilla-

tion switch; there's very little a pilot can do about it

once that starts. Once you get into the rate position

limiting and the oscillations start. And obviously when

that occurs there's an HQR of 10. This ends the
comments.

Pilot C. Item 4066. Landing from lateral offset, Cat I,

moderate turbulence, and C is the pilot. This task is

very similar to the offset landing task that we do. A lit-

tle more difficult because of less visual acuity to the

runway when you're getting ready to make the
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correctionto final approach.Felta little moreappre-
hensivein generalbecauseof thelow visibility. Per-
formancewasn't quite as good as it was before.
Nevertheless,Cooper-Harperratingresultsaboutthe
same,with thesamekindof commentsaboutthecon-
trolasfor thepreviouslanding.Is it satisfactorywith-
outimprovement?No [with]moderatelyobjectionable
deficiencies.Adequateperformancerequiresconsider-
ablepilot compensationof 5. Bothare-lateraldirec-
tionalandpitch.

PilotD. Okay,PilotD, onDecember6. Wejust fin-
ishedlandingwithanoffsetin CatI weather.That's
task4066,sowehad10runs.Wefinishedupwithmn
10.Very,verysimilarto theprevioustask,wherewe
hadtheoffsetbutwithgoodweather.Thevisibilityis
a little bit of a factorbutnota majorfactor,I don't
feel.And the commentsareprettymuchditto that
4062task. I didn't get the limit cycle this time,
becauseatleastI wasusingtherudders.I onlygotthat
limit cycleontheDutchroll whenI triedto doit with-
outtherudders,but thelateraldirectionalis still satu-
rating me. It's a very high workloadtrying to
manhandlethat thing aroundthe corner.Earlyon,
whenwewerepracticing,I hadbeenpracticingwith
theDutchroll, andin additionto nothavinganyturn
coordination,theDutchroll frequencyis very,very
low.I thinkbothofthesethingsarejust reallycontrib-
utingtoaveryhighworkloadforthatoffsetmaneuver.
Longitudinally,trackingtheglideslope,dittomycom-
mentyesterdayon4062.It is thatI amreallyalittlebit
lostonwhatto do--on whereto put theflight path,
etc.--to try andhit that touchdownzone.It's fine
whenyou'recomingin straightandyou're onglide
slope,andthenyoutransitionfromtheglideslopeto
theflarecue,butwhenyoumakethatoffsetI feeljust
a littlebit lost.I thinkthere'sacoupleof thingscould
bedonewith thedisplayto helpoutthere.Pilotrat-
ings:longitudinally,I amgoingto haveto giveit a7
becauseI waslandingshortsometimes.I don't think
the longitudinalis quite that bad from a handling
qualitiesstandpoint,but fromperformanceI'm defi-
nitely7, andI'm goingto giveit a 7 on thelateral
directional.Major deficiencies.I think the lat-
directionalhandlingqualitiesreallydoneedsignifi-
cantimprovement.

becauseI getto correcta little sooner.ButI thinkthe
lackof visualcuesdueto thereducedvisibility is ...
andthelackofperipheralcuesbecauseof reducedvis-
ibility hasmadeit muchharderforme.WhatI'm find-
ing is, I'm making the correctionand I'm not
consistentonmy glideslopecomingoutof themru,
andthereforeI don't havea consistentflarepoint.
Withoutthesharp,clear,visualcues,I'm notableto
reactquicklyenoughto thatoffsetglideslopethat's
resultedfrommy lateraloffset,soI'm kindof pretty
muchreallyworkinghard.My maineffortis on the
touchdownbox,andthat'swhy I've hada coupleof
firmertouchdowns.The...also,eventhoughI've got-
tenmy laterallineupproblemssolvedearly,it seems
likelatein theflareI alsoseemtobecouplingwithlat-
eralaxisandwhetherornot thepitchroll harmonyof
thestickcouldbetweakedalittle better.Somehowit
seemsto be excitingthe lateralaxiswhenI make
aggressivepitch inputs.And that is somethingwe
coulddodowntheroad,tweakthelateralpitchbreak-
out anddamping,but at anyrate,that's a different
story.Okay,thisoneishard.Wedidanumberofthem
andI didn't particularlylike anyof them.Thesum
totalofthingsI guess,forlongitudinalCooper-Harper:
controllable?Yes.Adequateperformance?Certainly
obtainable.Satisfactorywithout improvement?No.
It's kind of difficult for meto getdesiredonall the
parameters.I couldeitherget a desiredtouchdown
sink rateor a desiredX-position,but I havea hard
timegettingbothof them.ButI thinkthesumtotalis
probablya Cooper-Harper[of] 4. Borderlinedesired/
adequate,andI'm goingtokind of guess--giveit the
benefitofthedoubt--soit will bea4.Forlateral:con-
trollable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?No,and
I'm alsogoingto ratethata 4; thereasonbeing,for
somereasonI amexcitingthelateralaxisin thefinal
flare.Ontheactualcorrection,it's not toobad.It cer-
tainlyis notafighterairplane,andit's a lot of work-
load,but there'ssomethinggoingon.EitherI'm not
quitegettingmy line-upsetjust right.I'm havingto
workall thewaydown,andit's not respondingquite
aswell asI wouldlike,but it will comeoutto bea4
also.

Task 4072, Landing From Vertical Offset--Moderate
Turbulence

Pilot E. Okay, 4066, landing from lateral offset, Cat I,

moderate turbulence. This proved to be a very high
workload task for me than what it should have been

Pilot A. This is the landing from a vertical offset,
moderate turbulence, 4072 is the condition, and last

mn number was 39. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it
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controllable? Yes. Adequate performance attainable

with a tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory

without improvement? I'd say probably no. I'd give it

a 4 because of the difficulty with the side stick control-

ler, which is so heavy it is difficult to fine-tune the

pitch adjustments. The heavy detent, combined with

the very heavy throttle forces, makes it really awk-

ward. Actually it's not the throttle forces but the large

distance between the pilot and the throttles. It's a little

farther than you would like. You would like the pilots

a little closer together, I think. Cooper-Harper lateral

directional: gee, I had no problem with that at all; give

it a 2. Controllable, adequate performance attained

with a tolerable pilot workload? Yes. And satisfactory

without improvement? Yes, good, negligible deficien-

cies. Rate it--give it a 2.

Pilot B. Run 30, task 4072, landing with a vertical off-
set in moderate turbulence. Same evaluation basis as

before except with a vertical offset. As far as the lon-

gitudinal axis, just by way of editorial comment, the
vertical offset isn't tremendous. A 500-ft offset down

the runway is a fairly small deviation in terms of lon-

gitudinal correction required at 225 ft. We can work

out the math but apparently it's fairly small. The lon-

gitudinal axis is controllable; adequate performance is

obtainable and is satisfactory without improvement.

And once again, moderate compensation require-

ments, and this is the same task as before at this point,

because a vertical offset is not causing me a whole lot

of difficulty. It' s the flare and touchdown task that cre-

ates the compensation requirements. So, much the

same comments as before, with an HQR of 4 and mod-

erate compensation--hunting for the correct pitch atti-

tude just prior to touchdown.

Lateral directional is not much of a problem: It's

controllable; adequate performance is obtainable; it's

satisfactory without improvement. In the moderate

turbulence, minimal compensation requirements.

Occasionally I saw myself with 1 or 2 overshoots, so

give it an HQR of 3.

As far as the qualitative comments, it's much the

same as what I saw before. The primary difficulty is in

finding the correct pitch attitude at touchdown and
overshoots and corrections for that. This ends the

comments.

Pilot C. Item 4072, landing from vertical offset with

moderate turbulence. Pretty much the same comments

as before with these modifications. I thought the task
was easier to do than the lateral offset in both cases,

with and without the poor visibility. This to me was

easier to do than the duck down, when you didn't have

to add the complication of trying to put in the roll con-

trols to get over there. I felt quite confident in the

round out and, although both these patterns were a lit-

tle short, nevertheless, my confidence factor was good

and was just a matter of some more practice to get

desired performance. The workload is still what I

would say more than moderate to do a good job in the

touchdown zone. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I still believe that it's moderately objectionable

deficiencies, and adequate performance requires con-

siderable pilot compensation but I do believe that this

is now getting close with the amount of learning curve

I have. It's getting close to minor but annoying defi-

ciencies. I still have to call it a Cooper-Harper of 5, for

both the pitch and roll axis.

Pilot D. Okay, Pilot D, on the 6th of December again,

task 4072, vertical offset, good weather. No problems

laterally this time. We're right on centerline and no

perturbations. Longitudinal: having a hard time. It's

the same sort of scenario as the offset actually. I'm not

perfectly on the glide slope coming into the flare, I

have a very hard time trying to find out what to do

with the vehicle to get it to where I want it to go. And

so I am, consequently--and in this case I'm landing

long instead of short--but the same general problem, I

feel. Because of the performance, we have got to give

it a pilot rating of 7, longitudinally. Laterally: let's

give it a 3.

Pilot E. Okay, that was task number 4072, landing

from a vertical offset in moderate turbulence. Longitu-

dinally: the task was not difficult; it's not that high an

offset. I used the velocity vector to put it on the land-

ing point. Just dropped it down and made a fairly

smooth correction. Initially I was having trouble get-

ting soft sink rates, but I was just spot landing, and I

was flying the commanded velocity vector without

trying to compensate so much for the actual vector and

in an attempt to put it in the box. And all of them were

in the box, but they didn't get quite the softness I

would like. The maneuver: basically, I thought I was

back into a nominal landing, pretty closely, so I don't

really know if the vertical offset caused any problems

in close, so it's not really a difficult maneuver to cor-

rect from. Okay, it says, evaluate the ability to recover
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fromtheoff-nominalglideslope;evaluatetheeffects
of theapproachaids.Whatdoesthatreallyreferto?I
mean,theapproachaidsaretellingme I'm actually
low whenI'm trying to correctfrom off nominal.
Okay.Basicallyit's all visualwhenyoucorrectyour
spotlandingontothebox.I metthedesiredcriteriaI
thinkoverall,inbothlateralandlongitudinal.So,con-
trollable?Yes.Adequate?Yes. Satisfactorywithout
improvement?Yes.I wouldrateit a 3, becausebasi-
cally,you'relinedupwhenwehadthelateralproblem
solved,asopposedto thelateraloffset.Thevertical
problembecomesmucheasier.There'sa whetheror
not it's anactualcouplingor notbetweenpitchand
roll,whenI haveto makea stronglateralmove,I do
haveahardertimecontrollingthepitchaxis.Sosince
we'relinedupstraight-ahead,there'snorealcoupling
with lateralaxisonapurepitchinput.Andsothelat-
eralproblemwasn'tthere,andthepitchproblemis
actuallya littlebit lessened,eventhoughyou'reoff in
pitchandhaveto makethebig lateralcorrection.For
the lateraldirectional:controllable?Yes.Adequate?
Yes.Satisfactory?Yes.Alsoa3.Basically,you'rejust
havingto keepthethingoncenterline,so it is taking
someeffortthere,so--minimalcompensation.

Task 4076, Landing From Vertical Offset--

Category L Moderate Turbulence

Pilot A. Task 4076, landing from vertical offset, Cat I

vis with moderate turbulence. Okay, mn 42 was the

last run. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper rating: was it

controllable? Yes. Was adequate performance attain-

able with tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? I would tend to rate it a 4

because of the high forces coming in and out of detent

and the ability to fine-tune the gamma in the later

stages of the flare, the heavy forces in the throttles.

Lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it sat-

isfactory without improvement? For this task, I would

say yes. I give it a 2, with no visible deficiencies. Not

a factor in desired performance.

Pilot B. Run 33, task 4076, landing with a vertical off-

set in Cat I weather. Pretty much the same task as
before-this time I did notice that, with the weather

conditions, I felt the need to make a vertical correction
more than I did before. I think it's because of the lack

ofvisnal cues at the far end of the runway. Classically,

you do tend to think that you're high in weather condi-

tions that may reflect it. I'm also trying to correct a lit-

tle bit for the airspeed error at touchdown--to try to

bring that down to a lower number--and the way I'm

doing that is delaying the power reduction a little bit

and the flare. I'm going to give the benefit of the doubt

to longitudinal performance. There are times when I

got adequate and times when I got inadequate; very

seldom did I get desired, although that happened occa-

sionally as well.

The longitudinal axis is controllable; adequate

performance is--I'm going to say--is obtainable.

However, the longitudinal axis, I still feel like I'm

working with the display. I don't feel like I have a

problem putting the nose where I want to; I feel I have

a problem in sensing where to put the nose--it's a dis-

play issue, is what that tells me. However, in terms of

a joint handling qualities, desired performance

requires moderate pilot compensation in hunting for

that attitude. I'll give it an HQR of 4.

Lateral directional: I did notice in the weather

here, with the lack of cues, a couple of times where I

was getting 1 or 2 overshoots of the lateral axis, and I

was deliberately reducing my gains in order to calm it

down--so a very minor tendency for wandering in the

directional axis. I'm not going to degrade that to

Level II because I don't think it's serious, but it's

there. It's controllable; adequate performance is

obtainable and is satisfactory without improvements

with those comments. Mildly unpleasant deficiencies

and minimal pilot compensation--HQR of 3. That
concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Landing from vertical offset with moderate
turbulence, Cat I, item 4076. Pilot is C. Virtually the

same comments as before. The visibility doesn't affect

this task that very much, so I think my comments are

essentially identical to before, and Cooper-Harper is
the same at 5.

Pilot D. Pilot D on the 6th of December again. We just

did another vertical offset, but this time with Cat I fog,

and I can't tell any difference, and the case ... the
weather doesn't seem to be a factor at all here. I did

luck out on a couple of the runs and got reasonable

performance, but then I blew it on one. So I think it's

just inconsistent. I'm having a hard time sorting out

the display, as far as getting the aircraft on the ground

at the desired location, if I'm not perfectly set up on
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theglide slopecominginto flare.Let's give it the
samepilotratingsof 7and3.

Pilot E. Okay, that was landing from vertical offset in
moderate turbulence, Category I, 4076. Comments

very similar to the previous run without the

Category I. However, the reduced visibility is ... it's

very obvious to me in making the lateral task harder. I

don't have a very compelling lateral cue, as far as the

runway centerline, that's extremely visible, and so I
am having to search a little bit for my line-up. When I

work for the line-up it makes the pitch task a little bit

harder. The lateral, as I said previously, the lateral

when I'm not set up laterally I find my pitch task a lit-

tle bit harder. Also, with reduced visibility the clarity

of your peripheral cues is diminished, and so the
whole task becomes a little bit harder. I initially spot-

ted a little bit too low but was able to recover and get a

desired touchdown placement and sink rate. However,

it certainly is a different task when you don't have the

good, strong visual cues. I elected to not keep doing

those. I think probably I would get some more erratic
performance based on the fact that the visual cues are

lacking there, but I think pretty much, I was going to

come in to be a, say, borderline Level I/Level II task.

For longitudinal rating: controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory? Yes. I would rate that a 3. Lateral

directional: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satis-
factory? No. I would rate it a 4 because again, without

the compelling lateral cues, I end up getting in the

lateral axis a little more than I would like, and I'm

kind of ... the wings are kind of just wobbling back

and forth as I go down. And that's strictly an artifact

of not having a strong lateral cue on the head-up type
of approach. I cannot really ... the roll axis on the top

of the HUD is not really coming into my field of

vision, and so I'm not really ... it's more or less look-

ing at the ... at line-up deviations that are making me

respond.

Task 4080, Go-Around

Pilot A. We're calling this condition 4080, go-around.

This last run number is 45. Longitudinal Cooper-

Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate perfor-

mance attainable with desired pilot workload? Yes.

Satisfactory without improvement? I would say no;

give it a 4, minor annoying deficiencies require pilot

compensation. There's ... I guess, the split outs in the

commanded versus actual is a continuous problem all

through the approach there. It seems split out quite a

bit, and the go-around itself is not a problem. Pitching

up and stopping at 17 is not a problem. Seventeen--

the attitude--however, as soon as you let go of the

stick, then the attitude drops because you are acceler-

ating, and the angle of attack is decreasing and it's

holding a constant climb angle. A better procedure

might be to, instead of holding it constant attitude of

17 1/2, would be to climb to some fixed angle like 8 or

6 °, 8°, or 10° of gamma. Just hold that gamma and let

the autothrottle hold the speed. That would be a

logical, a more logical procedure. The lateral-

directional Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes.

Adequate performance? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? Yes. It looks like a Level I. Good to

negligible deficiencies for this task? Not a factor for

desired performance, and I would prefer that we drop

into a track hold when the wings are level and there's

no roll input on the stick. That would be helpful. I

would probably give it a 1. And on the go-around,

using the throttles to get the speed held is a bit of a

problem, because while you're climbing, you have to
maintain stabilized initial actual acceleration and then

hold a constant indicated airspeed. So the final stabi-

lized accel cue has to be above the symbol just oppo-

site the top of the vertical fin on the flight-path vector

symbol.

Pilot B. Run 41, task 4080, which is a go-around task

at 100 ft, and the evaluation basis is the ability to

smoothly go-around, establish climb attitude and

speed with minimum airspeed loss or attitude over-

shoot, without tendency for APCs or to bobble in pitch
or roll.

In summary, the task is doable; I'm satisfied with

the performance. In terms of desired performance, I'm

not noticing any pronounced airspeed loss, no ten-

dency to overshoot the climb attitude; if anything

there's a tendency to undershoot a little bit. With fine

control there's a very small tendency for bobble and

pitch. Nothing untoward noticed on the directional

axis. As far as Cooper-Harper, for longitudinal: it's

controllable; adequate performance is obtainable, and

it is satisfactory without improvement. I'd say

minimal pilot compensation required for desired

performance and give it an HQR of 3, just a very small

tendency for bobbling in pitch.

For lateral directional: it's controllable; adequate

performance is obtainable; satisfactory without
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improvementandpilotcompensationisnotafactorin
thistask.I'd giveit anHQRof 2.Endof comments.

Pilot C. Item 4080, a go-around, C is the pilot. After

getting through the learning curve here, the maneuver

was relatively easy to do and quite confident, with

good control of most of the parameters. It's difficult to

reach the little TOGA switch and had some difficulty

with that first, but I think I've resolved that now that I

can get that done, and the throttles coming up weren't

too much difficulty. Is adequate performance attain-
able with a tolerable on workload? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? I'd say yes. Some mildly

unpleasant deficiencies, minimal pilot compensation

required for desired performance. Cooper-Harper of 3.

Good for both lateral directional and longitudinal:

Cooper-Harper 3.

Pilot D. Pilot D on the 6th of December. We just did

some go-arounds. We ended up with mn 24,

task 4080. As in most go-around maneuvers, it's fairly

mechanical. Had a couple or three problems though.

The ergonomics on the throttles is pretty bad. It's kind

of hard to be pushing the throttle forward, and at the

same time you're hitting the TOGA button. I think at
Ames we had the TOGA button on the forward end of

the throttle, so it makes it just a little easier to do. I had

to have help with getting the autothrottle off. Okay,

the other problem I had was that the gamma V control

system was just a little bit inappropriate for the TOGA

pitch task, and I got into a fairly good PIO and pitch

on one of those. If you recognize it and take it easy

and approach your final pitch attitude slowly, it's no

problem, but it is a workload holding the 17 1/2 °. It

almost seems like the TOGA button ought to transition
to some kind of rate command attitude hold for the

pitch task there. Other problem that I was having was

setting the throttles to maintain the 200 knots. After

you have done a few, you kind of pretty cognizantly

figure out where to put the throttle. But the little accel-

eration cue has got so much lag in it--because it's the

engine lag I presume-that it is a little bit useless in

setting the throttles. Whereas we could put some throt-

tle lead into the acceleration cue; it would really help

there. Pilot rating ... it definitely ... let's see: Is ade-

quate performance obtainable with tolerable work-

load? The workload is not all really that bad, it's such

a mechanical task, but I did get into a PIO there once.

So I am inclined longitudinally to give it a 7, because

of the incompatibility of the control system in the task

and the tendency to PIO there, and I did get into a PIO

on one of those. It ... you know, you could argue that,

hey, with a little experience you wouldn't do that, but

let's make it a 7. Laterally: no big problems. I don't

really have any tasks. Let's give it a 3.

Pilot E. Okay, that was a go-around, maneuver card

4080. A couple of things on that one is [that] the task

involves coming out of autothrottles, which is that

moving a lever, then finding a TOGA button which is

kind of awkwardly placed behind the throttle, and then

advancing the throttle. So on the first mn I was kind of

thumbing my way through it. The second two are
more definitive, but on the second one, for instance, I

ended up being more deliberate on trying to find

things, and so I was reluctant to pull the nose aggres-

sively until I got the power up. And there was a slight

delay between the time that Dave said, "go around,"

and I was able to get the autothrottles disconnected,

find the TOGA switch, fly the airplane, press the
TOGA switch, and then advance the throttles to full

throttles, and then rotate. Therefore, we got down to

about 30 ft. I think ifI could skip the TOGA ... trying

to find that TOGA button ... I could be quicker to do

the go-around. The go-around itself, I see no problems

with it. There is a tendency, when you're trying to set

the waterline, to have to continually put in forward

stick once you get to the 17 1/2 °. And I believe-are

we getting autoflap trimming out as we accelerate and

that type of stuff?. Yeah. Yeah, it's an 18 sec thing.

Okay. Okay. At any rate, once I get stabilized to

17 1/2 °, I'm waiting for the acceleration, there's a lot

of forward stick input to hold the attitude there, and all

I can assume is that the angle of attack is changing.

And since I'm in the gamma command control law,

that's probably not too unusual. Although it is, when

you're trying to control theta, more of a higher
workload task. The second one I did, I nailed the air-

speed right on 200 knots and it didn't budge. This time

I was being a little bit smoother and tended to over-

shoot a little bit but got back on 200 and stabilized

there. This says "airspeed loss." I guess I don't know

what that means. Can you comment on that, Dave, for

the performance standard? Does that mean you don't

want to get down below 152 knots? I have no idea

whether I did or not. I basically ... I didn't pull the

nose up until I went to full throttle, so I doubt I would

have lost any speed, but I paid no attention to that. So

it's kind of a ... for note here ... that's kind of, maybe, a

less than specific performance standard right there that
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weneedto thinkabout.But at anyrate,I didn't see
any PIO tendencies.It seemedto respondpretty
quickly,onceI got throughthis RubeGoldbergof
havingto getall theseswitchesoverhere.It worked
pretty well. So longitudinally:it was controllable.
Adequateperformancewas obtainable.Satisfactory
withoutimprovement?I wouldsaynoandrateit a4,
mainlybecauseholdinga 171/2° attitude,whichis a
requirement,takesalotof work,andit's notnecessar-
ily completelypredictable.However,I'm tryingto fly
thetainagammacommandcontrollawwhichstill has
gammacommand.It's ... this taskmakesit a little
moredifficult.Lateraldirectional:controllable?Yes.
Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?Yes--a3.No realcou-
plingbetweenthepitchandthe lateralaxiswhena
pitchinputis made,andveryniceoverall.In fact,I
maychangethatlat dir to a 2, sincethere'sreallyno
pilot compensationrequiredin that,without cross-
windsoranythingelse.

Task 4085, Go-Around With Minimum Altitude Loss

limit, you can feel that as a propensity for PIO which

immediately goes away as soon as you relax the gains

a bit. So it's there but it's not real pronounced. In

terms of setting pitch attitude, there's a very small ten-

dency for bobbling--a little bit of lack of precision in

pitch and a tendency to undershoot. I'm finding rou-

tinely when I raise the nose to such 17 1/2 °, I'm

typically stopping around 15 or 16, then making a

final correction to get back up to 17.5. It's not real

bad. It's a minor deficiency.

Okay, longitudinal HQR: it's controllable, ade-

quate performance is obtainable, and I'd say moderate

compensation for desired performance. Although you

can get it, you're working to get it, so give it an HQR
of 4.

Lateral directional is not really a factor here: it's

controllable; adequate performance is obtainable, sat-

isfactory without improvement. Pilot compensation

not a factor--HQR of 2, lateral directional. That ends
the comments.

Pilot A. 4085 is the condition, and the last mn number

was 49. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controlla-

ble? Yes. Adequate performance attainable? Yes. Sat-

isfactory without improvement? Yes. Improvement

was not required. Level I. In that case where there was

minor ... I would give it a--in some cases, quite satis-

factory. Maybe I'm coming up on the learning curve;

I'll give it a 2. Lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: is it

controllable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Satis-

factory without improvement? Yes. I'll give it a 2. In

capturing the airspeed, it requires being cognizant of

how that accel cue works. It is not entirely obvious.
You have to take into account the sense of true air-

speed changes---calibrated airspeed changes. In that

respect, a head-down tape, airspeed with trend vectors

would probably be easier to use.

Pilot B. Run 47, task 4085, go-around with minimum

altitude loss. This one was a go-around at 30 ft, with

the task being not to touch the ground, and with a min-
imum overshoot and a climb attitude. In terms of lon-

gitudinal characteristics, what I'm saying is that if you

get very aggressive with it, you can get ... just touch

the rate limit and a production system. I'd probably
want to size the tail and the actuator bandwidth such

that I would not ever get in the rate limiting and

extremes maneuvering, but I'm not all that unhappy

with what I'm seeing. If you drive it hard enough--

hard enough being 1.8 to 1.9g--you just touch the rate

Pilot C. Item 4085, go-around with minimum altitude
loss. It doesn't seem like the task is that much differ-

ent to me than before. We didn't achieve any
touchdown on either one of those. The rotation task

and throttles up and switches were about the same as

before. So it's a Cooper-Harper rating of satisfactory

without improvement, mildly unpleasant deficiencies,
minimal pilot compensation required for desired per-

formance. Cooper-Harper of 3. Both pitch and yaw.

Pilot D. Pilot D on the 6th of December. Just did task

4085, go-around at 30 ft, and it looks like at least the

gear were not banging the ground. We're not quite

sure on the tail. The comments are, you know--it's

essentially the same maneuver as for the 4080 task

except the switchology on the throttles is a little bit ...

to the fact that we already have the autothrottle off, but

that's not a big factor. I'm going to give it the same

ratings. I didn't really get into a serious PIO but there

is that tendency to bobble, and I think the potential is

there for a PIO. Let's give it a 7 and a 3. I would seri-

ously consider using gamma as a reference for the go-
around.

Pilot E. Okay, this was 4085, go-around with mini-

mum akitude lost. We're going to kind of press on this

one rather than split hairs here. I commented on the

fact the TOGA switch is a little bit awkward to get to,

and it somehow is preventing me from getting my
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throttlesup to maxpowerasquicklyasI wouldlike.
Andthat'scausingme...I'm reluctanttoputinalot of
pitchrateuntil I getthepowercomingup.Sothatwas
causingprobably...I thinkifI could...ifI didn'thave
topressthatTOGAbutton,I think...I'm guessingthat
I couldprobablydothiswithlessthan10ft of altitude
loss,'causeit doesseemto respondveryquicklyto
pitchratewhenI ...to pitchinput.WhenI put in the
stick,it doesrotateveryquickly,sopitchresponse,I
think,is verygood.I didmeetthetargetof lessthan
20-ftloss,whichisdesired,andtheovershootof climb
attitude,I think I keptmy attitudeof within+1/2 °.

Probably, for the most part, better than that. Occasion-

ally I went about a half of a degree or more, but not

much more, so certainly I met the 2 ° requirement

there. Was the aggressiveness I used in getting the

nose up, is that what you wanted to see? Okay. Okay

then, for the longitudinal Cooper-Harper ratings: con-

trollable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? I'm

going to say no, rate it a 4. The reason being that it

takes a lot of work to hold that 17 1/2 °. Obviously I

met desired criteria. But it was a little bit--the high

workload--to hold it there, and again, that's because

I'm trying to I guess an attitude task in a flight-path

commanded system. The other thing is, when I ini-

tially make my rotation, it appears to be a little bit

unpredictable when I switch my scan from the velocity
vector to the waterline indicator, the attitude indicator,

and it appears as I'm putting in my input I get a little

bit of an unpredictable or jerky response at first. I

think that's part of the transition from going from

gamma guidance to theta, kind of gamma input from

my feedback, my visual feedback to a theta input, but

it is a little bit of a squirrely rotation right at the rota-

tion stop the sink rate. So a combination of that gives

it a 4. Cooper-Harper for lateral direction: controlla-

ble? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes. Last time

I rated it 2. I'm going to rate it a 3 this time. It's bor-

derline 2 to 3 I think, somewhere between compensa-

tion not being a factor and minimal compensation. It

seemed to me I was having to concentrate a little more

that time but it could just be some peculiarity for those

particular runs. But basically, I think the lateral direc-
tion is borderline 2 to 3 on both the last two.

Task 4090, Crosswind Approach and Landing,

[15 Knots]

Pilot A. Okay, this was condition 4090, mn number

52 was the last ran. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper,

crosswind tracking, glide-slope intercept: is it control-

lable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? Yes, and I would give a 3

because of the fair amounts of splits in the com-

manded versus actual gamma symbol. Lateral-

direction Cooper-Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Yes. It

required ... I guess I would say I didn't see any big

problems as long as your corrections are smooth and

you start getting better with the stick over here. Once

again the same comments apply to the heavy friction
on the throttles. Give it a 2 in lateral directional. The

final segment, precision landing from 400 ft down, I

would give it ... longitudinally, I would say it's con-

trollable. Seemed to get adequate performance. Satis-

factory without improvement. Getting into the desired

box. Personally, I would give it 3. The reason it would

get a 3 is the ability to fine-tune the pitch. The forces

and the high detent, high breakout, hurt that a little bit.

Okay, lateral directional for the flare from 400 ft on

down: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance

attainable? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I guess I didn't see anything that was so objec-

tionable that it had to be changed. I thought the rudder

was reasonable. I give it a 2.

Pilot B. Run 52, task 4090, crosswind approach and

landing at 15 knots. In glide-slope intercept it wasn't

much of a problem. Deviation in terms of speed is not

applicable with the autothrottle on; in terms of glide

slope and localizer, as much as we've seen before, not

really a problem at that point. I'll go ahead and rate it.

Longitudinal HQR: is controllable, adequate perfor-

mance is obtainable and satisfactory without improve-

ment. I'd say an HQR of 2, pilot compensation not

really a factor for desired performance. It goes where

you point it.

Lateral directional: it's controllable, adequate per-

formance obtainable and satisfactory, improvement

not required, and again compensation not a factor,

HQR of 2.

For longitudinal, there's a shears; it says "recover

from shears on shorter approach and landing--short

final and landing." Sensitivity of airplane [for] the

gusts and shears, it is somewhat sensitive; you're cor-

recting for it. The crosswind capability is there, but it's

not particularly comfortable. I didn't notice a major

tendency for APCs--slight tendency to bobble in pitch

and roll. No pronounced tendency to float or bounce,
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theproblemis that it's toughto concentrateon that
drift rateandthesinkrateatthesametime.I'm find-
ingmyselfconcentratingmoreon drift rate than sink

rate, and so my sink rates have suffered as a result. In

terms of performance, [for] bank angle, I'm able to get

within the desired area fairly routinely; the landing

zone desired, fairly routine, and deviation from land-

ing airspeed is routinely in the desired rate; sink rate is

routinely in the adequate category and essentially

never in the desired. Deviation from runway heading

is in the desired routinely. So longitudinal HQR: it's

controllable, adequate; however, there's a problem in
sink rate control associated with the workload in the

task and predictability in the longitudinal axis. I want

to say considerable pilot compensation for adequate

performance and give it an HQR of 5, not real pleasant
but doable.

Lateral directional: it's controllable, adequate, and

sat. No; hang on a second. It's controllable and ade-

quate, but the level of compensation for that lateral

directional axis ... I'm going to assume that lateral

means ... yeah, it does say lateral directional. You'd be

hard pressed to call that any better than moderate com-

pensation so I'm going to give it an HQR of 4 for the
lat dir axis. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Okay, this is run number 23 and task number

4090, and are we rating both parts--the glide slope

and stuff?. Okay, and the glide-slope intercept and

tracking down to 400 ft first. That part is relatively

easier than the part of 400 ft on down. If you want to

be very precise, it takes some considerable activity on

the stick to null out the attitude where you want it. Is

adequate performance obtainable with a tolerable

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? No [with] minor but annoying deficiencies.

Desired performance requires moderate pilot compen-

sation, and that is ... the compensation that is required

here is a considerable amount of stick activity to try

and keep the flight-path command marker where you

want it. Otherwise, if you just try to use small forces

and fly the airplane, it tends to wander around your

target a lot. If you're more aggressive and jab it, then

you can keep things exactly where you want them.

And that's ... I would say that is the same rating and

comments for both pitch or roll. Inside of 400 ft the

Cooper-Harper of 4 with minor but annoying deficien-

cies, desired performance requires moderate pilot

compensation, that is, for the glide-slope intercept

down to 400 ft. And then for the 400 ft for the flare

and landing, adequate performance obtainable with a

tolerable pilot workload. Given no limitations of the

displays and so on, I would say it is satisfactory, yes.

And is it satisfactory without improvement? I would

say no, very objectionable but tolerable deficiencies.

Adequate performance requires extensive pilot com-

pensation. I would say a 6, and that is some part due to

the crosswind causing extra distraction, which makes
it more difficult now to do the flare and round out con-

sistently. The extra workload of decrabbing and keep-

ing the centerline in a reasonable place is just enough

to change it from typically a 5 yesterday now to a 6 for

today.

Pilot D. Pilot D on the 6th of December. We just did a

15-knot crosswind landing, task number 4090. No

shear, apparently, on that crosswind, which is maybe a

little bit unrealistic. That would certainly make it more

difficult if you had some shear in it. And with this

wind the crosswind is really not too big of a factor.

The flight-path display really makes it nice for this

task except for the decrab, it's ... you don't even notice

it. And the decrab with the heavy damping in yaw is

fairly easy to do. The display is not too bad for the

decrab. It does require you to split your scan between

the waterline symbol and the flight-path symbol,
which tends to increase the workload a little bit. And

apparently just enough. It's making my longitudinal

touchdown performance marginal. I think we got one

inadequate. Pilot ratings for approach: let's make it 4.

We need to fix the balloon flap extension, as before.

Lateral: let's make it a 4. The stick forces are just a lit-

tle bit high. Landing, longitudinal: I have got to give it

a 7 because of performance. Otherwise it's up around

a fourish. And laterally: it's a 4. And primarily

because I've got to split my scan between the water-

line symbol and the flight-path symbol.

Pilot E. Okay, this is 4090, the crosswind approach

and landing. A lot of things to talk about on this one.

The up and away, it's a hands-off task. The _t/V con-

trol law just holds it right on track throughout the

deceleration when you change airspeed. It's essen-

tially more or less in a track hold type mode ... I would

call ... without any inputs. It's pretty much going to

compensate for the crab angle and just hold you right

on localizer, so it's up and away, it's noneffort. Push-

ing over for the glide slope, not difficuk tracking the

glide slope in the moderate turbulence. A little more
work than without turbulence, but not too difficuk
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whenwegetdownto400ft. At anyrate,upandaway,
I don't seeanyproblemsat all, andtheratingsare
goingto reflectthat.ForlongitudinalCooper-Harper,
upandaway,thisis for theglide-slopeinterceptdown
to400ft: controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfac-
tory withoutimprovement,andlet's see...approach
airspeed...wegotthat.Glideslopeandlocalizer,I did
very well on, so there'sno problemthere.So I'm
going to rate that as Cooper-Harperof--for
longitudinal:Cooper-Harperof 3.Similarlyforlateral:
controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?Yes,
alsoa 3. It's not really a ... pilot compensationis
required,andsoit givesit a3. Now, from400ft on
down,theautoflapsare,I think,rightnowmybiggest
complaintaboutthewholeconfigurationandtheprob-
lemsI'm havingare ... it's a big ballooneffect,but
dependingontheinteractionwith theturbulenceand
howyoucorrectfor it, it givesyouanonpredictable
responsedownat aroundabout50 to 100ft. SoI'm
gettingrightdownto themostcriticalportionof the
landing,whichis settingtheflareattitude.I'm unable
to getaconsistentheightcrossingtherampor thresh-
oldcrossingheight.Therefore,I'm havingto actively
workthepitchaxistotryandmakeaspotlanding,and
thatresultsin lessthanoptimalH-dots.Especiallyif
there'sanythingelsethatisdistractingmyattention.If
I haveto doanythingelselike correctfor acrosswind
decrab,lateraloffset--anythingthattakesmeout of
thepitchaxis--thatdoesn'tallowmetogiveall ofmy
attentionto solvingtheinconsistentthresholdcrossing
heightproblem,andit doesreflectin eitherX disper-
sionor H-dotdispersion.Sothe autoflapsin them-
selvesarealmostequivalentto a lateraloffsetor a
largeverticaloffsetin thatit's abig distractionandit
requiresyoutobeverytightlyin theloop.I've triedto
anticipatetheautoflaponsetby intentionallyflying
slightlybelowglideslope.Thathasnotworked.There
seemsto be two definitepointswhereyougetbig
inputs.Yougeta big inputbetween... around300ft
whereit reallytendstowanttoclimb,andI can,I have
beenableto successfullysolvethat.I anticipatethat
andI'm veryaggressiveandhavebeenableto keep
myself,whenI've triedhard,prettycloseon glide
slope.ThenI getdownto ...andoneof thethingsyou
noticewhenyou look at yourtapes,or whatever...
you'll seethedifferencebetweencommandedgamma
andactualgamma,andthere'saprettygooddeltain
there,asI amactivelyforcingthenosedownandtry-
ingto keepthisthingonglideslope.Butthethingthat
reallygetsyouthemost...rightatabout100ft when

you'recomingoff of autothrottlesoyouhavea little
bit of acognizantshifttherewhereyouhaveto find
thatlittle autothrottlehandleandpopit off--at that
exactmomentyoutendtogeta--whatisthewordI'm
lookingfor--you tendto ride,to climb on theglide
slope,yougeta little bobblethereandit ... it really
tendsto climb you.And dependingon whatyou're
doingatthetime,beingableto anticipateandcorrect
for thatfinalautoflaptransition...there'sadifference
betweenbeingmaybe15or20ft higheronglideslope
thanyouwanttobe.Now,whenI haveto solvethatat
thesametimeasdecrabor somethingelse,thenmy
longitudinalcontrolseemsto becomedegraded.So
anythingthattakesmeawayfromtightlyworkingthat
longitudinalcontrol... andI earlierhavespokenof a
couplingbetweenthelateraltaskandthepitchtask,
andI thinkwhat'shappeningis whenI'm notableto
fully concentrateonwheremyvelocityvectoris longi-
tudinally,byhavingto makesomekindofline-upcor-
rectionfrom anoffsetwhatever,I thentendto lose
controlof myglideslope,andthere'sreallynotelling
frommn to mnwhereI'm goingto endupbeing.So
withall ofthosecommentsthere,I will nowgoahead
andattemptto ratetheprecisionlanding.Longitudi-
nally:controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?
No. I thinkin thesumtotalof things,I probablyended
upwithanadequateperformanceonthis.Andbased
eitheronexpositionand/orH-dot,I wouldprobably
ratethisa Cooper-Harperof, let's see...adequatefor
H-dotis 6.I'm goingto ratethisa6 andtheproblem
beingis thatsomuchishappeningrighttherebetween
50and 100ft thatmakesor breaksyourH-dotand
yourflareattitude.Also,with the deltabetweenthe
commandedgammaandtheactualgammaandI have
yet to reallysolvethatone... it doesn'tseemto be
consistenttome,in thatwhereI commandthegamma
andwheremy actualgammaendsup andI think it
dependsonwhatkind of largecorrectionI haveto
makeatabout50ft ormaybe40 ft, to correctfor the
highI getfromtheautoflapsorwhatever.I'm usually
in themidstof havingmadeaveryaggressivecorrec-
tionforthatpointin theglideslope,andnowI'm hav-
ing to compensatefor that,andit's difficult. I don't
wantto floatandI don'twantto overcontrolit, soI'm
tendingto bea littlebit lessaggressivewithmy final
flareattitude.And therefore,I'm allowing ... even
thoughI'm on thehorizonwithcommandedgamma,
my actualgammais typicallyabouta degreeor so
behind,andthat'swhyI'm gettingthehigherH-dots.
Soatanyrate,thatwill comein 6onlongitudinal.For
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lateral directional, this is with the crosswind and the

desired here. Let's see: I want to be less than 5 ° angle

of bank. I want to be ... my deviations, let's see ... ran-

way headings less than 2, and ... okay, at any rate there

is a comment here I need to make. There's three things

you're trying to control here. You're trying to control

your Y position, you're trying to control your landing

phi and your landing heading. I mentioned to Dave

earlier now on this tape, those three to me seem diffi-

cult to accomplish simultaneously. If I try to maintain

myself right on centerline I have to, if I fly centerline

approach, put in some angle of bank into the wind as I
decrab. And I don't want to exceed 5° because there is

the danger I guess above 7 ° of a wing scrap. So I'm

very cognizant of that. However, I am ... if I try to get

my crab out completely to get my landing heading less

than 2 °, I am going to have to put in excessive angle of

bank above 5° . Now the option is to let yourself drift

downwind and either fly it slightly upwind and land at

a drift but with your heading aligned down the runway

and your phi less than five, but I don't think that's a

real good way to do it either. So there are lateral prob-

lems here that you can't do everything at once. A com-

ment before I rate it laterally, there's a lot going on

between 100 ft and touchdown, and there's really too

much going on I think, for I think we need to work on

making the airplane a little bit less of a workload from

100 ft on down. And I think the autoflap thing would

really make it a lot easier if you could consistently

have a consistent threshold crossing height, and that is

the coupling and everything else, because when you

end up having to decrab and trying to set up that posi-

tion, then my longitudinal performance goes down.

But at any rate, lateral direction, I think I'm going to

rate that: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. I pretty

much met the desired criteria for Y position and head-

ing and phi, generally. However, I think I'm going to

rate it as a, say it's not satisfactory without improve-

ment. I'm going to rate it as a 4. And to me the limita-

tions are just very, very low bank angle restriction in

the crosswinds, I think, is going to result in lateral

accelerations and landing gear if you can't slip the air-

plane. Now, if we build the gear such that we can have

this land in a crab, that is a course that we probably

need to go. At any rate, a lot of comments, but I think

that approach right there really shows up a lot of

subtleties about this configuration.

Task 4095, Crosswind Approach and Landing,
35 Knots

Pilot A. This is task 4095, 35-knot crosswind

approach and landing, A is the pilot. Okay, this is
run 58. Is it controllable? No. Let's see ... let's take a

look at the ... let's look at the ... break it down first.

Longitudinal, Cooper-Harper on the glide-slope

intercept: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate perfor-

mance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? I'd

say yes, but I'll give it a 3 because of the ... primarily

because of the pitch of the scan required to the far left-

hand comer, far upper right-hand comer of the display

to capture glide slope. Once you're on the glide slope,

it's reasonably easy to maintain it. The lateral-

directional Cooper-Harper, I would have to ... down to

400 ft, I would give it a 2. There's no real problem

controlling, staying on the glide, the localizer. In the

precision landing, 400 ft on down, the nosewheel

touchdown: is it controllable? No. I'll give it a 10. And

lateral directional: is it controllable? I'll give it a 10.

Pilot B. Run 55, task 4095, crosswind approach and

landing at 35 knots. In summary, I think you've gone

beyond a reasonable capability of the airplane at
35 knots. The workload is tremendous and it does feel

true to all three axes. If I try to do the task as written--

that is to decrab completely prior to touchdown--I am

rate limiting routinely; I am routinely exceeding the

bank angle limits on the airplane. So we're starting to

damage parts of the airplane if we were doing this for

real. As far as the approach segment, it's pretty much

like a normal approach segment. The only difference

is the requirement to scan across the majority of the

width of the display to find the glide-slope raw data,

and I think you could compensate for that with just

some simple error indications or a pathway around the

velocity vector. So for the glide-slope intercept, let's

see ... the task is to rapidly maneuver on final

approach and a change in trim flight path before the
middle marker and I think we did that, with no more

than halfa dot deviation in glide slope or localizer. So,

longitudinal: it's controllable, adequate, and sat. And

pilot compensations, let's see--in the turbulence again

I wish I had .5's here--I'm going to give it a 3, mini-

mal compensation required for longitudinal.

For lateral directional: controllable, adequate, and

satisfactory, and compensation not really a factor; give
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it a2. LongitudinallyI'm just huntingarounda little
bit for therightattitudestill,but nomajorproblems
there.Okay,for theprecisionlandingsegment,400ft
down,thetaskis torecoverfromshearsonshortfinal
andlanding,evaluatesensitivityof the airplaneand
crosswindcapability,notendencyfor APCsorbobble
inpitchorroll. Let'ssee...asfarasperformancestan-
dards,maximumbankanglebelow50ft, desiredis5°,
adequateis7.I'm routinelyupintotheadequaterange
andoccasionallyovertheadequaterange.Landingair-
speedis okay--within5knotsof desired.Touchdown
sinkrate,againyou'resoconcernedwith thedriftthat
you'renotcontrollingthesinkrateappreciably,soI'm
routinelyoutsideof the adequaterangethere,and
deviationfrom runwayheading.I tried two tech-
niques.Thefirst techniqueis to dothetaskaswritten
andcompletelydecrabpriorto touchdown.Whenyou
dothat,intensecontrolis required,orintensecompen-
sationis required,to maintaincontrol.If youcheat,
thatis if youdon'ttakeoutallthecrabandacceptalit-
tlebit ofdriftrateattouchdown--keepinginmindthat
thedrift rateis notmeasuredin anythingthatwe're
recordingonthescorecardsotherereallyisnopenalty
from thatfrom a pilot's standpoint--theremightbe
fromtheairplanestandpoint--butif youdo that,the
taskbecomescontrollable,butadequateperformance
isjustnotthere;you'renotableto getadequateperfor-
mancedespitemaximumworkloadandcompensation
attempts.

Okay,so longitudinal:let me give you a seg-
mentedrating here becausethe rating will vary
dependingonmyassumptionsaboutwhatI cantoler-
ateondriftrate.Thefirst onewill beif I dothetaskas
written--thatis, I'm trying to controltheheadingat
touchdownandminimizethedriftratebuildup,soI'm
tryingto decrabaslateasI canandasmuchasI can.
WhenI do that, it's controllable,adequateperfor-
manceisnotobtainable,andI'd sayintensepilotcom-
pensationisrequiredto retaincontrol,andI'd giveit
anHQRof 9. I wasfairly routinelygettinginto the
rateandpositionlimitsonall threeaxesonthat.When
I modifiedthetaskto accepta headingdeviationat
touchdown,so I'll acceptan adequateperformance
therein ordertopreventinadequateperformanceasfar
aswingtipclearanceisconcerned,I wasabletogetthe
wingtipclearancethatI wantedat theexpenseof the
headingdeviationthatwasinadequate.Soagain,I'd
sayadequate;it's controllablebut adequateperfor-
manceisnotobtainable,andI'd giveit anHQRof 7.
Adequateperformancenot obtainableat maximum

tolerablepilot compensation,butcontrollabilityisnot
in question,and that's for longitudinaland lateral
directional.And the longitudinalwas for sink rate,
althoughin all fairness,I'm not largelycontrolling
sinkrateatthatpointbecauseI'm soconcernedwith
drift.Andthelateraldirectionalis forheadingcontrol.
Thatendsthecomments.

I'm goingtomodifyacommentfor 55andthatis
thelongitudinalHQRfor theprecisionlandingphase,
andthat'swiththetaskclear,in I'd triedto controlthe
headingat touchdownall theway.In thiscase,ade-
quateperformancefor the longitudinaltaskwasnot
obtainable.I hadproblemswith H-dot,andwith the
landingboxforthatmatter,butcontrollabilitywasnot
in questionfor the longitudinalaxissoI'm goingto
givethatanHQRof7,longitudinal.I'd giveit a9,lat-
eraldirectional.So7, longitudinal.Adequateperfor-
mancewasnotobtainable,butcontrollabilitywasnot
in questionin the longitudinalaxis.That endsthe
modifiedcomments.

PilotC.Okay,run28, 11-30-95,C is thepilot, task
4095,crosswindapproachinglandingat 35knots.Is it
controllable?Yes.Isadequateperformanceobtainable
withatolerableworkload?Kind of.By thedefinition
of ouradequateperformancethere,I wouldhaveto
sayno.Majordeficiencies:adequateperformancenot
obtainablewith maximumtolerablepilot compensa-
tion.Controllabilityisnot in question.I wouldgiveit
aCooper-Harperof 7,nomatterwhatI did onall the
approaches,alwayssomeparameterescapedbeing
adequate.Sometimesit's H-dot,sometimesit's long
or short,or whatever,no matterwhatI did, for as
manyrunsasI coulddo. I didfeel somebetterwhen
wehadmotionbaseonthanwithmotionbaseoff. The
cuesseemedbetterandmademuchmorepositivecon-
trol,andit didfeelsignificantlybetterin theflarewith
those.Sothesecommentswerefor the400ft downto
touchdownandrollout.Thecommentsfortheinbound
glide-slopeinterceptorare essentiallythe sameas
before.I wouldsay,minorbutannoyingdeficiencies.
Desiredperformancerequiresmoderatepilotcompen-
sationfornobigchange,whetherit was35knotsor 15
knotsorwhatever.

PilotD. PilotD onDecember[6],andrun36.I ended
up, task 4095.I havea feelingthat this is for the
35-knotcrosswind,whichI havea feelingis nearthe
limit. Wegotcontrollimitinglaterallyonetime.The
rudderforcesareveryhigh.Also,wehavea display
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problemwhichisnottoobad,butasfar asthedisplay
goes,with the high crabanglethere'sa largescan
problembetweenthewaterlinesymbolandtheflight-
pathsymbol.To reducethatI wasbringingin some
sideslipata fairlyhighaltitudejust to geteverything
onthesamepartof thedisplay.I wasactuallystarting
apartialdecrabat 1000ft, with theremainingdecrab
hopefullyfull and100ft, whichI didn'tmakeacouple
oftimes.OnetimeI felt it wasbecauseof theroll con-
trol limitingI gotinto,andI backedoff onthecontrol,
andI probablylet theheadinggo.Thelastone,run36,
I wasalittle surprisedto seewehadontheorderof 5°
ofheadingoff. Still,it wasaprettyacceptablelanding.
Andagain,thelateral-directionaltaskis just increas-
ingtheworkloadenoughthatI'm havingahardtime
concentratingonthelongitudinaltask,andI gotacou-
ple shortlandings.Actually,longitudinalis not too
bad,but it's goingto getdownratedbecauseof the
performance.Okay, pilot ratings, longitudinal
approach:wecanmakethata4, andreallythedisplay
is nicehere.If it weren'tfor thefactthat[there'sa]
hugecrabangle,youhardlyevennoticeyouhada
crosswind.Laterally,in the approach,I'm goingto
giveit a ...well laterallyit's ... well shoot.I think I
needto makebothof these5,becauseit's a display
problem.Let'smakebothof these5.Thecontrolpart
isnotproblem,butit's thelargescanpatternbetween
the flight pathandthe waterlinesymbol,and so I
wouldsaythatis definitelymoderatelyobjectionable
deficiency.I'm notsurewhatto doaboutit. Butit did
increasetheworkload,butdoesit makeit a 5?Let's
makeit a4, bothof thema4 still.Talkaboutoscilla-
tionshere:put it a4_no a 4redo.Okay.Andonthe
landing,it lookslike I haveto giveit a 7 longitudi-
nally,becauseI thinkI landedtooshortonetime.Our
sinkratesareall reasonable.I think,youknow,longi-
tudinalfromahandlingqualitiesstandpoint,it's more
likea4. Okay,laterally,we'regettingjustupnearthe
limits onthis,andwith thecontrollimitingthatI got
thereonce,I wouldsaythatit's almosta7,butis it a7
though?Well, I guessI gotsomeinadequateperfor-
mances,whicharegoingto makemegiveit a7 any-
way.Solet'sgiveit a7for performance.Actuallythe
displayandthehandlingandeverythingisn't thatbad
exceptfor thatcontrollimiting.Let'sjust leavethatat
a 7 for both performanceandthe limiting of the
controlsystemthere.

PilotE. Okay,crosswindapproachandlanding,task
[4095],35-knotcrosswind.A lot ofmycommentsstill
remainthatI gavein the15-knotcrosswindcase.The

problemhereis,I thinkthistaskwouldtakealittlebit
of techniquerefinementandthenyouwouldprobably
needto havethisasataughttaskina simulatorbefore
thepilotswentoutontheline,if youweregoingtotry
andfly thisthingatthishighof crosswind.Themain
thingis, there'ssomuchgoingon, asI elaborated
before,it's difficult to do everythingdownthere
between100ft andtheground.It's justanawfullot of
workloadat thatpoint.It lookslike,generally,I met
desiredcriteriafor X position.Thatwas... thatwas
probablyokay.TheY positionwaskindof agive-me.
I thoughtthatwasworsethanthat,andit washardto
getthatY position.And overallH-dotwasadequate,
andI thinkprobablythat'saboutthebestI coulddoon
that.Sofor theglide-slopeinterceptsegmentthough,
however,above400ft, again,it's almostano-brainer.
Thecontrollawisverygoodin thatparticularpartof
thetask.So---controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Sat-
isfactory?Yes.This is for the longitudinalCooper-
Harper.I wouldratethata 3.Again,it's controllaw,
thesetupisverynice,andthecrosswindsreallydon't
affectthelongitudinaltaskabove400ft. Similarlyfor
lateraldirectional,theywerealwaysdesired;alsocon-
trollable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?Yes,for
a3also.Below400ft, it getsa littlebitharder.Longi-
tudinally,again,justtokindofjustaddalittlebitmore
emphasisto all thecommentsI madeontheprevious
task.Controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory
withoutimprovement?No. I think I wouldalsorate
thisoneprobablya 6.I'll tell youwhat,I'm goingto
ratethisa 5. I think I mayhaveratedit 6 before,but
it's kindof borderline5to6,andactuallythere'ssuch
anoveralldemandinglateraltask.It kindof masksthe
effort in the longitudinaltask.Lateraldirectionally:
controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?No.
EventhoughonthisoneI metall thedesiredcriteria,
onthislastone,theworkloadissohighandit's sucha
difficulttask,I reallycan'trateit in thedesiredcrite-
ria,soI'm goingto ratethis,notsatisfactorywithout
improvementandI'm going to rate this, well, I'm
goingto ratethisa 6.It's kind of borderline5to 6 in
myopinion.Andtheproblemagainis the...well, it's
justahardtask.There'sjustalotgoingon,andthere's
thatI haddifficult ability gettinga goodslip estab-
lished.Again,I thinkwithpracticeI coulddoamuch
betterjob,butobviouslyif wepracticedalot thenwe
reallywouldn'tbegivinggoodratingsonthestuff,so
I thinkthis isa taskthatwouldneedto bedeveloped
andexploredandatechniquedevelopedtoproperlydo
this.
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Task 4100, Category Ilia Minimums Landing

Pilot A. Okay December 12th, this is task 4100,

Cat IIIa minimums landing, the pilot is A. Okay, on

that last one, mn number is 13. The Cooper-Harper

rating, longitudinally, glide slope, 1500 ft down to

400 ft, including the glide-slope intercept and localizer

tracking: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate perfor-

mance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory without improve-

ment? Yes. Improvement not required. That's Level I.

I would ... I guess if I'm rating the control law and the

displays altogether, I would have to give it like a 2

because of the large scan required going from the

flight-path vector, down to ... up to the glide slope.

Lack of a 3° line on the reference, lack of the runway

icon to work with, and guidance ... that's a lot could be

improved in terms of the guidance, to improve your

performance more along the lines of flight directing

type information, situation awareness, tunnel of the

sky, and so forth would help. Lateral-directional

Cooper-Harper: this is basically a straight-in approach

and very minimal, just only small corrections were

required. I would give: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate performance? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? Yes. I'll give it a 2, and I wouldn't give

it a 1 because ... I could give it a 1 if it had better, just

for instance, localizer or track hold features, perhaps,

and better displays, so it's situation awareness of

where you're going and there's a large scan pattern;

from your flight-path vector way up to the localizer,

the glide ... I mean the bank angle ... down to the local-

izer is quite a large scan area there, compared to just a

head-down display. So I'll give it a 2. Down in the

400 ft down, the nosewheel touchdown, the longitudi-

nal Cooper-Harper rating: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate performance? Yes. Well, yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? Yes. I would give it a ... well

let's see ... let me just backtrack a little bit ... the ... I

think, in terms of the glide-slope tracking, the glide

slope right down to touchdown is quite difficult

because it seems to go high. Typically you start out

high with the configuration change and then for some

reason, late in, and then still some configuration

changes still happening, but somewhere around 100 to

200 ft you start going high on the glide slope, and you

have yet to push the flight-path vector down to 4 ° to

stay on the glide slope, so you end up going high. For

that reason I guess I would give it a 4, because it really

ought to have some, I think, guidance and improve-

ments there or have configuration changes made with-

out any perceptible changing gamma. So I'll give it a

4. Cooper-Harper in lateral directional: this is very ...

just a straight-in, with small corrections. There were

no major problems. Is it controllable? Yes. Adequate

performance? Yes, well actually not, occasionally no.

So I would say adequate performance: no. And major

deficiencies: well I ended off the runway. We would

have to say, well, it's going to be between a 6 and a 7.

I guess with extensive pilot compensation I' d probably

stay ... get on the runway. I'll give it a 6, lateral direc-

tionally, and the reason I did is because of the guid-

ance down close to the runway. There's no expanded
localizer. The localizer is hidden behind a bunch.., the

localizer deviation is not expanded and it's very diffi-

cult to see, and if you concentrate very hard, you can

pick it out of the clutter but it detracts from the rest of

your performance, so it mostly displays things [that

have] nothing to do with the controls itself, typically

the displays that are available to the pilot.

Pilot B. Run 58, task 4100, Cat IIIa minimums land-

ing. For the glide-slope intercept portion, it's much the

same that I've seen before. Deviation and light turbu-

lence, plus or minus a half a dot, is relatively easy ...

very small tendency to hunt for pitch, but nothing

unusual. It's controllable, adequate, and sat, and longi-

tudinal ... again I wish I had 2.5 available ... I'll give it

a 2, pilot compensation not really a factor for desired

performance. And lateral directional: it's controllable,

adequate, and sat, and again, pilot compensation not a

factor for desired performance. I'd give it an HQR of 2
also.

For the precision landing phase, the basis is han-

dling qualities of landing, no tendency for PIO or bob-

ble in pitch or roll, no tendency to float or bounce, and

that's for 400 ft on down. As far as performance, bank

angle below 50, I was able to get desired deviation

from landing airspeed, desired ... sink rate between

desired and adequate, typically, and deviation from

heading, desired, typically.

Longitudinal is controllable, adequate, and sat,
and just in the absence of cues, I'm working a little bit

more than in VFR. Just say minimal pilot

compensation required for desired performance, and

give it an HQR of 3.

For lateral directional, again I'm hunting for the

line-up and part of this is display problem that we

talked about. Doing this task without a flight director

is probably not representative, and trying to scan the
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localizererrorwhileyou'recontrollingthesinkrate,
leadsto a littlebit lossof scan.That'swherethecom-
pensationis. It's controllable,adequate,andsat,but
I'm goingto sayminimalpilot compensationrequired
for desiredperformanceandgiveit anHQRof 3.That
concludesthecomments.

PilotC.Task4100,CatIIIa minimums,andC is the
pilot,andjust goingto theCooper-Harperratinghere.
Is it controllable?Yes. Is adequateperformance
obtainablewithatolerablepilotworkload?Yes.Is sat-
isfactorywithoutimprovement?No. I wouldsay,I
thinkthattheairplaneisabouta5forthistask.Moder-
ately objectionabledeficiencies:adequateperfor-
mancerequiresconsiderablepilot compensation.Just
try thenextonehere.Veryobjectionablebuttolerable
deficiencies,adequateperformancerequiresextensive
pilot compensation.That'sprobablymorelike a 6, I
think ...veryobjectionablebut tolerabledeficiencies.
That'sjust ... oncetherunwaybecomesin view,it's
toodifficult to geta goodtouchdownat thedesired
place.Justtoomuchworkloadandquiteabit of anxi-
ety.I canreducetheanxietya bit by lettingit float
longer,but if I try to put it onthespot,thenit makes
merathernervousandmy performancedecreasesand
weendupwithbanksafterandliftoffs afterwehave
initiallytoucheddown.If I relaxit a littlebit andlet
myselfgoalong,thenI feela lotmoreconfident,soI
think6 is really therightplacefor it. And that'sin
both;longitudinal:it seemslikeI talkedaboutlongitu-
dinalmost, but bankis a little bit of a difficulty
becauseyoucan'tmakeverymuchbankwhenyou're
closeto theground,andif you'renotperfectlylined
up,youwantto makeenoughbankto fall intotheade-
quateperformanceareaorperhapsevenbeyond.SoI
thinkit's fair to callthembotha 6atthispoint.Those
previouscommentsare for the touchdownandthe
final segmentthere.Theearliersegmentonthelocal-
izing glide slope--that'sa muchdifferentstory.Is
adequateperformanceobtainablewith tolerablepilot
workload?Yes. Is it satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment?I would say yes. Thereare somemildly
unpleasantdeficiencies.Minimal pilot compensation
requiredfor desiredperformance.I wouldsaya 3 in
bothaxes.

I want to add to my last comments,thereon
mn61,thedifficultyI hadonthefinal segmentabout
beingableto controlmy headingrealwell.Thebank

indexis sofar awayfromthecenterof concentration
thing,thatyoucan'tdoverywellatthat,sothereis a
tendencywhenyou getcloseto therunwayto start
wantingto wanderbackandforthandchasethehead-
ing.Theheadingline is nowhighenoughabovethe
flight-pathcommandmarkerthat you can't havea
goodreferencethere,andthenit turnsoutthatit isjust
unfortuitous.Thelocalizerbaris sittingrightoverthe
headingindicatorson that headingline. It makesit
verydifficultto discernwhat'shappening,to sortout
whatyouarelookingat.

PilotD. PilotD, December[6], task4100,endedup
onmn38,CatIIIa,withnoflightdirectorandwiththe
sizeofthevehicle,essentiallynovisionuntilyoustart
toderotate.Youcanseebarelyjustalittlebitbutnoth-
ing thatreallyhelps,soI think thetaskneedsto be
redefined.In reallife youhavetohaveatleastaflight
directorto get downto 100ft, muchlessdownto,
essentially,0 ft here.Sowe'reessentiallylandingon
rawdata,whichof coursebecomesvery,veryactive
downcloseto therunway.Theonly thing,theflare
cuedoeshelp in the flareof course.Laterally,I'm
just ... duringtheflare I'm just strictlyopen-loop...
justhopethethinggoesin therightdirection.And it
lookslike onthelastrunwe'dbeenokay,but it was
justpureluck,becauseI'm concentratingon theflare
cuesomuch.Wecancertainlyratetheapproachpart
of it. I'll justgiveit 4;4'sforlongitudinal,lateralthere
as before.Reallythe displayis pretty good.The
depressedpitchlinewouldhelpat 3°, andof coursea
flight directorwouldhelp.But not toobad.Landing:
I'm not surehowto rateit. Letmegetthescaleout
hereand do something.I havea feelingthat, you
know,my longitudinal... if I made100of these,my
longitudinaltouchdowndispersionswouldn'tbe too
good.I thinkI just luckedoutontheone.I think it's
majordeficiencies7; 7.Youknow,weneedadisplay
forthetaskhere.

PilotD againon December[6]. I wouldlike to
reconsidermy ratingsonthistask4100.I shouldhave
gonethroughthis left-handsideof the scalea little
more.I tendto jump into it. Pilot decisions.Is it
controllable?Yesit is controllable,but improvement
is mandatoryon the system... major deficiencies
becauseof the display,not actuallyof the control.
Let'sgiveit a 10bothlongitudinallyandlaterallyfor
thelandingtask.
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Pilot D, December 6, Cat IIIa with the flight direc-

tor this time, 4100, we ended up on mn 67. The last

two runs, I was following the flight director very

closely. I was flying [unintelligible], so the perfor-

mance on those last two runs was quite repeatable and

I think representative of what we could do. This is a

much more reasonable task, although you know,

again, you got.., we essentially got a single thread sys-

tem here taking us down to runway, which you

wouldn't, you would have to have some kind of

backup, which Cat IIIa gives you, of course, the scene

to confirm that you are landing on the runway. I'm

really not getting that here. Essentially I'm landing

blind. Okay, the only really problems I solved on the

flight director is that I have a tendency to S-turn, on

the flight director, all the way down and right through

into the landing. I think a little bit of bank compensa-

tion or feedback could help me there. And in the only

other place I'm having a little bit of a problem is H-dot

resolutions in the final touchdown. I have to guess a

little bit, although it seems to be working out good, but

I could use a little bit of help, either on the director or

something there, to make sure that I really got the right

final sink rate coming into the touchdown there. Pilot

ratings. Let me find my scale here. Longitudinal, we

were getting pretty close to ... I guess we got to give it

adequate performance because my sink rates still

aren't right on, but again I think that goes along a little

bit with my comments. So I'm going to give it a 5 for

performance, but for handling qualities I think it's def-

initely a 4. So let's make it 5, performance; 4, han-

dling qualities. I don't know if you guys like this or

not, but you're getting it anyway. Laterally ... come

back here ... doing great on performance, but I'm hav-

ing the biggest problem there, from a handling quali-

ties point and that's that S-turn, but it's really not too,

too serious. Moderately objectionable, minor ... I'm

going to give it a 5. Kind of a 4 and a half really, but

you guys don't like halves, huh? Is that right? Okay,

that's [unintelligible]. That's on the, I'm getting my

numbers mixed up here ... let's see ... approach, yeah,

okay. Yeah, I'm getting mixed up here ... that's on the

approach, and let's see ... what did I do on the

approach? Longitudinally, why did I give it a 5 for

performance? Okay. That should be a 4. That was my

landing rating. Okay, so it's a 4 for approach longitu-

dinal, and it's a 5 for approach lateral. Okay, now let's

go to landing and give it a 5 on performance and a 4 on

handling qualities, and give it a 5 on lateral landing

because of the S-turn again. Okay, signing off.

Pilot E. Okay, this is the rating for task 4100, the Cat-

egory IIIa minimums landing. It's an interesting task.

Obviously there's vertical guidance or longitudinal

axis, but there's clear cues and the like. The glide-

slope indicator does provide ... since you do have the

velocity vector showing your actual gamma ... does

provide very, very adequate guidance to glide path.

Lateral guidance is lacking in that the instrumentation

that we have on the HUD will show you a deviation

from localizer, but it won't really show you how you

are corrected. So the problem is ... and this is true on

the up and away as well as in close ... to correct for lat-

eral deviations you have to look at the heading. You
can't do little mental exercises to how much of a cor-

rection you need to put in to correct the deviation.

There's no ... the velocity vector does not give you a

compelling enough indication of how you are correct-

ing. And I wasn't able to use the actual heading tape

because it's graduating in 10° increments. It wasn't

enough of a cue, so the lateral task is hard. When you

get in close and you start having to overcome for the

autoflap burble there at the end, and you're working

the longitudinal axis very, very demandingly, the lat-

eral axis is easy to let get out of hand, as evidenced my

second approach. If you can pick up the runway and

make the correct judgments to where you are on the

runway, then it becomes a little easier on the lateral

task and you can stay closed-loop on it. On the second

task, I picked up the runway, but I picked up the edge

and thought I was on one part and corrected incor-

rectly and actually landed off the runway. So obvi-

ously there are some interesting things about this task.

As far as glide-slope intercept, I met desired criteria

down to 400 ft, both laterally and longitudinally. The

longitudinal rating: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory without improvement? I would say yes

and rate it a 3. For lateral-directional Cooper-Harper:

it is controllable, adequate. Performance attainable

with tolerable workload? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? No. Even though I met the desired cri-

teria I would say it was really borderline desired, ade-

quate for the workload required. I'm going to rate it a

4, with the comment that tracking the localizer in light

turbulence is a high workload task because of the lack

of good enough guidance cues. From 400 ft on down it

becomes a little bit different task. The longitudinal: we

will rate that first. It's interesting: the flare cue does

provide you with enough information to make decent

landings I think. The two ... the one, the second

approach, as I was off the runway, I kind of started
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lookingattherunwayandprettymuchquitworkingas
hardatthatpointsinceI wasoff in theweedsanddid
notreallypayattentionto my flare.SoI'll throwat
that 6 ft/secH-dotthereandlook moreat the two
approachesalittle,a littlemoregradeable.Inthatcase
youdogetprettygoodcuesfrommakingagoodflare.
I thinkit wascontrollable.Adequateperformancewas
attainable.Satisfactorywithout improvement?No.
Severalthings,again the autoflapsituationreally
makesyoumessup yourglideslopein close.And
again,in an instrumentapproach,the last thingyou
wantto doishaveaveryunstabilizedglideslopethat
closeto theground.And it's just, I haveyetto figure
outhowto anticipateorhowtototallycounteractthis
autoflapimplementation.It doesnotseemto meto be
consistentfromtimetotimedependingonavarietyof
factors.Somy glideslopedefinitelygetsa little bit
lessthanoptimizedfrom400ft ondown.At anyrate,
controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?No. I
will rateit a4. I will rateit a4becauseof myperfor-
mance;certainlythere'sa lot of pitfallsin therethat
couldreallymessyouup andbeeithertoo long or
harderor firmer landings.For laterallydirectional:
controllable?Yes.Adequate?Again,I guesstheques-
tionhereis,we'retryingtolookpastthetaskasfaras
theproperguidanceandlook moretowardstheair-
frametypeofresponse.Okay,soI'll sayadequateper-
formanceattainable?Yes.Is it satisfactorywithout
improvement?No. This is difficult. It's difficult to
separatethetaskatthispointfromthetoolsyouhave
tocompletethetask.Andthisisgoingtobeaverydif-
ficult ratingto give.Thelackof cuesfor yourlateral
guidanceis enoughto makethisavery,verydifficult
task,butyet theairplanerespondsin the lateralaxis
wellenoughwiththepropertoolsto doanicejob, so
I'm goingto ...tornherebetweentryingnotto let the
actualdisplaysdrivemyratingsasopposedtotheper-
formanceof thevehicle.I think I'm goingto stop
recordingfor a second.Okay,I tooktimeout to dis-
cusswith Daveabouthowto ratethis.Theratingis
goingtoreflecttheoverallsystem,inhisopinion,and
thatwouldincludethedisplays,soI'm goingtorateit
a 6. And I wouldsaythatthere'sa goodpossibility
thatthiscouldendupbeinga muchlowerrating,the
savinggraceis youdopickup somerunwaycuesat
about50ft andit allowsyouto correctyourheading
soyoudon'tdrift off therunway.Sothatisaboutthe
onlythingthatsavesyou,soI will ratethisa 6 and
makeacommentthatthetaskhassomeproblemswith
it.

Task 4110, Approach and Landing With Jammed
Control

Pilot A. This is task 4110, approach and landing with

jammed control. Okay, the last mn number was 15.

Longitudinal Cooper-Harper from 1500 ft down to

400 ft: Controllable? Well, yes. Adequate perfor-

mance? Yes. Adequate without improvement? Yes.

Improvement not required. Oh gee, I would have to

give it a 1. Okay, the lateral directional: is it controlla-

ble? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? Yes. I'll give it probably a 2,

based on previous comments, tracking and down to
the last 400 ft down to touchdown. Nosewheel touch-

down: was it controllable? Yes. Adequate perfor-

mance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Yes.

Improvement not needed, actually I did better with

this one than I did with any of the other ones. I'll give

it a 1. No problem. As a matter of fact, as far as tuning

to pilot response, it seemed to be improved. Of course,

I wasn't making large inputs but where you might get
into trouble, but it seemed to be the card for the task.

Lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: no problem there, I

give it a 1.

Pilot B. Run 60, task 4110, approach and landing with

jammed control. Glide-slope intercept phase was very

much as before; I didn't notice any difference due to

the control authority. The inputs felt consistent, much

what I've seen. Deviation within half a dot, fairly easy

to get. Longitudinal: controllable, adequate, and sat,

negligible deficiencies. Pilot compensation largely not

a factor. I'd give it an HQR of 2.

Lateral directional: it's controllable, adequate, and

sat, and again pilot compensation not really a factor

for desired performance; HQR of 2.

For the precision landing phase, 400 ft and below,

I was able to get adequate to desired performance in

all the parameters, bank angle deviation from landing

airspeed, max touchdown sink rate, and deviation

from runway heading without too much of a problem.

Longitudinal was a bit more difficult than lateral
directional, and I was able to concentrate on

longitudinal but was hunting a little bit for the correct

pitch attitude. The flare cue, now that I'm using it a bit

more, is useful and helps out a bit. It' s just phasing the

power reduction in with the pitch attitude increase;

that's the compensation required. So longitudinal is

controllable, adequate, and sat, this time with mildly
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unpleasantdeficienciescausedbyminimalpilot com-
pensation.Callit anHQRof 3.Forlateraldirectional:
it's controllable,adequate,andsat,thepilot compen-
sationlargelynot a factorfor desiredperformance;
HQR2.Thatconcludesthecomments.

Pilot C. This is run 71, task number 4110, C is the

pilot. Is it controllable? Yes. This is talking about the

first segment. Adequate performance is obtainable.

Satisfactory without improvement. Cooper-Harper of

3. Mildly unpleasant deficiencies when you're

outbound on the way in, and mostly that's related to

the familiar complaints I've had about how the stick

feels. There's a large breakout first, and then you have

to push through that, and then the command marker

moves ... the bank moves more than you intended, per-

haps. You tend to chase around it, so it leads to bang-

bang controlling. BUt the overall control of the param-

eters is very good. So Cooper-Harper of 3 for both

longitudinal and lateral directional. For the approach

and landing phase below 100 ft: is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance obtainable with tolera-

ble pilot workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? Let's see ... were we long that time? I

didn't realize we were quite that long? Nice touch-

down. It was actually the nicest landing that I've made

I think, from a pilot satisfaction standpoint. I can give

it a Cooper-Harper of 5 [with] moderately objection-

able deficiencies ... adequate performance requires

considerable pilot compensation: in general, the work-

load and the difficulty of getting the touchdown H-dot

right and in the box. Quite a bit of workload in stick

activity to get that job done.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 12. Just finished 4110,

which is the landing with the jammed stabilizer. We

ended up on run 40. Looks like we picked a condition

where the stabilizer is right, almost centered for the

approach condition. And it's really no big problem.

We didn't get in any trouble anywhere. You can notice

that the longitudinal control is not as tight, and this is

most noticeable at the flap deploy. There seems to be

larger excursions on the actual flight path. And in par-

ticular ... well both my landings I made, one of them I

had gotten a little bit slow and long, and you could

definitely see the flight path deviating, and apparently
we had a saturated elevator. The other one, the eleva-

tor didn't saturate and I wasn't quite so slow, but I

could still see a deviation in the actual flight path just

before touchdown. Pilot ratings. Let's give the

approach the good o1' _. What do we do on this

thing here? Let's see, longitudinal: you could probably

work around these deficiencies for emergency condi-

tions, it's really pretty good. Let me go up this thing so

I don't get in trouble again. Is it adequate, controlla-

ble? Is adequate performance obtainable with a tolera-

ble workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? And no, for normal operations; I think

it' s acceptable for emergency operations, which makes

it Level II. And we were just on the limit. Let's make

it a 5 [with] moderately objectionable deficiencies.

And lateral: no problem. What the heck have I been

giving it? Stand by for a second. Yeah, I think my

good o1' 4 and nothing different on the lateral there.

Okay.

Pilot E. Okay doke, this was 4110, approach and land-

ing with jammed control. Basically the only things I

noticed were subtle, up and away. Obviously it was

hands-off all the way to glide-slope intercept, with the

gamma-V control law taking care of holding the aki-

tude on the track. Glide-slope intercept: nothing I

noticed. It was a typical type intercept. Fairly mild

pushover and tracking the glide slope very tightly was

not that difficult and the autoland, autoflap rather--as

it came in, I did notice a slight tendency for a little

pitch PIO. Before I just noticed the kind of the bal-

looning effect, but today I noticed in trying to counter-

act that I did get a little bit of a slight pitch PIO, and
the other difference I noticed was on touchdown,

when I went to derotate, I did not have ... the nose was

coming down, and normally I fly the nose down. In

this case the nose was coming down, I was trying to

keep it from keeping down at ... keep it coming down

at a moderate rate, so I did notice the lack of pitch

authority on derotation more than anyplace else. All
the criteria--I think even the touchdown--I noticed I

did when I PIO'd a little bit in the final stages of

autoflaps, I got myself a little bit high, and so I was

working off that very slight high in the attempt to

make the box. I had to let the nose just settle a little bit
and that's what caused the 3.4 H-dot, but I didn't

really notice anything much different in the controlla-

bility of the aircraft. Okay, so for up and away, longi-

tudinal Cooper-Harper: controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Yes. I would

say Cooper-Harper of 3. Lateral directional: similar,

controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory with-

out improvement? Yes--a 3 also. Obviously no lateral

problems there since none were implemented. From

400 ft on down, longitudinal: controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? No.
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TheslightPIO,I think,wouldbesomethingthatcould
beconsideredcausefor concern.Andthelackofnose
authorityonderotation...I thoughtit wasalittlebit; it
definitelyneedsto befixed.I wouldrateit a4 based
onmy perceptionthat youcan't prettymuchmake
borderlinedesiredadequateperformance.For lateral
direction,again,verysimilarto previousones.Noth-
ingdifferentthere.Controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.
Satisfactorywithoutimprovement?Yes,a3.

Task 5010, Stall--Idle Power

back it takes a long time to get the job done. Cooper-

Harper ratingwise: was adequate performance attain-

able with a tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it satis-

factory without improvement? My tendency is to say

it's a Cooper-Harper of 3, some mildly unpleasant

deficiencies, minimum pilot compensation required

for desired performance. And oh, by the way, also the

same thing, Cooper-Harper 3, for both the pitch and

roll axes. Lateral directional appears to be no particu-

lar problem. I don't have to deal with the stick and roll

at all, and beta doesn't get very large.

Pilot A. This is mn 20, the power-off stall. We

decreased our speed at 3 knots/sec, and once again, as

you get very close to the stall, you drive off; it's kind

of like approaching a cliff, and you push the accelera-

tor to the floorboard as you're approaching the cliff

instead of slowing down. With this gamma law,

there's a natural built-in tendency to take you over the

edge very quickly, especially as the angle of attack

gets higher, and so as you're approaching 23 ° , you

have to be very alert to push the nose down quickly at

that point. Matter of fact, when you get up around 18 °

to 20 ° , you have to start decreasing the pitch attitude

to keep the acceleration within the 3 knots/sec. You're

having to anticipate quite a bit, but there's no large

roll-off ... no departure ... and seems to be adequate

nose-down authority at that point.

Pilot B. It's predictable in pitch and it's doing what it

should; it's holding gamma, and so you don't have to

hold the pitch forces to hold the constant theta, and

maybe holding constant theta isn't a representative

task for this maneuver. Yea, predictable and relatively

easy to control. I think it may be that when I com-

mented that I found my gamma was trying to increase

on me, it was the ghost or the pseudogamma--the

flashing gamma. Yea, once it's flashing, all bets are
off.

Pilot C. This is run 20, item 5010. We did two of

those runs. The maneuver is possible without excep-

tional pilot skill or strength. The recovery point ...

there's positive pitch control. It's relatively easy to

establish a nice rate of pitch down. Things are happen-

ing a little slower it seems, so it's a little easier at max

power at this weight point. A lot of altitude was lost

because of difficulty of decreasing alpha and to allow

airspeed to build and recover. I didn't see how much

altitude was lost, but obviously even with throttles

Pilot D. Okay, comments on task 5010, the idle stall

straight-ahead. We ended with run 31. Pilot D on

December 5th. Once you learn the technique, it's not

too bad. A little more difficuk than the max power

one. The first one I did, I didn't realize that the gamma

control system was going to drive it into a very high

decel rate, and we ended up with a high alpha and lost

the vehicle on lateral control. If you watch the decel

rate, then [you don't] get that large alpha overshoot,

and the vehicle seems very controllable in the regime.

Lots of both pitch and lateral control power for recov-

ery, no problem laterally. Again, with the ... must keep

that max alpha within the boundaries. Pilot ratings.

Longitudinal: the task is a little bit harder. You first

have to plus and minus and then you have to pitch

back down again. And again, I'm not sure how much

value a pilot rating has, but I would say deficiencies

require improvement. It's really maybe a little bit dan-

gerous. There maybe needs to be some protection built

into the control system for that kind of maneuver. I

think it's somewhere in the Level II. What you call

it ... let's give it a 5 for moderately objectionable defi-

ciency-that tendency to drive into a real high decel

rate. Laterally, as long as we keep the alpha within the

boundaries there, it's no problem. I had adequate roll

control power. No problem controlling roll to zero.

Let's give it a 3.

Pilot E. Okay, 5010, stall, idle power. I took a little bit

of effort in trying to establish a 3 knots/sec accelera-

tion. The reason being, there's not a linear decelera-

tion with either gamma or theta, and I would start

getting a pretty good deceleration, and then I would

hold everything, and then it would start slowing down,
I think, more to like 170 to 160 knots, and then to start

speeding up I had to push forward at that point. At

about 130 knots I had to really push a lot of forward

column because it would start decelerating very rap-

idly so that my gamma was almost down to 0 by the
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timewehit 110.Recovery,I aggressivelypushednose
down.My gammawentbelowscale...off thebottom
of thepicturein front of me,off thebottomof the
videoscreen.My thetawasprobablyaboutminus...
my lowestpitchwasaboutprobably-4 to -5 andit
stabilizeddownabout-2 or-3, andbecauseof that,I
gota little bit of a secondarystallasit triedto reac-
quirethegamma,soI kindof hadto holdalittlebit of
forwardstickto holdthattheta.I probablycouldhave
beenalittlemoreaggressiveandgottenthenosedown
alittlebitmore.Butatanyrate,therewasnolateralor
directionalproblemsandit did recoverconsistently.
TherewasneveranydoubtinmymindI wasgoingto
recover.The secondarystall wasvery brief and I
hardlyhadtimeto noticeit beforeit wasover.Other-
wiseit didn't looktoobad.I hadzerophi.My little
scorecardsays.9°. I'll writethatdown.I didn'teven
noticethat.Sofor longitudinalcharacteristicsthe...I
wouldsaytheairplanefelt controllable.Thesecond-
ary stall happenedso quickly I didn't really even
noticeit, soI neverfeltthat.I probablywouldn'teven
comment,exceptto mentionthatit happened.SoI
wouldsayit wascontrollable.Adequateperformance
wasobtainable.Satisfactorywithoutimprovement.I
wouldsayyes,againwith a caveatthatwenotethe
limitationsof a gammacommandcontrollaw athigh
alpha.But it seemedveryhonest.It didn't seem...
knowingthat...knowingthatI hadto holdsomefor-
wardstick,whichis not entirelyuncommonin other
aircraftthatarenot gammacommand.Aircrafteven
withthesestablephisandalphas,still I havefoundin
thedeeperstallareathatyouhaveto kindofcontrolit.
It will notonit's ownjustpitchover,butI didn'tfind
it annoying.So I am goingto rate longitudinally:
Cooper-Harperof 3.Lateraldirectional:I hadnoprob-
lemwhatsoever.It still took somecompensationto
hold it wingslevel but I really almostdidn't even
rememberdoingthat,soit wascertainlycontrollable.
Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory.Yes.SinceI don'treally
recallevermuchdoinganything,I amgoingtorateit a
Cooper-Harperof 2.AndeitherI justhappenedtojust
luck into doingit just right,or I just didn't seemto
haveanydesiretofall off laterally.

Task 5020, Stall--Maximum Takeoff Power

Pilot A. With this control law there is a natural ten-

dency for the alpha to take you right over the edge on

the alpha without any envelope protection, and just

automatically sends you rocketing off the edge of the

cliff. In an accelerated fashion, once you set up an

unachievable flight-path vector, then it starts to

increase the alpha and the more it increases, the more

it increases, and it just takes off, and so there's a big

difference between one recovering at 156 knots and

23 ° because you're starting to go over the edge there.

Unless you anticipate it by a couple of degrees, I find

myself what I really wanted to do is hold a constant

alpha and let the speed decrease. I couldn't do that

because the control law was telling it to hold a con-

stant gamma, and it would just wrap the attitude up,

the slower I got.

My major comment is that this control law--lon-

gitudinal control law--is certainly not the worst possi-

ble but certainly not the best control law for operation

right near the stall because it just sends you off into a

high-alpha situation the minute you command some

unachievable gamma, and so you need to change laws

when you get down this low. You need to have a dif-

ferent scenario for control at these low airspeeds.

I didn't put any big inputs in. I just told him level

flight is no problem, but I don't know what would

happen if you started exercising rolling back and forth

or putting in rudder at these high alphas. I really can't

say what happened there. I think that should be looked

at systematically to see what the establishing envelope

as far as tolerance for roll and yaw inputs versus angle

of attack in the departure--boundaries of the departure

envelope as related to rudder and aileron inputs versus

angle of attack. In this case, the recovery was not a

problem, especially at 156 knots. It had no roll off, and

you had plenty of authority to pitch the nose down. In

that respect, I'd have to give it a high rating in terms of

the ability to pitch the nose down. What exactly is it

you want to rate?

My major comment would be that this control law,

where you're holding fixed flight-path angle, is the

worst possible control law to have in this kind of a
stall. You need to have an alpha limiting, definitely

need to have envelope limiting, I think, for the low-

speed end.

Pilot B. We settled on a task maintaining pitch atti-

tude in the entry and recovery. In the entry I'm going

to increase pitch attitude 5° to enter the stall, and that's

giving me a pretty consistent ... about 3 knots/sec. At

the recovery point, pushing the nose over to 15° nose

up, from net change of 10 °. So we're going to 15 °
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nose up in the pitch, and that's giving me an

acceptable altitude loss of about 220 ft and a reason-

able acceleration rate back to trim airspeed. Notable

characteristics are, at the entry pitch attitude at 25 °,

I'm having to push forward with a fair amount of force

to keep the nose from coming up at that point. I find
that to be somewhat troublesome. I would not find that

certifiable in a production airplane, in that the pitch

stability is negative going into the stall. I'm not still

quite certain what we're controlling to, because both

theta and gamma are trying to increase on me and I'm

having to hold them both down. However, that not

withstanding, the ability to maintain pitch attitude is

not too compromised; it is relatively easy with mini-

mal pilot compensation required. So it's controllable,

adequate performance attainable, it's satisfactory

without improvement from the standpoint of control

forces and compensation. We'll call it minimal pilot

compensation required for desired performance, with

an I-IQR of 3. The caveat here is that I would bet that

we do not meet the FAR in terms of stability going

into the stall. From a lateral-directional standpoint, it's

relatively easy to control. I did have a problem with

bank angle control--we can say +5 ° desired--I think

that's what it says, isn't it? Okay, and we're able to

maintain that fairly easily with very minimal compen-

sation. It's controllable; adequate performance is

attainable, that is, satisfactory with negligible defi-

ciencies, and pilot compensation largely not a factor,

with an HQR of 2 on the lateral directional. That con-
cludes the comments.

Pilot C. This is run 18, 11/29/95, C is the pilot. The
item number is 5020. The maneuver is moderate

enough a workload to perform and not a lot of good

cues to tell you how good you are doing. Not too diffi-

cult to establish the lapse rate for up to about 25 ° of

pitch attitude and then gradually, as you slow down,

you have to nudge forward on the stick to keep the

attitude from increasing, and then wait for the call to

recover. And at recovery the nose-down response is

good for the airplane. No doubt that we got positive

recovery even up to 21°. The amount of altitude loss if

you hold 15° appears to be about 500 ft. Let me give

you a Cooper-Harper rating now: adequate perfor-

mance attainable with a tolerable pilot workload? I'd

say yes. Is it satisfactory without improvement? I'd

say ... I'm going to give it a 5 because ... I'm going to

say moderately objectionable deficiencies--adequate

performance requires considerable pilot compensa-

tion. And that's because I don't have very good cues

to help me do the recovery part of the maneuver. I feel

a little bit uneasy whether I'm doing it successfully or

not. So it's difficult for me to give it a better rating

than that. I felt like that's what's going on.

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 5th. This is a max

power stall, task 5020, the last run was run 27. It

seems to be a very easy task. Almost mechanical. You

just pitch-up at a rate to approximate some reasonable

airspeed bleed off at the max angle. Correction: at the

min airspeed call, you just start pitching-down fairly

rapidly, not full authority. This doesn't require full

authority, I don't believe. And no lateral problems at

all. Pilot rating, longitudinal: stand by. Is adequate

performance attainable with pilot tolerable workload?

Yes. Is it satisfactory without improvement? I'd say

improvement not required. It would be nice to have

the stall alpha on the head-up display somehow, in an

analog form versus just the digital form. Let's make it

a ... you know, you could always use a little more con-

trol power ... let's make it a 3. It's really pretty darn

good. That's longitudinally. Laterally, there's just no

task at all. I didn't abuse the thing ... put in small bank

angles to see if that excited any problem. Okay, so

with that caveat, as long as I held it to 0, it's definitely

very good, and let's make it a 2.

Pilot E. Okay this is Pilot E, second session for

December 1, run 5020, stall takeoffpower. I didn't see

anything too bad. You have to obviously hold a little
bit of forward column or forward side-arm controller

to keep the theta down, but I didn't think that was too

terribly bad. As long as you got this good HUD dis-

play you can surely see where your theta is, very eas-

ily. As far as having to stall at 21 alpha, which was

about 151 knots, I just made an aggressive

nose-forward column command, and it responded very

well. A little bit kind of knife-edge in lateral axis ...

just a little bit unstable laterally, but it was easily con-
trollable and it had a maximum deviation of 3 1/2 °. So

that was in the desired criteria. So for my evaluation,

using Cooper-Harper for longitudinal, there's no really

performance standard. So this ... kind of a strange

Cooper-Harper rating here, but basically for gut feel-

ing, it was controllable; adequate performance was

obtainable. Satisfactory without improvement? I don't

see anything wrong with it. I'll give it a 3 and obvi-

ously we all know the pitch falls with gamma com-

mand at high alpha, but to me it is pretty honest and
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pretty straightforward,and there'sno tendencyto
pitch-upuncontrollablywith the gammacommand.
Obviously,I knowthatthatholdsalittlebitof forward
inputto keepthenosefromtrackingup,soI haveno
problemwiththatmyself.Lateral-directionalCooper-
Harper:thatwaswellwithinthedesiredcriteriathere.
So, controllable?Yes.Adequate?Yes. Satisfactory
withoutimprovement?In ordertomakeit within+5, I

would say ... I might say no and give it a Level II, a

Cooper-Harper of 4. Simply because I just have the

feeling that I could kind of exceed it at any time. I just

didn't feel like I was completely in command. I was,

but it just seemed a little bit too squirrely, so lateral I

will give it a 4.

Task 5040, Turning Stall--Idle Power

Pilot A. We repeated the turning stall, power off,

mn 22. Initiated recovery at 21 ° alpha, and there's a

positive ability to pitch the nose down and roll, wings

level. There's a slight bobble in controlling the pitch

attitude, but I think it was due primarily to the fact that

this is a gamma control law, and there's a slight ten-

dency to PIO as you pitch the nose down to reduce

angle of attack. I think when we get to abnormal high

angles of attack, you probably ought to be using an

alpha control law.

I didn't take this one to as high an angle of attack,

but considering the point at which we started the

recovery at 21 ° versus 22 ° to 23 °, it seemed to be

totally consistent with the straight-ahead. So, I saw

essentially no real difference in the ability to recover

from a stall, considering how deep we went into each
one as far as turning versus straight. It seemed to be

plenty of nose-down authority at that point. I think that

alpha-dot has a lot to do with the ability to recover in

terms of at point and at what alpha you need to recover

at. You have a very high, increasing alpha going; in

order to turn that around, you need to start your recov-
ery obviously a little earlier, maybe 1° or 2 °. There

again, this control law tends to accelerate you into the

high-alpha mode of fixed power.

Pilot B. Run 38, task 5040, turning stall. This is a

repeat of an earlier test. The difference here is the card

indicates decelerating to 180 knots. We are going

down to about 110 ... down to about 21 alpha, recover-

ing about 120, and seeing about 110 minimum. Recov-

ery without any throttle adjustments. Angle bank is

fairly easy to set, the pitch attitude initially is fairly

easy to set, up to the decel. As you get down to

150 knots though, pitch response appears to become

more sensitive to inputs now. Keeping in mind this is a

gamma system, I have to apply forward control to

keep the nose from continuing to come up as you get

slower, which I have a problem with. I would probably

say that is not certifiable like that, and you must pro-

vide some kind of speed protection in the control sys-

tem. But nonetheless, what we are flying has no speed

protection, and I am finding that, as you get closer and

closer to that 21 alpha, you got to put more and more

stick in, and number one and number two gets a little

bit more sensitive to the input, so that by the time you

reach 21 alpha, there is a little bit of a tendency to bob-

ble and pitch. At that point I tried two different tech-

niques for recovery. One, I tried to control the beta as I

pushed the nose down and rolled, in that order, and the

other technique was to leave the rudder inputs alone as

I rolled the airplane back to wings level. I felt like

when I controlled the beta ... like it was very critical ...

like I could see myself kind of on the ragged edge of

control. That is why I want to try it without rudder

pedal inputs. However, I ... when I tried it without rud-

der pedal inputs, I did not lose control. I was not even

close to it, so I did not have the problem I thought I

was going to have, and it should be kept in mind that I

was trying to very smoothly roll. I was not in a hurry

to get the wings to level so it might be interesting at

some point to see it with larger inputs, but at any rate,

with the technique used I did not have any problem

with control. However, I was working in the lateral

axis in the recovery as well. Okay, having said all of

that, Cooper-Harper: it is adequate ... excuse me, it is

controllable, adequate, and I would say desired perfor-

mance requires moderate pilot compensation, particu-

larly there near the end. Give it an HQR of 4, and also,

it might be interesting to see a tighter control task. I

really didn't have a longitudinal control task near the

end of the stall in the recovery, so I guess my tolerance

for what desired pilot compensation or desired perfor-

mance is for is rather large. I am looking for pitch atti-
tudes in the order of 2 ° to 3° around what it is I am

trying to set, and I am able to do that. If you try to

tighten that up any, the HQR would of course move

down. So at any rate, that is an HQR of 4 longitudi-

nally. And lateral directionally: again, I did not really
have a task in the area that I am concerned about, but

my task is to try to maintain bank angle within about

5 ° of what I was trying to set and try to maintain beta,

when I was trying to control beta within a half of
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pyramid'swidth.Givenall of that,it is controllable
andadequate.However,thereis a lot of workload
associatedwith thosetwo axes.And I wouldsay
desiredperformancerequiresmoderatepilot compen-
sation,HQRof4.Thatconcludesthecomments.

PilotC.Thisis run24anditemnumber5040,turning
stall,idlepower.Themajordifficultywiththisisonce
youstarttherecovery,if therecoveryisaggressiveat
all,asyoutrytoroll outand,withtherudderpedals,to
takecareofthebeta,theairplaneisproneto departure.
Recoverycanbemadewithoutsaturatingthecontrols
bybeingverydeliberateontheroll, andthenthebeta
staysin controlandno rudderpedalis required.And
recoverycanbesuccessfullyinitiated.I do,however,
feelthatthatisquiteabit of concentrationonthepart
of thepilot.So,is it controllable;is adequateperfor-
manceattainablewith a tolerablepilot workload?I
wouldsayno.I'd sayit's Cooper-Harper8. Consider-
ablepilot compensationis requiredfor control.Then
theproblemisyouhaveto ...onthecompensation...is
not movingas fast as you would like to on the
recovery...otherwiseyou'll saturatethecontrols.The
8is drivenbythelateral-directionalprimary;it's a lit-
tledifficulttoratepitchin thisrespect,butit seemsto
methatthepitchwasprobablyall right.So,adequate
performanceattainablewith a tolerablepilot work-
load:is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I would
giveit a Cooper-Harperof 5. Moderatelyobjection-
abledeficiencies:adequateperformancerequirescon-
siderablepilotcompensation.Partof thatisbecauseof
theunknownassociatedwiththeonset...startsto satu-
rateanddepart... it's hardto tell whetheryouhave
adequatepitchcontrolduringthatdepartureornot.

Morningsession,PilotC,task5040,ratingrecov-
eryfrom30° bankstallswith thethrottlesin idle.The
pitchattitudestartsoutabout12° whenwearebegin-
ningtherecovery,andtherecoveryconsistsofacom-
binedreducingtheroll andreducingthepitch,andif
youdothatwithwhatseemstobeareasonablerecov-
eryrate,thenyouhavea goodlikelihoodof getting
intoroll PIO--alow-frequencyroll PIOthatiscaused
by saturationof theailerons.Youjust keepchasing
afterit, andthereissomuchdelayin roll responsethat
it causesthePIO.Andevenwiththenoseburiedalot
andtheairspeedincreasingrapidly,thatroll PIOcon-
tinuesuntilyougetabout180knotsandthenit begins
to ...thentheroll PIOgoesawayandeverythingfeels
prettynormalagain.Let meget the Cooper-Harper

diagramhere:is it controllable?Yes.Is adequateper-
formanceobtainablewitha tolerablepilot workload?
And I sayno. Deficienciesrequireimprovement.I
give that an 8; considerablepilot compensationis
requiredfor control.In thiscasethepilot compensa-
tionishavingtobeverycognizantof whattherecov-
eryproceduresshouldbeandbackingoff fromwhat
hewouldotherwisenaturallydofromthevisualthatis
presentedto us. Soit takessomeconsiderablepilot
compensationto makesurethatwedon't departthe
airplane.Yeah,longitudinallythere'sno particular
problemthatI cansee.Thebig thingyou feelis the
roll, thetendencyto get intoaroll PIOandpossibly
depart,if you aggravatethattoo much.If we think
aboutpitch, we could say adequateperformance
obtainablewitha tolerableworkload,yes.Is it satis-
factorywithoutimprovement?I reallyreallyfeelthat
theanswerto thisis buriedin whatyouseein theroll
axessoI will sayit is satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment, Cooper-Harperof 3, but that could easily
changeoncetheroll partis fixedorbetter.

PilotD. PilotD onDecember5th,turningidle stalls,
task5040.Weendedwithrun34.ThefirstmnI did,I
wasveryslowingettingmyroll backto levelin,andit
wasreallynoproblem.It wasverysimilartothelongi-
tudinalone.I essentiallygot thealphaundercontrol
beforeI attemptedto get the bankin, erroneously,
becauseoneof thefirstthingsyouwantto doinastall
is of coursegetthewingslevelandminimizealtitude
loss.Onthesubsequentruns,it takesalmostorall of
thelateralcontroltogetareasonablelowerrate.If this
is put in simultaneouslywith the longitudinalstick,
it's drivingit intoalimit cycle--Dutchroll--that con-
tinuesuntil thealphadecreasesto reasonablevalues.
And I wasusingalmostmaxlongitudinalcontrolsto
getthenosedownatareasonablerate.I'll giveit some
pilot ratingshere.Longitudinal:let's giveit a 4. I'd
likejusta littlebitmorecontrolpowerlongitudinally.
Butit's marginal,it's like a 3 1/2,but I'll giveit a4
sinceyouguysdon't like 3 1/2.Nowlateral:I don't
knowwhatreallyto say.It's definitelyLevelII atthe
best.I guessyoucouldsayit's almostlikea6,isn't it?
It's tolerable,butnot very desirable.That'sa pretty
damnobjectionable...yeah,andthat'sfrom theair-
craft characteristicscolumn.The workloadis not
there,all I didis letgoof astickandlet it takecareof
itself.Solet'sgiveit a6.SowhatI endedupwith--a
4 and6?What... I gaveit a 4 on thelongitudinal?
Okay.
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Pilot E. Okay, we just completed 5040, turning stall,

idle power. As you all have seen before and as Lou

was explaining to me, the thing is very sensitive later-

ally. The controls ... the kind of technique that I've

always been taught and followed for a turning stall is

to recover longitudinal first and hold your ... put no

lateral inputs. And this goes back to A-4's and F-8's

and certainly could depart if you made any lateral

input in the stall condition, so I am always being very

careful in the lateral axis just to recover longitudinally,

and then once you get a few knots going up, to go

ahead and recover laterally. The first time I was a little

more aggressive laterally and got into a little bit of,

about maybe two or three cycle, lateral PIO. But it cost

about 10° to 15 ° angle bank, and maybe I was a little

bit out of phase of rudder, but it wasn't anything too

dramatic. On the second one I was intentionally more

careful laterally. And basically had no ... had just a

very slow recovery. I got the nose down and very

slowly recovered to 0 ° phi and didn't have a problem.

I had a ... on the longitudinal recovery, I probably

released a little bit of forward stick and just got a brief

secondary stall, where the nose popped again. And

even though I was still in an angle of bank, I didn't do

anything with the lateral axis. I did have a little bit of

sideslip, very slowly took out, again, just being very

gentle in the lateral axis showed a very benign stall

characteristic. So I think that would be the key, and

that is probably how you would train your pilots to fly

this thing. At any rate, I am looking for ... we possibly

got ... doable without exceptional piloting strength or

skill. Well, I don't think I have exceptional strength.

Strength not skill. Right. No control the [unintelligi-

ble]. The performance standard says 30 just holding

your angle of bank, which ... Right ... Sure ... I didn't; I

wasn't really trying that hard to hold 30 phi. I could

have very easily. I was mostly hands-off on that,

except for the delta. At any rate, as far as the recovery,

I thought longitudinally the recovery was not bad at

all. So I felt that longitudinally the aircraft was con-

trollable. Adequate performance was obtainable. Sat-

isfactory without improvement? I would say so and

give it a 3. From this maneuver, exactly as it was done,

precisely as it was done, I saw nothing that showed me

anything other than that. If I had been more aggres-

sive, maybe I would have more problems, but the sec-

ondary stall thing is something you have to watch out

for. I think although we can solve the problem by

keeping some forward stick in there so you don't

release some of the elevator, so you don't get that little

pitch-up. Yeah. The lateral had a little bit of PIO on
the first one but not on the second one. So on the sec-

ond one, I thought that also worked out pretty well.

Controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory with-

out improvement? No. I probably would rate that a 4,

and the only reason being that you seem to have a little

bit of sideslip that to me was not completely intuitive

as I was putting in rudder. But it didn't seem to just

kind of take it out as I thought it should. So anyway,

there's a possibility of a PIO and I'm thinking the sec-

ond one indicated. I think overall I probably would
rate that a 4.

Task 5050, Turning Stall-- Thrust for Level Flight

Pilot A. That was a recovery from a turning stall level

flight, power to level flight, run 25. The push was

started very close to ... well, first of all, getting the last

part of the entry rate correct by 3° is very difficuk

because you're having to push nose down to counter a
natural tendency of the control law to take you into the

stall, and so you're almost full nose down on the stick

before you even start the recovery in order to achieve

that 3 knots/sec entry rate. It's difficult to keep that

alpha from exceeding 23 °. Although I think I recall

seeing it went up to about 23.8 or something like that,
the nose was coming down, and I pushed the nose

down quite a bit farther--I think 15° or 20 ° down. I

can't remember how far it went initially, but that got

us into a situation where we had the alpha changing

quite rapidly from 10 to 18, and I didn't quite under-

stand why it was changing so rapidly. We finally
recovered, but during the recovery, at about 10° to 15 °

alpha, we had a PIO in roll going in there for 3 or 4

cycles and then stabilized out and recovered.

Pilot B. The task was 5050, turning stall, thrust for

level flight, except this time we had a rate command

attitude for hold system in the longitudinal axis; every-

thing else, pretty much the same. A big difference on

longitudinal Cooper-Harper and interestingly enough,

lateral directional. So some of my lateral-directional

problems may be influenced by the workload of the

longitudinal axis. I felt like the pitch attitude was very

easy to control. The deceleration was very smooth.

The recovery was very benign essentially and

uneventful. A lot less problem in controlling pitch atti-

tude right up through the stall, so longitudinal, talk
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about +2 ° of pitch attitude control for desired. It's con-

trollable, adequate, and this time I feel it's satisfac-

tory, with minimal pilot compensation required, HQR

of 3. Longitudinal axis, and surprisingly, lateral direc-

tional, has also changed. It's controllable, adequate,

and sat, and again, minimal pilot compensation, HQR
of 3. It concludes the comments.

have to be operationally cognizant of ... that I can't

make the recovery without disregard to roll inputs. I

have to compensate by making sure my roll inputs are

smaller and less aggressive in order to keep a 7 to 8. Is

an 8 also, and you know my comments give the caveat

that the roll is a solid one ... a solid 8 and the pitch is a

little less important at this point. It is still an 8.

Pilot C. This is run number 15 and the task number is

5050 and it's about half and half, 11/30/95, and the

pilot is C. And again, we're rating the recovery part of

this only. We're starting now at about 15° to 17 ° pitch

attitude when recovery starts with about 21 ° alpha. If

you are not too aggressive on the controls, but what I

would say at least moderately aggressive, you have to

be in order to get the nose to start to come down. The

nose coming down feels a little lethargic, making you

worry that maybe it's on the limit on what you can

recover from, and then when the nose gets low and

you try to settle the pitch attitude down, the nose has a

pretty large oscillation, which is probably due to the

way the flight control system is set up. It's not a nice

feeling watching that happen outside the cockpit, but

it's not dangerous from an out-of-control standpoint.

The pushover and the lack of pitch authority at the

very beginning is a little bit of concern. On the first

couple of recoveries I only had a minor amount of dif-

ficulty with the roll axis, and the last recovery I did, I

used a little more roll stick to begin the recovery more
so than before. About the same amount of down stick I

think, but perhaps a little less, but a little more roll

stick to begin the recovery, and that put us immedi-

ately into a characteristic roll PIO we see with satura-

tion, and that roll PIO then continues all the way down

until it accelerates to about 180 knots again. And then

it promptly goes away. So, Cooper-Harper ratings

coming up: Is it controllable? I will say yes. Is ade-

quate performance obtainable with a tolerable pilot

workload? No. In this case it is--we will try to sepa-

rate it into pitch and roll again here. If we think about

pitch, adequate performance not obtainable with maxi-

mum tolerable pilot compensation--controllability not

in question. It doesn't really fit because I don't feel

comfortable with the idea of saying controllability is

not in question. Yeah, when I try to push it so I think it

doesn't really fit in the 7 in the pitch axis. Although,

it's close to being the case where it's not in question,
but it's ... in this case it's more than that, so we have to

go with considerable pilot compensation is required

for control, and it's Cooper-Harper of 8. And in the

roll axis I think it is a solid 8, bearing in mind that I

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 5, 1995. This is a 5050,

turning stall with power for level flight. It's basically

just ditto of the turning idle stall, 5040. I really can't

add anything to it. I would like to go back and modify

my pilot rating ... longitudinal pilot rating ... on 5040. I

gave it a 4, but I forgot to take into account the fact

that it does have that tendency to self pitch-up into a

potentially dangerous mode. Let's make it a 5 on 5040

longitudinal. 5040 will be a 5 and a 6, and I'll make it
the same for 5050.

Pilot E. Okay, that was 5050, turning stall thrust for a

level flight. Longitudinally you saw the previous one,

which was idle power. In that, I didn't notice anything

too bad, except for the fact I did get a secondary stall,

as Lou likes to call it, where the theta stopped going

down. It started to ... kind of started to come back up.

The alpha kind of quit unwinding and well I was just

trying to be real gentle in the recovery in both axes,

and I probably could have been a little more aggres-

sive holding the nose forward, but once I got a pretty

good rate going I probably relaxed a little bit with the

forward stick, and that caused it to kind of stop it's

forward rate. So obviously, with this control law, you

do need to be aware of what the airplane is doing and

how you should respond, so that was kind of my fault
there. However, with that in mind, I do not think ... I

didn't notice any.., there's no PIO, obviously, and you

know if you just know what to expect it's very

straightforward, I think. So, controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? I'll

say no and give it a 4, and the only reason is because

there is a slight tendency for the nose to rise back up,

which is probably classically a good characteristic of

an airplane but again, it's explainable and I understand

it. It's just, I got to do a better job of flying the airplane

as it should be flown. For lateral directional, again I

saw ... as long as I was gentle with it, I mean ... from

the two I did I saw nothing that tended to make me

think anything was other than it was a beautiful air-

plane. BUt then again I was spring-loaded to being

gentle, which was kind of how I would have done it
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anyway had I not been ... had we not talked about it.

But at any rate: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory without improvement? Yes. I would rate

that as 3. And actually the sideslip almost took care of

itself. I very slowly rolled out. It had a little bit of side-

slip. I just barely put some rudder pressure on it and

just very smoothly recovered the sideslip. So the side-

slip never got to be an issue, and it was almost just a

hint of rudder pedal at the recovery.

Task 5060, Diving Pullout

Pilot A. That's the diving pullout I believe, 5060, run
53, pushing over to 7 1/2 ° angle of attack. And be very

careful pushing over because of the very light stick

force for g, the gradient. We need some g feedback

into a force loop on the stick, I think, and displacement

so there's some deterrent against distressing the air-

plane and throwing people onto the ceiling, so to
speak. And at the 2.5g point we start a pullup. If you

snap the throttles back quickly you get a very, very

sharp transient in low g and in excessive g's. It

appears as though you're closing the throttles--proba-

bly ought to be done through an autothrottle or

some--it ought to be some coordinated effort in terms
of pitch, pitch control, and throttle so that they com-

plement each other and the process is a smooth one.

Closing the throttles very slowly seems to help consid-

erably. Seems to meet the target goals by closing the

throttles over about a 10-sec time period. I think that
was about what it was, wasn't it--about 10 sec to

close. So that probably is for throttle movement. It

probably would be as fast as you would want to move

the throttles up here ... at least closing them ... and I

would rate the longitudinal Cooper-Harper as follows:

Is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance attain-

able with tolerable pilot workload? Well, I guess I
would have to say yes. Satisfactory without? Assum-

ing you close the throttles smoothly without improve-

ment. Well, I guess there's two answers here. If you

close them very quickly, you have deficiencies that

require an improvement. If you close them slowly, you

probably don't need improvement. But I think on the
whole you would probably have to say it's a 4 [with]

minor, annoying deficiencies and requires moderate

pilot compensation. That's on longitudinal. And on

lateral directional, no particular problems in lateral

directional, and I give it a 2.

Pilot B. Run 38, task 5060, diving pullout. I did sev-

eral of them to get the technique down. And part of the

reason why technique is so critical in this is the stick

force/g is quite low in both directions. I don't have a

gauge, and I haven't calibrated myself on this incep-

tor, but it's something on the order of 10 lb/g. Maybe

less than that. But it's of the order of 10 lb/g. That,

plus the fact that there's no motion cues and the g

readout is a digital readout contributes to the difficulty

in the task. The task, by the way, was a straight and

level push down to 7 1/2 °, depressed the flight-path

angle to 2.5 Mach and then execute a 1.5g pullout,

retarding the throttles to idle. The task was also made

more difficult by the pitch moment changes with idle.

There is a big tendency to pitch-up when the throttles

are reduced. I found myself having to ignore the

velocity vector because that is moving around, a result

of the vertical component of thrust, quite a bit. So I am

concentrating primarily on the pitch attitude indicator

and trying to keep that down to between 1/3 ° to 1/2°/

sec. So g is wandering quite a bit. But I was finally

able to ... after practicing a few times ... to keep the

max g under 1.7. In fact, the last time it was down

around 1.6. So I'm oscillating between about 1.2 and

1.3 and up to about 1.6 in trying to keep 1.5. So it's a

fairly difficult task. Lateral directional is not much of

a problem at all. Okay, Cooper-Harper ratings: longi-

tudinal, it's controllable, adequate performance is

attainable; however I'd have to say that desired perfor-

mance requires moderate pilot compensation. It's

between a 4 and a 5 because adequate requires

considerable. Desired probably requires considerable

as well. I'm going to give it a 4, since I can't give it

halves, but I would normally give it that about a 4.5.

Okay, lateral directional: it's controllable, adequate,

it's sat, pilot compensation not a factor. You can

ignore the lateral directional axis and it kind of takes

care of itself. That's an HQR of 2. That concludes
comments.

Pilot C. Okay, this is mn 19, 1 December, Pilot C, and

it's task 5060. Give it a Cooper-Harper first here. Is it

controllable? Tough question this time, because of the

g limit stuff. Yes. Is it adequate performance obtain-

able with a tolerable pilot workload? No. Adequate

performance not obtainable with maximum tolerable

pilot compensation ... controllability not in question.

Well, considering the g limit problem there, which we
worked on and worked on and worked on and couldn't

really get it to be adequate, I would have to say con-

siderable pilot compensation or intense pilot compen-

sation is required to retain control or I'll be Santa

Claus. Considerable pilot compensation is required for
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control,[CHR] 8. And the difficukiestherethat I
encounteredis it's verydifficult,giventheconcentrat-
ing ontheflight-pathmarker,to recoverin areason-
ableway.You pull up on thenose.First it doesn't
wantto come,sothenyoupullbacklockedandyou
getthelargeincreaseandthepositiveincreasein the
flight-pathcommandmarker,andthenthatgivesyou
waytoo muchg. Your thrust finally decays. And if

you try to do it with using attitude, that problem is

even worse because you try to hold the attitude in a

given place as the engine thrust decays, and that

causes the flight-path marker to integrate way up the

pitch ladder, and then you end up with far too much g

when the thrust decays. So lateral is not a factor in
this, and it would be somewhere in the order of satis-

factory without improvement. Cooper-Harper of 3.

Minimal pilot compensation for the lateral directional.

(So that's an 8 and 3?) Right.

Pilot D. Pilot D on the 7th of December, 5060, the

diving pullout, you pitch over to minus 7 1/2 and let

the Mach build up to 2 1/2 and then recover. Recovery

is defined as 1 1/2g pullup, retarding the throttles to

idle. Okay, everything is very easy until you pull the

throttles to idle, and the large pitching moments

induced the engine thrust coming off as too much for

the control system, and you get some control system

g's there, both taking the throttle off and putting it

back on again. So it's ... in the simulator here at least,
without the true motion cues ... I wasn't able to come

in; I wasn't able to get adequate. Give it a longitudinal

pilot rating of 7. Lateral, no task, 2.

Pilot E. Run 25 to 30 for card 5060, diving pullout.

Interesting. We did about four of these with pulling
the throttles back to idle. In the last one, at Lou's

suggestion, with leaving the throttles at full power or

trim power. On the recovery with power ... with the

power ... the throttle pulled back to idle, there is a

point where you ... what I was doing was pulling the

power back. The first time, I did it very abruptly, and

it ... I really got a pitch-up, a strong pitch-up. As I was

also starting my pullup, when I yanked the throttles

back, I got a very good g spike. So the next time I tried

pulling the throttles back very smoothly, and I was

also into my pull as they were coming back. At some

time point after reaching idle you do tend to get a little

g spike. It tends to pitch-up and that would tend to

give me my little g exceedance. The last one, with the

throttles coming to idle, I tried to consciously be

aware of that and I tended to stagnate. It seemed like it

kind of held it about a little over lg and I had a hard

time getting it to increase. And then all of a sudden,

it ... as I was putting in more back stick to get it to ...

get above about 1.1g's, it kind of jumped off and went

to about 1.75, 1.8. Very, very sensitive in pitch with

the throttles coming back. Possibly due to some pitch-

ing moment with power effects. If you leave the throt-

tles where they are, it's a very smooth maneuver. You

can command about 1.5g's within plus or minus

about 5/100 of a g and do the maneuver very easily.

So obviously the power coming back does make the
task more difficult. Since the test card calls for the

power coming back I'm going to go ahead and rate it

based on that. So, longitudinal: is it controllable? Yes.

Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? No. Since the criterion is

+2/10 ofag, I will rate that as a 5. I'm not really think-

ing I was able to consistently get desired performance.
For lateral directional: it's not an issue here. Control-

lable? Yes. Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? Yes, a 3.

There is ... I noticed no real coupling. I had slight pitch

or roll deviations, and I was actively trying to hold it

to zero, so I'll just give it kind of a perfunctory 3. It

could probably be a 2 also, since it's not really coming
into the task.

Task 5070, Emergency Descent

Pilot A. Okay, this is comments on the emergency
descent, the last run number was 50 and the card is

5070, and the gear was extended, and the thrust

popped idle fairly quickly; the g's go to about a -.2 or

so. Be careful. So thrust has to be brought back

slowly. That sounds as though that's something that

could be done while you're assessing the problem.

Slowly bring the thrust back to idle and start down

the ... left turn was done and the ... while the gear was

extended, as we went down the Mach line roughly 2.4,

we ... actually it was less than that ... maybe 2.2 ... then

we tried to check our airspeed ... indicated airspeed

increase, so to have a constant ... an airspeed of 275 or

less. When we did that we started pulling some g's--

like two--1 1/2 to 2 1/2g's on the airplane. We got a

large beta sideslip angle on the airplane, and it took

some heavy forces to correct the beta. When you

release the g forces at that point, then the sideslip

tends to disappear, to dissipate. And if you're very

aggressive and rough with the controls, you come

close to losing control of the airplane at that point. If

you're smooth and get on the corrections, you can get
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throughthatphase.Andotherthanthat,afterthatset-
tlesdownit's sortof anormaldescentofjust regulat-
ingpitchattitude,andto followa prescribedairspeed
descentprofile,andthere'snothingparticularlyabnor-
malaboutthat.Cooper-Harper-wise,longitudinalcon-
trols:is it controllable?Well, I guessyoucouldsay
yes;however,whenyoubringthethrustbackquickly
there'snegativeg's on the airplane that come in that's

quite ... it would seem that the control system should

allow ... should provide for that. Adequate perfor-

mance attainable with tolerable pilot workload? Gee,

it's questionable. I would tend to think probably it's

marginal; marginally yes, I would say. Satisfactory

without improvement? No. Very objectionable but tol-

erable deficiencies. I'm going to say .... yeah ... I'm

going to give this a Level III--major deficiencies--

and call it a 7. Adequate performance not attainable

with maximum tolerable pilot compensation. Well,

controllability not in question. I have to give it a 7,

longitudinally. Lateral directionally, it's pilot's deci-

sion. Is it controllable? It depends. Sometimes it isn't,

but most of those were cases where the g's got exces-

sive. We're using left turns with the gear down, high

speed. Is adequate performance attainable with tolera-

ble workload? I would say probably not, and deficien-

cies require improvement ... major deficiencies.

Considerable pilot compensation required for control.

I'll give it an 8 because you're--oh, okay, okay,

okay--so I would give it an 8, and primarily because

of that excursion in yaw, when you pull g's trying to

coming down the Mach line and trying to slow down

to a constant airspeed.

Pilot B. Task 5070, emergency descent. The task was

flown in accordance with the trajectory display in

place of the PFD from string level 2.4 Mach at

64000 ft. Task was to evaluate handling qualities

smoothly with no tendency to oscillate, hunt for pitch

attitude or speed. We tried it without an unstart and

with unstarts on all four engines. Basically the only

major problem is in controlling normal acceleration

with the lack of cues and you're concentrating so

much on placing the nose, you really need something

to tell you where the g's are. In the airplane you'd

have seat-of-the-pants to help you with that; in the sim

you really don't, so you need ... a bar would help, as I
mentioned to Bruce. Let's see. In terms of the sched-

ule, I am trying to maintain schedule within about half

a circle's length. We easily made the max cabin alti-
tude the second run and made it on the first run. And

in no case were we able to get it below 3 min in terms

of cabin altitude, but that is not really an HQR crite-

rion; that is more of a performance criterion, so I am

not going to penalize it for that. Okay--longitudinal

HQR: It's controllable, adequate performance is

obtainable, and I would call it moderate pilot compen-

sation. Give it an HQR of 4. Lateral directional is con-

trollable, adequate, and satisfactory with minimal

compensation. Give it an HQR of 3.

Pilot C. Starting off here, it's task number 5070, and

it's mn 008, and the pilot is C, on one twelve-one

December, that is. Starting off with a Cooper-Harper

rating: Is it controllable? Yes. Is it adequate perfor-

mance obtainable with a tolerable pilot workload?

Yes. Is it satisfactory without improvement? Let me

read that again ... I want to read this. What was the

evaluation basis? Evaluate the handling qualities dur-

ing rapid, maximum-speed descent from cruise; per-

form maneuvering smoothly, with no tendency to

oscillate or hunt for pitch attitude or speed through the

maneuver. Well, I can't say that I didn't hunt for the

pitch attitude that I needed to do. There's a tendency

to chase displays that are provided, so I would say

minor but annoying deficiencies. It's not satisfactory

without improvement. Cooper-Harper 4. Desired per-

formance requires moderate pilot compensation. And

in this case, I don't complain about the ability to make

small, precise maneuvers with the controller like I did

before, because if it's an emergency procedure I don't

consider that we need to have that supergood ride

quality. But I wasn't able to really pick a good attitude

and hold it and do a good job of maintaining the air-

speed and altitude with the display that I had.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 7, just redid the emer-

gency descent. We did a few before the break, 5070,

mn 54. The [VHD] is pretty interesting. It's fairly easy

to use once you get on the profile. It looks like we
need to learn.., the crew should be ... should learn and

or be briefed on ... the initial pitch-down attitude is to

get you started correctly. I am wasting a little bit of

time there, but once you get on the profile, it's fairly

easy to use. I'm not really cognizant of how many g's

I'm pulling, but in real life you would learn that also

and of course you would have the motion cues. Over-

all, not too bad. Pilot rating, longitudinally, and we've

gotten up to, is it satisfactory without improvement?

I'd say no. You've got room for improvement on the

display. I would like to see this [VHD] integrated into

something head-up. A director or some kind of guid-

ance up, head-up and use the head-down as a monitor,
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andin particularthehead-downneedssomeworkon
thepredictor.It's a little bit noisy.Let's give it a 5
[with] moderatelyobjectionabledeficiencies.Later-
ally, there'snotmuchto thetask;youjust holdthe
stickovertill it limitsandleaveit there.That'sabout
a2.

PilotE. Okaythatwas5070,theemergencydescent.
Weonlyhadtimeto doit once.Basicallyyou'regiven
aspeedlimit displaywhichallowsyoutoprettymuch
fly fight downthelimit Machnumberandthenlimit
theairspeedby varyingyourgamma.I choseto roll
intoanangleof bank.I keptit atthemaximumangle
of bankfor mostofthetime.Interestingly,I keptfeel-
inglikeI hadtoholdlateralstick,but in factI didnot
realizeI hada 35° phi limit, sofor a goodportionof
thetimeI wastryingtobreakthestick...tryingtoget
morephi ...butprobably35° phi,with thelimitations
on theairplane,is probablynot toobad.I'm sure,if
yougottoomuchhigherangleofbank,youcouldcer-
tainlyrunintorisk,withthehighspeeds,ofoverstress-
ingtheairplaneoroverspeedingit becauseyouwould
notbeabletogetthenoseupwhileyouweretryingto
roll out.Onmy rollout,interestinglyenough,I went
aheadto rolloutfirst andthenappliedtheg. I should

have kept the g in because it did accelerate a couple or

three knots above 350, so I think my technique would

be changed. Next time I would go ahead and increase

the g in the angle of bank, and then once I was sure

that I was staying below 350, I would then rollout,

because the tendency when I rollout was to relax the g.

Normal acceleration speed limits weren't exceeded in

my opinion. We said 0.6--a negative 0.6g--but I
don't think I had much control over that. We think that

occurred during the throttle chop. And except for the

fact that the noodle is very, very active, and so it's dif-

ficult to try and really lay it on the limit line, and that's

why if you look at the trace you'll see kind of a jagged

trace running fight along the limit line. Though with

that noodle bouncing around so actively, it's kind of

difficult to really see where the trend of the noodle is,

so you end up having to watch the digital airspeed and

having to kind of play that along with the noodle. The

noodle can be slowed down so it's more ... you can lay

it ... like a predictor noodle for a horizontal task--say

a track noodle predictor. It will be a lot easier to do a

smoother airspeed control task. Okay, so for the

descents for the targets, we think--keeping it below
25000 ft for 120 sec or above 25000 ft for less than

120 sec--it appears to be quite difficuk. Certainly I

met the desired adequate borderline on that, so as far

as rates ... ratings for longitudinal: is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it sat-

isfactory without improvement? Well, I'm going to

say it's borderline desired adequate and give it a 4, and

the overall task is a fairly high workload. It is and it

isn't. It's fairly easy grossly to do the task to make a

very, very smooth velocity trace. With the noodle

being so active, it's more difficuk. I'm going to rate it

a 4. For lateral directional, it's really ... lateral

directional ... it's not much of an issue here, once I fig-

ured out and Bruce told me that I could pull the stick

as far as I wanted but I was never going to get more

than 35 ° angle of bank. So pretty much, it's just full

stick over and hold it there, so the lateral is not really

an issue here. The recovery was more of a longitudinal

error on my part, where I got that 2- or 3-knot over-

speed. So is lateral directional, controllable? Yes. Is it

adequate? Yes. Is it satisfactory? Yes. Well ..., it

would be borderline 2 to 3 since in my opinion it does

take some coordinated lateral directional and longitu-

dinal input to get the initial profile established. I

would say there is compensation there, so I would rate

it a 3 simply because of the task, but it's kind of bor-
derline 2 to 3 on that.

Task 6040, Center-of-Gravity Shift--High Speed

Pilot A. [Pilot A did not rate this task.]

Pilot B. Run 40, task 6040--cg shift at high speed.

There is no Cooper-Harper's here. I wasn't controlling

the aircraft a large part of the time. In the aft cg shift ...

now the first indication is a mild oscillation plus or

minus a half a degree or so at about 2/10 of a Hertz,

about 5-sec period. That oscillation grew until just

prior to divergence at about 80 percent aft cg, when

the pitch attitude abruptly increased in the nose-up

direction. No warning. It was real abrupt. Early on in

the oscillations, they could be controlled with stick

inputs. Later, and prior to divergence, the oscillations
could not be controlled. In the nose-down direction,

there didn't appear to be any oscillations initially, just

a kind of jerky, slow increase in pitch-up attitude, as

you would expect, as the cg went forward, until uki-

mately it ran out of authority and then started pitching

down. Of course, the commanded stayed where it was

and the actual started diverging down. However, it

was a smooth divergence; it wasn't an oscillatory one.

If you match up the commanded and the actual
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gamma,youthenhaveauthorityagainandyoucan
pitchthenosedownandupagain.Butultimately,the
pitchratejustcontinuedto increasein thenose-down
direction.Wefinallyknockedit off atabout1percent
cgandsomethingontheorderof 0to-0.5g'sheading
down.Thatconcludescomments.

PilotC. [PilotCdidnotratethistask.]

needagoodg display that's analog with rolling digits

and preferably a needle or vertical tape indication, and

I think the same could be said probably for perhaps

alpha and Mach number. Those are fairly basic param-

eters. Especially Mach number and g at this altitude,

and even perhaps sideslil>-you do have analog on

sideslip. So, for Cooper-Harper reading, I would say
a4.

Pilot D. [Pilot D did not rate this task.]

Pilot E. [Pilot E did not rate this task.]

Task 6050, Inadvertent Speed Increase

Pilot A. In terms ofg's, I think an analog g meter, or a

physical tape, or some kind of communication like

that--you would get better rate information on g's--

would be helpful. There again, I don't have a seat-of-

the-pants feel ... which you can just about estimate a

half g, by the seat of your pants. Instead of the flashing

digits, it would be helpful to have an analog g meter.

The forces for producing a g ... stick force per g

needs to be adjusted so you don't inadvertently exceed

a g. I think this is just a little bit light on stick force per

g considering the consequences of an engine unstart.

For that reason I would tend to favor a little higher

stick force per g. I don't know what you have here, but

it seems a little light. I'd increase it by 50 percent at

least. I brought my g's into my scan and slowed down

my pitch rate quite a bit and was able to hit the g's

fairly close. That was without the rudder required--

rudder anomalies. Now if I had unstarted an engine

and had a rudder input required, then I probably would

be jockeying the rudder pedals and unstarting other

engines, so you're on a fine line here. I think there's

going to have to be a balance between the ability to

deter the pilot from inadvertently using inputs that

cause unstarts, and also the engines are going to have

to be maybe made a little bit more tolerant to maneu-

vering. It's going to have to be a match between the

two types of compatibility. You have to make the pilot

inputs compatible with the engines.

It's controllable, and is adequate performance

attainable for tolerable pilot workload? Yes. Is it satis-

factory without improvement. I would say no. I think

the stick force per g could be tailored a little better,

and I think the g display needs to be ... I think you

Lat dir didn't really enter into the picture on this
one, since we didn't have an unstart, and I saw no

problems with that. For this particular task, I would

give it a 2.

Pilot B. Okay. Comments for run 66, test 6050,

inadvertent speed increase. Essentially a fairly simple

task. Conceptually, the problem with it is the display

doesn't give you an adequate reading of g, but since I

don't have a g tolerance, there's not much really to

rate here. The maneuver is possible. There is no

exceptional pilot strength or skill, and I did not exceed

[unintelligible] [g]. I give you a longitudinal and

lateral-directional HQR, but they don't mean very
much since there's no criteria tolerance or task associ-

ated with them. The longitudinal axis: controllable,

adequate performance obtainable, and is satisfactory.

HQR of 1; pilot compensation is not a factor. Lateral

directional: it is the first one I've given since I have

been here. Lateral directional is controllable, adequate

performance obtainable, satisfactory without improve-

ment, and give it a 2. I ended up with some residual

banking a couple of times. Pilot compensation not

largely a factor. End of comments.

Pilot C. We did the 0.5g pushover and pullup to 1.5

without g in the seat-of-your-pants. It's difficult with a

digital meter to set the g's, but there's nothing

inherently difficult about doing the task. The airplane

pushes over at a nice rate. Then when you change to a

pullup, that's very ... as predictable as I can expect

using a digital g meter. Stopping it back at level flight

again is no particular problem, nor is lateral

directional to this maneuver. So, give it a Cooper-

Harper rating here. We can certainly go right to is ade-

quate performance attainable with tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? With the way the task is right now, that is cer-

tainly a yes. I'd say "good" with negligible

deficiencies of pilot compensation is not a factor

for desirable performance, give it a 2. Lateral is
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essentiallythesamething;neitheroneof thosetasks
aredifficuk.

Pilot D. Okay, Pilot D, December 7. We just did an

inadvertent speed increase, 6050, and mn 13. The task
definition doesn't seem to make a whole lot of sense.

We pushed over on the second one, I was almost at
0.5g and held it for the specified 5 sec, but we only got

to 2.41 Mach. Not much of an overspeed. On the

recovery, I pulled a little bit more than 1 1/2 g's, but to

me it looks like, operationally, with the real light

motion cues, it's not going to be a difficult thing to do.

Particularly if we're looking at such small Mach over-
speeds. And of course if you're looking at higher

Mach overspeeds, we need to model what happens at

those speeds.

Pilot E. Okay, this was the inadvertent speed

increase, test card 6050. First comment is--run num-

ber 7. First comment--I guess--the one before was

run number 6. Five. Okay, the first thing is that this is

kind of a difficult Cooper-Harper standard to come up

with. Basically the only performance standard is that

you stay less than your maximum Mach number. So in

that regard you make the pushover. I was able to kind

of tangentially intercept the half a g pushover and sus-
tain it there for several seconds before the 5 sec. The

recovery to g and a half, I just about got to a g and a

half about the time we were getting to the horizon, so I

did a tangential intercept of the 1.5g limit also. It says,

"evaluation basis: maneuver is possible without

exceptional piloting strength or skill, without exceed-

ing the guide Mach." And it certainly is, so I would

say this maneuver: it is controllable. Satisfactory: ade-

quate performance is attainable. Is it satisfactory with-

out improvement? I would say yes and rate it a 3

longitudinally and a 3 lateral directionally. There

really, essentially, is no lateral-directional effort here

except maintaining wings level, and I did have a slight

phi of 2/10 of a degree, so apparently I did not make a

perfect wings level, and that will keep it from being
a2.

Task 6060, Two-Axis Upset

Pilot A. If you're using maneuvering out near the

edges of the envelope in terms of engine restart and so

forth, you ought to be requiring displacements and

forces that are quite heavy. For instance, normal

maneuvering should be very normal force, like in

pitch, if you're trying to keep the pitch within couple

tenths of a g, very normal forces should be required

for that, but if you're going out to zero or lg delta, you

should require some pretty heavy forces and some

higher displacement on the stick. This is just my first

reaction; I'm not sure I held that 3 sec to beyond 2.4,

but the speed wasn't increasing all that fast. I initially

overshot my 15 ° bank; it's quite a bit of scan involved

between looking down at the 6 ° and up at the roll

scale. That could be something to get used to.

It would seem that if you're concentrating on a

gamma-controlled airplane, then perhaps some display

concepts ... you might look at some display concepts

around gamma; in other words, like a 10 sec or some-

time time, a TBD time circle around the gamma, com-

manded gamma, that would be that rate of gamma

change would give you some g 1 to 0 or some g. When

you start moving gamma around, it gives you trend

vector that would allow you to hold a constant g or

something. Maybe it's a percentage of a multiple of a

gamma circle, maybe 2/10 of a some size circle that

has a vector inside it that would allow you to look at

the gamma circle and see how fast you're changing it

and how fast that relates to g ... if something like that

appeared when you're pulling more than 2/10 ofa g or

something like that, so you can refer to it without

having to scan some other place. That would be help-

ful in this maneuver. Also I find it difficult to look up

at the ... maybe I'll get used to it... looking at sideslip;

it is quite a bit displaced from the gamma signal. So if

I'm having to use zero sideslip, it scans quite a ways

away. The maneuver is you quickly calibrate yourself

on how fast you can move that pitch attitude, and you

have to go quite slow on it, and I think the forces need

to be little (heavier); you have to horse the airplane

around to an extent that you're going to start throwing

drinks and food all over the back end of the airplane.

You ought to be using pretty heavy force, I would

think, at that point in time.

Go through the rating on Cooper-Harper: I would

say it's controllable. Is adequate performance attain-

able with tolerable pilot workload? I'd say yes. And is

it satisfactory without improvement? Well, I guess I

would say that the improvement would be ... I would

say no, and so I would say it's on a Level II type of

area. I would give it a 4 [with] minor but annoying
deficiencies and most of those deficiencies are related

to stick force per g, and having a very simple display
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that allowsyou to regulatestick forceperg when

you're trying to make large pitch changes, and keep-

ing the g's within tolerance. I realize you can't simu-

late g's in this simulator, and so you have no seat-of-

the-pants feel except to a minor degree. Visually, I

think g's would be helpful or some graphical display

ofg's.

Lateral directional: I think I would read it as a 5 in

that there seems to be ... the forces were kind of heavy,

and if there's no unstart, it's not a problem. If you do

have any kind of unstart or asymmetry, then there's

quite a large rudder force involved in coordinating the

airplane, and also, actually, the rolling and turn coor-

dination at high speed seems to need some improve-

ment because of the large rudder force required to

keep the side loads down ... keep it coordinated in a

rolling turn at high speeds.

Just for very slow, gentle turns left and right, it

appeared as though full rudder was required in this

here. The way the controls are set up, it takes ... to get

on the stop ... it's right around 70 to 80 lb, I think--

might be 100_it's about 80 lb of force and just very

shallow, slow, and gentle turns of 10° to 15° bank left

and right, roll rate of maybe 1° or 2°/sec. It takes full

rudder initially, and then that's too much and it overre-

bounds. Once the bank angle is established it's too

much rudder so it has a little bit of a funny characteris-

tic. Maneuvering, you'd have to be reasonably coordi-

nated; you want to be very, very slow and gentle in the

roll in and out. It looked like about half of punching a

full rudder gives you about half of scale in the side-

slip--side-force indicator--in terms of g's. I guess
that's all the comments I have.

Pilot B. Comment for run 68, task 6060, two-axis

upset. Task is from straight and level flight to pullup

to about 12° pitch attitude, but it deceled about 2.3
Mach and then recovered down to 6° below the hori-

zon and 15° bank angle at 3 sec past Mach 2.4. Recov-

ery using no more than 1.5g to level flight and straight

flight. So really, what I'm looking at is the ability to

track bank angle during the pushover and to track g

during the recovery, keeping in mind there is no real

good g gauge. It is strictly a digital gauge, so it's kind

of hard to separate the flying qualities in terms of the

airplane from the display. Okay, in summary, not

much of a problem from an aircraft standpoint. A bit

of a problem in prediction from a g standpoint, and

let's see I'm allowed +0.2g, and the scorecard says it

is adequate, meaning it was a little bit over 0.2 but less

than 0.5. And the bank angle was 15.3, yeah, so one

side of the error anyway was 0.3 °. I didn't feel I had a

problem with that. Okay--longitudinal: it is controlla-

ble, adequate performance is obtainable, and I am

going to give it the benefit of the doubt here because I

don't think it is as bad as a 5. I wouldn't say it is mod-

erately objectionable. I would say that it's minor but

annoying and give an HQR of 4; desired performance

requires moderate pilot compensation. As far as bank

angle control: not really a problem. It's controllable,

adequate performance obtainable, to satisfactory, and I

would say pilot compensation largely not a factor,

give an HQR of 2. End of comments.

Pilot C. A banking, a pullup first, followed by push-

over in a 15° bank. Once you pass 2.4, then recovered

to 2.4 again. The task is relatively easy to execute with

the exception of just having a digital g meter instead of

an analog kind of meter and with those feel in the seat-

of-your-pants--it's a little difficuk to get the exact

g's. But I can extrapolate relatively easy with a g

meter or with g's in the seat-of-your-pants. The task is

no particular problem either, in roll or in pitch. Is ade-

quate performance attainable with a tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? I'm going to give it a minor but annoying defi-

ciency; desired performance requires moderate pilot

compensation ... 4 ... and it takes a little bit of concen-

tration from the pilot to make sure that it's done in a

smooth way without large excursions in g and banked

angle, so I'll give it a 4 for longitudinal. From a lateral

direction on a banked angle is easier to control than

the pitch. So it would be satisfactory without improve-

ment, and there is some mildly unpleasant deficien-

cies. Minimal pilot compensation required for desired

performance is a 3. Unpleasant deficiencies can
feature a little nicer onset of the roll rates of what we

have exactly now.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 7, two-axis upsets, 6060.

We only had one ran. It's a very mechanical proce-

dure. Pitch-up to 10°, down to minus 6, roll 15, hold

8 sec, and recover all shooting for 0.5 on pushovers

and 1.5 on the pullups. I kind of leaned to stick force

for g here, so we came reasonably close even with the

digital on the g scale. It's such a mechanical task, it's

kind of hard to get a rating that really means anything.
But it's either 4 or 5. Let's see, let's make it a 5. I
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wouldlike to haveananalogg scale. Pilot D again.

The 5 is longitudinal. The lateral, there doesn't seem

to be any problem. Let's make it a 3.

Pilot E. Okay this was run number 9 and test card

6060, the two-axis upset. Again, a fairly straight-

forward maneuver. Just pretty much cookbook

approach, go by the book, and doesn't [do] too badly.

The interesting comment: when you try to accept a

half a g pushover, it's a very, very, very slow gamma

rate that gives you that, and you almost ... becomes

imperceptible to hold the half a g. It's fairly easy to go

down to about 3/10 of a g until you kind of dampen
out and kind of stabilize a little bit, but not a bad task

at all. And the recovery is very easy. Is it controllable?

This is for longitudinal rating. Yes. Is adequate perfor-

mance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? Yes, for a 3. Lateral directional: is it

controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance attainable?

Yes. Is it satisfactory? No. I'm going to rate it a 4, and

the reason being, on the recovery, it tends to be a little

bit oscillatory about 1° or 2 ° of phi about zero, and it
seems to be not real stable. For some reason, that

Mach number ... as you're pulling up you tend to,

either because you, we need to perhaps fine-tune the

pitch roll harmony in the control stick or whatever, but

I did tend to excite the roll axis a little bit and get

about _+1° or 2 ° phi oscillations. Now, I don't know if

that's a control harmony problem with our control law

lateral directional and longitudinal control law, but

you're obviously coming from different sources or

whether it's our stick or whether it's aerodynamic, I

cannot tell, but at any rate, that's what appears to the

pilot is a slight roll instability on the recovery.

Task 7010, Directional Control With One Engine

Inoperative

Pilot A. You might not have been getting much on

that previous ran. Okay. So, on the longitudinal

Cooper-Harper: it's controllable. Pilot workload is tol-

erable and satisfactory without improvement? It's
either a 4 or a 3. There's a certain amount of workload

involved in maintaining level flight. Let's call it a 3.
Lateral directional: is it controllable? Well, that's a

question mark, because when you release the ... first

time I did it, I went up and it seemed to be smooth, but

when I released it, there ... was on the verge of losing

control. So I have to give that a--I guess a 9. Mainly

because of the recovery from the sideslip ... seems to

be especially when you're pushing the rudder on the

good-sided engines--number four out and pushing left

rudder. The recovery was a real wild fide. If you

release the controls, it seems to eventually settle down,

but obviously that's a kind of PIO that's produced.

Okay. (Okay, that was a 3, a 9.)

Pilot B. Comments, run 72, test 7010, direction of

control in one engine inop. Task is a flat turn basically

left and fight at 15° in 15 sec with the right, outboard

engine inop. Outboard, yeah. Going to the right and

back, there is a problem in maintaining bank angle

control and rate of sideslip control in terms of predict-

ability, but it is essentially doable. Going to the left is

a fairly significant problem on the return. The lower

left, you get the max sideslip when you are coming

back. If you let the sideslip come out too quickly, you

tend to get bank angle excursions that saturate the lat-

eral axis, and there's impending loss of control in that.

Longitudinal axis is not much of a problem except that

you don't have as much time to concentrate on it

because of the lateral-directional task, so that would

be the only thing that would cause degradation there.

Okay ... longitudinal HQR: it is controllable; adequate

performance is obtainable. However, I am working. I

would say desired performance requires moderate

pilot compensation--give an HQR of 4. In lateral

directional axis, it's controllable but I would say that

intense pilot compensation is required to retain con-

trol--give it an HQR of 9. Four and 9, yes. Okay, that
concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Item 7010, which is _+15° of heading change

with one engine out. We're to evaluate the handling

qualities during wings-level heading change with an

outboard engine failed. This task is quite difficult to

do, and unless you do it very slowly and deliberately,

you have a good chance of losing control of the air-

plane because of saturation of either the rudder or the

ailerons. The workload is quite high to keep the air-

speed under control. There is less chance of getting to

saturation if the airspeed is where it is supposed to be.

However, still with the pilot flying it and the airspeed

controlled, it's still quite easy to lose control of the air-

plane. So, is it controllable? My interpretation of this

maneuver where we go +15 ° one way and +15 ° the

other, I would say yes, it is controllable if you go slow

enough. Is adequate performance attainable with toler-

able workload? No. And major deficiencies, consider-

able pilot compensation is required for control--it is
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an 8. And again I think I described it problematically

well there. There's no pitch and roll left to do, just the

one Cooper-Harper? The longitudinal and the lat dir:

well, the longitudinal is not there. That was Cooper-

Harper rate: is for the lateral directional. Pitch axis: is

it satisfactory without improvement? I would give that

a, say yes. And fair to mildly unpleasant deficiencies;

minimal pilot compensation required for desired

performance, a 3.

Pilot D. Pilot D, on December 7. We just did a one

engine inoperative, outboard, directional control task

of 7010. We ended up on mn 18. The task is to make a

flat turn, using the rudder, 15° in each direction. We

are allowed 15 sec; typically we were taking 12 sec.

The technique I was using is just "hands offthe stick."

This lets the control system hold gamma and phi

within limits. Then I was using rudder, obviously, and

the largest task is trying to hold the airspeed with the

throttle. It diverges fairly fast, and you get a large dis-

placement between the two display elements. You are

looking at the waterline and the heading box and the

flight path where the airspeed is indicated. Pilot rat-

ings--a little hard to figure out exactly what to do.

Longitudinally, pilot ratings--the only task there---

the only part of longitudinal I'm doing anything on is

the speed. And it's got some moderately objectionable

deficiencies. We don't have any performance criteria,

but the workload is pretty high trying to hold the air-

speed. Let's give it a 5, and laterally all I'm doing is

pushing on the rudder pedal ... is yawing. The control

bank angle and again pretty high rudder forces ... not

as bad as we had supersonically ... those are pretty big

yaw angles. Actually not too bad. Let's give it a 4.

Pilot E. Okay, that was run number 10, 11, and 12; it

was 7010, directional control of one engine inop, and I

need longitudinal and lateral-directional rating. In gen-

eral, this was one of those interesting maneuvers

where, if it's done smooth enough within the desired

criteria, you can accomplish the maneuver and not

depart the airplane or lose control. If you try to be a lit-

tle bit aggressive, especially at the reversal point,

where you go from feeding in full right rudder to

feeding--in a great deal of right rudder to feeding in a

great deal of left rudder. If you're not very, very

smooth and slow, at that point it will get into probably

a rate-limited roll PIO, which, since you end up get-

ting rate-limited, it can easily go divergent and you

would depart the airplane, lose control. So the ratings

for lateral directional: if you are a teeny bit too aggres-

sive, it would be a 10. If you are smooth, you can still

meet desired criteria and not depart. So it's a real cliff

right there based on how rapidly you feed the rudder

from one direction to the other. Longitudinal rating: is

it controllable? Yes, it is, longitudinally. Is accurate

performance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? I would say no. There is no really lon-

gitudinal-yes there is--+200 ft. I'm not really sure--

what's my altitude? Okay. I was within desired, but it

is a high workload longitudinally, so I'm going to rate
that a 4. Lateral directional: is it controllable? Yes. Is

adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? No. Even though I don't

think I really met the desired overshoot, but I'm say-

ing the workload is going to be such, so I'm not going

to give it a desired rating. I'm going to rate it a 5/10.

The 5 is if you are smooth; the 10 is if you reach a

point where you're slightly more aggressive on the

rudder reversal, it will depart and you will lose
control.

Task 7020, Lateral Control With One Engine

Inoperative

Pilot A. And this is heading ... mn 43, and heading

changes left and right 30 °, 7020 is the task and longi-

tudinal Cooper-Harper is ... it's pretty easy. I'd give it

a 2 and the lateral-directional Cooper-Harper ... really,

it's quite easy too and there's no problem there. I'll

give it a 2. And the biggest problem there is throttle

friction and maintaining speed.

Pilot B. Task 7020, lateral control with one engine

inop. Basically from straight, level flight, 20 ° angle

bank to the left and then a reversible angle bank to the

right, performed level without a throttle drop, holding

speed within 5 knots. Holding time to roll between 5

and 10 sec, with a target of 5, altitude within 200 ft,

overshoot within 2°. Probably the most difficult of this
tolerance is the overshoot within 2 ° with the faster roll

rate. In terms of anything else, not much of a problem

really. It's controllable, adequate, and sat longitude

and minimal pilot compensation, HQR of 3. Lateral

directional, very much the same thing: controllable,

adequate, and sat, with minimal pilot compensation,

HQR of 3. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. That is 7020, and ... the item number ... and

it's a 20 ° bank, 30 ° of heading change, plus or minus.
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The task is a moderate level of difficuky to do

smoothly and without oscillations. The parameters can

all be met. Is adequate performance obtainable and

tolerable pilot workload? We answer that yes. Is it sat-

isfactory without improvement? My tendency is to

give it, in a pitch axis, satisfactory without improve-

ment? No, with minor but annoying deficiencies,

desired performance requires moderate pilot compen-

sation ... a 4 ... and just a little difficult with the dis-

plays we have to keep the altitude as nice as you
would like to be able to do it, and it ... resuks are kind

of jerky ... motion and the pitch input ... in order to fly

with the task. And for the roll axis, adequate perfor-

mance is obtainable with a tolerable pilot workload,

and is it satisfactory without improvement? Essen-

tially it's the same kind of comments as for the pitch

axis. Minor but annoying deficiencies and desired per-

formance requires moderate pilot compensation. I
noticed that, as I tended to roll out on both of these,

that my roll was not real smooth. Near the end it

tended to be abrupt as I tried to settle in the proper

heading in a zero bank angle. And also, another thing I

noticed in both cases, when you end up on heading,

you end up with a commanded ... flight-path marker

command that is not centered over the heading, as you

end up with some residual beta no matter which direc-

tion you go.

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 7, task 7020, one engine

inop. We're making a 30 ° heading change with a 20 °
bank, and we want to have the roll to the 20 ° in less

than 7 sec for desired. Just a couple of comments. It's

really not too bad. As I commented earlier on the land-

ing approach stuff, the roll tends to drift a little more

than I would like to see it after you release the stick.

It's a very long time constant to come down to snub

down the roll attitude. And so you have to lead it quite

a bit [which] increases the workload there. Airspeed as

on the previous one is backsided and pretty hard to

control, although the display here is a little better. We

don't get the large sideslip angles, so at least the ele-

ments you're looking at are on the same part of the

display. Pilot rating. Longitudinally, the airspeed con-

trol is the primary one. Let's make it a 5. Laterally, the

roll overshoot, or the lower snub time---the long snub
time constant there--let's make it a 5 also.

Pilot E. Okay, that was run number 15, 7020, lateral

control with one engine inop. Not a bad task. I thought

I did really well on the altitude control, sacrificing

possibly several knots of speed for altitude. I noticed

in the turn there was some sustained sideslip dis-

played. I kept my feet pretty much on the rudder ped-

als but I did not put any rudder in and I accepted that

slight sideslip. The ability to predict the rollout and

capture a heading was not terribly difficult. Obviously

your attention is divided between maintaining speed

with the back side airplane, which does take a lot of

effort and altitude, and capturing your heading. The

HUD is excellent for this task. It provides all the infor-

mation you need. The roll in--the bank capture--is

pretty good. It does take a certain amount of effort. I

was trying to roll in fairly aggressively. On the last

one, I think I was getting to 20 ° in about 3 or 4 sec, the

way I was counting. So for longitudinal: is it controlla-

ble? Yes. Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is

it satisfactory without improvement? Yes, a 3. I think

my heading--my total altitude loss--was on the order

of single digit, and we're allowed 200 ft. So obviously

I was able to stay well within the desired on that, for

whatever reason. I attribute it to the gamma command
control law. Lateral directional: is it controllable? Yes.

Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? No. I'm going to rate it a

4, mainly because of the workload. The holding--

capturing the bank angle and holding it--does take a

certain amount of effort. If I ... I think if I got into the

rudders, it may have complicated task, so I chose not
to do that. So, a little bit more effort in the lateral axis.

Task 7030, Minimum Control Speed--Ground

Pilot A. [No pilot comments recorded since no

Cooper-Harper ratings were collected for this demon-

stration task.]

Pilot B. [No pilot comments recorded since no

Cooper-Harper ratings were collected for this demon-
stration task.]

Pilot C. [No pilot comments recorded since no

Cooper-Harper ratings were collected for this demon-

stration task.]

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 5th. This is task 7030,

which is Vmcg ground, with no nosewheel side forces.
Continued thrust. The last run was mn 25. The engine

cut was at 127. On the first mn I made, not knowing

what direction I was going to be--and so there was a

little of reaction time there---I got 62 ft off; the next
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two,I had30to 35ft. I feelthe127--basedonthefact
thatweweretryingtokeepit under30--is maybejust
alittlebit slow,butit's in theballpark.

Pilot E. [No pilot comments recorded since no

Cooper-Harper ratings were collected for this demon-
stration task. ]

Task 7035, One-Engine-Out Takeoff

Pilot A. Comments on run 29. Engine failure at V1,

looks like about 6° of yaw or sideslip, to counteract,

hands-off, steady-state, wings-level condition.

Momentarily, I was looking for the commanded flight-

path vector; it was slightly out of view in the bottom of

my windshield. I had to raise up in the seat to see it.

When we rotated, we came very close to a tail-strike

situation. I wonder whether we ought to consider some

kind of pilot cue or visual tactical cue or some kind of

deterrent to tail strike by increasing force so that you

don't inadvertently get a tail strike. I think I was very

close. Did we in fact get a tail strike? I was trying to

follow the guidance. What I'm doing is blindly

following the guidance; what I probably would need

to do is follow the guidance to about 8 ° and look at

10 1/2 and see where that's at and then come up and

stop on it. The only thing that seemed a little unusual

about the takeoff is how close I got to a tail strike. I

don't know how far away it was ... within a couple

tenths of a degree ... and the other thing, it seems like

there's a lot to sideslip.

Pilot B. At the engine failure, you're going to get

some deviations. You have to work hard to get it back

again. So I think the adequate is consistent to what I'm

seeing. Of course, this only has to be Level III,

because it's an emergency type situation. Desired,

+10; adequate, +27. We're at 17.6 maximum. Desired

throughout most of the run. I've talked about that

before. So for the directional Cooper-Harper rating:

it's controllable; adequate performance is attainable.

So we're actually in the Level II area. Considerable ...

moderate to considerable ... but you guys aren't going

to let me give half readings here ... that spreadsheet

won't do it. Call it considerable pilot compensation

and give it an HQR of 5, with the caveat that it' s prob-

ably something less than considerable. Directional

tracking on runway centerline. Takeoff rotation

promptness--it is relatively prompt--plenty of control

authority. Easy to establish liftoff attitude and rela-

tively easy to capture the pitch attitude. The throttles

are at full, so I'm not really capturing airspeed here.

Tail strike did not occur to my best knowledge. Do

you have any numbers here? I've broken the code on

what it's looking for. I didn't have a problem with lon-

gitudinal during the rotation. The lateral directional: I

guess the problem here is scanning. I don't find beta

indicator intuitive at all. I've seen flags that get put on

the vertical tail of the velocity vector, used in the past.

I've seen little balls that appear below the velocity

vector going back and forth. Some of those are a bit

better. The fact that you have to look in two places to
control the aircraft and the fact I don't find that trian-

gular cue peripheral--I don't find it intuitive. You

have to interpret it. So that's what's primarily causing

the lateral-directional problems. I don't have a direc-
tional task, do I?

I don't have a lateral-directional task here do I?

But I'm not tracking the centerline at that point. I'm

not even looking at it at that point.

On the other hand, as soon as I raise the nose, the

runway kind of goes away. There's a problem here

with what we're doing.

I'm going to give you a Cooper-Harper based on

+2 ° of banking control. That seems to be the knee of

the curve of where we have tail-strike problems close

to the ground--at least, close to 10° pitch attitude. My

lateral directional for rotation is going to be based on
desired of+2 ° and an adequate of+5 °, just for lack of

a better number right now.

Did I already give you a longitudinal? That was

relatively easy. Longitudinal is controllable, adequate

performance is attainable, and it's satisfactory without

improvement. I'd say minimal pilot compensation

required for desired performance. For lateral

directional: I'm really working in the directional axis

and the lateral axis to maintain. If I can give you two

different Cooper-Harpers, I probably would for lateral

and directional, because most of the compensation is

in the directional axis. I don't have a problem main-

taining bank angle laterally. Directionally--and again,

I don't have a task here-to maintain the target some-

where near the center within, let's say, 20 percent of

the width of the indicator to the center, I'm really

working hard. So it's controllable; adequate perfor-

mance is attainable; but I'd say considerable pilot

compensation required. So directional axis and HQR

of 5 with the task I just made up ... the two tasks I just

made up. Lateral, if I were to split it out is going to be
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morelike a2. Negligibledeficiencies,relativelypre-
dictableperformance,5. MakesureI saythe same
thing. It's controllable,adequateperformanceis
attainable,satisfactory,minimalpilot compensation,
let's give it anHQRof 3. Theclimb phaseduring
reconfiguration--andit's notreconfigurationfornoise
abatement--youcanstrikethatoutthere.It'sjust dur-
ingreconfiguration.No objectionabletransients.Lon-
gitudinalagain:relativelyeasyto follow the track.
Lateral:relatively... well it's not aseasyasit was
before,becauseit's a combinedlateral-directional
task.Maintainingtheguidancesymbolrequiresa lot
of workload,consistingof veryfrequentrecorrections
andrudderinputsandrelativelyfrequentlateralinputs
to centertheguidance.Soit's controllable;adequate
performance,I think,is attainablewitha lot of work.
SoI'd sayconsiderablepilot compensationagainand
giveit anHQRof 5.Thatwaslateraldirectional.Lon-
gitudinal is controllable;adequateperformanceis
attainable.Satisfactorylongitudinally.With anHQR
of 3, with someun ...mildly unpleasantdeficiencies
andminimalpilot compensation.Justcross-checking
thelongitudinalinputs.Thereisa link betweenlateral
directionalandlongitudinal.Thelongitudinaltaskis
degradedsomewhatby the workloadthan lateral
directionalaxis.Thatwasrun45.Thatconcludesthe
comments.

PilotC.Run12,andit's item7035--one-engine-out,
takeoff,pastV1.Fortherunwaycenterlinetracking,I
thoughtthetaskwasrelativelyeasyaftertheengine
failed.I wasabletojumpontherudderpedals.It was
a littlejerky in sideforceasI broughtit backto the
center,but therewasgoodpositivecontrolandI felt
quitegoodaboutthat.It wasquiteeasyto accelerateto
therotationspeed,andtherotationtoliftoff [wasquite
satisfactory].Let's talk abouttherotation.Sobasi-
cally,onthegroundI thoughtit wasquitegood.Is it
controllable?Yes. Adequateperformanceattainable
with tolerablepilot workload?Yes.Is it satisfactory
withoutimprovement?I'm goingto give a Cooper-
Harperof 4. Minor but annoyingdeficiencies--
desiredperformancerequiresmoderatepilot compen-
sation.And that'sa little bit of a sensitivitythere...
ratheraccumulative.Not a very smoothway to get
good,positivecontrolwithoutbeingjerky.

OK. I ambackonagainandit's still mn 12,and
weareevaluatingthetakeoffrotationfor item7035.I
thoughttherotationwasrelativelyeasy.It seemedlike
a little slowerthan for the no-engine-outcaseand

thereforetendedto bea little easier.It waseasierto
establishthemaximumpitchanglefor the rotation.
And then,becausethings were happeninga little
slower,it waseasierto transitiontoflyingthemeatball
afterliftoff. Soall in all, in thepitchaxisit wasquite
successful.Certainlyadequateperformancewithatol-
erableworkload,and it was satisfactorywithout
improvement,I'd say.Yes. Therearesomemildly
unpleasantdeficiencieswhichI have...a littledifficult
todescribe.ButI canimagineit beingalittle smoother
gettingtothatpitchattitude.It's aCooper-Harperof 3.
Andlatdir, for thesamecircumstancehere...nopar-
ticularproblemwith ...how didthebetalook there?
Dowehavea ...for therotation?Duringtherotation,
it waskeepingthebetaindicatorcentered.My impres-
sionof it was...easilydesiredperformance,anyway.
Hadnoparticularproblemwith that,soI givethata
Cooper-Harperof 3--that'salongwith thepitchaxis.
I'm happywithaCooper-Harperof 3 fromthispoint.
Ontheclimboutparthere,I guessmy commentsare
similarto yesterdaywith the little magentameatball.
Flyingtheairplanethroughoutthatdepartureisnopar-
ticularproblem,andit seemsto me,just to ...easily
meetsdesiredperformance,althoughtheeffortit takes
tokeepthemeatballexactlyin thecenteris moreof a
workloadthanI thinkweneedto doareallynicejob
withtheairplane.SoI havealittlemisgivingsaboutit.
But, is adequateperformanceattainable?Yes.Is it
satisfactorywithoutimprovement?No.Andmyminor
butannoyingdeficienciesgiveit a Cooper-Harperof
4. Justtheworkloadandconcentrationit takesto do
the meatball task in order to do the desired
performance.I suspectit's becausethedisplaycould
be better somehow,to relieve that problem--or
changethecriteria--becauseit looksto melikethat's
aperfectlygoodjob wearedoing.Basically,thesame
commentsarefor lateraldirectionalalso,becauseit's
just chasingthe meatballagain.So, sameCooper-
Harperratingfor it.

PilotD. Okay,Pilot D, December5th. Thiswasan
OEO--oneengineout.Task7035,lastrunwasrun22.
It's reallynobigproblem.Theasymmetriesassociated
withtheengineoutsaren'tthatbig onthegroundorin
theair.Onthelastrunthere,I startedthesecondrota-
tionjust a littleearlyandI thinkthat'swhyweblew
thedesiredpitchattitude.I'm onlymakingadequate
on thelateraldeviation.I kind of feel it's becauseI
don'thavethatnicerunwaycenterline,andI'm not
havingtimeto reallyconcentrateon therunwaycen-
terline,andI felt I wasdoingareasonablejob but for
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gettingoutto theorderof gettingout20to 25ft allthe
time.Theruddercontrolis fairlynatural.Don'thave
anyreallybigproblemsthere.Thesideslipdisplayisa
littlebit outof thefield of view,butbecausetherud-
derissonatural,youhavetimeto lookatit. Solet'sgo
aheadto thepilot ratings.Onthecenterlinetracking,
there'sreallynodifferencebetweenthatandtheones
withoutfailures,becausethefailureiscomingrightat
rotation.WhatwasI getting?A centerlinetrackingisa
3 becauseof thatslightPIOtendencyin headingthat
thevehiclehas.Okay,nowfor therotationtask.Lon-
gitudinally:it's not too bad.Again,I think it's very
similarto theconventionaltakeoff.In fact,maybea
littlebit easier,althoughyouhavelesstimeto concen-
trateonit becauseyou'reconcentratingonthelateral
task.I think it's still on the orderof 4, primarily
becauseit's afairly complicateddisplayto usethere.
Four,longitudinal.Nowcomesthetoughone.Thelat-
eralfor therotation,andthatof courseis thebiggest
taskof thewholemaneuverhere.It's definitelyade-
quate.Yes.Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I
wouldalmostsayyes,butwe'renotobviouslymaking
theperformancefor that.In fact,I'm downto a5 for
performance.Let's giveit a 5 just basedstrictlyon
performance.Fromworkload,thenaturalnessof the
ruddercontrol,everythingelse,I wouldtendto say
that it's satisfactorywithout improvement.Maybe
marginalthere.Butbecauseoftheperformance,we're
givingit a pilot ratingof 5. Okay.Climb:a little bit
easierif anything,longitudinally.Becausewe don't
haveanythrustcutback,andwedon'thaveto rotate
suchhighgammasandeverything,it's almostlikethe
acousticone,buta little bit harder.I think,let's still
giveit a4. I'd sayprimarilyit's aflightdirectorprob-
lem.Flightdirectoris 'cause,up anddown,up and
down,up and down... trying to chasethem.Let's
makeit a4. Laterally,it's nottootoobad.Onceyou
getthetrim for theengine-outin, whichis thecase
here.Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I'm up
thatfar,soit's yesornothere.I wasdoingokayin the
performance,soI dohavedesiredperformance.Yeah.
We madeit. Definitelyand particularlylaterally.
Okay,yeah,it's reallyprettygood.Let'sgiveit a 3.I
guessI couldusea ruddertrim tabhere,whichwe
have,whichI haven'tbeenusinghere.Doesit work?
Let'sgiveit a3.Okay.

PilotE. Okay,task7035,one-engine-outtakeoff.The
rating'sfor therunwaycenterlinetracking.I amgoing
to includethisup to theenginefailure,I believe.The
takeoffrotationwill includetheenginefailure.It's my

lateral-directionalCooper-Harperwould be in line
withwhatI've donewith theprevioustakeoff.Obvi-
ouslythetaskwascontrollable.Adequateperformance
was obtainable.Satisfactory--improvement?Yes.
Again,a Cooper-Harperof 3, becausethereis com-
pensation.And I noticedthatI reallyamhavingto
workabove100knotswith very,verykind of high
workload,very,very smallinputsto keepit on the
centerline.WhenI sayhighworkload...high work-
loadinatypicalworkloadI amusedto flyingismuch
moredirectionallystable,not quiteso sensitivejust
priorto rotationspeed.Thetakeoffrotation...this is
whereI havethemostproblemsmaintaining...rightat
rotation...maintainingthedirectionalcriteriawithin
+10 ft, and we were able to in the last one. The reason

I was, because I was anticipating putting in left rudder

at the engine failure, which, typically you're not going

to be anticipating engine failure so you would not be

keyed, so in a way I trained myself to doing better.
With that in mind it was, the task was controllable.

Accurate performance was obtainable. Satisfactory

without improvement? This is the lateral-directional

Cooper-Harper I am talking about now, and I am

going to say no and give it a Cooper-Harper of 4. I did

meet the desired criteria but I think the ... when you

lose the engine, the airplane does tend to fairly quickly

diverge out of the desired criteria. Now, I am not nec-

essarily saying that criteria is maybe a little bit tight

criteria, but maybe I am looking strictly at criteria per-

formance; then I will have to go with a 4 on that.

Ten ft is pretty tight tracking for an engine failure for

an airplane like this, I would think. For longitudinal

Cooper-Harper, also the overall higher workload of

holding rudder and try to maintain directional control,

I tended to overshoot the limit borderline guidance

there a couple of times, and I finally had to concen-

trate hard to keep that from happening in the last one.

So I am going to also say the workload has increased

on that task. Aircraft is controllable, adequate perfor-

mance is obtainable. Satisfactory? No. I am going to

rate that a Cooper-Harper of 4 also. So longitudinal,
lateral, were both 4s for that. The climb with the con-

figuration changes--that was very, very easy, rela-

tively speaking, compared to the rotation. For

longitudinal: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes, 3. It does take pilot compensation,
but the numbers for the one I took out to 6 miles were

almost 100 percent, so I guess you can't complain

about that. Lateral directional is very--almost

identical--near 100 percent of desired scores there, so
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thatwouldalsocomein witha 3 andnotanyhigher
than a 3 becauseof the compensationthat was
required.

Task 7040, Minimum Control Speed--Air

Pilot A. Okay, I'm looking at 7040 and run 47. Ques-

tion for longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it controllable?

Well, that depends on whether you start bumping up

against 20 plus on the alpha for whatever reason. I

can't really tell you within 5° heading change. It prob-

ably did. So I think we have more than that, so I don't

really think we really made adequate performance. It

is controllable? Adequate performance attainable with

tolerable pilot workload? Probably not. So it's a

Level III type of rating, with major deficiencies being

displayed. I would say it's somewhere between a 7

and a 8. I would give it a 8 primarily because of the ...

in longitudinally ... there seems to be wild swings in

actual gamma versus commanded gamma. And there's

a tendency to drop off the edge when you go to high,

very high alphas ... tendency for the control law to

take you into a stall unless you actively, aggressively

avoid it, and trying to hold a constant speed at that

point requires constant pitching down, basically. So

it's a highly dynamic maneuver. It's very difficult to

stabilize on it at 120 knots. When engine's cut, the

response ... it isn't apparent that anything is happening
for about 2 to 3 sec; then there's a slow need for some

rudder and then pitching to recover is fraught with ten-

dencies towards PIO. Okay, lateral directional, is it

controllable? Barely. I guess I never lost control, so I

have to say yes. Is adequate performance attainable

with tolerable pilot workload? And probably, no--

Level III, major deficiencies. So we are talking about,

I would say, [CNR] 8. You are having to actively

release the stick, to get the airplane to recover. The

quickest recovery is simply release the stick so you are

actively trying to do something with the airplane, and

you are going straight into a PIO, it seems as though.

Okay.

Pilot B. Task 7040, minimum control speed--air. The

technique was a somewhat normal takeoff, except

after takeoff, the pitch-up to about 35 °, full throttle, a

lot of airspeed decayed to 120 knots, and then fail the

right outboard engine. The technique that I settled on

was to lower the nose fairly quickly and to be less

quick about trying to settle the beta down. When I did

that I was able to control it fairly easily. The one time

when I tried to get beta corrected fairly quickly while

we were at the lower speed and before the nose had

come down, I got out of phase with the beta and I was

getting a rate limiting in the lateral axis. When you get

into rate limiting it takes intense pilot control to

maintain control ... intense pilot compensation ... you

are talking about an HQR of 9 there, although I was

able to maintain control throughout. When you use the

second technique that I used or when I used the second

technique that I used--being to get the nose down

quickly and to smoothly reduce the beta instead of

trying to do it quickly--it was much more controlla-

ble, and controllability was not an issue at that point.

Okay, so with that caveat in mind and obviating the

one case when I had to fight to regain control, longitu-

dinal HQR: it's controllable, adequate performance is

obtainable, satisfactory without improvement--well

there is moderate compensation in the pitch axis. This

is a fairly intensive pitch-pitch type task, so I am going

to give it an HQR of 4. Now hang on... give it an HQR

of 3 with minimal pilot compensation. That is clearly

Level I; it's not Level II. Sorry about that. And then

lateral directional: it's controllable, adequate

performance is obtainable with extensive pilot--no,

call it considerable pilot compensation. I am going to

give it an HQR of 5, because you are fighting in the
lateral axis. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Run 30, item 7040, evaluate maximum cen-

terline deviation. On this particular maneuver, I'm not

sure that I really have a good idea what it is we are try-

ing to achieve with it. But during the maneuver the

way we did--pulling up to 35 ° and getting it to slow

down to 120--and if you fail two engines then ... if

you lower nose and you don't lower the nose enough

so the beta builds up, then start chasing after the beta,

you can experience a roll PIO as you try to keep the

roll axis under control. If you leave the nose too high

and the beta builds up and you just chase after the beta

with your rudder pedal, then eventually the airspeed

decays and it departs again. If you are more prompt to

lower the nose--and I would say a large amount, like

30 ° or 40 ° of pitch attitude--then the beta stays

mostly under control, and you can fly it easily and

maintain the heading where you would like. I'm going

to give a Cooper-Harper rating now. Is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance attainable with a tolera-

ble pilot workload? I'll say yes. Is it satisfactory

without improvement? No. I'd say moderately objec-

tionable deficiencies, and adequate performance

requires considerable pilot compensation. It takes a lot
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of concentration in the simulation here to be able to do

this maneuver successfully without getting out of

parameters. So we'll give it Cooper-Harper of 5. And

that's in both, I think: Cooper-Harper 5 in both lateral

and pitch axis.

Pilot D. Pilot D, December 7. Did a Vmca takeoff at

120 knots. The climb angles are pretty spectacular at
that condition. Comments--correction--that's task

7040, and run 24. The comments are ... it's pretty hard

to control pitch attitude, which is what you're really

doing on this kind of task with a gamma V control sys-

tem. It really increases the workload significantly.

Data control is a little ... is pretty hard here ... probably

easier when you have ... if you have motion cues to

help warn you that you do have some sideslip, and

then heading control is hard to do after losing the hori-

zon. You have to rely on the little digital number,

whereas in real life ... well, I guess it means you

wouldn't be able to see outside. You might have better

visibility in real life. But with those comments, let's

give it pilot ratings for longitudinal--I think as far as

performance went longitudinally--I probably wasn't

too bad on the performance longitudinally, but

because of the control system characteristics I'm

going to give it a 5. Laterally, I was probably adequate

on the performance criteria, which kind of goes along

with the ... I was adequate on performance but I'm

going to ... which is consistent with a 5, which is what

I'm going to give it for the beta control--sideslip con-
trol. So 5, 5.

Pilot E. Okay, run 16, 7040, minimum control

speed--air, basically just a demonstration of the

120 knot. We actually end up getting a little bit below

120, because I thought I had my seat full up. It wasn't

quite full up. At the high angle of attack approaching

120 knots, I lost the velocity-vector airspeed and aki-

tude display underneath the glare shield and I had to

kind of use one hand to hold myself up to see if that

resulted in some pitch bobbling, which in fact then put

us below 120, about 5 knots or so. So the recovery still

was smooth. I didn't have any departure. I probably

oscillated back and forth about, oh maybe 2 ° to 3° to

4 ° angle of bank, but around 5 or less and my heading
deviated no more than about 3 °, so that was desired

also. So I met desired in both of them. We're electing

to move on rather than try to really nail that, because

on the first pass it seemed to be desired criteria. Pretty

easy to accomplish even though I got slower than

desired. So longitudinally: is it controllable? Yes. Is

adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it satisfac-

tory without improvement? Yes. I would rate it a 3,

with a caveat that we're trying to do a theta command

task with a gamma command control law. So trying to
hold the 35 ° theta and then the 27 ° theta takes some

effort because we're commanding the wrong ... we're

trying to ... we're commanding the wrong thing for

what we're trying to hold. So that--we'll accept that.

We know that's not really a problem there. That leads

to a little bit of the pitch bobbling. I'm not going to let

that affect my rating on the overall aerodynamic con-

figuration. For lateral directional: is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is it sat-

isfactory? Yes. I'll say a 3. It's borderline 3 to 4 and I

think aerodynamically I'm probably going to ...

leaning towards ... I think we could tailor the control
law to feed in kind of a little bit of... with the smart

system like we have ... to feed in some rudder to

negate the sideslip. I think that would be the

directional axis, 'cause it'd certainly be enhanced--

optimized--but aerodynamically it'd certainly have

all the control power you need. It's just a question of

learning how to do the task. So I'll say 3 and 3. The
lateral 3 is borderline Level I and Level II. Editorial

note: Lou Glaab informs us that we maxed out the rud-

der authority on that one. I didn't realize that. We have

no way of knowing, as Bruce let me know, so basi-

cally when I say we had plenty of control authority, I

need to modify that to say, to the pilot it appears that I

had enough control authority when in fact we were

starting to run low, which would have meant I proba-

bly would have rolled off and exceeded my angle of

bank. But still, to my perception I'll leave it as a 3,

with my caveat it was Level I to Level II for lateral.

Comments for Task 7050, Dynamic Vmcl_2

Pilot A. Okay this is task 7050, dynamic gmcl_2, last

mn number was 19. I think the dynamic Vine1 is kind

of a small ... like you should label this "test engine

failure" during the approach, because you're not really

using max thrusts on the other engines, so you're just

holding speed. Longitudinal Cooper-Harper: is it con-

trollable? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Adequate performance attained? Yes. Satisfactory

without improvement? Yes. And I really had no prob-

lem with the flight path--the pitch control--so I guess

I'm going to have to give it a ... once I came up to a

learning curve ... I'm going to have to give it a 1, lon-

gitudinal. Lateral directional was not a super demand-

ing task--didn't get full thrust in or full rudder in. I
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usedalittle moreinboardthrottlethanoutboard--by
aboutaknobwidth.Is it controllable?Yes.Adequate
performance?Yes.Satisfactorywithoutimprovement?
Yes.And in thisparticulartask,I don't seeanyreal
problemwithit. I giveit a 1.Letmebacktrackalittle
bit. There is the requirement,you know ... how
much...exactlyhowmuchruddertoputin to optimize
performance.At first I put in too much.I think that
thereneedsto besomeobviousindicationof when
you'vegottheproperamountofrudderin.Thealign-
mentoftheindicesatthetopperhapsis ...I guessthat
that'ssideslip...thenthat'sprobablyagoodcombina-
tionto use.Soin retrospect,I guessifI hadmoretime
to usethat--applythattool--thatwouldprobablybe
satisfactory.SoI'll giveit a2,forlateraldirectional.

Pilot B. Run 65, task 7050, dynamic Vmcl_2. The task

was to maintain 3° glide slope and bank angle and

heading deviation and deviation in speed with a sec-

ond engine failure on the right-hand side. Summary:

the only anomaly that I noted was that ... the require-

ment to lead the correction with bank angle. When I

tried to leave the bank angle at 0 and correct the rudder

alone, I developed a fairly large side slope angle with

no corresponding yaw rate, and I can't really explain

that, given that the steady-state bank angle with--or

the steady-state sideslip with--0 bank was fairly low.

So you would think that any additional side slope

would have generated a fiat turn, and it didn't. So I'm

at a loss to explain why. However, when I modified

the technique to lead the correctional bank angle it was

fairly benign, given the situation of two engine fail-

ures on the airplane. So you just want one HQR for

both longitudinal and lat dir. In terms of performance,

max heading deviation and max bank angle, I thought,

was relatively easy. Certainly 10° of bank angle is a

lot, and I was able to keep it within 5. I fek 5 knots of

speed deviation was again no problem. So for the

areas that we're talking about, I didn't have a problem,

and let me give you the HQR for those, and then I'm

going to talk a little bit more about something else.

Longitudinal was controllable, adequate, and

satisfactory, and mildly unpleasant deficiencies.

Probably ... well let me think about this for a second.

Yeah, given the workload increase, I'd say minimal

pilot compensation for desired performance with

mildly unpleasant deficiencies. Give it an HQR of 3.

For lateral directional, it was controllable, ade-

quate, and satisfactory, but again minimal pilot com-

pensation--I can't say that it wasn't a factor for

desired performance in those phases. Now, the last

thing I wanted to talk about on this is a couple times I

have noted when there's a need for a large correction,

I'll make the correction, then go into rate limiting, so I

feel like there's a rate problem in the currently mod-

eled actuators in the lateral axis. When you do get into

rate limiting, you start several cycles of PIO. Now the

PIO goes away when you relax your gains, but the PIO

is there, and you're going to find pilots that fly it that

are going to get into PIO in the lateral axis. So I think

there's lateral control authority and/or bandwidth

problems with the actuators associated with the lateral

axis. I can't tell you whether it's lateral directional or

whether it's both, but in the lat dir axis there's a prob-

lem in terms of rate that you can get versus what you
want for the task. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Task 7050, dynamic Vmcl_2, and it's run num-

ber 74, and the pilot is C, and it is controllable. Is ade-

quate performance obtainable with tolerable pilot

workload? Yes. Is it satisfactory without improve-

ment? Yes. There are some mildly unpleasant defi-
ciencies and what were those deficiencies? Well, it

took some work with the rudder to get the beta back in

the center and I noticed in my pitch control ... would

go bad a little bit because I would be carrying some
force, and then all of a sudden the command marker

would move an astonishing amount compared to what

I wanted it to--so just in general, control. Basically

the maneuver is quite good. Minimal pilot compensa-

tion is required for the desired performance. Cooper-

Harper of 3.

Pilot D. Comments at least on the 7050 task, the land-

ing configuration, two engines out, and it was run 48.

No real problem. Feels to me like we have adequate

rudder power and we felt we are limiting intermit-

tently apparently, and lots of thrust. The only thing

that would really have helped me a little bit more

would be some phi forward on the longitudinal accel-

eration diamond to help control the power. Other than

that it looks pretty straightforward.

And Pilot D, December 6 again, back on 7050 for

some pilot rating. Longitudinal: it's definitely ade-

quate for emergency consideration conditions.

Level II; it's moderately objectionable deficiencies. I

think primarily because of... that longitudinal acceler-

ation caret is hard to control. Laterally, it's got some
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minorbutannoyingdeficiencies.Youhaveto coordi-
natethe rudderandthe bankangleto get thebeta
down.Otherthanthat,it's prettygood.

PilotE. Okay,dynamicVmc1with twoenginefailure,
task7050.Thetaskisn'ttoobadatall.Havinglostall
yourenginesononeside,I thoughtit wouldbealittle
moredifficult. I did not.I didtworuns.Firstrunmy
seatwastoolow. I couldn'tsee,I actuallyhadto use
theonehandto holdmyselfup in theair to seethe
velocityvector,andthatcertainlydetractedfromthe
task.SecondtaskI gotmy seatsituatedbetter.I did
notseetoomuchof aproblem.I didtendto getsome
rudder,or somecuesfrom thesideslipindicatorthat
seemedalittleodd.Withbothenginesoutontheright
side,I hadassumedI wouldneedleft rudder,andat
timesI wasactuallyhavingtoputin rightrudder,andI
don'tunderstandthat.Andthesideslipindicator,you
know,wastellingmethatI hadit in left rudderand
neededactuallysomemorefight rudderoratleastless
left rudder.It seemeda little bit odd.Theangleof
bank...I hadnotroublemaintainingit prettymuch5°
or lessandspeedwasnotthatdifficultwiththecues...
theaccelerationof thetape.I didn'tnoticeanyonthe
secondoneespecially;thefirst oneI hadalittlebit of
lateralinstabilitybecauseI gota littlebit slow.I was
tryingto ...I couldn'tseethevelocityvectorandI had
tostandupin theseat,moreor less,sowegottothrow
thatout.Thesecondoneeverythingwasverynominal.
I think I couldhavecontinueddownthatto a landing
withouttoomuchtrouble,ismy extrapolationof that.
Sofor longitudinalCooper-Harper,for thattaskwith
the criteria as mentioned:controllable?Yes.Ade-
quate?Yes.Satisfactorywithoutimprovement?Yes,a
3. For lateral directional:controllable?Yes. Ade-
quate?Yes.Satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I think
I waswell withinthedesiredcriteria,soI wouldsay
yesandgiveit a3basedonwhatappearedto befairly
nicecriteria.Certainlynot ...I thinkcertainly...I was
well ...I wasonly2° or3° headingdeviation,soI was
well below the desiredborderfor that. It pretty
much...atleasthalfwaybelowthedesiredborderfor
bankangle.SoI thinkit's nottoobadatask.

Task 7060, Ripple Unstart

was none. The visual doesn't seem to be adequate to
me--an aural and a visual and some distinctive. I saw

just at first glance no distinctive information that iso-

lated the problems in this particular engine.

Brought all four engines back and then brought

the inboards up. Checked those and isolated it to the 3.

Brought 2 up and then brought the others up to see
whether that was the problem with either one of those.

It looks like the first reaction is probably quite path

vector down to about 5 ° or in that ball park, when you

get with each engine that comes back to life, you can

bring that up about 1°. A good rule of thumb: keep the

lock number in the ball park while you try to triple
treat the engine. The rudder trim needs to be within ...

and it appears as though you have to do these things

very slowly and methodically, to keep from jostling

the rudder, especially rudder and pitch. Keep that

flight-path vector moving very slowly, steadily and

also try to keep the sideslip down to a minimum so
that you don't inadvertently unstart the engines. Rud-

der trim seems like it's very necessary for me, because

the forces involved are fairly high, and seems a little

higher than desirable. Want them a little lower, and

also this seat is a little bit on the high side, so that

geometry of ergonomics of getting that rudder in is a
little less than optimum. It seems like I'm sitting a lit-

tle high--of course I have short legs. Is there anything

specifically that I missed that you'd like to add com-
ments on?

As far as the annunciation when you get the light,

there should be some kind of aural warning, sound,

and a distinctive place to look where you can deter-

mine what it is that's causing the warning. Okay, you

said something about Cooper-Harper ratings.

(We have some target values for a desired and

adequate, somewhat arbitrary, appearing on your

lower display as a readout in this half of performance

results. You get the maximum of 0.2 negative g during

probably the unstart.)

If they had some motion feedback, perhaps I

wouldn't have been so aggressive.

Pilot A. It serves as our backup, in case all the other
records fail.

I guess you would need some distinctive annunci-

ation, I'd say aural warning of some kind, which there

I might make an additional comment on the g's,

and that is that perhaps it ought to take a fairly good

force, heavy force, to change g's. That might be a little

more deterrent to inadvertently exceed in g's. But then
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again,I didn'thaveanymotioncues,thatcomment's
madefromthatperspective.

Is it controllable?Yes.Is adequateperformance
attainablewith tolerablepilot workload?Well, I
exceededmyg limit, went negative quite a bit, was a

little overaggressive in pushing the nose over, and I

didn't have the feedback on the motion, so from that

standpoint I didn't achieve my adequate performance.

I think had I known what the [limits were, I could

have] better correlated the g's and the motion of the

flight-path vector. I could have reduced those g's
without too much trouble.

I can give you an initial rating here; we do it again

and see what happens. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? I would say, from the standpoint of per-
formance it would be like a Level III--deficiencies

require improvement--and I would say that would be

in the pitch area, depending upon whether you get g

feedback. I think that pilot compensation ... having

gone through this 3 or 4 times in a simulator ... you

could get the g levels within a reasonable value,

although mine is 0.2, since the structural limits are not

very comfortable for passengers, especially while hav-

ing a meal. Cooper-Harper rating, based on what I
saw, would be somewhere around a 4.

Lateral directional, I say, would be similar: about

a 4 because of the high rudder forces and the criticality

of maneuvering--criticality of not causing unstarts

due to your inputs.

This doesn't have TAC--thrust asymmetry

control--does it? That would help this task consider-

ably in terms of keeping the engines from unstarting.

We have the triple seven. If you have an asymmetry in

thrust and the rudder comes in, in flight like this, it

would completely compensate for thrust asymmetry
and that would help these engines keep from unstart-

ing considerably. It would just be a big difference.

Then all you have to concentrate on is the pitch access

in keeping the g excursions from being too great.

Rudder just comes in to compensate, keep the yaw

at zero, sideslip to zero, or something close to that. It

may not compensate completely--I think it does actu-

ally, when in up-and-away cruise, but not in this

predicament.

I would say that with training, scanning up to the

Mach number, and to the g's, would be helpful. I think

an analog type of g indication would, just from the

visual standpoint, be helpful. The rolling digits take

just a few milliseconds, a little more time to process

g's, yes, and it's quite a ways to scan from the flight-

path vector up to the Mach number and to the g's.

Actually you've got speed down there right next to the

flight-path vector, and it is in knots equivalent, I

guess. It would be more helpful or appropriate, it

seems to me to have it--once you're above 8/10 Mach

or something like that--to go to Mach number instead

of your airspeed or relegate airspeed to a secondary

level, or perhaps be able to select which one you want

to look at. In addition, since you're pitching nose

down, it would be nice, like I say, to have some indi-

cation of your limit, Vmo or Mmo , indication so you

don't overshoot the speed in descent. Rolling digits

help give you cues of how fast things are changing;

they give you good rate information.

Pilot B. Okay, run 163, test 7060, ripple unstart. Rela-

tively simple task for everything except for controlling

beta. It lags a bit in controlling beta and there's an

overshoot tendency which I feel might develop in the

PIO if I let it keep on, so you are deliberately kind of

reducing the gains to get the beta under control. One

of the great criteria's max load factor deviation and

recovery and primarily the technique is to leave the

longitudinal and lateral systems alone--let it do its

thing--and that is where I am getting peak in g. And

so I am not able to get that, but I am not in control

when that happens either. Max bank angles: no prob-

lem. Deviation in Mach is no problem once I learn the

technique. And the technique basically is to let it

decelerate level, to get down below 2.2 when you can

start the engines again, and then start downhill as a last

step because it takes a while to decelerate to 2.0. So

that is not really a problem. Heading deviation is also

not a substantial problem, so that the basic problem in

control is in the directional axis. Longitudinal is

entirely predictable: it's controllable, adequate perfor-

mance obtainable, satisfactory without improvement,

pilot compensation largely not a factor. I am doing

HQR of 2. Lateral directional--keeping in mind this is

primarily directional: it's controllable, adequate per-

formance is obtainable. I would say that desired per-

formance requires moderate pilot compensation--give

an HQR of 4, compensation consisting of directional
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inputsandpredictionsof response.Thatconcludesthe
comments.

Pilot C. The best technique for doing this is to leave

your hand pretty much off the stick and let the com-

manded bank and roll functions of the flight control

system take care of it. The pilot needs to come on with
his feet and take care of the beta. It takes a rather

rapid, large input of the rudder pedals, very aggres-

sively, to control the beta--bring all the throttles to
idle. And then once the beta is under control, start

bringing 2 and 3 back up. It's unclear to me why some

times it hangs up and doesn't restart. But if you wait a

little longer and keep the beta controlled, you could

probably bring the engine that will still run back on-

line. Following that, as long as you take care of the

beta with rapid rudder inputs, you can keep it small

enough so that you could bring 3 and 4 or 4 and 1 up

immediately; they typically come very promptly. The

going to 0g is probably not as we would like it, so a

better technique might be to pull aft for a while so that

the nose doesn't drop quite so rapidly. But, neverthe-

less, it's an easier workload for the pilot to leave the

controls with hands off. Cooper-Harper-wise: is it

controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance attainable

with a tolerable workload? How did we do with your

measures of "adequate" there?

(These are pretty loose. I'd say we were certainly

adequate, perhaps even desired in everything but the

g.)

I think the g is still a problem here. I don't think

we can call that adequate performance. So, that would

be a "no." We'll go to a major deficiency, adequate

performance not attainable with maximum tolerable

pilot compensation--controllability not in question.

So it's a 7, given this level of training. I think that we

might be able to find a technique that would help us

with the g, especially if we had real g in the seat-of-

our-pants; we probably could have a technique that

could improve that circumstance. So a proper 7. Lat

dir in the roll axis, it's best just to let the airplane take
care of itself in roll axis and not deal with it there. In

the directional axis, the pilot is required to keep the

beta small, and that is a significant task. Trying to do it

in a purely closed-loop fashion causes you to chase it

back and forth from side to side, so it requires a differ-

ent technique-rather large inputs to step on the ball

of the indicator--and then as it starts to press back,

you probably will have to reverse controls in order to

try to stop it with a lot of pilot lead--a lot of compen-

sation required to keep in the center. To do a good job

of keeping it in the center requires the pilot to concen-

trate solely on that. Looking at other tasks, like watch-

ing the engines come back up, is apt to let it slip out of

tolerance and then the engine won't restart. Let's look

at the Cooper-Harper for that. Is it controllable? Yes.

Is adequate performance attainable with a tolerable

pilot workload? I'm going to say yes. Is it satisfactory

without improvement? I would say no. The amount of

lead required here is significant, it's more than minor

but annoying deficiencies. I think we might say ade-

quate performance requires considerable pilot com-

pensation, with Cooper-Harper 5.

Pilot D. Okay, Pilot D, December 7. We're looking at

the ripple unstart, task 7060, ended on run 11. It looks

like you get a big negative g spike or roll with negative

g spike at unstart, which is going to be very difficult to

catch manually. It looks like we could use some cross
feed from thrust to the elevator. The rudder forces are

very high for beta control. And I was using the tech-

nique here of just trying to hold level flight for ATC

purposes and let the airplane slow down below Mach 2

to get a reliable relight. And it looks like the service

ceiling, three engines, though, is significantly lower

than the cruise akitude. But this at least allows you to

get the engines relit and allow adequate time for advis-

ing ATC. Pilot rating: I am obviously blowing the

heck out of everything on the criteria that's given here,

but it's really--the workload involved in the task is

not all that high. You know, workloadwise it's 5-ish;

moderately objectionable deficiencies particularly just

the rudder forces. But you know, if I go by your per-
formance criteria, I'm down in 7's and 8's.

Pilot E. Okay, December 14, Pilot E. Okay, this is the

ripple unstart, test card 7060. Have you not been hear-

ing me very well in the past? Okay, it looks like, for

the criteria that I had any control over, I was well

within desired on phi and Mach deviation control and

heading was in desired. The ... basically, the ... it's not

too difficuk a task. Longitudinally, it's a little bit sen-

sitive as the engines come off on the ripple unstart

mode. I did notice some uncommanded gamma. I

pitched down quite a bit, about maybe a degree and a
half or 2 ° with the command on the horizon, but the

actual ... actually pitched down so I put in some ...

commanded a higher gamma ... and it corrected itself
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backtothehorizon.I lostabout400ft in theattemptto
maintaindirectionalcontrol,andgraduallypullingthe
stickbackto getthe...to takecareof thedownward
pitchingmomentandregainmyaltitude.I didn'thave
toomuchtroubleholdingbankangle.A little bit of
nonintuitivesideslipproblems,in thatI wouldput in
somerudderandwouldget..,sometimesseemedlikeI
wouldgetway ...agreatdealof effectiveness...and
othertimesI wouldbefull rudderandstill havethe
sideslip.So, the directionalcontrolthroughoutthe
maneuver...I didn't ...I felt it wasabitunpredictable,
butnot toobad.I maintainedheadingprettyclosely,
but on the first oneandthe secondone,andmain-
tainedtheangleof bank,soall in all,nottoodifficult.
Forthelongitudinalcriteria:is it controllable?Yes.Is
adequateperformanceattainable?Yes.Is it satisfac-
tory?No. I'm goingtorateit a4,becausethecontrol
lawis notableto compensatefor theCMzxpwhenwe
loseall of theengines,andsothereforeyouendup
losingsomealtitudeandit becomesalittlebit of anui-
sancetryingto regainyouraltitude.Forlateraldirec-
tional:is it controllable?Yes.Is it adequate?Yes.Is it
satisfactory?No. I'll rate that a 4 also,the reason
beingthatthe directionalinputsthat I hadto make
seemto be a bit--just a bit to unpredictable.Of
course, a lot of things are happening with the ripple

unstart that's making the sideslip change kind of

unpredictably, but I would think it might require some

tailoring to try and make that a little bit nicer task.

Aerodynamically again, trying to remove the control

law from the aerodynamic end of it, the vehicle obvi-

ously is capable of directional control and holding aki-

tude, I believe. So in that regard I don't see any holes

in the aerodynamic model.

Task 7070, Engine-Out Stall

Pilot A. Okay, and this is the stall. Which one is

this--7070? Okay, let's look at longitudinal Cooper-

Harper: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance

available for tolerable pilot workload? I'd say yes. Is it

satisfactory without improvement? No. It has a ten-

dency to drop right into a stall, so it requires basically

full nose-down elevator to keep you out of a stall. It

should be the other way around. You should be fight-

ing the deterrents, and moderately. Okay, I would say

moderate pilot compensation. It would be 4, [CHR] 4

(Level II) on longitudinal. Lateral directional: is it

controllable? Yes. Adequate performance attainable

with tolerable pilot workload? Probably yes. And is it

satisfactory without improvement? No. And major

deficiencies require improvement. Very objectionable,

but tolerable deficiencies. Gee, well, I'm going to

back down and call this a major deficiency, Level III.

I'll call it a 7. That's because of the tendency to go

into a PIO. You have to periodically take your hand
off of the stick to let it settle out.

Pilot B. Run 43, task 7070, engine-out stall. Task

required was at deceleration rate, basically maintain

bank angle throughout maneuver, +5 ° . That maneuver

was done per the card. I created a task of longitudinal

pitch attitude control, of +1/2 ° for the longitudinal

task. It's controllable, adequate performance-that

was for desirable, by the way. It's controllable, ade-

quate, and satisfactory. And from a longitudinal stand-

point I'd say minimal pilot compensation required,

HQR of 3. Lateral directional: it's controllable and

adequate; you are working a bit, though. I'd say

desired performance requires moderate compensa-

tion; give it an HQR of 4. The task basically ... the

compensation was basically to maintain that sideslip

as the speed changed. You're just working to do that.
That ends the comments.

Pilot C. Okay, this is run number 28, task 7070, C is

the pilot. Well, okay there's several things that need to

be mentioned here. The first one is that, when you pull

the nose up to do the entry into the task and as you try

and hold the attitude constant, the flight-path marker

has to go down, of course. And the only way you can

do that is to ride just a tiny little bit above breakout

force to make the marker move smoothly, which you

cannot do, so it goes down in steps, which causes the

pitch attitude to go down in steps, so that's kind of

aggravating. And also, the forward force required to

keep the nose from coming up is abnormal. It's not

normal. Okay, and then when it's time to recover, if

you keep the beta centered then you can pitch straight

over and recover without any significant problem. If

you keep your feet on the floor, on the other hand, and

just maneuver around a little bit in beta +5 ° or so--I

mean in bank angle +5°--and then by the time you are

ready to recover you're apt to have a significant beta

and the airplane will depart. I didn't try bringing my

feet on to try and correct it there because previous

experience in turning stalls showed that my feet

weren't smart enough to solve the problem. Okay, is it

controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance obtainable

with tolerable pilot workload? I would say--for those

conditions where we go to 21°--I'11 say no. Adequate
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performanceis notobtainablewithmaximumtolera-
ble pilot compensation--controllabilitynot in ques-
tion. I think that's not right. It's controllability--
considerablepilot compensationis requiredfor con-
trol.Cooper-Harperof 8,andthat'stherequirementto
keepthebetawithincertainlimits;otherwiseyou'll be
uncontrolled.So let's see:you like to havethem
dividedinto (twoparts).I wouldgivethatfor thelat-
eral directional.CooperHarperof 8 for the lateral
directional.Andfor thepitchaxis:I thinkwecangive
thata differentrating.Wecansayit's adequate.Is it
satisfactorywithoutimprovement?Moderatelyobjec-
tionabledeficiencies,adequateperformancerequires
considerablepilot compensation,a 5. And that'sthe
inabilityto makesmoothattitudeadjustmentsto enter
thismaneuver.

PilotD. Okay,new day,December13, first pilot is
Pilot D. Okay,Pilot D on December13. We just
lookedat card7070,whichis oneengineinoperative
climbstall,andweendedwithmn [13].Wemade[4]
runs.Thefirst oneI didn'thaveanyproblemat all. I
onlymaxedbankangleat3.Secondonewasprobably
morerepresentative.Wegotuptoamaxbankangleof
13.On the third oneI wasmakingintentionalroll
inputsup at thestall,andwe lostcontrolduringthe
recovery.Pilot ratinglongitudinal:thething is, it's
fairly easyto maintainareasonabledecelrate.Let's
giveit a4.Andlaterally:I'm notquitesurewhattodo.
Did youlosecontrol?Yes.Althoughthatwasabused
conditionbutprobablynot--it certainlywasn'texces-
siveabuses.I think it really did losecontrol,andI
thinkthat'sprobablyrepresentativein thecontrol,and
thepilotratingoughttogoalongwith thatabusecase,
solet's giveit a 10.And I think this is anindication
thethingneedssomekindof stallprotection.

PilotE. Okay,thiswas7070,runnumber--whatwas
the run, Bruce?Thirty-three,okay,basically,your
engine-outstall.TheonlythingI noticedwasthat,as
youpulledupanddecelerated,yougotsomekind of
oddbetas,someoddsideslipthatdid notnecessarily
seemto be consistentin the directionof the failed
engine.SoI washavingto put in bothrightandleft
rudderto correctfor it. AndI assume--andBrucethis
questionto you: is therudderdoinganythingon its
ownwhile I'm pullingup?It's trying to trim things
out,soI'm workingwiththecontrolsystem.I'm prob-
ablyinphasewithit, butatanyrate,holdingconstant
sideslipor holdingbetazerois a bit of an effort.

Anotherquestion:areweshowinglateralacceleration
or areweshowingbetaonthedisplay?Okay,at any
rate,it's a littlebit of a task.I electto besmoothwith
this;just mypreviousexperiencehasbeenthatonall
thesecontrolinputs,if youweresmooth,andwiththe
highlydeltawingplanform,thatiskind of thewayI
generallywouldhavemy instinctivepilotingabilities.
SoI will accepta littlebit of betaandsmoothlytry to
correctit, ratherthanput in anabruptrudderinput,
whichI havenoticedtendsto causethingstogodown-
hill quickly.SoI tendto accepta littlebit of betaand
smoothlytry andtakecareof it becausesometimes
therearesomeunpredictableresponses.At anyrate,
longitudinally,therecoveryis nota realproblem.It
doestendtopushoververywelland[is] controllably.
I canstopthenosedownwardratewhenI feel like I
should.TheonethingI will commentis thatthe... it's
verydifficultfor me,havingarelativelyshorttorso:I
havetokindof situponmytiptoesto seetheairspeed
andvelocityvectoronthebottomof theCGI.Soit's
kindof awkward--I'mtryingtokeepmyheelsonthe
floor,keepmytoesontherudder,soI cankeepbetain
there,andat thesametimekind of standup--so it's
justa little commentthere.Okay,longitudinally:is it
controllable?Yes.Isadequateperformanceattainable?
Yes.Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I would
say yes and rate it a 3. Lateraldirectional:is it
controllable?Yes.Isadequateperformanceattainable?
Yes.Satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I wouldsay
no,eventhoughI metthe desiredcriteriafor bank
angleverywell.I thinkmybankanglewasonlyabout
1° to 2° at most,andI keptmy headingthislasttime
withina degreeor two.I still felt thattherewassome
thingsbetweenthecoupling--betweenmyselfandthe
controllaw directionally--thatI didn't particularly
carefor, so more-using the lateralasthe lateral-
directionalrating--I'm goingto saythat ... a little
unpredictablebetathattooka lot of effort trying to
keepzeroed...soI'm goingtoratethata4.

Task 7080, Engine-Out Turning Stall

Pilot A. Alpha protection is an important ingredient of

this thing. Okay, this is 7080, turning stalls, and the

mn number is 59. We'll look at longitudinal Cooper-

Harper: is it controllable? No. It must ... I would have

to give it a 10. And lateral-directional Cooper-Harper:
is it controllable? No, 10.
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Pilot B. Run 52, task 7080, engine-out turning stall.

Finally settled on a technique that involved recovering

on angle of attack at 21°. When we did that the mini-

mum speed was about 110 knots, but we were

recovering as we hit 110 knots. And the other key

seemed to be to keep the beta down in the recovery, to

lower the nose but keep the beta down as you are low-

ering the nose with gentle inputs. And then as the card

says: as airspeed starts accelerating, then zero out the

bank angle. Fairly critical maneuver, if you don't do it

right; it likes to go into a flat spin right away. There's

no longitudinal CHR criteria but I'm going to assume

once again that holding pitch attitude where I wanted

it in the deceleration and in the recovery, plus or

minus a half a degree desired, is what I'm looking for.

In that regard: it's controllable, adequate, and satisfac-

tory, with minimal pilot compensation required, HQR

of 3. Lateral directional: the only task is to set a maxi-

mum bank angle. I am going to assume that means a

bank angle and sideslip control--bank angle within

_+2° adequate, 1° degree desire, and sideslip within a
half of an indicator desired and within a full indicator

adequate. Given those criteria, lateral directional was

controllable and adequate; however, adequate perfor-

mance requires considerable pilot compensation, HQR
of 5. That ends the comments.

Pilot C. Task 7080, turning stall with right engine out,

so you're turning right into the dead engine. Some
comments first--the same kind of comments with the

pitch axis and the entry. The recovery is very depen-

dent upon pushing the stick straightforward until you

get the alpha back in reasonable range. That way the

beta stays well centered, and then you can roll out

when your wings come through--about when your

nose comes through the horizon and everything seems

very good. If you aggravate it with the aileron, you'll

have some ... if you do the aileron first, the rollout,

then you have very little chance of recovering. So is it

controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance obtainable

with a tolerable pilot workload? I am going to say that

putting the stick in first is a tolerable pilot workload.

So is it satisfactory without improvement? The defi-

ciencies warrant improvement? Yes. So satisfactory

without improvement is a no. And very objectionable

but tolerable deficiencies. Adequate performance

requires extensive pilot compensation. I think that's

what I would consider that level to be, so Cooper-

Harper of 6. And that's--well, I am going to say in

both axes because it's an operational procedure which

makes me to have to do it in a particular way, and if I

do it successfully that way, then I'll give that as an

extensive pilot compensation.

Pilot D. I want to go back and change my pilot rating

on the previous one and make it the same. Let's make

it a 5. I think it is moderately objectionable; that pitch

attitude tends to bother me. I've gotten use to it. Lat-
eral: this time we didn't lose control. Is it controllable?

Yes. Is adequate performance? Yes. Satisfactory? We

can't give halves huh? For the workload it's 5, but

give it a 6 there. I was getting into that wing rock. You

feel like you're on the edge of a cliff or something. I

say that official, let's make it a 6. That's for this one.

That's lateral. A 5 and a 6. Yea. A 5 longitudinal and 6
lateral.

Pilot E. Okay, that is 7080, mn number 35. Again,

longitudinally: not too many problems. I was trying to

be fairly smooth. We're not really spending hours on

these things looking at every possible control tech-

nique. The second time I did it, I tried to be a little

more aggressive. I noticed some ... a little bit, as I try

to be more aggressive ... in pitch I got kind of an

uncommanded roll towards wings level. Either I cou-

pled with the control stick or somehow an aerody-

namic coupling occurred. But at any rate, I did try to

roll wings level as I was starting my recovery. Since I

didn't want to have any aileron or any phi-dot

occurring during the recovery, I actually backed off on

my pitch rate, which then stopped the roll rate. So

there was some type of pitch-roll coupling that

occurred when I was more aggressive on the second

recovery attempt. I did not notice it so much on the

first, although I did have to work to maintain my con-

stant 30 ° angle of bank on the pitchover on the first

one. Again, a more aggressive pitchover on the second

mn resulted in some pitch-roll coupling of some sort,

and I relaxed my pitch rate a little bit and the pitch-roll

coupling stopped. So something interesting is going

on there. If we had plenty of time, I think it would be

worth spending some time looking at this and trying

different degrees of aggressiveness on the recovery,

but we'll move on. Also, the pitch rate appeared at

times to be a little bit unpredictable; and in other

words, I would have a constant stick position and my

pitch rate would vary and tend to almost slightly hang

up. So that was a little interesting too. Again, some-

thing I think, if we had more time, we would spend a

lot more time looking at it. Okay, however, meeting
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the evaluation basis of the criteria; longitudinally: is it

controllable? Yes. Is it adequate? Yes. Is it satisfactory

without improvement? I would say no and rate it a 4,

simply because there is a little bit of a tendency to be a

little bit or very, very subtle unpredictable behavior as

you pitch over. I would like to spend more time look-

ing at it some time. (That's a 4?) A 4. For lateral direc-

tional: controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? No. A 4 also. I would like to know more

about this coupling I observed, and it took a little bit of

effort to hold the 30 ° angle of bank as we decelerated.

Also, during the recovery, as I pushed over I got a beta

spike. I pretty much ... the beta was very constant ... as

I pushed over the beta showed me a great deal of left

sideslip very abruptly, which kind of puzzled me a lit-

tle bit. So there's a lot of things I guess I don't really

have a real warm feeling about. Them're more things I

would like to spend time looking at, but we'll move
on.

Task 7090, All-Engines-Out Landing

Pilot A. Okay, this is task 7090, all-engines-out land-

ing. For longitudinal Cooper-Harper: I think was actu-

ally quite good--2000 ft down to -10 ° flight path--

actually I was using -15 ° flight path. So really, is it

controllable? Adequate performance? Yes. Without

improvement? The only improvement would be guid-

ance, I guess, through this maneuver--flight director

cue of some kind. I would say, given that, improve-

ment not required. Well, I'd say it's good. I'll give it a

2. In lateral directional: controllable? Yes. Adequate

performance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Yes. And I'll give it a 2 on lateral directional. No

problem there. The landing at itself, actually was,

other than making the distances and speeds--if you
throw those out, is it controllable? Yes. Performance?

Yes. Satisfactory without improvement? Oh, I suppose

you could try--you're at the mercy of wind conditions

in this situation. Satisfactory without improvement? I

would say yes, and improvement not required as far as

touching down at a higher speed kind of makes it eas-

ier for the flare, and so I give it a 2. Lateral directional

a 2. You don't necessarily make all these numbers in

terms of distances, but it's certainly ... you have the

capability of applying ... actually I don't know how

close I came to 250 on the scorecard--feet per

minute---deviation from rate of descent--you don't

call out a rate of descent. Yeah. Okay. As far as the

handling qualities, it's fine.

Pilot B. Run 24, task 7090, engine-out landing. The

technique was a little bit different than what I antici-

pated or what I thought I might have flown while

doing it for real. We start out at about 5° flight-path

vector depression at about 200 knots and the technique

I finally settled on was to fairly abruptly push the nose

over to about 15° nose down and you pick up 250 just

about the same time you pick up 1700 ft. From then on

it's pretty much as written. A general preflare to an

aim point about 1500 ft shy of the runway and then at

about 400 ft, when the flaps start transitioning, move

the velocity vector up to the aim point and play the
decel and the altitude to arrive in the touchdown box.

Surprisingly, not all that difficult given the technique,

and once I learned the technique, in both the longitudi-
nal and lateral axes.

Okay, the first segment is descent and preflare ...

let's see ... which is from 3000 ft to crossing the

runway threshold. Longitudinal HQR: it's controlla-

ble, adequate performance is obtainable, and I think

it's satisfactory without improvement, with minimal

pilot compensation required for desired performance,

HQR of 3. Lateral directional was real easy, I don't

even recall thinking about that. It's controllable,

adequate performance is attainable, satisfactory

without improvement, negligible deficiencies, pilot

compensation not a factor for desired performance.

Give that an HQR of 2. It's a big airplane and you're

moving around a little bit when you move it laterally,

so it's kind of hard to give it a 1. For the landing seg-

ment, and this is from the threshold to nosewheel

touchdown, I didn't recall any tendency for APCs or

any bobbling in pitch or roll. No tendency to float or

bounce after touchdown. Fairly controllable, fairly

consistent. Longitudinal HQR: controllable, adequate

performance attainable, satisfactory without improve-

ment, minimal pilot compensation. Again, just hunting

around for the touchdown point. I'm going to give it

an HQR of 3. Lateral directional: again, I don't recall

working at all there. It's controllable; adequate perfor-

mance is attainable. It's satisfactory. Pilot compensa-

tion largely not a factor. I'm going to give that an

HQR of 2. And that concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Okay, task 7090, the all-engines-out landing.

It's run number 83 and C is the pilot. So first is the ini-

tial approach segment of--no the far-out segment, as I

might say, in pitch axis. Is it controllable? Yes. Is ade-

quate performance obtainable with tolerable pilot
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workload?Yes. Is it satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment?I wouldsay,no--minorbutannoyingdeficien-
cies, desiredperformancerequiresmoderatepilot
compensation--Cooper-Harperof 4. And thereason
for thatis my normalcomplaintsabouthowthecon-
trol stickcontrolsthepitchattitudecommandbarand
thatit mostlytakesjabsinsteadofniceforces,because
thebreakoutseemsprettylarge.Forthelateraldirec-
tional:I didn'thaveanytroublewith thatwhatsoever.
Wecouldcallthat--is it satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment?Yes.AndaCooper-Harperratingof 3.Minimal
pilot compensationrequiredfor desiredperformance.
Fortheclose-inpart,thedifficulty youhavein pitch
axisandalittle closeris similarto anormalapproach,
exceptyouendupwithalotmoreairspeed,andthere-
foreyouhaveto floatdowntherunwayin ordertoget
it stopped.It is anenergymismatchandthere'sno
waytoreallygetrid ofthatexcessenergy.Inthepitch
axisI wouldgivethata...in thiscaseI don'tthinkit's
fair to chargethoselonglandingsto theairplane.It's
moreanenergymanagementcircumstance.As far as
I'm concernedtheairplaneflies anddoesthispretty
well for the circumstance.Is adequateperformance
obtainablewith tolerableworkload?I wouldsayyes.
Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?I wouldsay
moderatelyobjectionabledeficiencies,Cooper-Harper
of 5. Adequateperformancerequiresconsiderable
pilotcompensation.Youwishyouhadawaytomodu-
latethevelocityalittlemore.Thatwouldbemyobjec-
tionable deficiencyfor this case. In the lateral
directionalaxisI triedto doaslipto helpmegetridof
theextraairspeed,andthatlookslike it wasgetting...
workingall right. I wouldhavepreferredto try to do
thatfurtheroutona morestabilizedflight path,con-
trollingtheairspeedthatway,andthenI wouldhave
hadtimetoroll outandgetreestablishedforthetouch-
down.Thepoordynamicsin directionalaxisleadsme
to saythatit's not satisfactorywithoutimprovement,
and very objectionablebut tolerable deficiency.
Cooper-Harperof 6,becauseit wastoohardto dothe
directionalpartof the slip andget it undercontrol
againfor landing.

PilotD. Okay,Pilot D, December6, work task ....
whatnumberwasthisDave?Task7090,andwegot
up to run 58,huh--59?Run60.Okay.We did that
many,huh?Okay,I think,atleastbasedonmyexperi-
ence25yearsago,theprocedureis notbeingusedin
theShuttle,orwhatwasbeingusedin theliftingbod-
ies,orwhatI hadseenwith [F-]104simulationsoflift-

ing bodiesor the Shuttle.Theprocedureis not the
same.I thinkit's justa littlebit of agamehere.You
justtaketheIC andyoujustvaryyourprocedureuntil
yougettotheendof therunway.WhereastheShuttle
or thelifting bodyprocedure...really,it wasaproce-
durethatputyouonthecorrectenergynomatterwhat
yourIC was.Butatleastthehandlingqualitiesof the
vehiclesareverynice.It canhandlethelargegamma
changeswith no problem,andI think if you really
wantedto lookatthisyoucouldcomeupwithsome-
thingthatwouldwork.Pilotratings:amjust goingto
kindof ignoretheperformancespecstherealittle bit
andgiveit _-4's. Youknowit's reallyprettygood.
Thelanding,youknow,I think ...well, in viewof the
factthatyoucanjustgetit ontherunway...I thinkis
prettydamngood...andgetit stopped,butlongitudi-
nallywe'reprobablya 5. We'renotmakingdesired
everytime,for sure.Laterally,it's still a4.

Pilot E. Okay this is task 7090, all-engines-out land-

ing, pilot is E. Thank you once again, Dave, for that

very special introduction. The all-engines-out landing,

a nice task, probably my favorite task that we do. The

longitudinal performance is very well. Obviously we

are setting it up in absolute desired parameters to

begin with. If it is flown right, it can end up beating all

these criteria, as evidenced by the last approach we

did. Let's see, looking at the target ... is 5 ... I pretty

much ... that is kind of the up and away ... that is, you

pretty much get 250 and then you start your preflare at

700 ft, so you start your decelerating, so it's kind of a

tough little parameter there to judge. I don't know

even if we were even measuring our rate--deviation

rate of descent. It's kind of bogus, right? Okay, all

right, basically, up-and-away, down to--let's see--

descent and preflare, cross runway threshold. Okay,

all right, and on that one, it is a pretty benign task lat-

erally. There's nothing really to do longitudinally. It's

just basically being smooth. I found that if I was very

aggressive in pushing over to get my 250 knots that--

Dave brought this point out--you end up getting down

to 400 ft too soon and your autoflaps come in and your

drag allowed to last over a long period of time, which

bleeds you of energy and makes you land a little short.

The better way to do it is to kind of actually delay your

pushover and then do a very gentle pushover. So

your're actually starting your preflare probably just

shy of 250 knots, but as you continue to preflare you

do reach 250 knots briefly before you start slowing

down. This puts you closer into the runway before you
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getto 400r, whichgivesautoflapslesstimeto affect
yourenergystate.Whenyoucomeintothisapproach,
it's averyflat approachoverthethreshold,whichsets
youupverynicelyforyourflareattitude.Soit's pretty
niceto makea niceflareattitude.It's prettyniceto
makea spotlanding,if youhaveenoughenergytoget
there.ThelastrunI did,I thinkwasthedefinitiveone
andgladwestayedupfor acouplemoreof those.At
anyrate,for longitudinalCooper-Harperfor up-and-
away:is it controllable?Yes.Isadequateperformance
obtainable?Yes.Is satisfactorywithoutimprovement?
I wouldsayyesandrateit a3. Forlateraldirectional:
it's a nonfactorreally.Controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory? Yes, and a 3. For the landing, this is

runway threshold to touchdown. Again, if you fly by

the numbers, it's not terribly difficult. It's controlla-

ble. Yes. Adequate performance is obtainable. Is it sat-

isfactory without improvement? Assuming you do

everything right, up-and-away, there's really not a

whole lot you can do in close except set the flare atti-

tude and land at the proper speed, and if you've done it

right up-and-away, you will land in the box with just

enough energy. And in that very, very flat attitude

coming over the ramp, it's pretty nice to set your flare
attitude. So I think I would rate this based on the last

approach, where I kind of figured out the best way to

manage the energy. Controllable? Yes. Adequate?

Yes. Satisfactory? Yes, for a 3. And lateral directional,

similarly a 3. There's no issues there. The longitudinal

for the flare, I might make it borderline Level I,

[rating] 2, 3, 4, because there is a certain amount of

effort required there. BUt it really is a pretty nice task.

Pretty much all Level I in my opinion.

Task 7095, Manual Throttle Landing

Pilot A. Okay, this is task 7095, manual throttle land-

ing, and the last mn number is 22. Longitudinal

Cooper-Harper, doing a 1500 down to 400 ft with

manual throttles: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate per-

formance? Yes. Satisfactory without improvement?

Yes. Improvement not required. I'll give it a 2. The

throttle friction: I guess this has nothing to do with the

longitudinal controls, but the throttle friction is quite

high. It would be helpful to have some accel/decel cue.

If you have an accel/decel cue, however, the optimum

capture for the airspeed might ... some kind of indica-

tion for that might be helpful ... kind of flight director

for the throttle type thing, although the cue as pre-

sented is mighty helpful. Lateral directional: that was

really not a factor. It's controllable. Adequate

performances? Yes. And without improvement? Yes,

and frankly it did quite well. I will have to give it a 1, I

guess. And on the precision landing--longitudinal:

controlled? I have no problem with that. This is for
400 fl down to nosewheel touchdown. Pilot decisions.

Is it controllable? Yes. Adequate performance? Yes.

Satisfactory without improvement? Yes. I guess I'd

have to give it a 1. The lateral-directional Cooper-

Harper, based on the performance and what was

required for this particular task: is it controllable? Yes.

Satisfactory performance? Yes. Without improve-

ment? Yes. And I would have to give it a 1 for this sit-

uation. No problems at all with it.

Pilot B. Run 67, task 7095, manual throttle landing--

actually, approach and landing. Let's see, in the evalu-

ation segment, no major problem with the acceleration

cue. This is primarily a display issue more than any-

thing else. The acceleration caret tends to lag quite a

bit. What I've seen done in the past is to put a washed

out throttle angle to help lead the acceleration caret.

Obviously you haven't done that here: you're just

using N1 orN2. You get a lot of lag when you do that,

and sometimes you get a little bit out of phase with the

acceleration caret, and I'm finding what really helps

the workload is if you put in some washed in, or

washed out rather, throttle angle to help lead that dis-

play cue a little bit. Other than that, once you get it

established on the speed, it's fairly straightforward--

it's pretty easy to control it. So, I don't have a major

problem with that. It doesn't appear to affect the longi-

tudinal or lateral-directional flying qualities in the

approach any at all, so I'll give you the HQR's. It's

controllable, adequate, and sat, longitudinally. I'd say

minimal pilot compensation and give it an HQR of 3.

For lat dir: it's controllable, adequate, and sat, and

compensation is essentially not a factor in this task,

and give it an HQR of 2.

On the precision landing segment, no pronounced

tendency for APC's or bobbling in pitch and roll this

time, a little bit of a tendency to float. I tend to float

with this control law. No tendency to bounce that I

noticed. Longitudinally, I'm hunting. The problem is

that I've done enough of these today now that I'm get-

ting to the point where I can no longer call it moderate

compensation, but on the other hand, I'm not getting

desired very often either, so let me leave it where it is.

It's controllable, adequate, and I still think I'm hunting
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for desiredperformanceandgiventhatdesiredperfor-
manceis awfully tight. I'd call an HQR of 4,
longitudinally.

A lateraldirectionalonthis taskis mucheasier.
It's controllable,adequate,andsat,andlateralcontrol
isessentiallynotafactor.I'll giveit anHQRof 2,lat-
eraldirectional.Thatconcludesthecomments.

Pilot C. The task is 7095, mn 76, and it's a manual

throttle landing. It is controllable. Adequate perfor-

mance obtainable with a tolerable pilot workload?

Yes. Is it satisfactory without improvement? No. I

would say moderately objectionable deficiencies--

adequate performance requires considerable pilot

compensation, a 5. It's still getting the touchdown and

the touchdown H-dot, and the touchdown position is

still my nemesis. I can't seem to get both of those

going good. The good news is that the manual throttle

part along with the little acceleration diamond is actu-

ally quite nice to fly. It can do a pretty good job keep-

ing the airspeed all the way down the final approach

and through the landing with it--much better than I

thought it was going to be. So the Cooper-Harper rat-

ing of 5 is basically the same kinds of things I've seen

before, as opposed to an increased difficulty with the
manual throttle. I didn't find it that much more diffi-

cult with a manual throttle under these daylight condi-

tions. Probably when my workload is higher on

something else, that would be more difficult. Okay, so

those comments were primarily related to the 400 ft

and below part and the glide-slope interceptor and

localizer part before 400 ft. There is still a Cooper-

Harper of about 3, with similar comments as before.

Pilot D. Pilot D on December 6 ... got our date right.

Just finished a manual landing, 7095. We ended up on

mn 52. The airspeed control during the approach is a

little bit of a workload. Again, I think primarily

because of the X-double-dot lag. The backsideness
does not seem to be much of a factor. I think if we

could improve the display, you know, we could get a

much better pilot rating for this task. Down into the

flare, I actually found the flare a little easier. We've

only got two throttles to pull back so the forces are

much less, which kind of confirms that the sticky

throttles have been affecting the landing, and also we
don't have to make the awkward autothrottle discon-

nect. These two things actually make the longitudinal

part of the flare easier here with the manual throttles.

Okay, pilot ratings for the approach: we got up to ... is

satisfactory without improvement? I would say no,

and I would say moderately objectionable

deficiencies, a 5 because of the laggy longitudinal

acceleration. Lateral: I will give it my same o1' 4.

Landing: is it satisfactory without improvement? With

... since I'm busting the H-dot we got to go into the

Level II, and I really do need some help. I'm still just a

little bit lost as to where I'm touching down. Although

that was easier that time. Okay, minor but annoying

deficiencies, 4. Actually I would have to go to 5, don't

I with my hard landings? Yeah, let's make it a 5, and 5

on performance and if ... you know, again, I think

maybe the touchdown sink rates there are, well,

they're definitely higher than what we were using at
Ames. So if it wasn't for that constrained sink rate, I

would give it a 4 but a 5 because of the performance.

Laterally, during the landing it's the same o1' 4. Okay,

I would like to add a comment on the longitudinal

landing. Since we're measuring landings from 400 ft

down, I still have that airspeed control problem. Par-

ticularly during the flap transition, which requires

some, you know, changes in the nominal throttle set-

ting. So I'm a little bit ... the flare was actually here

but the glide-slope tracking is definitely up. I think we

can give it a 5 even for handling qualities if we include

that airspeed tracking task on the landing task there.

Pilot E. Okay, this is December 12, and the pilot is E,

task 7095, manual throttle landing. Thank you Dave.

Okay, this has probably been introduced, 7095. I don't

think it was too bad. Obviously we have a back-sided

configuration here and the airspeed ... effort to hold

airspeed is more difficult than a more standard config-
uration. But it's not too bad, and scorecard is a bit

strict in that it measures a momentary impedance, not

really a time history of average type performance. So

at any rate, I'm going to probably elect to disregard

these scorecards to some degree, in that I thought the

approaches were a little better than the scorecard may

indicate. As far as localizer tracking, not difficult, but

I put tracking as more difficult, simply because you

have to concentrate so much on the velocity vector and

the speed error and climb from that point ... the accel-

eration indicator and the ... actually I find the accelera-

tion indicator very, very useful. The actual error tape I

don't really incorporate in my scan, so I'm not actu-

ally using that. That is not proven of value to me, but

the acceleration diamond is very helpful. So the tape: I

look at more visual speed readout, rather [than] the

tape, so I do without that and not miss it. At any rate,
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longitudinally,youdohaveto workalittle bit when
onspeedcontrol,andthattakesawayyourattentionto
yourglide slope,so I had a coupleof glide-slope
deltas.I tendtotryandstayslightlybelowglideslope,
anticipatetheautoflapballooningeffect,andI proba-
bly wasa little toorelaxedwith that.I wasn'ttight
enoughor strictenoughonmyselfto hold it tight on
theglideslope,whichI believeI probablycouldhave.
Localizertracking:I didworkhardonthat,andI think
I didverywellonthat.It's notthatdifficult a taskon
thisparticularapproach.Okay,for the400-ftglide-
slopeandlocalizerintercept.Localizerintercept,of
course,is not reallyapplicable.I mettheeasilyade-
quateairspeeddeviation.I'm goingtogowiththatand
say,for thevastamountoftime,I metthedesired.I'm
notgoingto letthatoneexceedencefor eachapproach
colormyratingonthat.Andalso,I think localizeris
prettymuchfight on. Glide slopeis--most of the
time--lessthanahalf.Sobasically,I thinkit's gener-
ally a desiredtypeperformance.Sofor thelongitudi-
nal Cooper-Harper:is it controllable?Yes.Adequate
performanceattainable?Yes.Is it satisfactorywithout
improvement?Nomainlyduetobacksidedness,which
takesawaysomuchof yourconcentration.I'm going
torateit a4.Thelateraldirectional:is it controllable?
Yes.Adequateperformanceattainable?Yes.Satisfac-
tory withoutimprovement?Yes.I will ratethata 3.
Lateralstraight-inapproachlikethat,there'sreallyno
issuesinvolvedwiththelateralaxis.Fortheprecision
landing,generallymy sinkrateswere3.2up to 4.7--
3.24and4.7.Andprettymuch,I hadgoodbox loca-
tion exceptfor one.So I think there'sa borderline
desiredadequatethere.Longitudinallyagain,from
400ft ondown,theautoflapsarecomingin. It's pretty
much...you'renot ...it, you'relookingattheground,
andyoursymbologytriesto overcomethis autoflap
ballooneffect.It takesa little bit of effortthere.Lat-
eraldirectionalis reallynotanissue.Solongitudinal:
is it controllable?Yes.Adequateperformanceattain-
able?Yes.Is it satisfactorywithoutimprovement?No.
I will ratethata5 becauseof the...I neverreallydid
getthedesiredsinkrates.OnethingI didnoticediffer-
entonthisapproachthatI havenotnoticedbefore,and
thatis,in theflaremy actualgammatendedtoexceed
my commandedgamma,and typically I havenot
noticedthatandI'm notsurewhythatis.Whyit was,
wheneverI wouldmakemy flare,theactualgamma
wouldalwayspop up to abouta velocityvector--
maybetwothirdsof thevelocityvector---circlediame-
terabovethecommanded,andI hadnoteverseenthat

until thisapproach.Whatthatdidto me,though,was
mademethinkmy actualgammawasactuallyabove
thehorizonandthereforeI wouldbeclimbing,andso
I woulddropthenosea little bit andthat'swhymy
sinkrateswerenotquiteasgood.I'm goingto talk to
Davealittlebit moreaboutthatafterwegetoff ofthe
tape.But at anyrate,sothatresultsin a 5 Cooper-
Harperfor longitudinal.For lateraldirectional:con-
trollable?Yes.Adequate?Yes.Satisfactory?Yes,a3,
andagaintherewerenoissuesthere.

Task 7100, Unaugmented Landing

Pilot A. Okay, this is task 7100, unaugmented

landing. Okay, this is run number 27, is the last run.

Looking at longitudinal Cooper-Harper for the unaug-

mented approach: is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate

performance attainable with a tolerable pilot work-

load? Probably it's bordering on the intolerable

because of the added lateral deviation. I give it a

Level III and say we have major deficiencies. Ade-

quate ... well ... controllability? Not. Well, let's see ...

adequate performance not attainable with maximum

tolerable pilot compensation. I would say ... well it's

right on the borderline. It's either a 6 or a 7. I guess I'd

give it a 7 on this one. Some of the things were ade-

quate, so I give it a 7. Lateral Cooper-Harper ... well

it's ... yeah, lateral Cooper-Harper down to 400 ft: is it

controllable? Yes. Adequate performance with tolera-

ble pilot workload? Yes. Satisfactory without

improvement? No, and I would say there's some ... I

give it a 5. And from 400 ft down to nose-roll touch-

down, longitudinal: is it controllable? Yes. Adequate

performance attainable with tolerable pilot workload?

No, I don't think so. Deficiencies require improve-

ment. I would give it a 7. It could be a 6, depending on

the luck of the draw, what kind of upsets you have,

how far out you go. If you could give it a half of a

credit, I would probably say 6 1/2. Let's make it a 7 in

pitch. In lateral direction: is it controllable? Yes. Ade-

quate performance attainable? Yes. Satisfactory with-

out improvement? No, I don't think so. I'd give it a 5.

Pilot B. Run 19, task 7100, unaugmented landing. For

the glide-slope and localizer intercept, plus or minus a

half a dot, you're really working hard, obviously--lots

and lots of stick inputs in both axes. I wasn't using the

rudders at all. I was pretty much just leaving those

alone, but lots and lots of stick activity and lots and

lots of workload to keep the airplane under control.
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Pronounced propensity for overcontrol in both axes. I

feel like there's a propensity for PIO that I'm provid-

ing the damping for. OK, for longitudinal HQR: it's

controllable; adequate performance is obtainable.

However, adequate performance requires considerable

pilot compensation. I'd give that an HQR of 5,

longitudinal.

Lateral directional: it's controllable; adequate per-
formance is obtainable. However, moderate or consid-

erable pilot compensation is required for adequate

performance. I' d give that an HQR of 5. I just.., quali-

tatively, I don't feel like I'm working harder in either

axis. I feel like it's hard in both axes pretty much

uniformly.

Okay, for the precision landing from 400 ft down,

I was able to get desired performance on everything

except for the landing zone. I was consistently floating

in the landing zone, and I would not correct for that.

The problem being that large inputs really create prob-

lems in that area, you pretty much want to accept what

you get, and I think, if you follow the end point all the

way down and follow the flare cue, you're going to
float in this control law. So I think the best I can do is

adequate on this.

As far as longitudinal HQR: it's controllable; ade-

quate performance is obtainable. However, adequate

performance requires--well it's between considerable

and extensive. I'm going to call it 6, because it's prob-

ably closer to extensive in the landing flare.

For lateral directional: qualitatively, lateral direc-

tional was a little bit easier than longitudinal. I felt like

once I got the lateral directional suitcased, I could just

pretty much leave it alone ... once I got the drift rate

under control, and didn't have to worry about that, but

the longitudinal you're really really working on com-

ing in. Okay, as far as lateral directional: it's controlla-

ble, adequate performance is obtainable and requires

considerable pilot compensation. Give that an HQR
of 5. That concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Okay this is run number 80, and task number

7100, unaugmented landing. So the first comments are

going to be for far out on the localizer for the pitch

axis. I don't see much difference in the pitch axis now

than I did on previous ones coming in without the

SAS. Is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance

obtainable with a tolerable pilot workload? In this

case, actually, I begin to wonder whether that's ...

whether I can answer yes to that. I think I would prefer

to give it a no. Adequate performance not obtainable

with maximum tolerable pilot compensation, Cooper-

Harper 7. And that's because the difficulties with

everything combined makes it quite difficult to keep

all of the parameters in order, including the pitch axis.

The nose feels relatively loose, and it's a little bit diffi-

cult to make the attitude and/or the flight-path markers

settle down in the proper place; when you have to do a

bank combined, it just makes it that much harder. So

for the pitch axis: Cooper-Harper 7. Now for the
lateral directional axis: it was about the same diffi-

culty. I was able to do it pretty much without using my
feet to control the beta, and ifI tried to control the beta

with my feet, I was reasonably successful, but I pre-

ferred to just let the airplane take care of itself because

I had so many other things to do. I was able to put the

beta back in the center by using my feet when I tried to
do that. The roll axis seemed to me about the same as

before. I couldn't separate out any particular thing, but

although ... again, in the lateral directional axis I'd still

give the airplane a Cooper-Harper of 7, adequate per-

formance not obtainable with maximum tolerable pilot

compensation. Another point about that is, it was very

difficult to roll out on the proper heading and keep the

heading, this time, with the roll with the directional

problem. Okay now, going to the part of the approach

inside of 400 ft: is it controllable? Yes. Is adequate

performance obtainable with a tolerable workload?

No. I did have a feeling that considerable pilot com-

pensation was required for control. I was able to ... the

attention I was applying to it did make me feel like I

was going to lose control of the airplane or exceed

limits, so I would say adequate performance is not

obtainable with maximum tolerable pilot compensa-

tion, and near the runway the compensation is quite

large. The good news is the airplane is still landable,

and if the touchdown spot tolerances are made larger,

then we would be able to do a much better job of

touchdown dot--H-dot--so pitch axis is a 7. And for

the lateral directional axis there, having to start to play

with the rudder pedals in close to the ground just made
the rest of the task that much worse. Is it controllable

in the directional axis? Yes. Is adequate performance
obtainable with a tolerable workload? I think I still

have to give it the same thing--major deficiency, ade-

quate performance not obtainable with maximum tol-

erable pilot compensation, Cooper-Harper 7. And
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whenI thinkaboutthemajordifficulty,it'sjusthaving
todealwithtryingtoputthebetabackwhereyouwant
it andkeepthenoseof theairplanewhereyouwantit
whenyouhavesomanyotherthingsto do. It just
makesthatmuchmoredifficult.Cooper-Harper7.

Pilot D. Okay, Pilot D on December 6. We just did the

completely unaugmented landing, and initially I

thought it was going to be significantly worse than

the ... just the 7110 task because that Dutch roll is very

slightly damped, and if there's any turbulence, it really

sets it off. But by taking it very easy on the aircraft,

it's fairly controllable. So I think the longitudinal is

the dominating effect here. Let's see, any more com-

ments there? Yeah. Yeah, I think if we had any more

turbulence, the Dutch roll could very rapidly become

completely unacceptable. But for this task the lateral

doesn't seem to be completely out of feasibility. Okay,

pilot ratings: approach--longitudinally, I think I did

pretty good that time. I'm going to give it the same rat-

ings as I did last time, a 7. It's just too loose in the

pitch access. Now the lateral: I'm not sure what our

performance was. I am assuming it was okay. It may

or may not have been, but going up the outside I think

it's Level II. Particularly if you had a longitudinal axis

I think you could handle that lateral axis. But even in

the presence of this horrible longitudinal axis, I was

able to do reasonably well laterally. But let's make it a

6--lightly damped Dutch roll. Okay, for the landing:

again, longitudinally, let's make it 7, and lateral, let's

make it 6. It was adding to the workload.., my longitu-

dinal workload just a little bit so I ... but it's 6, okay.

Pilot E. Okay, this is task 7100, unaugmented landing,

pilot is E. Thank you, Dave, for that nice introduction.

Okay, on this one, very similar to the previous unaug-

mented landing. I did not notice that much more diffi-

culty with the lateral axis being unaugmented. I didn't

notice any Dutch roll tendencies. It could be because

90 percent of my effort was put into the longitudinal

task--the speed task. So I may just have stayed out of

the lateral loop enough to [not] really excite anything,

but I really couldn't tell a whole lot about the lateral

axis losing its augmentation. So with that in mind, my

comments from the previous approach remain, and I

will only say that one of the problems with this is that

when you do get to the very high gain task of setting

the flare attitude, it's very difficult to establish and

hold an attitude which results in ... in that case I got a

little bit high when I tried to flare ... it ended up a little

bit high, so it just more or less floated and it's difficult,

when you're slightly off when you flare, to readjust

the proper attitude to save the approach. So in that

case we floated. We started getting a little bit slow, but

as soon as we touched down at 144 1/2, which is right

where we want to be, it felt like we started to dip a lit-

tle bit. I had to tip the nose forward just a little bit to

get it coming down, and that gave us a little bit firmer

sink rate. However, it's not that bad, and that certainly

explains the long landing, long touchdown. So there-

fore, my comments from the previous configuration

on unaugmented longitudinal axis are very much

appropriate here. The ratings are probably going to be

almost identical for the longitudinal up and away. Is it

controllable? Yes. Is adequate performance obtain-

able? Yes. Is it satisfactory? Absolutely not. I rated it a

6 once again. Lateral directional: controllable? Yes.

Adequate? Yes. Satisfactory? No. I rated it a 4. I met

the desired criteria--just a little bit squirrely but

almost imperceptible. This is real borderline Level I

and Level II in lateral axis. For the landing: controlla-

ble? Yes. Adequate? Yes. This is for longitudinal. Sat-

isfactory? Absolutely not. Once again, a 6. The reason

being, I don't like the fact that I don't ... I can tend to

really overcontrol my attitude in the flare, and that can

result in a very high sink rate if you're ... if things

don't work out just right. For lateral directional again,

I didn't see a whole lot of problem in this. I almost ... I

was so busy longitudinally that I didn't have a chance

much to worry about lateral. My Y-dispersion was

very good on both approaches. So I'm not having any

trouble--of course, there are no winds or anything.

I'm not having any trouble putting it in the box later-

ally, but so I'll say it is controllable; adequate perfor-

mance is obtainable. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? I'm going to say yes and give it a 3,

only because I have absolutely no recollection of any-

thing going on laterally that was annoying. It could be,

it was there but it was masked by the very, very high

longitudinal workload.

Task 7110, Unaugmented Landing--Longitudinal

Axis Inoperative

Pilot A. Okay, this is task 7110, unaugmented land-

ing, longitudinal axis inop. And is it controllable in

longitudinal? Yes. Adequate performance attainable

with a tolerable pilot workload? Well, it certainly is

high workload, but it seems to be tolerable. Satisfac-

tory without improvement? I'd say no. Deficiencies

require improvement. I would say, give it a 6. Very
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objectionablebuttolerabledeficiencies.Adequateper-
formancerequires extensivepilot compensation.
Lateral-directionalCooper-Harperis basicallythe
same.Is it controllable?Yes.Adequateperformance?
Yes.Withoutimprovement?Good.Negligible.I give
it a 2.And from400ft ondownto nosewheeltouch-
down,longitudinal:is it controllable?Yes.Adequate
performance?I seemto be gettingadequateperfor-
mance,in general,yes.Satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment?No. I wouldhaveto giveit a 6 becauseof the
pilot'sneedto anticipateinstabilitiesin pitchandthe
veryhigh--there'skindof ahighworkloadsituation.
Lateral-directionalCooper-Harper:it seemedto be
quitegood.I giveit a 1.

PilotB.Run70,task7110,unaugmentedlanding,lon-
gitudinalaxisinop,theglide-slopeandlocalizerinter-
cept,and this is in manualthrottle. Workloadis
extremelyhigh.Desired performance is obtainable but

you are really, really working hard to get it. So longi-

tudinal HQR, plus or minus half a dot: it's controlla-

ble, adequate. However, you're really working hard;

this is more appropriate for Level II type performance.

For longitudinal: I'd say considerable pilot compensa-

tion is required for either adequate or desired perfor-

mance and give it an I-IQR of 5. Lateral directional:

it's adequate, it's controllable--adequate and sat.

However, for desired performance I'm looking at

moderate pilot compensation. There is some crosstalk
between the axes. I realize that the lateral directional

was augmented, but you're working so hard in the lon-

gitudinal, you're spending more time in the lateral

directional as well. So I'd give this an I-IQR of 4.

For the precision landing, the workload stays

pretty constant all the way to touchdown. For longitu-

dinal, it's controllable and adequate, however, again

you're really working hard. I'd call it considerable

pilot compensation and give it an HQR of 5. Two

years? It's bordering on extensive compensation.

Again, ifI could give it half numbers I would, but I'll

give it the benefit of the doubt and give it a 5. For lat-

eral directional: pretty much the same workload as any

approach. It's controllable and adequate; however,

you'd have to say, it's moderate compensation

involved to keep the lateral directional axis under con-

trol too, and give it an HQR of 4.

That concludes the comments. By the way, no ten-

dency for PIO noticed in the lateral directional axis

[but] a pronounced tendency for PIO in the longitudi-

nal axis. I felt like I was really having to work hard to

keep from overcorrecting and getting out of phase

with the airplane, but I was successful at it. And that
concludes the comments.

Pilot C. Okay, yeah, most, alright I think I am proba-

bly to rate it. It's run number 78, task 7110, and it's

unaugmented landing, longitudinal axis, and the part

up to 400 ft is significantly more difficult task with

trying to keep the attitude smooth. There's one aspect

I like about it: the flight-path marker moves now,

more like a real airplane instead of in little steps,

where it just seems to have a better dynamic now. But

of course, the lack of stability makes it more difficult

to actually control where the marker is going to be. In

the ... of course, these comments are for the pitch axis:

it is controllable; adequate performance obtainable

with tolerable pilot workload. Is it satisfactory without

improvement? No. I would have to say very objection-

able but tolerable deficiencies; adequate performance

requires extensive pilot compensation--6--and the

difficulty in controlling the pitch axis makes several

things become worse. It makes your airspeed control

become worse, and the glide-path and localizer control

becomes worse, and heading control. All those things

become bigger workload items now because of the

poor pitch axis. Okay, that's pitch comments on local-

izer segment, and for lateral directional you are so

overwhelmed by the pitch axis problems that the roll

axis doesn't play much of a factor. You hardly notice

that part of it, so it would look as if it is satisfactory

without improvement. There are some mildly unpleas-

ant deficiencies [with] minimal pilot compensation

required for desired performance. Cooper-Harper of 3.

That doesn't mean that it's improved over what it was

before; it just means that it's ... that task is so sup-

pressed compared to the other one now that is not so

annoying. Okay, now we want to head below the

400 ft for the landing. For the pitch axis: is it control-

lable? Yes. Is adequate performance obtainable with a

tolerable workload? My inclination is to say that ade-

quate performance is not obtainable with maximum

tolerable pilot compensation. Controllability is ... I

didn't feel like controllability was a question really, so

I think 7 is probably the right place for it. And the

major deficiency is the lack of stability and significant

increase in pilot workload in the pitch axis, which

makes everything else difficult. The throttle control

becomes difficult--airspeed--and the flare is far more
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difficult to dealwith.But for a failuremode,theair-
planecanbe successfullylandedthat way.Cooper-
Harperof7.Andfor thelateraldirectional:again,one
doesn'tappreciateanysignificantproblemsin thelat-
eraldirectionalduringthatpartof theexercise,or at
leastI didn't haveanyparticularproblemwith it. I
thinkI wouldgiveit a satisfactorywithoutimprove-
ment.No.I wouldgiveit minorbutannoyingdeficien-
cies:Cooper-Harperof 4. And it's hardto definethat
becausethepitchtaskissomuchmoredominant.

PilotD. Pilot D on December6. We just did the
unaugmentedlongitudinallandings,unaugmentedlon-
gitudinallylanding,7110;weendup onrun54.The
airplaneis very, very loose longitudinally.There
doesn'tseemtobeanyrestoringmoment,if any.And
it's alsovery lightly damped,whichcontributesto a
tendencytoPIOandpitch.It's notbadenoughthatit's
notcontrollable,butdefinitelywarrantssomesortof a
backupsystem;backupdampersor somethingwould
reallyhelp.Twootherthingsthataregivingmeprob-
lems are the airspeedcontrol--/ think primarily
becauseof thedisplay,asbeforein thelagandin the
X-double-dot display, longitudinal acceleration--and

the flight-path symbology group, that is, the flight-

path symbol on the tape, the longitudinal acceleration.

All of those symbols are all white. When you get

down into the ... close to the approaching the flare, all

that symbology gets lost in all the white lines that

make up the runway symbology also. It's very diffi-

cult to see what's going on there. Room for improve-

ment there. Pilot ratings: Approach--longitudinally, I

am going to ignore my airspeed. I think that's just a

little bit different technique. There's no need to get

slowed down real early, so I'm going to give it ... now

wait. Let me go over the left-hand side and do this

fight. Is adequate performance obtainable with a toler-

able pilot workload? Well, that's definitely true, but I

think the deficiencies require improvement. I think it's

too loose longitudinally to turn loose. You need to

have some redundant, or backup, system, I think. I

don't think you would want to try and fly an airplane

like that. Let's give it a 7. Major deficiencies: defi-

ciencies require improvement; so that was a 7. Okay,

and that's too loose. Okay, laterally we can give it its

good o1' 4. Landing, it falls fight into the same cate-

gory. I think we were doing all fight on the landing,

but you know, I wouldn't want to turn that thing loose.

Let's give it a 7 also, with a 4 for lateral. Okay.

Pilot E. Okay, this is task 7110, unaugmented landing

with longitudinal axis inop. The ... interesting task ...

the last approach I ... you people were looking at the

data strips. On the second approach I had a headset

come off. When I was fighting to find the headset--

this was subsequent to my ear itching--I took my

hands off the stick and throttle and the airplane kind of

dove, so we had a big glide-slope excursion, which

later manifested itself in an airspeed excursion in an

interesting fide to touchdown. However, on the first

and third, especially third, it was a much more stable

approach in my opinion. I met the desired criteria for

airspeed control, glide-slope control, and localizer

control on the last one. For the up and away and for

the precision landing it was just barely outside the

desired for H-dot, and everything else was desired. So
that tends to make me think, with a sufficient amount

of workload, that you can complete this task in desired

criteria. However, the problem is, if you are not

actively in the loop, the airplane can diverge very,

very rapidly. And as we saw when my headset fell off,

I just absolutely ... for just a second or two took my

hands off the stick and throttle and got almost a full

dot excursion glide slope-probably a dot and a half.

So there's a real problem with that. The airplane ... if

you have the ability to fly the airplane ... but the work-

load is extremely high and if any moment of tension

can result in very quickly divergent performance ellip-

sis. So I'm up with the situation, where I met pretty

much desired criteria, but certainly I cannot call this a

desirable configuration. So, is it controllable? Yes it is

controllable. This is for longitudinal up-and-away

Cooper-Harper. Is adequate performance attainable

with a tolerable workload? Yes it is. Is it satisfactory

without improvement? No. Even though I met the

desired criteria for up and away, I am going to rate this

a 6, mainly because that performance does require

considerable pilot compensation, and I don't like the

fact that if you get out of the loop even for a split sec-

ond you would go to almost borderline loss of control.

So I was able to meet the performance criteria; how-

ever, I am also having to work to maintain control. So

this rating configuration really could be rated more

Level III, except that I almost met desirable criteria.

For lateral-directional Cooper-Harper: is it controlla-

ble? Yes. Is adequate performance attainable? Yes. Is

it satisfactory without improvement? I would say yes

and rate it a 3. There's just this: basically I had no

remembrance of anything laterally going on--clearly
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dominated by the longitudinal task, for the precision

landing, pretty much, since the last one, which I think

was more definitive of the approaches. I'll throw out
the second one. Oh, the second one worked ... resulted

in a fairly decent save ... it shows numbers certainly

pretty to look at. The ... and my ... stable, tending to

complement myself with more making notes ... con-

figuration has the ability to respond to pilot inputs, and

I was very lucky. Okay, for the longitudinal task--the

longitudinal rating: is it controllable? Yes it is. Ade-

quate performance attainable? Yes, it's true, it is. Is it

satisfactory without improvement? Absolutely not.

Even though I met almost desired criteria for that last

approach for the landing, I'm going to rate it a 6. The

problem being that you can get into a pitch PIO, up

and away, and in close. And the pitch PIO in close is a

very--kind of low frequency, high magnitude. You

get very, very large pitch excursions--pitch or gamma

excursions--which could result in very high sink

rates. We were fortunate on the second approach, but

the ... it's difficult to say if it's really PIO. It's more of

a ... if you make an input, it tends to be divergent. And

then if you start the nose coming down, it way over-

shoots your intention. So I guess the PIO is potential,

and I did see some cases where I thought I was going

to PIO, but more cases of just ... it's just divergent

when you make an input, and it way overreacts to

what you request. For lateral directional: again, no

problem there. Controllable? Yes. Adequate? Yes.

Satisfactory? Yes, a 3. The main thing to understand

is, 6's are probably the highest ratings just because of

performance, but certainly not reflective of potential

problems you can have.
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Appendix D

Flight Cards

Abbreviations and Symbols

AGL

ALT, H

AOA

A/P

APC

A/T

accel

app, appr

BGV

Cat

CDU

C.G., CG

CHR

CMAp

config

DME

DPB

decel

EPR

F/D

FL

above ground level

initial altitude, ft

angle of attack, deg

autopilot

aircraft-pilot coupling

autothrottle

acceleration

approach

Boeing @ V longitudinal control system

category

control display unit

center of gravity, percent

Cooper-Harper rating

pitch acceleration with changes in power

mean chord length, ft

configuration

distance measuring equipment, in this study, measures distance from brake release,
nmi

Douglas p/_ lateral-directional control system

deceleration

engine pressure ratio

flight director

flight level, hundreds of feet
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Flt

FPM

Fwd

Gradl

Grad2

G/S

GW

Hdg

HUD

ILS

Inop

iH

KCAS

KEAS

KIAS

kts

Lat

LEF

LOC

Long

M

MD

MMO, Mmo

MCF

MCT

flight

feet per minute

forward

initial climb gradient for the PLR procedure, percent

secondary climb gradient for the PLR procedure, percent

glide slope

gross weight, lb

heading

head-up display

Instrument Landing System

inoperable

initial horizontal tail deflection

calibrated airspeed, knots

equivalent airspeed, knots

indicated airspeed, knots

knots (nm/hr)

lateral

initial leading-edge flap deflection, positive down, deg

localizer

longitudinal axis control rating

Mach

maximum Mach

maximum operating Mach

final cruise mass case (384 862 lb)

maximum continuous power setting
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Max

Min

Mod

MTE

MTOW

N/A

OM

PF

PIO

PLR

PNF

PSCAS

R/C

RSCAS

Rwy

rot

SDB

Tanner

TCA

TEF

TFLF

TO

T1

Turb

VMCA, Vmc a

maximum

minimum

moderate

mission task element

maximum takeoff weight

not applicable

outer marker of ILS approach system

pilot flying

pilot induced oscillations

program lapse rate takeoff procedure

pilot not flying

pitch-axis stability and control system

rate of climb

roll and yaw axis stability and control system

runway

rotation

Structural Dynamics Branch at Langley Research Center

developed landing-gear cornering model from SDB

terminal control area

initial trailing-edge flaps, positive down, deg

thrust for level flight

initial thrust level, percent net thrust

first cutback thrust level for PLR procedure, percent net thrust

turbulence

minimum airborne control speed, knots
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VMCG,Vrncg minimum control speed on ground, knots

VMCL-2, Vmcl_2 minimum control speed with 2 engines on the same side failed, knots

VD

VLO

Vapp

Vclirnb, Vc

Vef

Vg/a

Vrnan

Vmin

Vmo

Vr, Vr

Vref

V1, Vl

V2, V2

V2+ 10

V-vector

maximum speed, knots

estimated lift-off speed, knots

approach speed, knots

climb speed for PLR task

engine failure speed, knots

go-around airspeed, knots

maneuvering speed, knots

minimum speed to maintain 3-percent climb gradient with one engine failed or mini-

mum speed during approach, knots

maximum operating speed, knots

takeoff rotation speed, knots

reference approach speed, knots

takeoff decision speed, knots

one engine failed safety speed, knots

climb speed for non-PLR tasks

velocity vector
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Cards

An index to the flight cards are given in the following table:

Task Name Page

1050

1051

1052

2010

2030

3020

3022

3030

3040

3050

3060

3062

3070

3072

3074

3076

3080

3084

3086

3088

4012

4020

4025

4050

4062

4066

4072

4076

4080

4085

4090

4095

4100

4110

5010

Rejected Takeoff--0-Knot Crosswind

Rejected Takeoff--15-Knot Crosswind

Rejected Takeoff--35-Knot Crosswind

Acoustic Profile Takeoff

Acoustic Programmed Lapse Rate Takeoff

Transition to Level Flight

Transition to Supersonic Cruise

Profile Climb

Level Flight Transition to Climb

Profile Descent

Transition to Supersonic Descent

Transition to Transonic Descent

Airspeed Change in Subsonic Climb

Airspeed Change in Supersonic Cruise

Transonic Deceleration

Airspeed Change in Low Altitude Cruise

Heading Change in Transonic Climb

Heading Change in Supersonic Cruise

Heading Change in Low Altitude Cruise

Heading Change in TCA Descent

Configuration Change in Straight Flight--Moderate Turbulence

Nominal Approach and Landing

Nominal Approach and Landing With Flight Director

Precision Landing

Landing From Lateral Offset--Moderate Turbulence

Landing From Lateral Offset--Category I, Moderate Turbulence

Landing From Vertical Offset--Moderate Turbulence

Landing From Vertical Offset--Category I, Moderate Turbulence

Go-Around

Go-Around With Minimum Altitude Loss

Crosswind Approach and Landing [ 15 Knots]

Crosswind Approach and Landing, 35 Knots

Category IIIa Minimums Landing

Approach and Landing With Jammed Control

Stall--Idle Power

408

409

410

411

412

413

414

415

416

417

418

419

420

421

422

423

424

425

426

427

428

429

430

431

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442
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Task Name Page

5020

5040

5050

5060

5070

6040

6050

6060

7010

7020

7030

7035

7040

7050

7060

7070

7080

7090

7095

7100

7110

Stall--Maximum Takeoff Power

Turning Stall--Idle Power

Turning Stall--Thrust for Level Flight

Diving Pullout

Emergency Descent

Center of Gravity Shift--High Speed

Inadvertent Speed Increase

Two-Axis Upset

Directional Control With One Engine Inoperative

Lateral Control With One Engine Inoperative

Minimum Control Speed--Ground

One-Engine-Out Takeoff

Minimum Control Speed--Air

Dynamic VMCL-2

Ripple Unstart

Engine-Out Stall

Engine-Out Turning Stall

All-Engines-Out Landing

Manual Throttle Landing

Unaugmented Landing

Unaugmented Landing--Longitudinal Axis Inoperative

443

444

445

446

447

448

449

450

451

452

453

454

455

456

457

458

459

460
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2A.5.0.0.3 Rejected Takeoff-0 kts. Cross-wind 1050

Weather State Lading

2A_ Takeoff 15_ Rej_ted Takeoff None

I ALT : Field V 1 : 166 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 649,914 V r : 174 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 48.1 VLO : 197 Aff : ON

GEAR : DOWN V 2 : 209 HUD : ON

LEFffEF : 30/10 V2+I0 : 219 F/D : ONVmin : 181 A/P : OFF

_litial Position

End of Rwy,
On Cent _-lkle

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

2" Set brak_ after going into operate mode.. Advmlce tlx-ottles t o takeoff EPR.

3. Release file brakes and lnalnt aln rant erline during ground roll. PNF will nlake airspeed call outs, and

moaltors engine perfornl_ce.

4. When PNF calls "Abort," illul/ediglely retard tlx'otfles t o idle and apply nlaxifftunl br aldtlg. Malntaln

t_nway centerline.

5. Tetlaltlat e the nlNeuv_- when llle aircraft is st opped.

Proceduro-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset sinml_t or to noted conditions.

2. Make airspeed callout at 100 knots.

3. hmnediat ely before teaching VI, call "Engine# Failed, Abort.".

_24/9s

Date: Pilot: Runs:

_ .... Centerllne Tracking

Start Evaluation: Stopped on Rtmway

................  toppedon .... I I
Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to evaluain file ease of tracking the runway centerline

with rudder pedals alone as the inrcraft accelerains and rudder pedals combined with

differential braking as the aircraft decelerains during the takeoff roll.

I Runway Ceninrline Deviation (feet) I 0 I ±10 I ±2V I



2A.5.0.0.3 Rejected Takeoff-15 kts. Cross-wind 1051

_ _ +w.=hor,Ot,dt "all--t L°dinot$. Rej_ted Takeoff 0._1 0. None 3. MI3

ALT : Field Vl : 166 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCE]_TIONS: IGW : 649214 V r : 174 RSCAS : DPB Select Tanner cornering model IC.G. : 48.1 VLO : 197 A_ : ON

Vmhl : 181 A/P : OFF

GEAR : DOWN V 2 : 2O9 HUD : ON

LEF/rEF : 30/10 V2+I0 : 219 F/D : ON

End of R wy,
On Centerline

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

2" Set brakes after going into operate mode.• Advmlce tlu-ottles to takeoff EPR.

3. Rel_sethebrak_ mldnlaintainc_lterlineduringgroundroll. PNFwillmakeairspeedcall outs, mid

moalt ors engine perfonn_ce.

4, _1_1 PNF caUs "Abort," ilml/ediately ret m'd du'ottles t o idle and apply ln_uln br akitlg. Maintain

t_nway centerline.

5. TetxnJnate the l_leuver when the aimraft is stopped.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFI:
1. Reset sinmlator to noted conditions.

2. Makeairspeedcallout at 1001alots.

3. hmnediatelybeforemachingVl,call "Engine#Failed, Abort.'.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

I 8EeVglmUea:_on R ..... Centerline Tracking

Start EvMuafion: Stopped on Runway ].............. StoppedonR..... I N,_ I
I

Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to evaluate the ease of tracking the runway centerline

with rudder pedals alone as the aircraft accelerates and rudder pedals combined with

_differential braking as the aircraft decelerates during the takeoff roll.

I Runwa_ Centerhne Deviation (feet) [ 0 [ ±10 [ ±27 [



0_

2A.5.0.0.3 Rejected Takeoff-35 kts. Cross-wind 1052

FF_ Weather State Failures Lo_ding

12A. Takeoff lS. Rejected Takeoff 10.35kt ......... thdl0. None 13. Mi3 I

ALT : Field V l : 166 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: I

GW : 649,914 V r : 174 RSCAS : DPB Select Tanner cornering model IC.G. : 48.1 VLO : 197 A/r : ON

Vmin : 181 AlP : OFF

GEAR:DOWN V 2 : 2119 HUD:ON

LEFfFEF : 30/10 V2+I0 : 219 F/D : ON

End of Rwy,
On Centerline

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Set brakes after going into operate mode.
2. Advmce throttles to takeoff EPR.

3. Relea_ the brakes and maintain _nteflthe during gro_d roll. PNF will make alrapeed call outs, and

motht ors engine perform_e.

4. When PNF calls "Abort," immediately mtm'd throttles to idle and apply maximum braking. Maintain

runway centerfim.
5. Temlimte the mmeuver when the akcraft is stopped.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Re_t simulator to noted conditions.

2. Make airspeed callout at 100 knots.

3. Immediately before roaching VI, call "Engine# Failed, Abort.".

Date: Pilot: Runs:

[ EVglmUea_:on R .... Centerllne Tracking

Start Ev_duation: Stopped on Runway

............... Sthppedon_.... I N,AI
Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to evaluate the ease of tracking the runway centerline

with rudder pedals alone as the aircraft accelerates and rudder pedals combined with

differential braking as the aircraft decelerates during the takeoff roll.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate unwa Center eOe ation I 0 I I



t_

2A.100.1.0.3 Acoustic Profile Takeoff 2010

]_fl_ht Phase MTE I W_ther State Failures L_dln_

2A. Tzk_ff ITz00keoA_Oustic Plvflle L Light Turbulence 0. None 3. MI3

ALT : Field Vl : 166 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMAL SFEXCEPT I ON S:

GW : 649_14 V r : 174 RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. :48.1 VLO : 192 A/T: OFF Lift offpitch attitude=10.5 degs

GEAR :DOWN V 2 : 200 HUD : ON rot. pitch accel/decel=l.5/2.5

LEF/TEF:30q0 V2+10 : 219 F/D: OFF rot. steady state pitch rate_q.0
e s sec

Takeoff EFR: Max

I
Procedur_Eva]_fion Pilot (PF) :
1. Set brakes afler gohlg hlto operate mode.

2. Adv_ thmtdas to tak_ff EPR (1_0%).
3. Relea_the brakesandl_i/ltai/l_nterlhled_inggl_undl_il. PNF wilhnake airspeedcail_uts, and monitors

engine pel_orl_n_.
4. Atr_tati_nspeed(Vr)_h_tiate_tati_nt_f_il_w_tati_nratepitchguldm_h_d_cat_rsm_dn_euvertheah_aflt_

intel_pt the lifl_ff mtation pitch attitude. After lifloff, l¢sume pitch mtation to captul¢ mad follow vel_ity v_tor
guld _ce symbol.

5. At positive clhnbffate, call "g_-up".
6. When est abhshed at V2+ 10, PNF takes _ntl_l of the throtdas.

7. ]VIaJntahl t_get clhnb airspeed mldrmlwayheadhlgthmughout cutbackl_euver.
8. Ternlhlatel_leuveratKODMEtol_Ol_lenoughdatafora_usticcMculations.

Procedur _Test Engineer / Fq]ot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Re_t shlm]ator to noted _ndJtions.

2. Make airspeed call_uts at 100 knots, VI, and Vr.
3. Move ge_ hmadle to gear up position, when requested by PF.

4. Monitorge_retractionmldautonmticVol_exFen_extensionmadl_traction.
5. ivlake altitude czdl_uts at 500, and 6_ feet. At 700 f_t, czdl "_tback", mad lll_ua_y let m_l throttles to cutback

EPR without caushag ex_ssive pitch.ate to lll_t _1 C_ll_ speed (Vc) and ex_ low_ m/fit (0.8) d_hlg
pushover.

6. 1Viaitlt alia cutback _ii_fiOil ml_ 8.0 DME to gather sufl$cient infornlation for acoustic c_dculation s.

Notes on lllmleuver: This i_neuver is to be pel¢ormed with the leading mid Ix ailJ/lg _:lge flaps f_ed to 30/10
degl_s.

7f) 7/98

Date: Pilot: Runs:

_aa_ tEv:aluU;i_on: _Po_ed .......... I NA I

IEvaluation Basis: The pilot is to evaluate the ease of tracking the runway centerline

_tlud_ red_(ff_lb Ad ....

I Runway Centerline Deviation (feet) I 0 I ±10 I ±27

St_t Eval! lation: V 1
End Eva] ation: Lifloff

Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to evaluate the promptness of the rotation, ease of

shouldtrackingnotPitChoccurrateduringgUid_cethisindicat°rS'm_euver.eStablishing lift off pit ch attitude, and ability to
maintain runway centerline tracking during this maneuver sub phase. Tail strike

Pe/formance Standards T_ et Desired Ade _te

LfftoffFitch Rate Control (deg) generated <:L5 bracket <:_1 bracket
90% of thDe 90% of thne

Climb Pitch Attitude Control (deg) 10.5 ±.5 ±1
Runway Centerline Deviation (feet) 0 ±10 ±27

Evaluation Climb with Comqgurafion Ch_ges

Segment:

St_t Evaluation: Lifloff

End Evaluation: 8.O DME flvnl brake lelea_

Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to check file handling qualities in climb during

reconfiguration for noise abatement while following file velocity vector guidance

symbol. Check for objectionable tr_alents in airplane response during thrust

changes encountered during manual thrust cutback. Monitor airspeed control durin_
climbout. Climb speed, Vc, is 219 kts.

Pc/formance Standards T_et Desired Ade_te

Longitudinal velocity vector control (deg) generated <=_1 V v_tor <=_2 V vector
height 90% of height 90% of

th*_e da_e

Lateral velocity vector control (deg) generated <=_1 V v_tor <=_2 V vector
width 90% of width 90% of

th_e da_e



2A.102.12.0.3 Acoustic PLR Takeoff 2030

FI_ t Phas_ MTE W_ath_rStat_ Failures Load_n

12_r_eo_1102.PLRT_eo_ILL_bt_,_l..... 10mone p.M13 I
ALT: 0 Vl : 166 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALSgEXCEPTION S:

GW : 649,914 V t : 174 RSCAS : DPB TakeoffEPR (TO) : M_

C.G. : 41tl VLO : 197 AcT: ON First cutback speed (VCUT1) : 187

GEAR : DOWN V 2 :209 HUD : ON Delta time first cutback : 7 seconds

LEF/rEF30/10 Vclhllb :250 F/D:TOmode First_tbacktlurust]eve](Wl):75%

Vnlili :181 A/P: OFF rot. pitch acc/decc=l.5_2.5 degs/sec
_q

eslY::...............

Rw_¢ Hd_ Whid Ceilhi_ VISLbil_ Rw_¢ Surface hl_fiM ]?cait i_i

36O 0/C<Y3 u nLmmed Ulflmmed GtDt_ved End of RWY, On Centeduie

Procedur_Evaluation Pilot (PF):
1. Engage autotl_ttle, verify thltla[ mid _ndary cfinlb gradients (gradl, gt ad2), mid cotffmn ptx_per EPR

(_ _t by the _totl_tfle system) mid flap pcMti_i (_ _t by the autofiap system).
2. Rele_ the I_ aloes mid 11_1 ceoterlhie d_h_ gland t_ll.
3. At _t_imi speed (V_ b_tiat_ _t_i_n t_ f_w mtatimi r_e p_t_h _]idmi_ ind_m _id _ver t_

ail_ till1 tO ilitet_pt die lift ¢_ imalinn fitch atfirode. Afier llfi¢_, i_ine fitch i_tation to capl_i_ mid

fallow velocity vector guld_e syn_boL
4. At p_itive clunb late, caU "gear-up".

5. IvIaIieuve_t_eab_r_tt_f_wve_ityve_t_rguid_et_nahit£uit_re_endedm_ay_eIfuiemid
desil_d climb gr_diem.

6. At_pp_£ui_e_y3._DIvIEmid2_k_s_hite_ptmidn1ah_ahi_ndm_tmget_unbgIadiem(_di_e_nt
than the h01ti_l clinlb gtadient).

Procedut_Test Engineer / F_lot Not Flying (PNI_:
l. R_t simulator to noted condlti_.

2. Make airspeed call outs at 100 knots, Vl, mid Vr.
3. Rame lmldh_g gem upon PF call.

4. Monlt_pmgw_o_fit_t_tot_tlcfl_mwductlontOfu_cutbacktl_ustlevel(Tl).
5. Ol_e fu_t fl_st wductlon is _nap/ete call out "TI thtx_t ".
6. At app/oximately 3.0 DIME mid 250 knots, monitOr the _tc_l_ttle system t/mlsitlon to aimpeed hold mode

it mlnp/etes the _mnd thrust cutback.
7. C_lthme the t_le_er to at l_t 8.0 DME to wmtd _fficlent d_a f_ ac_stic cMcuLati_.

7]27]98

Date: Pilot: Runs:

S+m_ Ev_+_: Stepped on RunwayI.............. I
Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to evaluate the ease of tracking the ilmway centerline

with cad der pedals alone as the aircrafl accelerates during the takeoff roll.

Performance Standards I Target I Des[ted I Adequate

I Deviation from Bunwa? Center]ine (_) l 0 l ±10 I ±27 I

Evaluation Tak_ff Rotation Ling CHR Lat / l)ir CHR
Segnlent:

8_axt Evolution: v 1

.............. I I
Evaluation Basis= The pilot is to evaluate the promptness of the rotation, ease of

establislfing tbe lffl off pitch attitude, and ability to maintain ilmway centerline

trma ckeiunvgedua*i .................................. uJ .................

Perf ....... Standards I Tar+et I Des[,+d I Adeq .... I
gene/ated <2k.5 br+ket <2kl bracket

Lift OffPitch Bate Control (deg) 90% cffthne 90%gfgme

Climb Pitch Attitude Control (deg) 10_ 5 ±i0±'5 ±27±1
Runwal_ C_terline Deviation (feet)

E_dStax_Evaluati°nsegnlent:Evaluation:Eval_t _on: LmC_fs.0ClimbDMEwithAuto Configuration (Ta an ges _Long CHR Lat / I_r CHR

Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to check the handling qualities in climb during the
]figlfly automated noise abatement procedure. Check for objectionable transients in

airplane response during airspeed change, automatic thrust and flap recomSguration.
Evaluate ease of following ve]osity vector guidance to maintain desired climb gradient

arnffc eg_Ou_e"..................................................... _ ....

Performance Standards Target Desit+d Adequate

Longitudinal velocity vector control (deg) Gtadl ot Grad2 <:kl V v_tot <:k2 V vect_

Lateral velocity vector control (deg) gene/ated <:kl V lvmtor <:k2 V vectm
width 90¢7o of width 90% of

fia_ gme



5A.201.1.0.3 Transition to Level Flight 3020 Date:

Loading J

M13 MTOW,

gwd C.G. [

ALT : 26,000 KEAS 350 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: I

GW : 649214 EPR _00% RSCAS : DPB NONE

IC.G. :48.1 R/C Trim Aff: OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF EF:HrimiH:

Procedur _Evaluation Pilot (PF):

I. PFestablishesconst_lt he0ding steady climb at thenotedconditions.
2. Approaching a cmdinal altitude (e.g. FL270), rapidly pituh over _ld reduce power to 0train ste0dy level

fright at the specified altitude Mille mahlt ainhlg ah-speed.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
I. Re_t simulator tonotedconditions.

Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Transition to Level Flight (Sub/Transonic) ] _ CH_Lat / Dir CHR

Segment: i i
Start Evaluation: Constmlt speed Climb or Descent I I

End Evaluation: Constmlt speed Level Flight ] [

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to maintain airspeed during change in climb rate.

Evaluate coupling between airspeed and flight path. Evaluate handling qualities during

power of configuration change. The transition shall be smooth and continuous.

Performance Standards Target De,red Adequate

Mmximum Overshoot of Target Altitude 0 ±100 ±150

Deviation in Ah'speed/1Y[ach (KEAS) 0 ±5/O.01M ±I0/0.02M

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±4

Deviation in Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±5



6C.201.1.0.5 Transition to Supersonic Cruise

ALT : 50,000 KEAS 475 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 614,864 EPR 100% RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 52.5 R/C _rim A/r: OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Trim F/D • OFF

i H : A/P i OFF

...... S pe_n/dD. [ ..... [ ........ [ ......... [ ............

360 0 / 000 ]r Ualimited Ualhltited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes const mat heading study clhnb at the noted conditions.

2. Approaching a cm-dinal altitude (e.g. FL510), rapidly pitch ova- mad reduce power t o attaln steady level

flight at the specified altitude while malnt alaltag airspeed.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset sinmlator to noted conditions.

171_ 96

3022 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Transition to Level Flight (Supersonic) I Long CHR ILat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: Constmat speed Climb or D_cent

End Evaluation: Constmlt speed Level Flight

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to maintain airspeed during change in climb rate.

Evaluate coupling between ah'speed and flight path. Eveduate handling qualities during

power of configuration change. The transition shedl be smooth and continuous.

Performance Standards Target De,red Adequate

Mmximum Overshoot of Target Altitude 0 2200 2300
Deviation in Mach 0 i0.01M i0.02M

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±4

Deviation in Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±5



171_ 96

X.210.O.O.X Profile Climb 3030 Date: Pilot: Runs:

L Weather State I Failures

10.....,oul.....10......
ALT : Field V 1 : 154 PSCAS : BGV ABNOILMALSfEXCEPTIONS:

GW : 649,914 V r : 166 RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. : 48.1 VLO : 190 A/T : OFF Fuel Burn enabled

GEAR : DOWN V 2 : 194 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto V2+10 : 204 F/D : ON
iH : 0 Vmin : 156 A/P : OFF

Initial Position IEnd of Rwy,

On Centerlkle

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFli

1. Set brake.

2. Advmlce tl_-ottles t o takeoff EPR.

3. Relea_ the brakes mldmaintainc_lterlineduringgroundroil. PNFwiilmakeairspeedcail outs, mid

monitors engine peffon_l_.

4. Atrotationspeed(Vr),itfitiaterot_tiontothelit_ offpitchattitude. Al_erlilinfl. continuerotationuntilthe

tm-get climb airspeed mid pitch attitude _ captured.

5. At positive climb rate, call "gear-up".

6. Follow fright dir_t or mid altitude vel_ity display guidmlce until 23M is r_ched.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. R_et simulator t o noted conditions.

2. Makeairspeedcailoutsat 1001alots, Vl, mldVr..

3. Move gem- hmldle to gem- up position, when requested by PF.

I Segment:Evaluatlon Profile Climb _Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

I Start Evaluation: Climb Attitude Capture
 nd   uati....... I I
Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to check the handling qualities in profile climb,

Evaluate ease of following desired airspeed and attitude.

BankAngle Control (deg) 0 ±5 ±10Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation in Headin_ de n 0 ±2 ±5



4C.211.1.0.3 Level Flight Trans. to Climb

MTE [ Weather State

17/_ 96

3040 Date:

L_ding

M13 MTOW,

_LT:10,900_S _0 PS_S:_OVA_NO_A_XCE_ION*
GW : 649,914 EPR _rim RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. : 48.1 R/C 0 A/I" : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEP/LEP : Auto P/D • OFF
iH : Trim A/P i OFF

Rwy Hdg s..W_)dir ceiling Visibility Rwy Surface Initial Position

360 0 / 000 UtlhInlted Utlhllnted N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF initiams 1500 FPM climb fl-om initial straight & level conditions.

2. PF smoothly applies power to maintain initial alrst;_d , h_ding, mid bmlk mlgle while lnalnt altlitlg
de_[_ c_n_ rate.

3. Stabilize at 250 KEAS mid target c_ll_ rate.

Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Airspeed Change I Long CHR ILat / Dir CriB

Segment:

Start Evaluation: Steady Plight at a Constmlt Airspeed (Level)
End Evaluation: Steady Flight at a Constmlt Airspeed (Cfinlb)

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to initiate climb during normal operations. Check for

undesirable airspeed coupling.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±10

Overshoot in Target Rate of Climb (fpm) 0 ±200 ±300

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Deviation of Desh'ed Airspeed 0 ±10 ±20

_4 Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.



X.220.1.0.7 Profile Descent 3050

Weather State J Failures 7. Lo_ding
1. Light T_'bulen 0. None Final Cmim

/ /opthlml)

GW : 352,102 EPR q_rim RSCAS : DPB AB_

C.G. : 53.2 Air : OI_

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D : ON

iH : Trim A/P : OFF

...... S pe_a/dD. ] .... ] ........ ] ......... ] ............

360 0 / 000 _" Utllintitexl Utllimited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes a nomlal des_nt maintaining itlitial heading mad bmlk mlgle

2. Follow Vmo line on display until r_ching end conditions ( 15,000 ft mad 250 KEAS).

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Remt sinmlator tonotedcondifions.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

] _VglmUa_on Profile Descent (_mplete)

_tndm_££v_aluUa_ti°°'_: < 1645,0_le_tt mid -< 250 KEAS I I ]

sEeVns_tiuatiyO_n dBesaScie_tEvMuate handling qualities of the airplane in d ..... t. Check gust]

I
Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate I

Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±10

IDeviation in Scheduled Airspeed (knots) 0 ±5 ±20

Deviation ill Headin_ de n 0 ±2 ±5



4_

7C.221.1.0.7

Flight Phase 1 MTE

7C. Supet_otlic f21" Trmlsiti .....Ctinse Desmnt

ALT: 63,700 MACH 2.4 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 EPR q_rim RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 R/C 0 Aff : O]_

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto _p:O_i H : Trim

...... S_ a/dD" I ...... I ........ I ......... I

360 0 / 000 lr Utllhsited Utllhalted N/A

Transition to Supersonic Descent 3060

IlutialN/APosmon I

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes straight mad level flight at die noted conditions.

2. PF rapidly pitches over to attain a const mat desc_lt r_te of 1000 fpm wlfile maintaining sirspeed.

3. Repeat fordescent rates of2000fpm mld4000fpm.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinmlator to noted conditions.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Transition to Descent (Mach) _Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: Straight mid Level Flight

End Evaluation: Stabifized Demerit at C _lst mlt Mmh

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to maintain Mach during transition to descent.

Evaluate coupling between ah'speed and flight path. Evaluate handling qualities during

power and configuration change. The transition shall be smooth and continuous.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Maximum Overshoot of Target Descein 0 0 ±10%

Rate

Deviation in Mach 0 ±.01 ±.02

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±4

Deviation in Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±5



10C.221.1.0.7 Transition to Transonic Descent 3062

Cruise, Aft C.G.

ACT:35,000_ 0°5 P_CA_:_OVA_NO_A_KCE_ION_=
GW : 384,862 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. : 53.2 R/C 0 AFF : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D ."OFF

iH : Trim A/P : OFF

.... dg _9%l _a_ i v_sibmt_I..... _¢eI _au_Posiuon
360 0 / 000 Ualimited UalinlJted N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes straight mid level fright at the noted conditions.

2. PF rapidly plidles over to att sin a constmlt de_ent rate of 1000 fpm wlfile nlsint aialng sirspeed.

3. Repeat for descent rates of 2000 fpm and 4000 fpm.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Transition to Descent (Mach) I Long CHR ILat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: Straight mid Level Flight
End Evaluation: Stabilized D_c_lt at Constmlt Mach

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to maintain Mach during transition to descent.

Evaluate coupling between airspeed and flight path. Evoluato handling qualities during

power and configuration change. The transition shah be smooth and continuous.

Performance Standards Tin'get Desired Adequate

Maximum Overshoot of Target Descent 0 0 ±10%

Rate

Deviation in Mach 0 ±.01 ±.02

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±4

Deviation in Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset shaalot or to noted condif ons.

2.



_D

171_ 96

4B.230.1.0.3 Airspeed Change in Subsonic Climb 3070

ALT: 10,900 KEAS 250 PSCAS : BGV ABNOtLMALS/EXCEIYrlONS: I

GW : 649,914 EPR q_rim RSCAS : DPB NONE IC.G. : 48.1 R/C 1500 AFf : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

WE_:_uto _:o_iH : Trim

.... dg S pe_l/dD, I Ceiling I Visibility I ..... rf_e I Ilfitial Position I
360 0 / 000 lr Unlimited Ualhinted N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFli

1. PF initiates 1500 FPM cfimb at tbe noted conditions.

2. PF smoothly applies power" (up to MCT) to accelerate the airpl_e to 350 KEAS (or" to the highest

standard ali's_ed/Mach f_" ille ffiglit c_ldition) wlfile maiut airfing climb rate, beeding and bmlk mlgle.

3. Stabilize _t 350 KEAS and tin'get clhnb rate.

4. PF smoothly reduces power" to return to initial ali-peed, while maklt ainh, g clinlb rate, beadklg, and bmlk

mlgle.
5. "Ill.st nlay be adjusted t o assist li, tbe snlooth perfoml_ce of this m_euv_-.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinmlator to noted conditions.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Airspeed Change Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

SLart Evaluation: Steady Flight at a Constmlt Airspeed (Climb,

Level, or- D_cent)

End Evaluation: Steady Flight at a New Constmlt Airspeed

(Climb, Level, or" Descent)

Evaluation Basis: Check abili W to adjust ah'speed during normal operations. Check

for undesirable ah'speed coupling.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±10

Deviation in Rate of Climb (fpm) 0 ±200 ±300

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Overshoot of Target Airspeed 0 3 5



7A.230.1.0.5

MTE

Airspeed

Airspeed Change in Supersonic Cruise

ALT : 50000 KEAS 4£0 PSCAS : BOY ABNOIL1V[ALS/NXCEPTIONS:

NONEGW : 614,864 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 52.5 R/C (l Air : OI_

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEP]LEP : Auto P/D ." OFF

i H : Trim A/P : O1_

InitialN/APOSition I

Prcoedur_-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PFestablisbessteadystrefigbtmldlevelffigbtattimnotedconditions.

2. PFsmootl_yappliespower(uptoMCT)toacceleratetbea_-pl_eto475KEAS(ortotimlfigbest

standard airsl:eext/Mach for tile flight condition) while maintaining climb rate, beading mad bmlk magic.

3. Stabilize at 475 KEAS.

4. PF smootifly reduces power t o return to iditial Mach nunlb_-, while lrmJntMning altitude, beading, mid

bmlk angle.

5. "Ill.st may be adjusted to assist in tbe sniooti1 pefforn_lce of this nl_euver.

Procedml_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFb

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

171_%

3072 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Airspeed Change Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Stm± _valuation: Steady plight at a Constmlt Airs[;_ed (Clilnb,

Level, or De_ent)

End Evaination: Steady Flight at anew Constmlt *_irspeed

(Clinlb, Levd, or Descent)

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to adjust airspeed during normal operations. Check

for undesirable airspeed coupling.

Performance Standards Tin'get Desired Adequate

Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±10

Deviation in Altitude fit) 0 ±200 ±400

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Overshoots of Target Mach 0 0 -< 1



9A.230.1.0.7 Transonic Deceleration

I ALT : 41000 Mmh il.99 PSCAS : BGV IIMALS/EXCEPTIONS: ]

GW : 384,862 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB AB_

IC.G. : 53.2 R/C il Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D • OFF

i H : Trim A/P i OFF

.... dg Spe_)dir ] Ceiling ] Visibility ] ..... rfme I InitialPosition I
360 0 / 000 Utllillfited Utllillfited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes steady straight mad level fright at the noted conditions.

2. PFsm_il_yteducesp_wert_d_e_erateilaealrp_et_.9_M(_rt_ilae_ig_a_tstmadm_dalrsFee_/Mach

for the fligilt con_fi on) while malnt altling clinlb rate, heading mad bmlk magic.

3. St abilize at 0.9M.

4. PF snlooillly increams pow_" t o tet Utll to initial Mach [lunl_', while nlaltlt alning altitude, heading, mad

bmlk mane.

5. Tl_st may be adjusted t o resist in the _looth perfonn_ce of this nl_euver.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

171_ 96

3074 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Airspeed Change Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Stm± Evaluation: Steady Flight at a Cotastmat Airspeed (Clinlb,

Level, or De_ent)

End Evaluation: Steady Flight at a New Constmlt Airspeed

(Clinlb, Level, or Descent)

Evaluation Basis= Check ability to adjust airspeed during normal operations. Check

for undesirable airspeed coupling.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±10

Deviation in Altitude (feet) 0 ±100 ±200

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Overshoots of Target Mach 0 0 -< 1



12A.230.1.0.7 Airspeed Change in Low Altitude Cruise

ALT : 15000 KEAS 350 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: |

GW : 384,862 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB NONE IC.G. : 53.2 R/C 0 Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F_/_ : oOFF_
iH : Trim

.... dg S_l/dnir Ceiling Visibili ....... rf .... fitial Position I

I36O 0 / 000 Uoinmted Utlinmt ed N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFli

1. PF establishes steady straight and levd flight at tile noted conditions.

2. PF smooillly redums power to dmelerate die alrpl_e to 250 knots (or to die highest st mldm'd

air slmext/Mach for die flight condition) wlfile maltlt alditlg clinlb rate, heading mid bmlk mlgle.
3. St abilize at 250 kllots.

4. PF smooillly increas_ power t o mtum to initial airspeed, while maintaining altitude, heading, and bmlk

mlgle.

5. Tl_st may be adjusted t o assist in the smooth perforn_lce of illis nl_euver.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFli
1. Reset simulator t o noted conditions.

3076 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Airspeed Change Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: Steady Plight at a Constmlt Airspeed (Clindi,
Level, or De_ent )

End Evaluation: Steady Plight at a New Constmlt AirsFeed

(Clhnb, Level, or Descent)

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to adjust airspeed during normal operations. Check

for undesirable airspeed coupling.

Performance Standards Tai_get Desired Adequate

Bank Angle (deg) 0 ±2 ±10

Deviation in Altitude fit) 0 ±100 ±200

Deviation in Heading (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Overshoots of Target Mach 0 0 -< 1



5A.240.1.0.3 Heading Change in Transonic Climb 3080

] FlightPhase ] MTE

5A. Trmlsomc 0.I cin,lbr Hea ag°..... Lading IHeavy Weight

& Fwd C.G.

ALT: ,000KEA P C  :BOVABNO ALS XOE  ON :
GW : 649_914 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. : 48.1 R/C 2(D0 Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HHD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D • OFF

iH : Trim A/P i OFF

...... SP e_a/dD" I .... I ........ I ......... I ...........

360 0 / 000 lr Ualimited Ualinfited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Estab_shsteadyc_nstmath_dingc_hnbat_92M_nacmdin_headingwiina2_fth_nrate_fc_in1b.

2. Aggressively m_euver into mad out of a 30 ° turn to the RIGHT using a 15 ° bank angle while

maintaining airspeed mad rate of clhnb. TI_ st may be adjusted if n_essary.

3. Repeat mmaeuver to the LEEr.

4. Repeat steps 2 mad 3 using 35° bank angle.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Heading Change _Lat / Din CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: Strmght Flight (Clinlb, Level, or Dement)

End Evaluation: Strmght Flight (Clinlb, Level, or Dement)

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities in turning flight. Perform maneuver

with smooth roll in and roll out, with no tendency to oscillate or hunt for target bank

angle throughout tile maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Target Bank Angle in Turn 0 ±2 ±5

(deg)

Deviation in Rate of Clinlb (fpm) 0 ±200 ±300

Deviation in Airspeed (KEAS) 0 ±5 ±10

Deviation from Target Heading at End ot 0 ±2 ±5

Turn (deg) (0 overshoots) -< 1 overshoot)

4_ Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset Sinlal0t or to noted conditions.



4_

7C.240.1.0.7 Heading Change in Supersonic Cruise 3084

Cruise, Aft C.G

ALT: 64,000 MACH 2.40 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: [

GW : 384,862 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB NONE IC.G. : 53,2 R/C 0 Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D • OFF
iH : Trim A/P i OFF

.... 360 dg Spe_t_Dir10 / 000 UtflimitedCeiling ]VisibilitY]ualhlfited ..... N/Arface ] Ialtial PositionN/A [

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF);

1. Est ablisli stralgllt mid level ffigllt at 2.4M on a cm-diual lieadiog.

2. Aggressively m_euver into and out of a 20 ° turn to the RIGHT using a 15 ° bank angle while

nlaltlt alalng alrsFeed and level fright. Thrust may be adjusted if n_ess_y. Accept altitude loss to
nlaitlt altl Mmh nunlber if tPAtuired.

3. Repeat mmleuver to the LEFT.

4. Repeat steps 2 mid 3 using 35 ° bank angle.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simulator tonotedconditions.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Heading Change _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: Su'algllt Fligllt (Climb, Level, or D_cent)

End Evaluation: Straight Flight (Climb, Level, or D_cent)

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities in turning flight. Perform maneuver

with smooth roll in and roll out, with no tendency to oscillate or hunt for target bank

angle throughout tile maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Target Bank Angle in Turn 0 ±2 ±5

(deg)

Deviation in Altitude (fpm) 0 ±200 ±400

Deviation in Ali'speed (Mach) 0 ±0.01 ±0.02

Deviation from Target Heading at End ot 0 ±2 ±5

Turn (deg) (0 overslioots) -< 1 overslioot)



4_

1,4

17/_ 96

12A.240.1.0.7 Heading Change in Low Altitude Cruise 3086 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Failures I Lading I

0...... 1,.

I ALT: 15(:00 KEAS 350 PSCAS : BGV RMALSfEXCEI_TIONS; I

DW : 384,862 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB AB_I_

IC.D. : 53.2 R/C 0 A/r : OFF

DEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D • OFF
iH : Trim ApP i OFF

.... dg Spe_a/dD. I Ceiling i VisibmtyI ..... _faceI hfitialPosition I360 0 / 000 ]r Unlimited Ualhltited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Est abh sh str aigllt mad level fligllt 0t indicated c onditions _1 a c mdinal l_ading.

2. Aggmsively mmleuver into mid out of a 60 ° turn to tile RIGHT using a 30 ° bank angle while
maint airling air si;eed mid level fright. TI_ st may be adjusted if nmessary.

3. Repeat mmleuver to tbe LEFr.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFli
1. Reset sinmlator to noted conditions.

Evaluation Heading Change _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: Straigllt Fligllt (Clinlb, Level, or Dement)

End Evaluation: Straigllt Fligllt (C_n_, Level, or Dement)

Evaluation Basis= EvMuain handling qualities in turning flight. Perform maneuver

with smooth roll in and roll out, with no tendency to oscillate or hunt for target bank

angle throughout tile maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Target Bank Angle in Turn 0 ±2 ±5

(deg)

Deviation in Altitude fit) 0 ±100 ±200

Deviation in Airspeed (KIAS) 0 ±5 ±10

Deviation from Target Heading at End ot 0 ±2 ±5

Turn (deg) (0 overshoots) --/1 overshoot)



13A.240.1.0.7

ALT: 10000 KEAS 250 PSCAS : BGVGW : 384,862 pEffcR 21;_1 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D : OFF

iH : Trim A/P : OFF

Heading Change in TCA Descent 3088 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Failures 7. L_ding
MCF Final

0. None Cruise, Aft C.G.

_o_XO_TlO._= ]

360 0 / 000 lr Ualimited Ualhmted N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Estabfishst_dydesc_lt on acm-dinalheading.

2. Aggressively m_euver into and out of a 60 ° turn to tile RIGHT using a 15 ° bank angle while

lnaint aialng airspeed and level flight. Tla_ st may be adjusted if n_ess_y.

3. Repeat mmleuver to tbe LEFT.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 using 35 ° bank angle.

Evaluation Heading Change _Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: Straigllt Fligllt (Clinlb, Level, or D_cent)

End Evaluation: Straigllt Fligllt (Clinlb, Level, or D_cent)

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities in turning flight. Perform maneuver

with smooth roll in and roll out, with no tendency to oscillate or hunt for target bank

angle throughout tile maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Target Bank Angle in Turn 0 ±2 ±5

(deg)

Deviation in Rate of Descent (fpm) 0 ±200 ±300

Deviation in Airspeed (KIAS) 0 ±5 ±10

Deviation from Target Heading at End oI 0 ±2 _5

Turn (deg) (0 overshoots) g 1 overshoot)

4_ Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset sinmlat or t o noted conditions.



4_

4_

14A.300.2.0.7

MTE

Configuration

Chmlge in

I ALT : 1500 KEAS 250 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 EPR Trim RSCAS : DPB

C.G. :532 R/C 0 Aff : ON

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D : OIFF

iH : Trim MP : O1_

191_ 96

Config Change in Straight Flight - Mod Turb 4012 Date: Pilot: Runs:

l Loading J

lLiM2_t%l

,_g_'_'LS_XCEPTIONS:

...... _,do I .... I ........ I......... I ............. I
360 0 / 000 _" Uolhinted Ualimit ed N/A N/A I

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFh

1. PF _tablishes straight and level flight at tile noted conditions.

2. PF calls out "gear down".

3. PF d_lerates to 157 KEAS while maltlt al,ling heading, altitude, and bmlk angle.

4. After stabilizing at 157 KEAS, PF calls out "gear up".

5. PF _celerates to 250 KEAS while lnalnt alalng heading, altitude, and bmlk mlgle.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFh
1. R_et sinmlator tonotedconditions.

2. PNF moves gem" hmldle to DOWN on PF colNlmld.

3. PNF moves gem" hmldle to UP on PF col_lmld.

Evaluation Configuration Change in Straight Flight _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: Level Flight, 250 knots, Cleml

End Evaluation: Level Flight, 250 knots, Cleml

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate response to configuration changes in preparation for final

approach. Check ability to retrim during the configuration changes and to restabilize

following tile changes. The deceleration must be smooth with no excessive control force

requirements or changes in thrust throughout tile maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation in Altitude (feet) 0 ±50 ±75

Overshoots of Target Airspeed (KCAS) 0 0 -<1

Bank Angle Control, _ (deg) 0 ±2 ±5

Heading Deviation, u/ (deg) 0 ±2 ±5



4_

t_

15A.313.1.0.7 Nominal Approach & Landing 4020

ALT: 1500 VI_ l : 133 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 157 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf : 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF: Auto KCAS _ F/D: OFF
iH : Trim m_l : A/P : OFF

ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

Rwy Hdg Wind Ceiling Visibility Rwy Surface hlifial Position

Speed / Dir

36O 0 / 000 0 0 Dry Grooved 3 tml out side OM
On course 330

4,500 ft to right of

runway centedhle

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish aimr aft in steady level fright at the noted conditions, on inter_pt course for LOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (157) wlien instructed by PNF.

3. CaptureLOC. TrackLOCtoG/SliltemeptmldcaptumG/S.

4. Continuetolmlding. TouclidowntmEetisdesignatedonmnway.
5. Al_er touclidown, lower tlie nosewli_l to tlie runway wliile mt m-ding tl_st to idle.

6. Al_er nosewli_houclidown, apply full braking mid deploy tl_st reversers (if available) until below 80

knots, maintaining runway centerline.

Procedure-Test Engln_r / Pilot Not Hying (PNF):

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions. Initial speed sliould be Vmml (190). Ent_" a new co_lmlded KEAS

of Vapp (157) on CDU prior to beginning ran.

2. Hit "ex_ute" on CDU wh_l DME reeds 7.0 t o ex_ute sirspeed chmlge from Vnlml to Vapp.

3. l/2dotbefomG/Scapture, caUout"GearDown'" mldmovegem-hmldletotbedownposition.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

sEv;]U_ex_on Glidedope and Localimer Intercept

_tn dm_NNvaV; luUa;itoi: '?: I g0_t .fx F; alLAang_r.rg_l_eedDe scLee;el ng ] ]

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the fmai approach path I

at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker (approximainly 0.5 ]

nm from the end of the runway). [
I

Performance Standards

Dev. fl'om Final Appr. Airspeed (KEAS)

Deviation fl'om Glideslope
Deviation fl'om Locaiizer

Evaluation precision Landing [ LongCHR [ Eat / Dir CHAR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmldhlg Speed, Descending
End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the airplane in landing. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to

float or bounce after inuchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AinlPoint 50x500 100xl000

gear) (it)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <_ 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



4_

15A.313.1.0.7 Nominal Approach & Landing with Fit Director 4025

313. Complete 1. Light Tutliulence 0. Notre 7. M_

Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT: 1500 V1_1 : 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 157 RSCAS : DPB
NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf : 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Aut o KCAS 190 F/D : ON

iH : Trim Vmin : 133 A/P : OFF

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Est abhsh aircraft in steady level flight at the noted conditions, tracking LOC.

2. Slow to Vap p (157) when instructed by PNF.

3. Capture G/S. Track LOC mad G/S using flight dit_tor.

4. Continue t o landing. Touchdown t re'get is designated on Runway.

5. After touchdown, lower the nosewh_ho the runway while retm-ding ti_st t o idle.

6. After nomwh_houchdown, apply full braking mad deploy ti_st reversers (ff available) until below 80

knots, malntalning runway centerhne.

Procedure--T_t Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset oknulator to noted condhinns, hfitial speed should be 190 KEAS.

2. Hit "ex_ute" on CDU when DME r_ds 7.0 to ex_ute airspeed chmlge front VI_I to Vapp..

3. 1/2 dot before G/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and move gem" handle to tile down position.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Glide_ope Intercept I Long CHR ILat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: 1,500 ft, Final Approach Speed, Level I ]

End Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending I I

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto tile freed approach path

at low altitudes. Attained trinmled flight before the middle marker (approximainly 0.5

nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards

Dev. from Final Appr. Airspeed (KEAS)

Deviation fl'om Glideslope
Deviation fl'om Localizer

Evaluation precision Landing [ _ CH_Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, De_ending
End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the airplane in landing. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to

float or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for re£ point btwn main AhnPoint 50x500 100xl000

:ear) (ft)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Maximum Touchdown Sink Rate (ft/sec) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



4_

17C.303.1.0.7 Precision Landing

is D_: 95

4050

1. Light Tutliulence 0. No 7. M_----'"_m_

Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT : 400 VI_ a 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p 157 RSCAS : DPB
NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg/a 139 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto KEAS 157 F/D : OFF

iH : Trim Vmha 133 AlP : OFF

.... dg ] Spe_t_Dir ] Ceiling ]Visibility] ..... trace Initial Position

360 0 / 000 Uolimit ed Uolimited G Dry'reeved 400onftLocAGL

On G/S

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF estabfishes aimraft hi steady descending flight at the noted conditions.

2. PF tracks G/S and LOC using HUD.

3. At appropriatealfimde, PFl_euverstotouchdownontheaimpohlt onmnwaywitbanomlalfl_emld

landing.

4. Alter touchdown, lower tbe nosewh_l to the runway while mt m-ding tl_st t o idle.

5. Alter nosewh_l t ouchdown, apply fuU braking until below 80 kllot s, maintaining runway centerline.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinmlator tonotedconditions.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Precision Landing
Segment:

Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Eveduate the handling qualities in landing in a high gain task.

There should be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be

no tendency to Boat or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Tin'get Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AunPoint 50x500 100xl000

:ear) fit)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed ai 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

M_ximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading ai 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



4_

17C.304.2.0.7 Landing From Lateral Offset - Mod Turb 4062

MTE Weather State 0. NotFe ailures Loading

:_isinr 2. Moderate 7. MCF Final

Lmlding front Lateral T_'balet_e Ctinse, Aft C.G.

ALT : 400 VI_ 1 153 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p 157 RSCAS : DPB
NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf 1;52 All" : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg/a 1;59 HUD : ON

TEP/LEP : Auto KEAS 157 P/D : OFF

iH : Trim Vmin 133 MP : OFF

Rwy Hdg Wind Ceiling Visibility Rwy Surface hlitial Position ]

Speed / Dir I360 0 / 000 uulimit ed Unlimited G Dry'rooved 400 ft AGLOn offmt LOC

On G/S

Note: 1LS system localizer should be artificially translated 300 fat to one side of the runway
centerllne.

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF est ablish_ alrcrzfft in steady de_ending flight _t die noted conditions witi1 tile LOC mid G/S cent_-ed.

2. PF treks LOC and G/S using HUD, tellowing tile offset l_alizer.

3. At "Correct" call by PNF, PF visually m_euvers to corot tile lateral offset and touchdown on tile _ln

point on tile tMnway with a nornlal fl_ and lmlding

4. Alter t ouchdown, PF lowers the nosewh_l to the runway while ret a-ding tin.st to idie.

5. Alter nosewh_l t ouchdown, apply fuU braking until below 80 inlet s, maintaining tmlway centerline.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Hying (PNF):

1. Reset simulat or to noted conditinns witi1 a RIGHT offmt.

2. At 225 h, call "Correct".

3. Repeat mmleuver with a LEFT oUst.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Precision Lateral Offset Landing _Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending,

On G/S

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the handling qualities in landing in a high gain task.

There should be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be

no tendency to float or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AhnPoint 50x500 lOOxlO00

:ear) fit)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



4_

17C.304.102.0.7 Landing From Let. Offset - Cat I / Mod Turb 4066

MTE ] Weather State J Failures J Loading

__.PfigeC_s'otnLateralJ 1MO_C a_eITu_._ 1 _lc e J 0 ...... 17C_InMsCF F incal.G"

ALT : 400 Vl_ 1 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p 157 RSCAS : DPB
NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg/a 139 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto KEAS £_ F/D : OFF
iH : Trim rain A/P : OFF

hfifia] Position

4O0 fl AGL

On offmt LOC

On G/S

Note: 1LS system localizer should be artificially translated 300 fat to one side of the runway

cetlterllne.

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF est ablish_ sircr_fft in steady demending flight _t the noted conditions with the LOC mid G/S cent_-ed.

2. PF treks LOC and G/S using HUD, fallowing tile offset l_alizer.

3. At breakout front clouds, PF visually l_euvers t o corr_t die l_teral offset and touchdown on die ainl

point on tile runway with a nornlal fl_ and lmlditlg

4. Alter t ouchdown, PF lowers the nosewh_l to the runway while retm-ding tin.st to idle.

5. Al_er nosewh_l t ouchdown, apply full br akitlg until below g0 inlet s, nlsitlt sitling t_nway cent erline.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simalat or to noted conditions with a RIGIfT offmt.

2. Atbreakout, call"Runwayinsight".

3. Repeat nlmleuver with a LEFT offmt.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation precision Lateral Offset Landing I LongCHR I Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaination: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending,
On G/S

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the handling qualities in landing in a high gain task.

There should be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be

no tendency to Boat or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Tin,get Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AhnPoint 50x500 100xl000

gear) (ft)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



17B.305.2.0.7 Landing From Vertical Offset - Mod Turb

is D_: 95

4072

MTE J_ Weather State _ Failures J Loading

ALT : 400 Vl_ 1 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p 157 RSCAS : DPB
NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg/a 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto KEAS IN/ F/D : OFF

iH : Trim Vmhl 1_3 _ : OFF

Rwy Hdg S_@Dir Ceiling Visibihty Rwy Surface hfitial Position
_t

360 0 / 000 Untomted Unlumted G Dry'moved 4/30On flLOCAGL

On offset G/S

Note: ILS system glideslope should be artificially offset _ runway intercept is 500 further down the

runway.

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes almralt in steedy descending flight at the noted conditions.

2. PF tracks LOC and G/S using HUD.

3. At "Correct" call by PNF, PF visually m_l_v_'s to corr_t tile offset and touchdown on tile alia point

on tile runway with a normal fl_e and Iraiding.

4. Al_er t ouchdown, PF lowers the nosewh_l to the tmlway while ret _-ding tl_st to idie.

5. A_ern_se_h_t_uchd_n_app_yfuubrakjngunti_be_kn_ts_n_alntalningt_n_aycenterbne_

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinmlator tonotedconditions.

2. At 225 ft, call "Corroct'.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation precision Vertical Offset Landing _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaination: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending,
OnLOC

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to recover from an off nominal glideslope.

Evaluate effectiveness of approach aids in correcting for off nominal glideslope. There

should be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no

tendency to Boat or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Tin'get Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref, point btwn main AunPoint 50x500 100xl000

:ear) fit)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (ft/sec) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



17B.305.102.0.7 Landing From Vert. Offset - Cat I / Mod Turb 4076

] Flight Phase ] MTE ] Weather State ] Failures ] Lading

ALT: 0 .... P CA :BOVA O ALS XO TIONS=
GW : 384,862 Vap p 157 RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf 152 AFF : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg& 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF:Auto KEAS L_ 3 F/D: OFF
iH : Trim mha " A/P : OFF

hfifia] Position

400 ft AGL

On LOC

On offset G/S

Note: ILS system glideslope should be artificially offset _ runway intercept is 500 further down the

runway.

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. PF establishes aimraft in steady d_cending flight at the noted conditions.

2. PF tracks LOC and G/S using HUD.

3. On breakout of clouds, PF visually nl_euvers t o coG_t the offset m,d t ouchdown on the ainl point on

the runway with a normal fl_e and lm, ditlg.

4. Al_er t ouchdown, PF low_-s the nosewh_l to the runway while ret mding tl_ st to idle.

5. Al_er nosewh_l touchdown, apply full br akitlg until below 80 knots, nlaint aitliug t_nw ay centerline.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simalat or to noted conditions.

2. Atbreakout, call"Runway in fflght".

Date: Pilot: Runs:

EvaluatiOnsegment: precision Vertical Offset Landing _Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Start Evaination: 400 ft. AGL, L raiding Speed, Descendhlg, On
LOC

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to recover from an off nominal glideslope.

Evaluate effectiveness of approach aids in correcting for off nominal glideslope. There

should be no tendency for &PC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no

tendency to Boat or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main fiflnlPOlnt 50x500 100xI000

gear) (ft)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 25 27

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



1"4

is D_ 95

17A.306.101.0.16 Go-Around 4080 Date: Pilot: Runs:

101.w_a=°r5o_c__ 0. None_ai'--1..MCFL_dingF_l_I_:;'m_°° _o-_roo.d '_'Qin.....d ...................... dO_ , ,
C.O. Elad Evaluation: stable clbnb attitude

[Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to smoothly go arotmd, establishing a climb[
attitude and speed with a minimum of ah'speed loss or pitch overshoot. There should be

no tendency for APC'c, or to bobble in pitch or roll.

ALT : 400 VI_ 1 : 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 157 RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. : 47.3 Vmf : 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF:Auto vKEAS L_ 3 F/D: OFF
i H : Trim mhl : A/P : OFF

About 2 nlil_ fl-om TD,
on LOC and G/S

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish almraR on LOC mad Otis flight at tile noted conditions.

2. Track file LOC and O/S using ILS.

3. Wb_l PNF calls "°o m'ound," aggr_sivdy pitch nose up to ml initial t re'get aRitude of 17.5 ° , while

simalt_eously adv_cing tl_'oRles to °/A thrust.

4. Call out "Positive Rate - Gear Up" wben positive rate of clinlb has been est ablisbed.

. Establish clindi speed of 200 blots.• Tetaltinate test wh_l in a stable clbnb.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinmlat or t o noted conditions.

2. At 100" radio altitude call "Go-Around."

3. Retract tile lmlding gem" wben c omlmlded by tile PF.



17A.307.101.0.16 Go-Around with Min AIt Loss 4085 Date: Pilot: Runs:

i W =horSot MlnlmmARI odoL OoA ond
e men :

l Ol'=_at I Stm't _valuatlon: 30" radio altitud¢
_Aklhnum _t I I

End Evaluation: stable clhzlb attitude ] ]

ALT : 400 Vmm ] : 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: Evaluation Basis: Eveduain the ability go around from a very low altitude without

GW : 384,862 Vapp : 157 RSCAS : DPB NONE contacting the runway and with a minimum of airspeed loss. There should be no
C.G. : 47.3 Vmf : 152 A/r : ON tendency for APC'c, or to bobble in pitch or roll.

GEAR : DOWN V_J a : 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Aut o KEAS 157 F/D : OFF

ill:Trim Vmhl : 133 A/P: OFF

About 2 nliles from TD,

on LOC and G/S

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish aircraft on LOC and G/S flight at tile noted conditions.

2. Track tile LOC and G/S using ILS.

3. WbenPNFcalls"Go _ound:'aggressively pitch nose up to mlialtialtm-get a_itude ofl7.5°,wltile

siraalt _eou sly adv_cing il_'o_les to G/A thrust.

4. Tenllhlate t_t wb_l clinlb a_itude mid positive rate of clhnb _e established est ablisbed.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simalator to noted conditions.

2. At 30" radio altitude call "Go-Around."



4_

15A.313.30.0.7 Crosswind Approach and Landing 4090

MTE Weather State L Failures

313. Complete 0. None 7. MCF FinalApproach mad Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT: 1500 Vl_ a : 190 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 157 RSCAS : DPB
NONE

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf : 152 Air : ON
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 169 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto KEAS 190 F/D : OFF

iH : Trim Vmin : 133 MP : OFF

Proceduro-Ev31uation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish aircraft in study levd flight at the noted conditions, tracking LOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (157) ptinr to interrupting glideslope.

3. Capture G/S. Track LOC and G/S using raw ILS on HUD or PFD.
4. Continue t o landing. Touchdown tmEet is designated on Runway.

5. Aider touchdown, lower tile nosewhmho the runway wlfile mt mthng ti_st t o idle.

6. Aider nosewll_l touchdown, apply fuU braking mid deploy tin.st reversers until below 80 inlot s,

nlaint alning runway _nt _-line.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset shnulat or to noted conditions, hfifial speed should be Vmml (190). Ent_" a new co_lmlded KEAS

of Vapp (157) on CDU ptinr to beginning ran.

2. Hit "ex_ute" on CDU wh_l DME reeds 7.0 to ex_ute airspeed chmlge fronl Vnlml to Vapp.

3. 1/2 dot before G/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and move gem" handle to tile down poaltion.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Glideslope Intercept I Long CHR ILat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: 1,500 fh Final Approach Speed, Level

End Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending

Evaluation Basis: Evuluato the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the final approach

path at low ultitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker

(approximately 0.5 nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Fina] Approach Airspeed 157 ±5 ±10

(KIAS)

Deviation from Glideslope (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Deviation from Localizer (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Evaluation Precision Landing in Crosswinds, Shearsl Long CHRILong CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment: and Turbulence

Y-----'7Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlditlg S[m, ed, Descending

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown ] ]

Evaluation Basis= Check ability to recover from shears on short fmul and landing.

Evuluain sensitivity of the airplane to shears and gusts. Evuluain crosswind capability.

There should be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also

be no tendency to float or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone ( for re£ point btwn main AinlPoint 50x500 100xl000

gear) (It)

Maximum Bank Angle below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation fronl Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



15A.313.31.0.7 Crosswind Approach and Landing, 35 kt 4095

,l,inPh_ L_ldi=?E Weather,_0.,o=_:"_ L_ding15A. hlitial 313. Complete 31.35 kt Crosswind 7. MCF FinalAppro_h Fix Approach mid Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT: 1500 VI_ 1 : 190 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 157 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 Vre f : 152 A/f : ON
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 169 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto vKEAS _ F/D: OFFiH : Trim mhl : A/P : OFF ABNORMALS/EXCEPr IONS:

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establishaimr_ftin steady level ftight at dienotedconditions,trackingLOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (157) prinr to intercepting glideslope.

3. Capture G/S. Track LOC mid G/S using raw ILS on HUD or PFD.

4. Continuetolmldhlg. Touchdown tm-getis designated onRunway.

5. Al_er t ouchdown, lower the nosewh_l t o the runway while tet roiling tl_st to idie.

5. AI_- nosewh_l touchdown, apply full br akitlg and deploy thrust reversers until below 80 knots,

nlaltlt sinitlg runway c_lt erline.

Procedure-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions. Initial speed should be Vl_ 1 (190). Enter a new c onm_lded KEAS

of Vap p (157) on CDU prior to begit_ling tun.

2. Hit "ex_ute"on CDUwbenDME mads 7.0toex_uteah'sl:eedchmlge ffonl Vl_l to Vapp.

3. 1/2 dot before G/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and nlove gem" handle to tile down position.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Glideslope Intercept _Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: 1,500 ft, Final Approach Speed, Level

End Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, L mldhlg Speed, Descending

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the final approach

path at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker

(approximately 0.5 nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Final Approach Airspeed 157 ±5 ±10

(KIAS)

Deviation from Glideslope (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Deviation from Localizer (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Evaluation Precision Landingin Crosswinds, Shearsl Long CHRILong CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment: and Turbulence ] ]

Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, L mldhlg Speed, Descending

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown [ [

Evaluation Basis: Check ability to recover from shears on short fmal and landing.

Evaluate sensitivity of the airplane to shears and gusts. Evaluate crosswind capability.

There should be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also

be no tendency to float or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone ( for ref. point btwn main AhnPohlt 50x500 100xl000

gear) (It)

Maximum Bank Angle below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (ft/sec) <__3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



15A.313.301.0.7 Cat Ilia Minimums Landing 4100

MTE I Weather State I Failures I Lo_ding

313. Complete I 1. Cat Ilia Min

] Light T_'bulen_App. mid Lmlding

ALT : 1500 VI_ 1 : 190 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 Vapp : 157 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. :53.2 Vmf : 152 AfF:ON
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 150 HUD : ON

T_=_uto _c_sI_ F_=o_
iH :Trim m_l : A/P : O1_

i0...... i

AB_RMALSfEXCEPTIONS:

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFli

1. Establish aircraft in steady level flight at tile noted conditions, tracking LOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (157) when instructed by PNF.

3. Capture O/S. Track LOC and O/S using ILS.

4. Continue to landing. Touchdown t re'get is designated on runway.

5. After t ouchdown, lower the nosewh_ho the runway while retm-ding d_st t o idle.

6. After nosewh_l touchdown, apply full braking and deploy thrust reversers (it" available) until below 80

knots, lnalnt aiding runway c_lt erline.

Procedure-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset simulator to noted condiilons, hdiial speed should be Vmm 1 (190). Enter a new co_lmlded KEAS

of Vap p (157) on CDU paior to begitming ran.

2. Hit "ex_ute" on CDU when DME reeds 7.0 to ex_ute airspeed chmlge front Vnlml to Vapp.

3. 1/2 dot belbee O/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and move gem" handle to tile down poaition.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

EvaluatiOnsegment: Glideslope Intercept Long CHR Lat / Dir CHRStart Evaluation: 1,500 fi, Final Approach Speed, Level

End Evaluation: 400 ft. AOL, Lmlding Speed, De_ending

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the final approach path

at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker (approximately 0.5

nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards T et Desired Ade uate

Dev. from Final Appr. Airspeed (KEAS) 157 ±5 ±10

Deviation from Glideslope (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0
Deviation from Localizer (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Evaluation Precision Landing _Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: 4(30 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, D_cendhlg

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the airplane In landIng. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble In pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to

float or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

LandIng Zone (for re£ poInt btwn main AnnPomt 50x500 100xl000

gear) (fL)

Mmximum Bank Angle Below 50 fL AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Maximum Touchdown SInk Rate (ft/sec) <__3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



15A.313.1.25.7

MTE I Weather State

313. Complete I 1. Light Turbulet_e

App. mid L _ldhlg I

ALT: 1500 gIN 1 : 190 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 Vapp : 157 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 Vre f : 152 Aff : ON
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEFFLEF : Aut o KCAS 190 F/D : OfF

ill:Trim Vmin : 133 A/P: OFF

Approach and Landing with Jammed Control 4110

j? Ea_NO eI_ALSabgilXOz eB_ TIONS:

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish aimraft in steady levd flight at ille noted conditions, tracking LOC.

2. Slow t o Vapp (157) when instructed by PNF.

3. Capture G/S. Track LOC mid G/S using ILS.

4. Continue to lmlditlg. Touchdown tin'get is designated on runway.
5. AI_- t ouchdown, lower the nomwh_ho the runway while ret m-ding fl_st to idle.

6. AI_- nosewh_l touchdown, apply fuU braking mid deploy fl_st reversers (if avsilable) until below 80

knots, nlsitlt sining t_nway cent erbne.

Procednro-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset simulator tonotedconditions. InitialspeedshouldbeVl_l(190).Enteranewconm_ldedKEAS

of Vapp ( 157 ) on CDU prior t o begitming ran.

2. ttit "ex_ute" on CDU when DME roads 7.0 to ex_ute sirspeed chmlge fi-onl Vnlml t o Vapp..

3. 1/2 dot before G/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and move gem" hmldie to tile down position.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

EvaluatiOnsegment: Glideslope Intercept Long CHR Lat / Dir CHRStm, t Evaluation: 1,500 ft, Final Approach Speed, Level

Fald Evaluation: 4(30 ft. AGL, L raiding Speed, Descending

Evaluation Basis= Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the final approach path

at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker (approximately 0.5

nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards

Dev. from Final Appr. Ah'speed (KEAS)

Deviation from Glideslope (dots)

Deviation from Localizer (dots)

Evaluation precision Landing _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Stm, t Evaluation: 4(30 ft. AGL, L raiding Speed, Descending
_nd Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis= Evaluate the handling qualities in landing. There should be no

tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to Boat
or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AlmPomt 50x500 100xl000

:ear) fit)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Ah'speed at 140 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KIAS)

Mmxinmm Touchdown Sink Rate (ft/sec) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



13A.400.1.0.7 Stall - Idle Power 5010

MTE ] Weather State J Failures J Lading

1,A. 4oo. jl.LiotTu ul°oclo..... 1'.....Power Cmim, AftC.G.

.... i0,000.... 25o ...... Bov A_eO_ALS_XO_TIONS=DW : 384,862 pE_R _d!iem RSCAS : DPB

C.D. : 53.2 Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEP/LEP : Auto P/D : OFF

iH : Trim A/P : OFF

.... dg SF_t_Dir ] Ceiling ] Visibility ] ..... rf_e] InitialPosition

360 / Utflimited Utflimited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF);

1. Establish strsight descending flight at 250 lalot s on a cm-dinal heading with idle tl_st.

2. Using flight path gradient, establish mid nlsint sin a _looth d_eleration of approxil_tely 3 lalots per
s_ond.

3. Decelerate to a speed whidl produces approximately 21 degr_s mlgle of attack (app. 110 knots).

4. Apply fotw m'd colulml until positive t_overy is assured.
5. Temlinate nl_euver when t_overy is assute.d (i.e. wings levd with aoa less thml 13 degr_ mid

decr_sing). NO THROTILE ADJUSTMENTS ARE ALLOWED.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinml0t or to noted conditions.

2. MoLfitord_elerafionmldcalloutdeviafionsfl'onlthetmEetrate. V_-it_flaps m-eautomaficallyext_lding
on schedule.

3. Call out "Reeovor'" when angle of attack r_ches 21 degr_ (app. 110 knots).

4. Verit_ flaps retract during r_overy.

5. Temfinate nl_euver when L_overy is assuLed (i.e. wings level with aoa less thml 13 degr_ mid

d_masing).

7a7/gs

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Stall-Idle Power Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaination: Wings level

End Evaluation: Wings level at t_ ov_-ed mlgle of attack
condition (i.e. aoa less thin1 13 degr_s mid

d_r_sing)

Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptiono] piloting strength or skill.

No control reversMs or PIO.

Pe_....._. , T_et, _, ._e_o.t_
Mmximum bank angle (deg) [ 0 [ [±5 ±10

I



3B.401.1.0.3 Stall - Max Takeoff Power

7/27/_

5020

ALT : 5,000 KCAS 186 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: ]

GW : 649,914 EPR TOGA RSCAS : DPB NONE

IC.G. : 48.1 R/C Trim A]T : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

iH : Trim

Rwy Wind Ceiling Visibdlty Rwy Surface I
Hdg Speed / Dh- lmtial Position

I360 0 / 000 Ualilllited Ualilllited N/A N/A

Proeedur_Evaination Pilot (PF):

1. Establish straight climbing flight at 186 knots on a c mdinzl heading with maximunl takeoff thrust.
2. Using flight path gradient, establish _d msintain a slnoo_l d_elemtion of approximately 3 knots per

s_ondi

3. D_lemte to a speed which ptxaluces app_xii_t ely 21 degr_s _gle of attack (app. 156 knots).
4. Apply fot_m'd colui_ until positive r_ovety is _sured.

5. Terminate i_euver when r_ovety is assured (i.e. wings level with aoa less th_ 13 degrees _d
decreasing)..

Pr oeedur_Tost Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

2. Modita-d_elerationatxlcalloutdeviationsft_nlthetargetmte. Verify flaps _ automatically extending
on _hedale.

3 Czll out "R_wr" when _gle of attack reaches 21 degt_s (app. 156 knots).

4. Vesify flaps retract dusing t_ovety.
5. Terminate i_euver when r_ovety is assured (i.e. wings level with aoa less th_ 13 degrees _d

decreasing).

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Stall-Max Tak_ff Power Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: Wings Level

End Evaluation: Wings level at r_ovet_l _gle of attack
condition (i.e. aoa less th_ 13 degt_s and

d_masing)

Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptional piloting strength or skill.

No control reversals or PIO.

I o I I a" te x0Perfornl_ St_dards Target Desired

Maximum bank mlgle (deg) ±5



1"4

13A.403.1.0.7 Turning Stall - Idle Power 5040

MTE Weather State _ Fail_ 7. Lading
403. Turning Stall 1. Light Tutbulenc 0. None MCF Final

Idle Power / Cruise, Aft C.D.

ALT: 10,000 KCAS 250 PSCAS : BGV RMALS/EXCNIYrlONS:

DW: a84,e_2 EPE Idle ESCAS: DPB _r_
C.G. : 53.2 R/C Trim A/r: OFF

DEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEP_EP:Auto _::O%iH : Trim

Rwy Wind Ceiling Visibility Rwy Suttee
Hdg Speed/Dh-] ] ] ] ............

360 0 / 000 Unlimited Unlimited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF);

1. Establish a 30 degt_ bmlked turn with idle tl_st.

2. Using flight path gradient, establish mad nlalnt aln a _looth d_eleration of approxil_tely 3 lalots per
s_ond.

3. Decelerate to a speed wlilch produces approximately 21 degr_s mlgle of attack (app. 113 lalot s) betbre

initiating t_ovety.
4. Apply fot_m'd colmml mad roll wings level until positive rmovery is assured.

5. Tetaninate mmleuver when t_overy is assured (i.e. aoa l_s thml 13 degas mad d_masing). NO

THROTTLE ADJUSTMENTS ARE ALLOWED.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinml0t or to noted condlilons.

2. Monitor deceleration mid call out deviations fl'om tile target rate. V _-il_ flaps m'e automatically ext _ldltlg
on schedule.

3. Caliout"Rocover"whenmlgleofattackr_ches21degr_(app. ll3knots).

4. Verit_flapsretractduringr_overy.

5. Terminate nl_euver when t_overy is assured (i.e. wings level with aoa less thml 13 degr_ mid

decr_sing). NO THROTILE ADJUSTiVIENTS ARE ALLOWED.

7a 7/9s

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Turning Stall-Idle Power Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaination: 30 degt_ bmlked turn, idle thrust

End Evaluation: Wings level at t_ ov_-ed mlgle of attack

con_fion (i.e. AOA less thml 13 degt_s and

d_masing).

Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptiono] piloting strength or skill.
No control reversMs or PIO.

..... , , ,   eqo.t.
Wings level bank angle (deg) ] ]]0 +/5 +/10

I



1"4

13A.404.1.0.7 Turning Stall - TFLF

_27/_

5050

MTE J Weather State J Failures 1 L_ding
7. M_None

[13A_eTscCAlt 1404. T_Flg Stall ]L Light Turlml_c 1 0. Cruise, Aft C.D.

ALT: 10,000 KCAS 250 PSCAS : BGV RMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

DW: 384,862 EPR Idle RSCAS : DPB AB_

C.D. : 53.2 R/C Trim A/r: OFF

DEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto _ :: OOFF_iH : Trim

...... Spe_a/dD. ] ..... ] ........ ] ........ ] ...........

360 0 / 000 u" Uolhalted Uolhalt ed N/A N/A

Proced_Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establishstrsightmldlevdflightatdienotedconditions.

2. Establisha3Odegt_bmlkedturnwidioutadjustingdieil_-otfles.

3. Using flight path gradient, _t ablish mid maintain a smooth deceleration of approximately 3 inmts per
s_ond.

4. Dece_eratet_aspeedw_richpr_du_sappr_innmte_y2_degt_s_1g_e_fattack(app._3inmts)bef_m
initiating r_overy.

5. Apply fotw m'd colulml and roll wings level until positive r_overy is insured.

6. Termhlate mmleuver when r_ovety is insured (i.e. aoa less thin1 13 degrms mid d_reming). NO
THROTILE ADJUSTMENTS ARE ALLOWED.

Prcoed_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFI:
1. Reset almulator to noted conditinns.

2. Monitor deceleration mid call out deviatims front the tin-get rate. Verify flaps _ autol_tically extending
on schedule.

3. Callout"Recovor"whenmlgleofattackreaches21degr_s(app. ll3inlots).

4. Veril_ flaps retract during r_ovety.

5. Terlalnate nlmleuver when r_ovety is insured (i.e. wings level with aoa less thml 13 degr_s mid

d_reming). NO THROTrLE ADJUSTMENTS ARE ALLOWED.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Turning Stall-Thrust for Level Flight Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaluation: 30 degr_ bmlked turn, direst for level flight.

End Evaluation: Wings levd at r_ ovetP, d Nlgle of attmk

c onditinn (i.e. AOA less dim1 13 degr_ and

decreasing).

Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptional piloting strength or skill. No

control reversals or PIO.

.... , T ot , ,  doqo o
Wing level bank angle (deg) [ [[0 +/5 +/10
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7C.408.1.0.7 Diving Pullout 5060

Flight Phase MTE

7C. SUP_st_Onic 408. DivhlgPollout

Lading

MCF Final
Cruise, Aft C.G.

GW : 384,862 EPR : TFLF RSCAS : DPB IC.G. : 53.2 R/C : 0 Aff : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : 0 / t_T F/D : OFF

iH : Trim A/P : OFF

Rwy360Hdg Speed0Wind/ 000/ Dir Unlhnit edCelbag Unlhnit edVisibility Rwy N/ASurtme ImtlalN/A Position ]

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish straight mid level flight at 2.4M on a cm-diual heading.

2. Establish at _.5 degr_ flight path for 20 _onds or until 2.5 M is reached.

3. Ex_ute a 1.5g pallup. Retm-d da-ottl_ t o idle.

4. Return to flight witlitu VmoBVhno limits. Do not adjust lla-ottles.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simulator tonotedconditions.

2. After de_ent begius, monitor flight path mlgle to ensure a 7.5 degr_ descent.
3. Count off 2O s_onds or call out "Recover" at 2.5M.

4. Motitt or load factor during t_overy and provide feedback to PF it" n_essNy to ensure a _looth 1.5g

t_ovety.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

8EVglmU_e_on Diving Pullout

Start Evaluation: Straight mid Level Flight (Craig)

End Evaluation: Straight Flight at hittial Speed ] ]

[Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptional piloting strength or skill,]

and without exceeding VD/M D. No control reversals.

Minx. bank angle (deg) 0 ±5 ±10

I M_x. load factor during r ..... _ (g) I 1.5 I ±0.2 I ±0.5 I
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7C.409.0.0.7 Emergency Descent 5070

Flight Phase | MTE Weather State,c._upo_odlc.0_.............. 0..... _oul
Ctnlse / Descent

Lading

Cmise, AftC.G

ALT : 64,000 MACH 2.4 PSCAS BGV ABNORMALS / EXCEPTIONS: l

ow:3_,_2 _7_ R_cA_DPBNOn IC.G. : 53.2 A/r OFF Engine Inlets Intentionally

Unstarind during recover.
GEAR : UP HUD ON

TEF/LEF : Auto : F/D 0]_] _

iH : Trim A/P OFF

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establishstralght mldlevelflight at 2.4Motlacm-dinallleaditlg.

2. hlitiat e emergency descent: All throttles to idle, lmldlng ge_" deployed, use maxJmmn break mlgle not t o
exceed load factor and Vnlo limits.

3. Obese airspeed linfit s depicted on the Vel_ity/Height Display.

4. Retunl to level flight at 15,000 ft.

Altititude Vmo (KEAS)

55,000 475

50,000 475

45,000 451

40,000 426

35,000 390

30,000 355

25,000 350

20,000 350

15,000 350

Prcoedure-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNFli

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

2. Monit or desc_lt prolile mad call envelope ex_rsions

3. Call out altitudes every 5,000 ft.

4. Call out altitude when passing tlu-ough 16,000 ft.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Emergency Descent Long CHR ILat/DirCHR

Segment: I
Start Evaluation: Straight mad Level Flight (Cruise) I

End Evaluation: Straight aad Level Flight (Low Altitude) I

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities during a rapid, maximum speed

descent from cruise. Perform maneuver smoothly, with no tendency to oscillate or

hunt for pitch attitude or speed throughout the maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Normal Acceleration 1.0 ±0.5 1.0/+1.5

Maximum Mach 2.4 2.4. 2.5

Maximum Speed S_ Sched +0 +25

Max Cabin Altitude <40,000 ft 40,000 ft 45,000

Time of Cabin Altitude above 25,000 ft <120 s 120 s 150 s



7C.503.1.0.7 CG Shift - High Speed 6040

MTE

ALT: 64,000 MACH 2.4 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 EPR TffI_ RSCAS : DPB
C.G. : 53.2 R/C 0 Aff : O1_

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEP/LEP : 0 / t_T P/D : O]_
iH : Trim A/P : O1_

Rwy Hdg S_@Dir Ceiling Visibifity Rwy Surface

36O ] UtYhlmted Unhlmted N/A

MCP Final

Cruise, Aft C.G

hritialN/A Position ]

Proceduro-Evaluation Pilot (PF);

1. Estabfish straight mid level ftight at 2.4M.

2. Attempt to msiut ain straight and level flight at 2.4M which CG slrift _curs as long m possible

3. Note CG position at which uncontrollable diverg_l_ from desired flight condition _curs.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Start Evaluation: Straight and Level Flight (Cruise) ] N/A ] N/A

End Evaluation: Straight and Level Flight [ [

Evaluation Basis: Control of ah'craft is not in doubt witlfin desired CG envelope.

,n ..... I,vol dl do.o=.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset simulator tonotedconditions.

"[_ 2. hriti_te simulated CG slrift fowmd at appropriate rote.
I'_ 3. Repeat task with CG slrift nloving aft.
4_



4_
1,4

iS1

17J_ 96

7C.504.1.0.7 Inadvertent Speed Increase 6050 Date: Pilot: Runs:

None 7. M_

Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT: 64,000 MACH 2.4 PSCAS : BGV RMALS/EXCEPTIONS;

GW : 384,862 EPR TFLF RSCAS : DPB AB_

..... _._ _ o _o°_
GEAR : UP _A_D.

TEF/LEF : 0 / tlET O]_

iH : Trim OFF

...... Spe_aflD, ] ..... ] ........ ] ........ ] ............ ]360 0 / 000 _" Unlhlfited Unlhlfited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFI:

1. Establish straight _ld level fright at 2.4M.

2. Push over to 0.Sg load factor for 5 s_onds.

3. Initiate a 1.5 g puUup t_overy to levd flight.

4. Ternlinat e l_euver wl_n levd flight has been established.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFb
1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

2. Monit or load factor _ld call out when deviatiom exceed O.lg fronl tin-get.

sEVglmUa_on Inadvertent Speed In ......

Stm't Evaluation: Straight and Level Flight (Cruise) I I I
End Evaluation: Straight and Level Fhght I I

I Evaluation Basis: Maneuver is possible without exceptional piloting strength or I
skill, and withoutthout exceedingMyLexceedingMD.

skill_P_rf ranom c_ Standm'ds Target Desired Adeq ....

IMaxi..... Mach I <2.6 I <2.6 I <2.6 I



7C.505.1.0.7 2-Axis Upset 6060

I FlightPhaseI MTE I W_=hCrSt=_ I raUu_ I Lading I
MCF Final

Axis Gust Upset
17C" Su_P_st_°dic 105" Simulated2HJ_I1S_xt ]'L LightT_-bulenc_ O] ...... ]'7" Cruise, Aft ....

I ALT: 64,000 MACH 2,4 PSCAS : BGV RMALS/EXCEPTIONS: [

GW : 384,862 EPR TFLF RSCAS : DPB AB_

..... _3._ _c 0 :o_ IGEAR : UP HUA_D ON

TEF]LEF : 0/t_T OFF

iH :Trim OI_

.... dg S_I/dD. ] Ceiling ]Visibility] ..... fface] ]lfitialPosition ]360 0 /000 _" Udihlfited Udiimit ed N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish straight mad level flight at 2.4M.

2. Pull up g_ltly to d_elerate t o a speed below MMO.

3. Establish a nora down attitude of 6 degr_s mad a bmlk angle of 15 degr_s.

4. Maintain this attitude until 3 s_onds after machitlg MMO (2.4M).

5. Roll wings levd

6. Exmute a 1 .Sg pullmp to t_over to MMO (2.4M). No speed brake or throttle adjustn/ent s _ allowed.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Remt sinmlator tonotedconditions.

2. Count off 3 s_onds after 2.4M mid call out "Recover.'"

3. Moditor load factor during r_overy mid provide feedback to PF if n_ssm'y to ensure a snmotb 1.5g

r_overy.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

8Evgluea_on 2-Axis Upset Long CHR Lat/Dir CHR

Start Evaluation: Straight mid Level Flight (Cruise)

End Evaluation: Straight Flight ] ]

Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptional piloting strength or skill,

and without exceeding VD/MD. No control reversMs. ]I

Max, bank aP_glrf{er(de_ ) St_nd_cds

I Max. load factor during recovery (g)



15B.600.1.0.7 Directional Control with One Engine Inop 7010

B ....... "to I00. Dh'_tiotml _ 1. Light T_'balen 0 .......... inal
inal Approach Control with Cruise, Aft

ix Ot_ Engit_ 111 C.G.

ALT : 1500 KCAS 167 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:GW : 384,862 EPR TFLF RSCAS : DPB One outboard engine lnop

C.G. : 53.2 R/C 0 AFF : OFF

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D • OFF

iH : Trim A/P i OFF

.... dg Sl_;dDir I Ceiling I Visibility I ..... fface I ]mtialPosition

360 0 / 000 Udihalted Udihalted N/A 5 llft.onOUtsideLoc.OM.

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish straight mldlevelflight at 167kllotswithmloutbom-denghleinop.

2. Whilenlahltaidingwhlgslevel, sidesliptheaicplmleto+15mld 15deg_sofheadingchmlge.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Directional Control with One Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment: Engine Inop

StartEvMualion: Straight and Level Flight with

Engine lnop

End EvMuation: Straight and Level Flight with

Engine lnop

Evaluation Basis.' Evaluate handling qualities during a wings level heading change

with an outboard engine failed.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Overshoot of Heading (deg) 0 2 4

Deviation in Altitude (feet) O ± 200 ±300

Tinle to Change Heading (see) 15 <20 <30

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
•_ 1. Re_t sinmlator tonotedcondifons.
t_
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15B.601.1.0.7 Lateral Control with One Engine Inop

MTE [_ Weather State J_ Failures

15B.FMa _ ....... 601. Li_la_oalnCe_ia_lt_ 1. Light Turbal_ac] 0.

ALT: 1500 KCAS 167 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: ]

.....GW : 53.2384'862 R/cEPR TFLFIl RSCAS_p!I: OONFFDPB One outboard engine inop IGEAR : UP _A_D.

TEF/LEF : Auto O]_

i H : Trim OFF

.... dg s_)dh.] Ceiling ] Visibility ] ..... rf_e] InitialPosition I
360 0 / 000 Uolimited Ualimited N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFli

1. Establish straight mad level fright at 167 knots with ml outbom'd _gine hlop.
2. hlitiate mad maintain a 20 degr_ bmlked turn to ille LEI_T. Perf_'nl a 30° h_ding ch_ge.

3. hlitJatemldlnaintaitla2Odegt_bmlkedtumtodleRIGHT. Peffornla30°h_dingchNge.

4. Return to wings level flight (to within 5 degr_s).

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFli
1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

171_ 96

7020 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Lateral Control with One Engine Inop Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Stm±Eva]ualion: Straight and Level Flight with

Engine Inop

End Evaluation: Straight and Level Flight with

Engine Inop

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the handling qualities during turns with and engine out.

Perform maneuvers smoothly, with no tendency to oscillate or hunt for attitude or

speed throughout the maneuver.

Performance Standards Tin'get Desired Adequate

Overshoot of Bank Angle (deg) 0 <2 <5

Deviation in Altitude (feet) 0 ± 200 ±300

Time to Roll 020 degrees (sec) <5 <7 <10

Deviation in Speed (KCAS) 0 ±5 ±10



7127/98

2A.602.1.60.7 Minimum Control Speed - Ground 7030 Date:

MTE I Weather State J Failures I Lading I

None 7. MCF Finalp.w_eo.- 1.02.... IL 1.0.P  S ' eEngineboise,Aft.... I
ALT : Field SPEED Static PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: I

DW : 384,862 EPR Max RSCAS : DPB NONE IC.D.: 53.2 ? Alr: OFF

'_ ± Fail #4 engine at 127 kts.

DEAR : DOWN 27 k_ HUD : ON No nosewheel cornering force

above 80 knots.

TEF/LEF : 30/10 F/D : OFF

iH : 0 A/P : OFF

.... dg s_dir Ceiling Visibili ....... rfa_ Initial Position I

I36O 0 / 000 Ualumted Utlhlluted N/A End ol runway, on centerlme

Sire Note: Position h'_ze nlay be used up to TB D knots to prevent runway overran.

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFb
1. Set brakes.

2. Advmlce il_-ottles to takeoff EPR.

3. Relearn the brakes mid maintain _nt erline during ground roll. PNF will nlake airspeed call outs, mid

motait ors engine perfomlmlce.

4. When engine falls, maintain runway centerline with redder control otlly, minbnizing deviation.
5. Teffnhlate nlmleuver aft _- t_ overy front maxinmnl centedine devi0tion hm Eeet, acconlplished.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNFb
1. Reset simulator to noted conditions.

2. Remove nose g_" c onlering forces at approxil_t ely 80 kts.

3. At VMCD ( 127 kllot s), fail ml outbom-d engine m,d call out "Engine X Failed".
4. Not e nlaximunl _nt _-lit_ deviatim.

Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Minimum Control Speed Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR

Segment: Ground

Start Evaluation: At Vmcg on runway centerlhle

End Evaluation: After recovery from ma:dmum

deviation from runway centerline has

been accomplished.

Evaluation Basis: EvMuate ma_dmum runway centerline deviation.

 erfo.... , W et, , Ade nate
Ma_dmum runway centerline deviation (It) I I1<30 <3O <3O
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2A.100.1.0.3 One Engine Out (OEO) Takeoff 7035

ALT : Field V 1 : 166 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 649,914 V r : 174 RSCAS : DPB NONE

C.G. :48il VLO : 192 A/F: OFF Lift offpitch attitude=10.5 degs

GEAR : DOWN V 2 : 209 HUD : ON rot. pitch accel/decel=l.5/2.5

Vmin : 181 A/P : OFF degdegs/seC/s sq_,,_,_:3o,_o v_+10: 2_ _:oFF rot._eady_atepitohrate_.O
_:_eoT_R:Max

End of Rwy,
On Centerlhle

Pro_du_-Evaluailon Pilot (PF):
1. Set brakes after going toto operate l_de.

2. Advml_ flu_tfles to tak_ff EPR (1C0%).

3. Release file brakes mid 1_1_1 centerltoe dmisg ground rail. PNF will lnake airspeed call_uts, and monilot_

engine pet fot_lce.
4. AtV1 _nthme mkeoffmlda_lemteakcraft toVr.

5. At tDtation speed (Vr), initiate tDta tion to follow rotation rote pitch guid_ce todica tot_ mid lmneuver tile ah-ct_lft to
totetvept tile lift _ff tDta tion pitch attitude. A$ter liftoff, ms_e pitch rotation to capture arid follow velocity v_tor

guidml_ symbol.

. At posifiveclhnb mte, call"g_-up".

. Tetminate lmneuver at 6.0 DME. Data is not n_ded for amusfic calculations.

Pr_edu_-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simulator to noted _nditions.

2. Makeaitspeedcail outsat 100ialots, mldV1.

3. When engine fail_ ia obeyed, cail out "engine # failed, _ntillue takeofff'.

4. Makeairspeed cail out at Vr.

5. Move gear handle to gear up position, when t'equested by PF.
6. Mototor gem- t_tl_ction mid autolm tic Votlex Fen_ ex tension mid t_tl_c tion.
7. Tetmiaatelmneuverat 6.0 DME. Dataisnot neededtoracousticcalcuiations.

Notes on lmneuver: Tills l_euver is to be performed with file leading and tl_ilhlg_dge flaps freed to 30/10

degt_s.

7/27/9S

Date: Pilot: Runs:

StarL Evaluation: Stopped on Runway

EndEvaluation: t_o_ I NA I
Evaluation Basis= The pilot is to evaluate the ease of tracking the runway centerline

with rudder pedals alone as the aircraft accelerates during the takeoff roll.

Perfor t_ce Standards T_et Desired Adequate

I Runway CenterKne Deviation (feet) I o I _1o I _27 I

t_`vaalinuagtp°itnhB`atal_g_idT1:ecp_i°tdiicsa_°resveals_a__5st_:_pr;m_npei__]::"i%_:_t__n7a_`_i;t':l
s_;aouinltanino:'UcnWmaYuCen_g_fl_ihn: t, aaCuld_vegrdUring tlil ............ b_h ....

Perfort_eeStandards T_ el Desired Ad uate

Liftoff Pitch Rate Control (deg) generated <_b bracket <±1 bracket
90% of thne 9O% of thne

Climb Fitch Attitude Control (deg) 10.5 ±.5 ±1
Runway Centerline Deviation (feet) 0 ±10 ±27

Evaluation Clinlb with Conflgumilon Clmnges

Segnlent=

Start Evaluation: IAftoff

End Evaluation: 6.0 Dlvl_ ft_m bt_ke telea_

Evaluation Basis: The pilot is to check flae handling qualities in clhnb while

following the velocity vector guidance symbol. Check for objectionable transients in

airplane response during m_euver. Monitor all'speed control during climbout.

Climb speed, Vc, is 219 kts.

Perfor t_ce Standards T_et Desired Adequate

Longitudinal velocity vector control (deg) generated <±1 V vector <_ V v_tor
height 90% of height 90% of

time time

Lateral velocity vector control (deg) generated <±1 V vector <:E2 V v_tor
width 90% of width 90% of

time time
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3A.604.1.60.7 Minimum Control Speed - Air 7040 Date:

Failures ] L_ding J

7. MCF Finalsfu_eEn_eIQaRse,AR.... IPaRed

ALT : Field SPEED Static PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS: [

DW : 384,862 "REPR Iztle RSCAS : DPB Outboard Engine Failure IC.D. : 53.2 R/C 0 Aft : OFF

DEAR : Down v I 120 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto V 130 F/D : OFF

iH : 0 VM_ 120 _ : OFF

Rwy Hdg S_@Dir Ceiling Visibility Rwy Surface Initial Position ]

I360 0 / 000 Ualnmt ed Utfllmlted N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):
1. Set brakes.

2. Advmlce tl_-ottles t o takeoff EPR.

3. Release the brakes mid perform normal takeoff mmmuver.

4. CaR "Gear up" at 50 ft altitude call.

5. Pitch up to 30 35 ° pitch attitude at full throttle: allow airspeed to decay to tm-get VM_ A.

5. Wh_l engine fails, low_- vel_ity v_tor to the horizon mid nlaklt akl t_nway headitlg with t_dder control,

laimlniaing deviation.

6. Accelerate to VMc A + 20 knots.

Prooedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset simalator tonotedconditions.

2. Make ak-speedcail outsduringtakeoff.

3. Raim gem- at PF call.

4. At VM_ (120 knots), fail ml outbom'd engine via fuel cutoff. Call out "Engine X Failod".

Pilot:

Minimum Control Speed - Air

At engine failure

Mm_imum bank

Runs:
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16B.606.1.61.7 Dynamic VMCL-2 7050 Date: Pilot: Runs:

MTE J Weather State J Failures J Loading

ii,o.A.......hl,0,.o,  o p. hi htTu oalen01"l......dEn neI,.....VMCL 2 Failure Cruise, Aft C.Q.

ALT: 1000 VI_ 1 : 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 140 RSCAS : DPB One Inboard Engine Inop

C.G. : 532 Vmf : 152 Afff : ON
GEAR : DOWN Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto VKIAff L_32 F/D : OFF
iH : Trim : A/P : OFF

.... 360 dg Spe_ta/dir10 / 000 UalimitedCeiling [VisibilitY[ualhinted ..... N/Arface [ htitial PositionN/A [

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Maintain a 3 degr_ glideslope at 140 lamts with zero break mlgle mid one inbom-d engine inop.
2. When the outbom-d engine falls, advmlce two remaining engin_ as requited t o nlalntaln approach speed.

3. Maintaln air speed, minimize course deviation.

4. R_ov_-tonolinnalcoursemadspeed. Malntalnalrspeed. R_ttictbmlkmlgletonogmat_-thma5

degr_s.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Reset sinml_t or to noted conditions.

2. Wh_, st abilized on 3 degr_ glideslope, fall the outbom-d engine on tlae s_e wing as the inop inbom-d

engine via fuel shutoff. Call out "Engine X Failed."

3. Call out alL-speed [deviations].

_v; ]mU_el_on Dynamic VMCL-2

Start Evaluation: L reading Apg¢oach I I

End Evaluation: Stabilized on Constmat H_ding I I

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities during a dynamic failure of two engines

on the same wing with full asymmetric thrust, Demonstrate ability to recover from

second engine failure at approach speeds as slow as 140 knots.

Performance Standards

Mmximum Heading Deviation (deg)

Mmximum Bank Angle (deg)

Deviation in Speed (KCAS)
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7C.610.1.63.7 Ripple Unstart 7060

I,c.sope_oalo,lo.En_l....... 1. LigbtTor_lolo_. _ppl....... ,..... thai
Cruise, Aft C.G

ALT: 64,000 MACH 2.4 PSCAS BGV ABNORMALS / EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 EPR TFLF RSCAS DPB NONE

C.G. : 53.2 R/C 0 Aff OFF

GEAR : UP HUD ON

TEF/LEF :Auto F/D OFF

iH :Trim A/P OFF

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFI:

1. Establish straight and level fright at 2.4M on a c_-dinal beading.

2. Up_nbeming"R_ver_t_vert_stralgbtf_igbtmldn_alntalnassigneda_titude_Asmal_st_dy state

bmlk mlgle is mcept able, if n_essary.

3. Uponbe_thg"EngineXFailed",retm-dtheappropriateil_-ottletoidle.

4. I)e.celerate t o M_h 2.2 to attempt r_t art of umt arted ialet(s).

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset simalator to noted conditions.

2. At ml approptiate time, c onHiNld ml inbom-d _gine inlet unst alt, coupled with ml engine failure.

IllHnediat ely following, unstart tile outbom'd inlet on the s_e side.

3, _lull_@ c_l out "Recover".

4. As soon as c_kpit itldic ations det_t synlpt ores of tile engine failure, call out "Engine X Failed" with tile

approptiate engine nun_er (2 or 3).
5. Verti_, if possible, that both ialet s aut onmticaily r_t art wiiltin one s_ond.

6. Verti_ that tbe PF Ires mt reded the ilu-ottle on the failed engine mid that the engine remains windnfiilthg.

7. Repeat steps 1 6, but delay tile "R_over" call by tlu'_ s_onds.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluat ion Inlet Unstar t I Long CHR I Lat / Dir CHII

Segment:

Start Evaluation: Stralgbt mid Level Fhgbt

End Evaluation: Stralgbt Flight (Desc_lt)

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities during recovery from an upset

induced by one or more inlet unstarts coupled with an engine fafltu'e. Perform

maneuver quickly and smoothly, with no tendency to oscillain or hunt for bank angle

and pitch attitude throughout tile maneuver.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

M_x. Load Factor Deviation In ]_ecovery (G) 0 ±0.1 ±0.3

Maximum Bank Angle During Recovery 0 ±10 ±30

(deg)
Deviation in Mach 0 .2 / 40 .4 / +.2

Deviation from Initial Heading (deg) 0 ±5 ±10
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4B.607.1.60.7 Engine-Out Stall 7070 Date: Pilot: Runs:

Weather State ] Failures ] Loading

Light _d 6O. Ot_ Outbo_-d 1 7. MCF Final

T_'bulen] Engine haop ] Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT : 5,000 KCAS 250 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:C.G.GW:: 53.2384'862 R/cEPR Trim75%MCT RSCASAfF :: oFFDPB One Outboard Engine Inop

GEAR : UP HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto F/D : OFF

iH :Trim A/P: OFF

.... dg S_a/dnh. Ceiling Visibili ....... rf .... ritial Position [

I360 0 / 000 Utah/rated Utllnnlted N/A N/A

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish straight clinlbhlg flight at 250 kllot s on a cmilinal heading witil ml outbom-d engine hlop mad

75% MCT ti_ st on tile remsitritlg engines. Tile sirplmle should be tril_led for zero sideslip mad less

thml 3 degt_s of break.

2. Using pitch attitude, establish smooth deceleration of approxil_t ely 3 knots per _ond. Do not adjust
the throttles.

3. D_lerate to 110 kllots.

4. Apply fot_m'd colmml until positive r_ovet_ is assured.
5. A_eler_te to 250 knots. NO THROTTLE ADJUSTMENTS ARE ALLOWED.

Procedure-Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):
1. Re_t simulator tonotedconditions.

2. Monitor d_l_-ation mad call out deviations fi'om the t_'get rate. Verify flaps _ automatically extending
on schedule.

3. Call out "Recover" when 110 knots has b_n reached.

4. Verify flaps retr_t during t_overy.

5. Terminate test ff aimraft de_ends below TBD altitude.

] _eVg]U_ex_on Engine-Out Stall

] Evaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptional piloting strenggh or skill. [
No

Ip_ S. d_ds_ W et O'_ d ad .....

I Maximum bank angle (deg) I o I ±5 I ±zo I
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4B.608.1.60.7 Engine-Out Turning Stall 7080 Date: Pilot: Runs:

I Flight Phase I MTE Failures I Loading I i_ luaUonSegment" Engine-OutTurningStail LongCHR Lat/DirCHR

13A.cSUbsonic 608. EngitleOut OneOutbomd 7.
T_'tlklg Stall Engine Illop Cruise, Aft C.D. tart Evalutanonti: 30 Deg_ Balked Turn, Engines Set

ALT : 5,000 KCAS 250 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS; I nd Evaluation: Wings Levd, hittial Speed

OW : 384,862 EPR 75% MOT RSCAS : DPB One Outboard Engine Inop I IEvaluation Basis: Maneuver possible without exceptional piloting strength or skill. I

DEAR :upC'D": 53.2 R/C Trim HuD:AfF: oNOFF I No control reversals.
N° _ntr °l 7ere(_ce Standards Target Desired Adeq ....TEF/LEF : Auto F/D : OFF

iH : Trim A/P : OFF

I M_'jmum bank angle (deg) I 30 I 35(intomrn) I 50(_tomm>I

.... 360 dg s_%irl0/ 000 UtflimitedCem_g i VisibihtyIualhinted..... N/Arface I hittialPositionN/A I

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish straight cdinthhlg flight at 250 kllot s on a cmdinal heeding with ml outbomd engine hlop mid

75% MCT il_ st on tile remaining engin_. Roll the ait-plmle hit o a 30 degr_ bank into the failed

engine.

2. Using pitch attitude, _t ablish snmoth deceleration of approximately 3 knots per smond. Do not adjust
tile throttles.

3. Decelerate to 110 kllot s.

4. Apply fot_m'd c olulml until airspeed is increasing, then roll wings level until positive t_overy is assured.

5. Acrid'ate to 250 knots. NO THROTTLE ADJUSTIVIENTS ARE ALLOWED.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset sinmlator tonotedconditions.

2. Motittor d_eleratim mid call mt deviations fronl tile target rate. Verit_ flaps m'e automatically extending
on schedule.

3. Call out "Recover" when 110 kllots has been roached.

4. Verit_ flaps retract durhlg rmovery.
5. T_ainnate test it" almraft des_nds below TBD altitude.
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15A.610.1.62.7 All Engines Out Landing 7090

ALT: 3000 VI_ l : 133 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 Vap p : 250 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf : 152 Aff : OFF
°EAR : DOWN Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEFmEF: Auto vKEAS _O Fro: OFF
iH : Trim rain : A/P : OFF

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Push over" to ac_lerate to 250 inlots: maintain 250 inlots to 1700 ft.

2. hfitiategentle(l.25g)preft_eat 1700ft:establishapproxinmtely 1.5degr_gUdeslope.

3. Maintain 1.5 degr_ glideslope: cross tin-esh old with 30' to 50' gem" beigbt

4. Allow airspeed to bleed to about 145 kt for touchdown.
5. Roll out mid d_elerate to 80 inlots.

Procedure-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNFli

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions. Initial speed should 200 KEAS.

2. Provide 1700 ft altitude callout alerting pilot to initiate prefl_e

3. At 4130 ft call "Autoflap Deployment".

Date: Pilot: Runs:

sNVglU£ae,_on D .... d Preflare Long CHR Lat / Dir CHR
Start Evaluation: 3,000 ft, Initial Approach Speed 200kt,

10 deg ftt pth

End Evaluation: Cross Runway Threshold [ [

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to control airspeed and flight path in the all

engine out approach.Performance Standards

[ Devlatinn in Rat_f Descent (fpm)

[ Deviation from Finn Target Heading (deg)

Nvaluation Landing I LongCHR I Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaination: Runway Threshold, Shallow Descent
End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the airplane in landing. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to

Boat or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Tin'get Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AhnPoint 50x500 100xl000

gear) (It)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 145 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)
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15A.313.1.0.7 Manual Throttle Landing 7095 Date: Pilot: Runs:

MTE I Weather Sm_ I Failures I L_ding Segment:Evaluati°n Glideslope Intercept Long CHR Let / Dfu CHRStart Evaination: 1,500 ft, Final Approach Speed, LevelApp.313.......mid Lmldinglete 11 Tu oal.....I0...... I  inM%
ALT: 1500 VI_ 1 : 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

GW : 384,862 Vapp : 162 RSCAS : DPB Non_

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf : 152 A[F : OFF
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF : Auto KEAS 190 F/D : OFF

i H : Trim Vm_l : 133 MP : OFF

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Establish aircraft in study level flight at the noted conditions, tracking LOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (162) when instructed by PNF.

3. Capture G/S. Track LOC mid G/S usfug ILS.

4. Contiuue t o landing. Touchdown target is designated on t_nway.

5. Al_er touchdown, lower tile nosewh_l to the runway while tet m-ding ti_st t o idle.

5. Al_er nomwh_l touchdown, apply full braking and deploy ti_st reversers (if available) until below 80

knots, nlsitlt sialng t_nw ay centerline.

Procedur_Test Engineer / Pilot Not Flying (PNF):

1. Reset almalator to noted conditions. Initial speed should be 190 KEAS.

2. Wlien DME roads 7.0, instruct PF t o d_elerate to 162 KEAS.

3. 1/2 dot before G/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and move gem" handle to tile down poaltion.

End Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, LmldJllg Speed, Descending

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the freed approach path

at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker (approximately 0.5

nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards T et l)t_red Ado uate

Dev. from Final Appr. Airspeed (KNAS) 162 ±5 ±10

Deviation from Glideslope (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0
Deviation from Localizer (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Evaluation Precision Landing _Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaination: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding S[_d, Descending

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the afuplaxte in landing. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to

float or bounce aider touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AllnPolt]t 50x500 100xI000

:ear) (ft)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ft AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed ai 145 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (ft/sec) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading ai 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)
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15A.313.1.80.7 Unaugmented Landing 7100

MTE Weather State Failures Loading

313. Complete 1. Light Tutliulence 80. Augnl_lt 0tion 7. MCF FinalApproach mid Failed Pitch Control Cruise, All C.G.

ALT: 1500 VI_ 1 : 133 PSCAS : BGV

GW : 384,862 Vapp : 162 RSCAS : DPB

C.G. : 53.2 Vmf : 152 Aff : OFF
GEAR : UP Vg/a : 159 HUD : ON

TEP/LEP:Auto KCAS _ P/D: OFF
iH : Trim mhl : A/P : OFF

Rwy Hdg Wind Cei_ng Visibi_ty Rwy Surface

Speed / Dir

360 0 / 000 udiimit ed Unlimited Dry Grooved 3 tml outride OM
On course 330

4,500 ft to right of

runway centedine

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PF):

1. Estabhshsimraftinsteadylevnlflightatthenotedconditions, trackhlgLOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (162) when instructed by PNF. Retfinl as n_essary t o k_p stick fomes in a reaonable

range.

3. CaptureLOC. TrackLOCtoG/SintemeptmldcaptumG/S.

4. Continue to lmlding. Touchdown tmEet is designated on runway.
5. Atiertouchdown, lowerthenosewh_hothemnwaywl_flemtmdingtl_sttoidie.

6. Mier nosewh_l t ouchdown, apply full braking mid deploy tl_st reversers (ff avsilable) until below 80

knots, maintaining runway centerline.

Procedure-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNFli

1. Reset simulator to noted conditions. Initial speed should be 190 KCAS.

2. Wlien DME mads 7.0, instmct PF to d_nlerote to162 KCAS.

3. l/2dotbefomG/Scapture, callout"GearDown'" mldmovegem-hmldletothedownposition.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Glide_ope and Localizer Intercept
Segment:

Start Evaination: 1,500 ft, Final Approach Speed, Level

End Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, L mlditlg Speed , Descending

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate tile ability to rapidly maneuver onto tile fmdi approach path

at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker (approximately 0.5

nm fl'om the end of the runway).

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Finai Approach Airspeed 162 ±5 ±10

(KgAS)

Deviation from Glideslope (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Deviation fl'om Localizer (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Evaluation Precision Landing I Long CIfR I Lat / Dir CHR
Segment:

Start Evaination: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending

End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the airplane in landing. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to

Boat or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AhnPoim 50x500 100xl000

gear) (It)

Maximum Bank Angle Below 50 ff AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Airspeed at 145 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Mmximum Touchdown Sink Rate (fUsee) <3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)
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15A.313.1.81.7 Unaugmented Landing - Longitudinal Axis Inop 7110

MTE Weather State J_ Failures J Lo_ding313.....loe 1.Ci htWu.bulen ,,........ on,,.....inai
Appro_h mid IFailed Pitch Control Cruise, Aft C.G.

ALT : 1500 V1_ l : 133 PSCAS : BGV ABNORMALS/EXCEPTIONS:

C.°.:53.2 Vmf : 152 A/r:OFF
GEAR :UP Vg/a : 150 HUD : ON

TEF/LEF :Aut o KCAS 190 F/D : Olaf

iH :Trim Vmul : i_3 A/P : OFF

Rwy Hdg Wind Ceiling Visibility Rwy Surface Initial Position

SpeeA ID h"

360 0 / 000 Uoihinted Ualimit ed Dry Grooved 3 tin1 outside OM
On course 330

4,500 ft to right of

runway _nt _-line

Procedure-Evaluation Pilot (PFb

1. Establish aircraft in steady level flight at tile noted conditions, tracking LOC.

2. Slow to Vapp (162) when hlstmcted by PNF.

3. Capture LOC. Track LOC to O/S hltercept mld capture O/S.

4. Continue to landing. Touchdown tin'get is designated on runway.
5. After t ouchdown, lower the nosewh_ho tile runway while retm-ding tla_st t o idle.

6. After nosewh_houchdown, apply full until below 80 knot s, maintaining runway centerline.

Procedure-Test Engin_r / Pilot Not Flying (PNFb

1. Re_t simulatortonotedconditions. Inifiaispeedshouldbe190KCAS.
2. Wlien DME reads 7.0 hlstmct PF to d_elerate to 162 KCAS.

3. 1/2 dot before O/S capture, call out "Gear Down" and move gem" hmldle to the down position.

Date: Pilot: Runs:

Evaluation Glideslope and Localizer Intercept _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: 1,500 fi, Final Approach Speed, Level

End Evaluation: 4(30 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate the ability to rapidly maneuver onto the final approach path

at low altitudes. Attained trimmed flight before the middle marker (approximately 0.5

nm from the end of the runway).

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Deviation from Final Approach Airspeed 162 ±5 ±10

(KEAS)

Deviation from Glideslope (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±I.0

Deviation from Localizer (dots) 0 ±0.5 ±1.0

Evaluation Precision Landing _Lat / Dir CHR

Segment:

Start Evaluation: 400 ft. AGL, Lmlding Speed, Descending
End Evaluation: Nosewh_l Touchdown

Evaluation Basis: Evaluate handling qualities of the airplane in landing. There should

be no tendency for APC's, or to bobble in pitch or roll. There should also be no tendency to
float or bounce after touchdown.

Performance Standards Target Desired Adequate

Landing Zone (for ref. point btwn main AinlPohlt 50x500 100xl000

:ear) fit)

Mmximum Bank Angle Below 50 ff AGL 0 ±5 ±7

(deg)

Deviation from Landing Ah'speed at 145 ±5 ±10

Touchdown (KEAS)

Maximum Touchdown Sink Rate (ft/sec) <__3 3 6

Deviation from Runway Heading at 0 ±2 ±4

Touchdown (deg)



Appendix E

Guidance Algorithms

Rotation and Takeoff Guidance

HUD guidance was provided to the pilots to help them perform consistent and accurate rotations

and takeoffs. Rotation guidance included information regarding pitch rotation rate and acceleration as

well as target pitch attitude. Incorporation of this system was intended to standardize the rotation task

and provide adherence to consistent, specified performance parameters. Incorporation of this system

was intended to standardize the rotation task and provide adherence to consistent, specified performance

parameters such as steady-state pitch rate and pitch rate accelerations. The desired rotation rate profile

began at Vr, and employed a pitch acceleration of 1.5 deg/sec 2, a steady-state pitch rate of 3.0 deg/sec,

and a deceleration of 2.5 deg/sec 2 when approaching the target pitch attitude. Additionally, the target

liftoffpitch attitude (10.5 °) was displayed to the pilots. Desired pitch rate performance was +0.6 deg/sec

during 90 percent of the maneuver, and adequate performance was +1.2 deg/sec during 90 percent of the

maneuver. See figures 6 and B7 for a display of the HUD in this configuration.

Takeoff climb guidance was provided to the pilots to facilitate the generation of consistent takeoff

trajectories which were required to accurately assess the noise characteristics of the vehicle. The presen-

tation of the guidance was in the form of a velocity-vector guidance symbol as shown in figure 6.

Desired and adequate goals were established for the pilot to gauge his performance. As can be seen in

figure 7, the pilot's task was to keep the commanded velocity vector within certain limits of the

velocity-vector guidance symbol. This appendix provides details regarding the movement of the

velocity-vector symbol.

Lateral Movement of Velocity- Vector Guidance Symbol

The lateral movement of the velocity-vector guidance symbol was defined by the movement of the

commanded velocity vector combined with a lateral error variable. Basically, the task of the pilot was to

null the longitudinal and lateral error variables.

Total lateral error Elat was a combination of four individual parameters multiplied by a scaling fac-
tor as follows:

Ela t = Klat(E 1 + E 2 + E 3 + E4) (El)

where Kla t = -0.01 deg/deg. The lateral error signal was limited to +10 ° of HUD travel.

Lateral error E 1 was determined by the distance between the aircraft center of gravity and the
extended runway centerline as follows:

E 1 = KlY (E2)

where

Y distance from runway centerline, ft

K 1 = 1 deg/ft
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LateralerrorE 2 introduced track angle to provide some artificial damping when trying to intercept

and maintain runway centerline; this also provided guidance to maintain the runway heading when

exactly over the extended runway centerline as shown in the following equation:

E2 = K2()_-)_ref) (E3)

where

aircraft actual track angle, deg

)_ref runway track angle, deg

K 2 = 50 deg/deg

Lateral error E 3 provided some bank angle limiting so that the pilot would not be inclined to use

very high bank angles to follow the velocity-vector guidance symbol; this also provided guidance to

maintain wings-level flight when exactly over the extended runway centerline as shown in the following
equation:

E 3 = K3( _ (E4)

where

0 aircraft bank angle, deg

K 3 = 5 deg/deg

Lateral error E 4 was included to provide some quick response when a lateral command was issued
and to reduce tendencies of the pilot to overcontrol bank angle as follows:

E 4 = K4P (E5)

where

P body axis roll rate, deg/sec

K 4 =-0.5 deg/deg/sec

Total lateral error Elat was limited to _+10°.

Vertical Movement of Velocity-Vector Guidance Symbol

The vertical movement of the velocity-vector guidance symbol depended on the type of takeoff

selected. For takeoffs involving flight-path control, such as the PLR takeoff, the velocity-vector guid-

ance symbol would simply indicate the desired climb gradient (4 percent) as illustrated in figure 7. For

takeoff tasks that required the pilot to intercept and maintain a specific climb speed, which was true for

all other takeoff maneuvers, the vertical movement of the velocity-vector guidance system was based on

airspeed error and the aircraft acceleration along the flight path.
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The block diagram of the algorithm used to generate the vertical movement of the velocity-vector

guidance symbol is given in figure El. The algorithm generated a commanded flight-path angle adjust-

ment 7VVG, which was added to the commanded longitudinal velocity-vector position.

In figure El, Vre f is the complementary filtered airspeed. The variables KDVFD and KDVDO T were

adjusted during real-time piloted simulation checkout to provide desired system performance with

KDVFD being set to 0.20 and KDVDO T being set to 0.7.

The variable Vct , the current commanded airspeed in knots, was defined, after liftoff as

Vct= Vlo + VDOTC dt (E6)

and was limited to being less than or equal to the specified climb speed Vc. The variable VDOTC is the

current commanded acceleration in knots per second. Before intercepting the desired climb speed,

VDOTC was equal to 1.7 knots/sec, which is the nominal acceleration in knots per second.

When the current airspeed of the aircraft was within 7 knots of the desired climb speed, VDOTC was

linearly ramped down to zero over 8 sec to facilitate the capture.

Limits were placed on _tvv G to keep the system from commanding unacceptable flight paths. The

lower limit was set to a 3-percent (1.718 °) climb gradient. This value was used because it is the climb

gradient used by the FAA to evaluate OEO (one-engine-out) low-altitude climb performance of the air-

craft. The upper limit on _tvv G was set to 15°, which really was never a factor.

SWl enabled the longitudinal velocity-vector guidance system to activate. It would close, and acti-

vate the system, once the aircraft was airborne.

Method for Calculating Complementary Filtered Airspeed

The variables used in the complementary filter are defined as follows:

&I estimate of rate of change of angle of attack, deg/sec

[_I estimate of rate of change of sideslip angle, deg/sec

('I estimate of rate of change of inertial velocity, knots/sec

0_comp complementary filtered angle of attack, deg

_comp complementary filtered sideslip angle, deg

0 aircraft bank angle, deg

g acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2

Nx, cg longitudinal acceleration of aircraft center of gravity

N y, cg lateral acceleration of aircraft center of gravity
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Nz, cg

0

P

q

F

VT,lim

_comp

_ comp

Vcomp

vertical acceleration of aircraft center of gravity

aircraft pitch attitude, deg

aircraft body axis roll rate, deg/sec

aircraft body axis pitch rate, deg/sec

aircraft body axis yaw rate, deg/sec

aircraft true airspeed, limited to being greater than or equal to 200 ft/sec

angle-of-attack complementary filter time constant, 0.5 sec

sideslip complementary filter time constant, 0.5 sec

airspeed complementary filter time constant, 5.0 sec

The rate of change of inertial angle of attack (degrees per second) is estimated as follows:

d_I = -57.3 g_(N-

VT, lim \ z, eg
NX, ) + q (E7)cos C_comp + cg sin C_comp cos 0 cos ¢ cos C_comp sin 0 sin C_comp

Note that the previous iteration value of 0¢comp was used to estimate &I' The rate of change of inertial
sideslip angle (degrees per second) is estimated as follows:

_I = 57.3_(NI< cg + cos 0 sin _)-r cos 0_comp+ p sin 0_comp (E8)
T, lim '

Note that the previous iteration value of 0_comp was used to estimate [_I. The rate of change of inertial
velocity (knots per second) is estimated as follows:

v, 1.6878 cg COS OCcomp-- N Z, cg sin 0¢comp + N y, cg

+ COS 0 COS (_ Sin OCcomp + COS 0 sin (_ sin _comp ]

sin _comp- sin 0 cos OCcomp

(E9)

Note that the previous iteration values of 0¢comp and _comp were used to estimate J)I' The estimated val-

ues for _ii, [_I, and /)I are then used to generate filtered values of airspeed Vref, angle of attack 0¢comp ,

and sideslip _comp as shown in figure E2.

Profile Climb Guidance

Guidance was provided to the pilot for the profile climb task in two ways: the magenta velocity-

vector guidance symbol was positioned vertically on the HUD to steer the aircraft in a vertical sense to

capture and track the desired altitude-airspeed trajectory, and the velocity-altitude display (VHD) was
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presented on a head-down display to provide secondary guidance information. The VHD display is

shown in figure B5. The logic to drive both displays is shown in figure E3.

Flight Director Guidance

Altitude (Alt), inertial velocity (Vtotal,i) , and equivalent airspeed (EAS) were used as inputs to the
guidance algorithm shown in figure E3. Altitude and inertial velocity were combined to form current

total specific energy, which was used as the independent variable to look up scheduled altitude, equiva-

lent airspeed, and flight-path angle in a linear table interpolation. This table was based upon precom-

puted fuel-optimal mission profiles. Errors in altitude and equivalent airspeed were used to modify the

scheduled flight path through proportional and integral paths to form the commanded flight path, which

was displayed to the pilot on the HUD.

Head-Down Guidance

The VHD provided a plot of altitude versus equivalent airspeed for the desired path, the present

vehicle state, and the actual path of the vehicle relative to the design envelope of the aircraft. To provide

additional guidance to the pilot, a predicted path was projected 40 sec ahead of the present vehicle posi-

tion. The derivation of the relationships and the algorithm to calculate this projection is given in this
section.

Derivation: A predicted vertical flight path is generated by using the time rate of change of specific

energy b to estimate the specific energy e of the vehicle at some point in the future. This energy esti-

mate, along with a prediction of either velocity or altitude, is used to estimate the other quantity.

The specific energy e of the vehicle is the sum of kinetic and potential energy per unit mass as
follows:

1 2 +gh (EIO)
e=_V

where

V local velocity, ft/sec

g gravitational acceleration, ft/sec 2

h altitude, ft

To predict the energy state of the vehicle in the future, the time rate of change of specific energy 0
can be calculated from successive simulation frames:

en-- en 1
O - (El 1)

tn -- tn 1
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wheret is simulation time in seconds. This same numerical differentiation should be made to calculate

the time rate of change of the density ratio:

(Yn-- (Yn 1
- (E12)

tn- tn 1

where cy is the ratio of atmospheric density to sea level atmospheric density 9o.

An estimate of furore energy at time t2 can be calculated by using a simple Euler integration:

^ = +'At (El3)
et 2 et 1 et 1

where At is the amount of time advance desired and is equal to t2 - t 1.

To predict how this future energy will be distributed, we choose to estimate the altitude (potential

energy) of the vehicle at time t2 and then calculate the resulting velocity (kinetic energy). Since rate of
climb/z is given by

/z = Vsin Y (El4)

(where Y is the vertical flight-path angle of the center of gravity, in radians above the horizon), we can
differentiate to generate vertical acceleration/)' as follows:

it' = /)sin Y + V(cos y)jt (El5)

To estimate the time rate of change of flight-path angle, we use the approximation

g
_t_--_(N z cos _) + cos Y) (El6)

where N z is Z body axis acceleration in g units and _ is bank angle in degrees. The prediction of furore

altitude, by using an Euler integration for climb rate and a trapezoidal integration for altitude, becomes

A

]_t2 = ]_tl -}- h'tl At (E17)

1 A

_/t2 = htl -}- _ (]_t2 -}- htl) (El8)

We now have predictions of the specific energy and the altitude of the vehicle at time t2. All that

remains is to calculate the estimated equivalent velocity at t2 as well. With the definition of specific

energy (eq. (El0)), we get

(El9)
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asanestimateofthetruevelocityatt2 in feetpersecond.Thisestimationmustbeconvertedto equiva-
lentairspeedbyusingapredictionof cyas follows:

^ = + d At (E20)
(Yt2 (Ytl

thus

(Vequiv)t2 = V/2_t 2 (E21)

This predicted equivalent velocity Vequiv may now be converted to knots for final display.

Algorithm

To generate a predicted flight path, a series of predictions of future altitude and equivalent airspeed

is made from present conditions for At = 10, 20, 30, and 40 sec in the future with a straight-line segment

drawn to these coordinates on the display from the present position. Estimates of the rate of change of

specific energy and atmospheric density ratio at the present time are made by using equations (El 1) and

(El2). The present value of vertical acceleration is calculated by using equation (El5) and vertical

climb rate is calculated from equation (El4). Starting with At = 10, the future specific energy at time

t + At is estimated with equation (El3); similar estimates for altitude rate, altitude, and velocity are gen-

erated with this result and equations (El7), (El8), and (El9). The estimated future velocity is converted

to knots equivalent by the proper scaling and equation (E21). Estimated altitude and equivalent airspeed

are then displayed for this value of At, and the prediction loop repeats for At values of 20, 30, and
40 sec.

Approach and Landing Guidance

The primary guidance supplied to the pilot for the approach and landing tasks consisted of a stan-

dard ILS glide-slope and localizer display shown on the HUD as illustrated in figure E4. This symbol-

ogy was present on the HUD during all the approach and landing tasks. A flare guidance symbol was

also supplied on the HUD for all the approach and landing tasks. An explicit flight director symbol,

indicated in figure E4, was provided for only one of the approach and landing tasks, the nominal

approach and landing with flight director (task 4025). The operation of the flight director symbol and

the flare guidance symbol is described in the following sections. Also present on the HUD was a tail-

strike attitude indicator bar whose position varied as a function of altitude to depict the pitch attitude at

which the aircraft tail would contact the runway. This symbol was of particular importance in the go-

around tasks (4080 and 4085) because it allowed the pilots to avoid tail strikes during the go-around

pitch-up maneuver.

Operation of Flight Director Symbol Used in Task 4025

This element of the display is an adaptation of the HUD guidance algorithms and symbology devel-
oped for use with the NASA Ames HSCT simulation. 1 The flight director symbol shown in figure E4

represents an aircraft that is flying down the ILS approach trajectory ahead of the pilot's aircraft. To

perform an approach, the pilot flies in formation behind an imaginary leader aircraft by placing his

1 UnpuNished work from Richard S. Bray, Distinguished Research Associate, Ames Research Center.
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flight-path marker symbol on the velocity-vector guidance symbol. This form of flight director has been

referred to as "pursuit guidance." When atmospheric disturbances cause the aircraft to vary from the

ideal trajectory, the flight director symbol provides a flying reference for recapturing the ideal approach

profile. The algorithm that was used to drive this symbol is described below. As noted earlier, this sym-

bol was provided for only one of the approach and landing tasks, the nominal approach and landing with

flight director (task 4025). The location of the flight director symbol relative to the origin of the pitch

ladder is shown in figure E5. The locations x andy are defined as follows:

x = A_- Klo c Elo c --
"glocs + 1

Y = 7as -- KGS EGS --

The parameters in these equations are defined as follows:

"_gss + 1

A_ is heading offset from runway, deg

E_ = 260 ° - 11/

A_ = E_ - 360 ° (E_ > 180 °)

A_ = E_ + 360 ° (E_ < 180 °)

A_I/= E_ (Otherwise)

Klo c is gain on angular offset from localizer

K_oc = 0.0004 (27000 -Xcg ) (0 < K_oc < 18)

where Xcg is distance from vehicle center of gravity to runway threshold in feet, negative and "qoc is lag
time constant on angular offset from localizer

"Cloc= 0.15/£1o c

7GS is ILS glide-slope descent angle, deg

7as = --3.0 °

Flare guidance: Ifhgea r < 50 ft, then 7as = --0.2° where hgear is landing gear height above runway and

7as is subject to a rate limit of 0.42 deg/sec.

KGS is gain on angular offset from glide slope

KGS = 0.0005 (5000 -Xcg ) (0 < KGS < 10)
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EGS is angular offset from glide slope, deg

where Eh is vertical offset of center of gravity from glide slope in feet.

"_gs is lag time constant on angular offset from glide slope

"Cgs = O.10KGs

Eloc and EGS are localizer and glide-slope errors computed as depicted in figure E6.

Operation of Flare Guidance Symbol for Approach and Landing Tasks

The flare guidance symbol appeared on the HUD at a gear altitude of 100 ft. This symbol took the

form of two segmented horizontal bars located below the commanded flight-path indicator as shown in

figure E7. The flare symbol moved vertically on the HUD until it contacted the commanded flight-path

indicator at a gear altitude of 55 ft, at which point the pilot followed the upward motion of the flare cue

with his flight-path command, resulting in a final flight path of-0.2 ° in the ideal case. The flare initia-

tion altitude and final flight-path angle were tuned in an iterative fashion during the simulator setup.

The reason for the relatively shallow flight-path angle at the flare exit was the lag between commanded

flight path and actual flight path in the _t/V system through the flare. This made it necessary to bias the

final flight path of the flare cue to a shallow value of-0.2 ° so that when the pilot placed his commanded

flight-path symbol on the flare cue, the actual flight path was about -0.5 ° . The lag between the actual

and commanded flight-path angle through the flare was highly dependent on the pilot's throttle activity

in the jt/V system, and differed somewhat from pilot to pilot. Each pilot developed their own technique

for retarding the throttles while leading the flare guidance symbol to account for this lag. The velocity-

vector guidance symbol and the flare guidance symbol both disappeared when gear altitude was less
than 0.5 ft.

Yflare is defined as

Yflare = 0.0345 (hgea r - 55)

where

0° < Yflare < 3.0 ° (positive downward)

Yref = --3.0 (hgea r > 50 ft)

Yref= -0.2 (hgea r < 50 ft)

Yref is subject to a rate limit of 0.42 deg/sec

hgear is landing gear height above runway, ft
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Figure E2. Filters used to generate complementary filtered airspeed, angle of attack, and sideslip angle.
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Appendix F

Algorithm for Calculation of Cabin Pressure Altitude for Emergency
Descent Maneuver

Symbols

A hole size, ft 2

h altitude

k specific heat ratio, 1.4

m mass of cabin air, slugs

M Mach number

p pressure, lb/ft 2

R gas constant, 17.5 ft-lb/slug-°R

t time, sec

T temperature, °R

V volume

w mass flow, slugs/sec

9 air density, slugs/ft 3

Subscripts:

ambient outside ofcabin

cabin inside of cabin

in airflow in

out airflow out

throat at exit hole

Initialize Variables

1. Set Vcabin to value specified for test (default 30000 ft3)

2. Set Tcabin to value specified for test (default 532°R)
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3. Set hcabin to initial value specified for test (default 8 000 ft)

4. Calculate initialPcabin from hcabin using atmosphere tables

5. Calculate initial Pcabin from perfect gas law:

P cabin

Pcabin - RTcabi n

6. Calculate initial cabin air mass:

mcabi n = VcabinPcabi n

7. Calculate cabin air replenishment rate (estimated to be one quarter of cabin volume per minute at

cruise conditions):

0 1/4 p cabin Vcabin

_-7rain = 60

8. At simulated rupture, set A to hole size, in ft 2

The following steps are performed at each iteration:

1. Determine Pambient (outside static pressure) from standard atmosphere model

2. Determine Mach number at exit hole from ratio of pressures:

Mthroat =
[ 0.28571 1]

5 _1 _

L(pambient/pcabin)

IfPambient is higher than Pcabin use inverse of pressure ratio to calculate Mthroat. Flow will be

reversed (into cabin).

3. Limit Mthroat _ 1.0

4. Determine exit mass flow:

w _ __k Pcabin Mthroat

A 4k /

/ 1 + T throat)_-]¢- ])
k-lM2 ) k+l

0 AMthroatPcabin
_rnout

0'028571 _(0.2M_hroat + 1) 3
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Note:ifPambient is higher thanpcabin , change sign on mout, since airflow will be into cabin.

5. Determine net mass flow:

.

7.

O O O
Nmcabin = Nrnin- Nrnout

Integrate mass flow to update cabin air mass

Using new cabin air mass, calculate new cabin pressure:

R Tcabinmcabi n

[3cabin = Vcabin
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Appendix G

Quantitative Summary Metric

The following table presents the quantitative summary:

Task Definition

1050

1051

1052

2010

2030

3020

3022

3030

3040

3050

3060

3062

3070

3074

3076

3080

3084

3086

3088

4020

4025

4050

4062

4066

4072

4076

4080

4085

4090

4095

4100

4110

5010

5020

5040

5050

5060

5070

6050

Rejected takeoff--0-knot crosswind

Rejected takeoff--15-knot crosswind

Rejected takeoff--35-knot crosswind

Acoustic profile takeoff

Acoustic programmed lapse rate takeoff

Transition to level flight

Transition to supersonic cruise

Profile climb

Level flight transition to climb

Profile descent

Transition to supersonic descent

Transition to transonic descent

Airspeed change in subsonic climb

Transonic deceleration

Airspeed change in low-altitude cruise

Heading change in transonic climb

Heading change in supersonic cruise

Heading change in low-altitude cruise

Heading change in TCA descent

Nominal approach and landing

Nominal approach and landing with flight director

Precision landing

Landing from lateral offset--moderate turbulence

Landing from lateral offset--category I, moderate
turbulence

Landing from vertical offset--moderate turbulence

Landing from vertical offset--category I, moderate
turbulence

Go-around

Go-around with minimum altitude loss

Crosswind approach and landing [15 knots]

Crosswind approach and landing--35 knots

Category IIIa minimums landing

Approach and landing with jammed control

Stall--idle power

Stall--maximum takeoff power

Turning stall--idle power

Turning stall--thrust for level flight

Diving pullout

Emergency descent

Inadvertent speed increase

Anticipated
task

occurrence

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Common

Infrequent

Common

Common

Common

Emergency

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent

Emergency

Emergency

Infrequent

Desired

maximum

CHR

6.5

6.5

6.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

6.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

Maximum

assessed

CHR

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

4

4

5

5

4

4

5

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

10

7

7

7

7

10

10

5

5

5

8

8

8

8

4

CHR

deficiency

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

6.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

3.5

0.5

3.5

6.5

6.5

0

0

0

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

0
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Task

6060
7010
7020
7035
7050
7060
7070
7080
7090
7095
7100
7110

Definition

Two-axisupset
Directionalcontrolwithoneengineinoperative
Lateral control with one engine inoperative

One-engine-out takeoff

Dynamic VMCL-2

Ripple unstart

Engine-out stall

Engine-out turning stall

All-engines-out landing

Manual throttle landing

Unangmented landing

Unangmented landing--longitudinal axis inoperative

Anticipated
task

occurrence

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent

Emergency

Infrequent

Infrequent

Infrequent

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Emergency

Desired

maximum

CHR

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

Maximum

assessed

CHR

5

9

5

5

5

8

10

10

6

5

7

7

CHR

deficiency

0

2.5

0

0

0

1.5

3.5

3.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

Averages ................................................................................................. 5.94 1.47

Metric score, percent .............................................................................. exp(-Average) 23.0
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Appendix H

Lessons Learned From This Study

The lessons that were learned from this study are given as follows:

Takeoff rotation guidance needs to be improved. Some elements of the guidance system, however,
were very useful, such as the tail-strike bar. Pilots employed the tail-strike bar during takeoffs, land-

ings, and go-around maneuvers.

An error in the vortex fence logic prevented proper operation during takeoff rotations. This error

increased elevator and stabilizer deflections by 10 percent to 20 percent.

The use of a lateral offset landing maneuver was instrumental in identifying the roll control power

deficiency. Although this maneuver is somewhat artificial, it should be retained for future studies.

An error in the propulsion system model prevented completion of the profile climb task.

Throttle friction and breakout, as used in this study (and documented in appendix A), were too high.

The test conductor's station needs to be better automated to help keep up with the rapid pace of the
test.

Sidestick longitudinal breakout, as used in this study (and documented in appendix A), was too

high, especially in cruise conditions.

Sidestick longitudinal forces were too light in cruise conditions.

Several improvements to the head-up display were recommended: (1) localizer deviation scale was

too close to the flight-path symbol with 0/30 flap setting (after the automatic flap reconfiguration);

(2) the central (zero deviation) markers on the localizer and glide-slope deviation scale need to be made

more distinctive; (3) the flare guidance cue was difficult to track precisely, was difficult to see, and did

not produce desired touchdown performance; and (4) during the profile climb maneuver, misleading lat-

eral guidance caused the pilots to violate the heading deviation performance standard.

The following need to be provided for flight-test-style maneuvers: (1) an analog g tape for flight test

maneuvers specifying levels of normal acceleration, (2) an analog angle-of-attack tape for the recovery

from limit flight maneuvers, (3) an indication of the desired deceleration rate to the pilot during recov-

ery from limit flight maneuvers, and (4) analog airspeed and altitude tapes for the airspeed and altitude

intercept maneuvers.

An error in the control surface mixer model caused the lower rudder segment to be locked out (fro-

zen at zero deflection) at airspeeds above 250 knots equivalent instead of the upper segment.

A useful procedure was developed to facilitate rapid change from one maneuver or flight card to the

next. The simulation operator entered the task ID, which reset the simulation to the specific initial con-

ditions of that task, weather conditions, cockpit display arrangement and format, and armed touchpanel

triggers (if required) to fail or unstart engines or simulated fuel transfer pumps, etc. A special trim dis-

play appeared to both the simulation operator and the pilot not flying that used color highlights to iden-

tify cockpit controls that did not match the stored initial conditions file, making it easy to note an
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improperpositioningof thelandinggearhandle,for example.Thesimulationthenwastrimmedatthe
newinitial conditionsto removeanyaccelerations.Again,a colorhighlightindicatedwhenthetrim
solutionwasadequateforsmoothinitiationofmotioncues.
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Appendix I

Head-Up Display Symbology

The head-up display (HUD) symbology (fig. I1) was provided to the pilots as an appendix to the

Pilot Briefing Guide. The symbology for each part of the HUD is defined in table I1, starting with the

top left and then counterclockwise around the display. All symbols are white unless noted.

Table I1. HUD Symbology and Description

Symbology Description

Heading readout

HUD format annunciator

Wind indicator

Ground speed

Mach

Normal g

Angle of attack

Actual flight-path marker

Climb gradient command

Heading tape

Horizon line

Acceleration symbol

Airspeed

Airspeed error

DME

Flare cues

Run and time stamp

Magnetic heading in degrees; significant integer value only with leading zero and

no sign; range 000-359

Displays HUD format option in effect--one of TO, CLMB, CR, DESC, or APP

Displays present steady wind magnitude, in knots, and, if current winds are greater

than 5 knots, wind direction in degrees magnetic

True ground speed, in knots; significant integer value only

Flight Mach; two significant digits after decimal point with leading zero

Normal acceleration at aerodynamic reference point; two significant digits after

decimal point with leading minus sign and zero if necessary

Air mass relative angle of attack at aerodynamic reference point; one significant

digit after decimal point with leading minus sign and zero if necessary

"Ghost" duplicate of flight-path marker appears only if difference between actual

and commanded flight path exceeds 1.5°; appears with flight-path command flight

control modes only (GCGH and 7/V)

Dashed magenta line shows specified climb gradient angle relative to horizon line,

including a numerical value in percent with one significant digit followed by per-

cent sign (%)

Heading ticks are perpendicular to horizon line, topped with first two digits of

magnetic heading except cardinal directions (N, E, S, W) which are given as

capital letters; leader lines are 1.5 ° high; total tape width same as width of
horizon line

Horizon line extends +30 ° from center of HUD; gap in middle to accept width of

flight-path marker plus approximately 10 percent of flight-path marker width

Diamond marker moves vertically proportional to VDOT; maximum range is 3°

above (speed increasing) or 3° below (speed decreasing) left wingtip of flight-path

marker; scale of motion is 1° per 3°/(knot/sec) or 1.777°/(ft/sec/sec)

Given as integer values of knots equivalent airspeed (KEAS)

Tape indicator grows above or below left wingtip of flight-path marker; maximum

range 3 ° above (airspeed too fast) or 3° below (airspeed too slow) left wingtip of

flight-path marker; scale of motion is 1° per 4 knots difference in equivalent air-

speed from reference airspeed (reference airspeed in KEAS set independently by

task)

Distance in nautical miles from runway threshold

Magenta flare cues appear when hgear < 100 ft; vertical angle between flight-path

marker and top of flare cue is given by 0.0345(hgea r - 45); movement of flare cue
constrained between 0 ° and 3° below flight-path marker

Displays current run number, elapsed time since start of run, and current date
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Table I1. Concluded

Symbology Description

Localizer deviation indicator

and scale

Night-path marker

Altitude

Vertical flight-path director
bar

Horizontal flight-path
director bar

Flight-path director

Glide-slope deviation
indicator and scale

Pitch ladder

Pitch attitude marker

Pitch rate error markers

Side-force indicator

Roll angle indexer

Roll angle scale

Tail-strike bar

Pitch attitude target

Shows "raw" ILS localizer error; full-scale deflection represents +2.5 ° error, per
conventional ILS indicator

Represents velocity vector of pilot's eyepoint; if flight-path command system in

use, flight-path marker shows commanded flight-path angle instead of actual

flight-path angle

Readout is normally height of center of gravity in feet above mean sea level

(MSL); below 700 fl above ground level, switches to radar altitude, in height of

gear above ground, and has an 'R' appended to numeric value

Magenta vertical bar used when horizontal guidance required without pitch guid-

ance information or when pilot chooses to use both bars in place of circular

flight-path director

Magenta horizontal bar used when horizontal guidance required without pitch

guidance information or when pilot chooses to use both bars in place of circular

flight-path director

Magenta circle, 75 percent size of flight-path marker circle; used when both pitch

and roll guidance available; alternatively, both director bars may be used instead

Shows "raw" ILS glide-slope error; full-scale deflection represents +0.7 ° error, per
conventional ILS indicator

Displays vertical pitch angle scale; bars and numbers above white horizon line are

bright blue; symbology below horizon line are brown dashed lines; pitch scale

compression used at large pitch attitudes (see SAE ARP4102/7, "Aerospace Rec-

ommended Practice," Appendix A, on Electronic Display Symbology, item 6 on

p. 12 of 1991-12 issue, for more information)

Waterline symbol has two sizes, depending on flight control system response type

in use; when in flight-path command mode, marker is normal size; when pitch rate

command (RCAH) system used, marker is twice normal size

Pair of magenta markers, 20 ° high, centered about desired pitch attitude during
takeoff rotation maneuver

Symbol slides left and right of roll angle indexer to indicate amount of side force

in g units; side-force indicator moves to right of roll angle indexer to indicate

positive (rightward) side force at pilot's station; scale factor should be +0. lg at

full-scale deflection, which should be +5 ° laterally

Marker remains fixed in HUD while roll angle scale rotates about center of horizon
line

Scale rotates about center of horizon line to indicate bank angle; tic marks pro-

vided (but unannotated) for bank angles of 10°, 2 °, and 45°; 30 ° and 60 ° tic marks

include annotation of bank angle value; 60 ° tic mark appears only when bank

angle exceeds 30 °

Red and white striped barber pole shows pitch attitude at which aft portion of

fuselage will come in contact with ground as fimction of vehicle altitude

Flashing, dashed-line magenta copy of pitch attitude marker provides guidance for

pitch attitude related tasks, such as takeoff rotation
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Figure I1. Head-up display symbology.
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